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WWBT/RICHMOND, VA 
 

QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST 

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

October 1 – December 31, 2014 

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WWBT in 

order to serve the community and act in the public interest as set forth by the 

Federal Communications Commission: 

1. Crime/SafetyCrime/SafetyCrime/SafetyCrime/Safety including crime prevention, fire safety and police conduct. 

 

2. Consumer Issues Consumer Issues Consumer Issues Consumer Issues including local government issues, job opportunities and 

state of the economy. 

 

3. EducationEducationEducationEducation including education standards, school safety, and budget changes.  

    

4. Health Health Health Health including health education and awareness, healthcare for the elderly, 

parenting and family issues and affordable healthcare.  

 

5. Politics Politics Politics Politics including coverage of local, state, and federal governments, elected 

officials, and elections. 

 

6. Racial Issues Racial Issues Racial Issues Racial Issues including coverage of cultural issues, racial diversity and 

discrimination. 

 

7. Special Coverage Special Coverage Special Coverage Special Coverage of topics not listed above but are of interest to the 

community. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOSTDESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOSTDESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOSTDESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST    

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUESSIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUESSIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUESSIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES    

    

WWBTWWBTWWBTWWBT;;;;PRODUCED PROGRAMSPRODUCED PROGRAMSPRODUCED PROGRAMSPRODUCED PROGRAMS    
 

PROGRAM DAYS TIMES 

12 News at 4:30AM 

12 News at 5:00AM 

Monday – Friday 

Monday – Friday 

4:30AM – 5:00AM 

5:00AM – 5:30AM 

12 News at Sunrise Monday – Friday 5:30AM – 6:00AM 

12 News Today Monday – Friday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 

12 News at Noon Monday – Friday 12:00PM – 12:30PM 

12 News First at 4 Monday – Friday 4:00PM – 4:30PM 

12 News at 5:00PM Monday – Friday 5:00PM – 5:30PM 

12 News at 5:30PM Monday – Friday 5:30PM – 6:00PM 

12 News at 6:00PM Monday – Sunday 6:00PM – 6:30PM 

12 News at 11:00PM Monday – Friday  

Saturday 

Sunday 

11:00PM – 11:35PM 

11:00PM – 11:30PM 

11:30PM – 12:05AM 

12 News Today Saturday Saturday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 

9:00AM – 10:00AM 

12 News Today Sunday Sunday 6:00AM – 8:00AM 

9:00AM – 10:00AM 

Above start times may vary due to over;run of preceding sports programs. 

 

All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix 

of news, weather, sports, and issue;related features stories.  Issue;responsive 

program segments are usually one to three minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

indicated. 
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12 On Your Side 

12 On Your Side is one of the flagship franchises of NBC12. Every year, thousands 

of people avail themselves of the services of the Call 12 volunteers for help in 

answering questions and solving problems. Many of those stories are profiled on 

Diane Walker's 12 On Your Side segments. While there are not solutions for 

everything, the information provided on the problems and the solutions can 

affect all viewers. 

 

12 On Your Side Alerts 

12 On Your Side looks at possible scams that could be taking advantage of 

consumers. 

 

12 About Town 

A feature highlighting some of the events happening around the area. 

 

Acts of Kindness 

Every Tuesday at 5, NBC12 gives $300 to someone who wants to pay it forward 

to help someone or some group in need. The rules are: it can't be a relative and 

you have to pass it on within one hour.  Sabrina Squire reports on the people 

who call in, and the people they help. 

 

Call 12 

Call 12 volunteers are on location at the WWBT studios manning the phones 

weekdays from 11AM;1PM.  When the need arises, special Call 12 segments are 

aired to help distribute information and answer questions on particular subjects.  

The hotlines are opened from 5:00;6:30PM with experts in each individual 

subject manning the phones.   

 

Decision Virginia online blog at nbc12.com 

Reporter Mike Valerio maintains this blog, reporting on information on local, state, 

and national politics. 

 

Discount Diva/More Bang for Your Buck 

A special segment on getting the most for your money. Jennifer Warnick reports.  
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Healthcast 

Healthcast is a firm commitment from NBC12 on coverage of health issues.  

Throughout the day we feature the latest from the medical and health world 

during 12 News Today, First at 4, and the 5PM newscasts. 

 

Neighborhood Health Watch 

Every Wednesday at 4pm, NBC12 reports on health alerts, and some of the most 

common complaints in local doctors’ offices.  

 

PolitiFact 

In partnership with the Richmond Times;Dispatch. NBC12 presents PolitiFact. 

The segment tracks statements and advertisements put out by people holding 

and running for office in Virginia. It then determines their truth on an easy to 

understand scale. Diane Walker reports on Tuesday and Thursday at 4pm.  

 

Restaurant Report 

Have you ever wondered just how clean your favorite restaurant is?  Every Thursday 

night at 11pm, NBC12 keeps you informed of the area’s best and worst restaurants 

according to the health department.  Heather Sullivan reports. 

 

Education Editorials 

WWBT education specialist Dr. William C. Bosher, Jr. presents views on educational 

issues in the community.  Dr. Bosher is currently the executive director of the 

Commonwealth Educational Policy Institute and distinguished professor at 

Virginia Commonwealth University.  He previously served as Virginia’s 

Superintendent of Public Instruction, and was the superintendent of the Henrico 

and Chesterfield County public school systems.   

NOTE: Dr. Bosher passed away on December 1, 2014.  His final editorial was 

presented on November 23, 2014.  
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NBC NETWORK PROGRAMSNBC NETWORK PROGRAMSNBC NETWORK PROGRAMSNBC NETWORK PROGRAMS    

 

Early Today Monday – Friday   4:00AM – 4:30AM 

A comprehensive look at overnight news, the day ahead, plus the latest weather 

from across the nation. Viewers can expect the latest headlines in world and 

national news, as well as regular segments on business, sports and 

entertainment. 

 

Today Show Monday – Friday   7:00AM – 10:00AM 

 Monday – Friday   11:00AM;12:00PM 

This four;hour network program provides the latest in international and domestic 

news, weather reports and interviews with newsmakers from the world of politics, 

business, media, entertainment, and sports.  WWBT provides local five;minute 

news updates at 7:26AM, 7:56AM, 8:26AM, 8:56AM, 9:26AM, and 9:55AM; and a 

one;minute traffic update at 11:26AM. 

 

NBC Nightly News Monday – Friday, 6:30PM – 7:00PM 

This half;hour network program anchored by Brian Williams provides reports and 

analysis of the day’s most newsworthy national and international events. 

 

Regular features include the "Fleecing of America," an examination of government 

waste, "Making a Difference," profiles of remarkable individuals who help others, 

and "In Their Own Words," segments in which individuals talk about the day’s 

news. 

 

Every evening, Williams takes viewers “In Depth” with a longer;form piece 

examining the top news story of the day. 

 

Dateline NBC  

The multi;night franchise, supplemented by frequent specials, allows NBC to 

consistently and comprehensively present the highest;quality reporting, 

investigative features, breaking news coverage and newsmaker profiles. 
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Today, Weekend Edition Saturday, 7:00AM – 9:00AM 

 Sunday, 8:00AM – 9:00AM 

The weekend broadcasts continue the "Today" tradition of covering breaking 

news, interviewing newsmakers, reporting on a variety of popular;culture and 

human;interest stories, covering health and finance issues and presenting the 

latest weather reports. 
 
NBC Nightly News – Weekend Saturday – Sunday 6:30PM – 7:00PM 

The weekend editions of “NBC Nightly News” provide complete and timely reports 

on national and international events that take place on Saturday and Sunday. 
 

Meet the Press Sunday, 10:00AM – 11:00AM 

  

Every Sunday morning for over 60 years, millions of Americans tune in to get 

answers from U.S. and world leaders, and hear analysis, discussion and review of 

the week’s political events from noted journalists and experts. Acclaimed by 

conservatives and liberals, newsmakers and television critics, "Meet the Press" 

consistently makes Monday morning headlines and has become the most quoted 

television program in the world. 

 
NOTE: NBC sports programs may necessitate the pre�emption or rescheduling of 
various network news programs. 
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SYNDICATED SYNDICATED SYNDICATED SYNDICATED PROGRAMSPROGRAMSPROGRAMSPROGRAMS    

    

Inside Edition Monday – Friday, 4:30PM – 5:00PM 

 Monday – Friday, 7:30PM – 8:00PM 

 Sunday, 12:05AM – 12:35AM 

  

This half;hour daily newsmagazine presents a compelling mix of hard;hitting 

investigations, exclusive newsmaker interviews and incisive human;interest 

stories. 

 

 

On The Money Saturdays, 5:30AM – 6:00AM 

  

“On The Money” is a half;hour weekly series that capitalizes on the vast 

journalistic resources of the world's leading financial publication to deliver the 

most timely, in;depth information and insights about global business and finance 

in the industry. 

    

    

    

    

    

    



WWBT Locally-Produced 

Issues Report

4th Quarter 2014
Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/1/2014 6PM CFIELD WATER BILLS Ed Brooks opened up a water bill for $11-hundred, 32 dollars and 68 cents...    He's just one of more than 

a hundred Chesterfield neighbors who called the county... reporting strangely high water charges. "I think 

there's something wrong on their end, the county end, because there's so many people complaining about 

it. It's not just one or two people."      I asked Chesterfield County's assistant director of utilities, what 

administrators found after our story prompted their own investigation. "There were no issues with the 

billing, or the calculations of those bills."       But-- Jeff Frankli...

1:21

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/1/2014 6PM WEBSITE WARNING Shopping online is a sign of the times -- but just because a site looks legit -- doesn't mean it is. Before you 

pay, make sure you do your research on the company. The BBB is warning about this site called 

BestDealzPrice.com. It's has an "F" rating. Consumers claim they're paying for the discounted items -- but 

never receive them. Tom Gallagher, with the Richmond BBB, says online shopping can carry a level of 

uncertainty. On its website, BestDealzPrice.com claims to be located in Durango Colorado. But there are 

some red flags, one -- there is no phone number and if you look closely at the addr...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/1/2014 6PM GRAHAM SEARCH (nat sound of drone taking off)(cover bite with video)(Mark Eggeman - VA DEM) 2324 "This is probably one 

of the greatest search efforts the commonwealth has ever seen."   Now that search to find 18 year old 

Hannah Graham includes a new set of eyes in the sky that's never been used before....A drone just like 

this one.(Chief Steve Sellers, Albemarle County Police) 1458 "It has cameras onboard and sensors and 

technology . Deployment of the UAS will be done over property where we get permission to fly over first 

from the property owners."   The drone comes as the request of Albemarle County Polic...

1:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/1/2014 6PM HENRICO GANGS An unusual interest in particular colors or logos.Strange hand signals to communicate with 

friends.Unexplained physical injuries.These are just some of the warning signs police say may indicate your 

child is involved in a gang.Now -- officers want to meet with you to talk about it.No, it's not really 

something I've really thought aboutWorking in the west end-- Sally Fotovat says she's glad these talks are 

happening. obviously you hear about gangs and you hear about it more in New York, California, it's not 

really something I thought about for HenricoRichard Hatcher heads a neighborhood crime w...

1:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/1/2014 11PM INNSBROOK BODY CAMERAS "Even on a Wednesday night, take a look. It’s fairly busy here…cars in the parking lot. Innsbrook Patrol 
officers cover a large area including residential and office space. And so they are getting a little high-tech 

help with eyes in the skies."Thousands flock to Innsbrook each week for concert events, charity walks you 

name it, but there have been highly publicized crimes as well… the brutal attack of a Starbucks employee 
this summer and the summer before a violent rape and assault of a woman at the Shoppes at Innsbrook. 

It’s not lost on the Innsbrook Patrol Officers now rolling out an extra...

2:06

Crime & Public Safety 10/1/2014 11PM JESSE MATTHEW HEARING PREVIEW It will be a video-conference first appearance for Jesse Matthew...    Staying within the jail, for the first 

charges against him.   Those are the reckless driving charges, when police say he allegedly raced away 

from investigators in Albemarle County.    And what about the abduction charge in Hannah's case?    

Matthew's lawyer wants that hearing to be moved to December 4th.    NBC12 Legal Analyst Steve 

Benjamin says saving a hearing lets both sides focus on what's important:    On the law enforcement side, 

that's finding Hannah.    And on the defense side, that's finding out all the facts, fr...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/1/2014 11PM SAINT JUDE DONATIONS THEFT Take another good look. This is the guy police say stole more than $150 from St. Jude's Children's hospital. 

That he grabbed a donation jar and walked out the door with it.  If you look closely at these surveillance 

photos, you can even see the jar in his hands! 1:06 Detective Chris Rizzuti, CPD – “It’s sad because 
citizens are donating their money to a children’s hospital charity. And this gentleman just decided to help 
himself to it."But these security cameras caught him in the act!Here's how store workers at Tienda Joana 

say he pulled it off... right in front of one of the employees.Jessica...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/2/2014 5PM MATTHEW CASE CONNECTION Jesse Matthew's arrest has police across the Commonwealth comparing notes, all trying to see if there's 

any connection between Matthew and several other unsolved cases throughout Virginia..    On Your Side 

Investigator Rachel DePompa breaks down all the cases police are now double checking.    The news Jesse 

Matthew was twice accused of sexual assault while attending two Virginia colleges-- has police now eyeing 

nearby unsolved cases.Investigators are re-examining the disappearance of Autumn Day in July of 2003 

and Sophia Rivera September 7th in Newport news. Rivera vanished the same day Matth...

1:52

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/2/2014 6PM FAKE GRANT OFFERS ( TYPING SOUND -- PHONE NUMBER REVEALED)   801-899-9303  That number reported to 12 On Your 

Side reveals a list of testimonials in a google search from people who answered a call supposedly from a 

government agency or an official sounding company rep who says their application for free grant money for 

their education was approved and all we need is your checking information so the money can be deposited 

into your bank account.     I called that number and got exactly what I expected, a recording....    "The 

person you are trying to reach is not available please...."    and an invitation to lea...

1:25

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/2/2014 6PM RUDDS TRAILER PARK 18 year old Olivia Leon has lived in Rudd's Trailer Park with her family through her high school career. An 

aspiring engineer, she describes the humble living as motivation for her future.But now, Leon, along with 

about 80 other families still left at Rudd's, face eviction. About 17 families have already left.The problem is 

safety, with almost every home in violation of city code... in all, about 740 violations.(Britni 

McDonald/Reporter)Coming to the rescue is about 20 non profit organizations.(Phil Storey/legal aid justice 

ce...

1:50

Crime & Public Safety 10/2/2014 6PM GRAHAM SEARCH (show letter)   We obtained  this letter Attorney Michael Hannaham addressed to Nelson county's 

prosecutor - asking investigators to compare Alexis Murphy's social media accounts with Jesse Matthew's to 

determine if they ever made contact.(show second letter)   Nelson County's prosecutor responded,  saying 

in order to dispel speculation, he will meet in the coming days with investigators in the Murphy case.   It all 

comes as the 40 searchers on the ground today looking for Hannah Graham traveled to Nelson 

County.(mark eggeman - vadem) 726 "Will you search Randy Taylor's property? That has noth...

1:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/2/2014 6PM MATTHEW LOCATIONS Police are re-examining at least 8 other high profile unsolved murders or disappearances in Virginia.... 

searching for ties to Jesse Matthew.    Investigators announced just today-- they are looking into whether 

he's linked to a 2009 murder of two Virginia Tech students.    On Your Side Investigator Rachel DePompa 

tracks Matthew's movements through the commonwealth over the last 15 years. Jesse Matthew grew up in 

Charlottesville-- He attended Liberty University and played football for the school, but left suddenly after 

being accused of sexual assault October 17th 2002. He popped back up at Ch...

2:17

Education 10/2/2014 6PM SCHOOL INSTAGRAM "Pocahontas" is in the user name.And so far there are six photos--the user claims these are students at the 

school.The first photo of a young girl calls her " a liar, cheater and two faced."A picture of another young 

girls says "Might as well throw her in a volcano."An NBC12 viewer alerted us to the Instagram account 

saying, "The bully has no clue what those kids are going through and how the comments make them feel 

about themselves."bullying counts no matter what medium you may useAccording to the school districts 

code of conduct--administrators can still take action even if cyber bullying ha...

1:16

Crime & Public Safety 10/3/2014 6PM ASSAULT UPDATE To some, this is just a piece of paper.But for Nicole Fields-Anderson, the words written on this piece of 

paper from the Department of Social Services, offer relief.That sentence validates the last year of Nicole's 

life.Ma'Kayla Anderson was just three when she told her mom a story that chilled her.Nicole says the 14-

year-old family member she left Ma'Kayla with had forced her toddler to perform oral sex on him.Nicole, 

took on the system--first prosecutors rejected her, saying the then-three-year-old was too young to face a 

defense attorney in court. But over the last year, the north-side mom...

1:52
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Crime & Public Safety 10/3/2014 6PM GRAHAM SEARCH For these students, there's overwhelming comfort in a simple hug.(harrison helm - student) 1810 "Actions 

speak loud than words so hugging is a good to show each other that we care."    It's why they organized 

this Hugs for Hannah event - showing support for Hannah's family and thanking authorities for their hard 

work to find her.   It comes as authorities are balancing what they will and won't share about the 

investigation.(brandon garrett - uva law professor) 1938 "They don't want to close off any leads. They 

don't want people to think 'oh they've found the guy, we don't need to tell them any...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 10/3/2014 6PM HIV SUSPECT Evidence against Daniel Cleaves-- is being collected in Virginia.Court documents show investigators have 

been keeping a close eye on him for a year after several women said he sexually assaulted them.according 

to this affidavit the first victim met Cleaves in September 2013 while out in Downtown Richmond. She 

admits she was drinking and blacked out several times.She says he took her back to his home in Henrico 

and raped her.  Then in December of that year -- another woman says Cleaves sexually assaulted her at 

her Richmond home after a night of drinking.  She says she took a prescribed medicat...

1:31

Health 10/3/2014 6PM BREAKING NEWS This is a huge development, and here's what I confirmed with our team moments ago:    Two Virginians 

have been tested for Ebola in recent days, after they met the travel criteria identified by the Centers for 

Disease Control.    According to the Virginia Department of Health, one patient is from northwest Virginia.       

The other patient tested is from eastern Virginia.    The tests as of late Friday have not indicated the Ebola 

virus in either patients.     The Department of Health said there are no confirmed cases of the deadly virus 

in the Commonwealth.    Both patients were isolated fro...

1:05

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2014 6PM SEARCH FOR HANNAH CONTINUES As dawn breaks... search crews fan out into the rural areas surrounding Charlottesville...      The police 

chief's words... serving as motivation."We have to find Hannah Graham....We've made that commitment to 

her parents, and we're going to honor that commitment."     A commitment that involves boots on the 

ground... atv's... horses... and K-9 units... like Jiro."Where ever they tell us to go... we go...These are 

trained to go to any human scent."     Sharon Johnson of Dogs-East and Jiro are tracking the Keswick area 

of the county... putting in 12 hour days...     just like the countless offi...

1:10

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2014 11PM HANNAH GRAHAM SUNDAY SEARCH As dawn breaks... search crews fan out into the rural areas surrounding Charlottesville...      The police 

chief's words... serving as motivation."We have to find Hannah Graham....We've made that commitment to 

her parents, and we're going to honor that commitment."     A commitment that involves boots on the 

ground... atv's... horses... and K-9 units... like Jiro."Where ever they tell us to go... we go...These are 

trained to go to any human scent."     Sharon Johnson of Dogs-East and Jiro are tracking the Keswick area 

of the county... putting in 12 hour days...     Just like the countless offi...

1:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2014 11PM SUFFOLK OFFICER HIT BY CAR "All of a sudden there was a rush of people toward the front of the street."                It happened in a 

matter of seconds.                 A rush of help to save a Suffolk Police detective.  "I saw a bunch of people 

surrounding the police officer. He was on the ground."                 Police say the driver of a 4-door Infiniti 

hit an officer while trying to turn at a downtown intersection.                28-year-old Sergey Solodyankin 

was directing traffic.                 Witnesses say he was hit so hard, he rolled several feet from the 

car."Everybody was trying to make sure he was okay...

1:26

Health 10/5/2014 11PM EBOLA CRISIS LATEST INFO (super: Louisville, KY / Thursday                               :00-:10) AMERICAN TROOPS ARE GEARING UP AND 

HEADING OVERSEAS FOR A DAUNTING FIGHT - AGAINST EBOLA, AT GROUND ZERO OF THE WEST 

AFRICA OUTBREAK. (sot Dan Pfeiffer / Senior White House Advisor             :11-:17)           super already 

on screen - NBC Meet the Press    "The only way to deal with this is to stop it at its source.  Which is why 

we're deploying  around 3,000 troops." HERE ON THE HOME FRONT ... (nat sot) "I am afraid of it."  ... 

HEALTH OFFICIALS ARE FIGHTING NOT JUST THE DEADLY VIRUS - BUT POSSIBLE PANIC. (sot Dr. Tho...

1:32

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/6/2014 5PM CITY WORKER SURVEY We've been digging through the data-- Check out these charts--there is a lot of red... and red is not good 

when it comes to these surveys. It denotes a category: "immediate action required."  Keith Andes 

represents Richmond City firefighters in the local union. He went over the reports with us.That frustration is 

illustrated in the lowest results of the survey--they deal with the department director, meaning Fire Chief 

Robert Creecy, and the department culture. According to this information, employees are concerned with a 

lack of engagement, "honesty and openness within their department.” Spec...

2:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/6/2014 6PM HANNAH GRAHAM LATEST Richard Brown spent the weekend doing what he does best.(Richard Brown - Hunter) 3608 "I deer hunt, 

rifle hunt, bow hunt and coon hunt."   At the start of deer hunting  season just a couple of days ago, 

there's one thing he noticed.(Richard Brown - Hunter) 3621 "I'd say there were a whole lot of people out 

there bow hunting."   And investigators are convinced that could be the missing link to unravel the mystery 

of Hannah Graham's disapperance.(Richard Brown - Hunter)  3504 "It's very possible because the body 

that was found 2 or 3 months ago was gone 10 years and a turkey hunter run across th...

1:29

Special Coverage 10/6/2014 6PM COURTHOUSE LIVE Inside the courthouse-- same sex couple Lindsey Oliver and Nicole Pries were the first to get a marriage 

license.woooo!Outside they were met with cheers.It's a piece of documentation the women had waited 

years for.we are gathered here on this momentus dayAnd on the steps of the Richmond courthouse-- the 

first same sex couple to legally marry in the city-- exchanged their vows.i once again promise to be your 

partner for life. i love you.And with those words--made history in Richmond   I now declare you Nicole Pries 

and you Lindsey Oliver  wife and wife, married forever may you be blessed and go...

1:09

Special Coverage 10/6/2014 6PM OTHER REACTION While it may be pomp and circumstance for supporters of the court's action---- others are calling foul--- 

saying voters already decided to ban same-sex marriages in Virginia.  "We are certainly disappointed that 

the supreme courts side stepped this major issue of same sex marriage and left Virginians without a 

definitive answer at this point."Victoria Cobb, President of the Family Foundation says she and others who 

are against same-sex marriage will continue to advocate marriage between man and woman. Rebecca 

Glenberg with the Richmond ACLU has a different opinion.  "We are so happy for Virgin...

1:18

Special Coverage 10/6/2014 6PM SCOTUS GAY MARRIAGE It's one of the most dramatic decisions in decades.    The Supreme Court said it will stay out of the debate 

on gay marriage, at least for now.    That immediately paves the way for same sex couples to get married 

in not just Virginia...    But in Indiana, Wisconsin, Utah and Oklahoma.    The justices, in effect, said several 

decisions allowing gay marriage can stand.   But other states are covered by the Supreme Court's move-  

including North and South Carolina, West Virginia, Colorado, Kansas and Wyoming will have to allow gay 

and lesbian couples to marry.    That brings more than half the c...

1:05

Crime & Public Safety 10/6/2014 11PM EXPLODING TARGETS MEETING Pounds of exploding targets can be loaded into objects like cars... and shot up with an intense blast.      

The Virginia gun trader group hosts a shooting event... called a "tannerite bbq"        The noise doesn't 

excite neighbors nearly as much...       Residents opposed to the loud booms coming from any target 

practice... sounded off."According to what we see in our nation, and the world today, the noise... the 

booms... the guns... it is a problem."     But the county delivered the message from the state's top 

attorney...     Virginia Attorney General Mark Herring writes ... the targets are...

1:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/6/2014 11PM HENRICO CHILDREN PINNED "Holy ****" Cell phone video captures the moments after a car slams through this henrico apartment 

trapping a young mother and son underneath it.00:53 "Oh Lord." "This was your apartment? Yes." A family 

member who only wants to be called Gulia still fighting back tears, nearly 24 hours after emergency crews 

converged on the scene of an accident that has left her young nephew on life support"he is very very 

bad.""omg. i wonder if the person in the apartment is okay." We're told that young mother has a broken 

leg "She was changing the diaper of the little boy. Oh they were changing the diaper? Y...

1:40
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Special Coverage 10/6/2014 11PM VA GAY MARRIAGE WHATS NEXT 31:38 nats, kisses- 31:48 - let this breatheA marriage and family, now legal, and sealed with a kiss. Carol 

Schall and Mary Townley renew their "I dos"Their initial lawsuit helped pave the way for this historic 

moment....Now, along with the celebrations, come a long list of priviledges now granted to all married 

couple.  "The main thing is adoption. Emily- I have not legally been her parent and so wer are going to 

move forward and now that we are legally married, I can legally adopt her as my daughter. How does that 

feel?  -"There aren't words to describe how that feels."And for their daughter...

1:33

Special Coverage 10/7/2014 5PM AOK HENRICO HAYRIDE LONG BEFORE THERE WERE PAVED ROADS OR SCHOOL BUSES, THERE WAS GALLMEYER FARM IN 

EASTERN HENRICO.SOT 48:15 (steve gallmeyer)"the gallmeyers moved here in like the late 1800'sTHESE 

DAYS AFTER THE SUMMER PRODUCE SEASON , THE FARM'S FALL FESTIVAL DRAWS THOUSANDS;SOT: 

(steve)"our way of saying thank you"THE PUMPKINS ARE PLENTIFUL  AND THE HAYRIDES ARE A HUGE 

HITSOT:(Kelly Hickok)  25:51 "we pass gallmeyer farm everyday and it's just so much fun"NEIGHBOR 

KELLY HICKOK SAYS IT WAS THE HAYRIDE THAT SPARKED HER  CURIOSITIY.  SHE WONDERED ABOUT 

THE ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE DISABLED.SOT: 25:25 (Kelly)  "he s...

2:18

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/7/2014 6PM DEBT COLLECTOR SMALL BUSINESS OWNER STEVE WINDERS NOW KNOWS HE WAS A PAWN IN A SCHEME BY 

PROFESSIONAL CON MEN. HERE'S HOW IT STARTED:(Camille Hammonds, US Postal Inspector)2:10:47 

The telemarketers cold called perspective clients and promised for a fee they would collect their business 

debts.WINDERS DECIDED TO HIRE THE COMPANY TO COLLECT AN OUTSTANDING $16-THOUSAND 

DOLLAR DEBT OWED TO HIS COMPANY.(Steve Winders, Fraud Victim)2:10:32 We submitted the debt to 

them and it got collected in one day… it got collected.THE CHECK WAS SENT DIRECTLY TO WINDERS FROM 
THE COMPANY THAT OWED THE MONEY… BUT ACCORDING TO HIS...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/7/2014 6PM MUSEUM DISTRICT ROBBERY It's the last thing you'd expect when enjoying the peace and quiet of your own community.(Mary Lou 

Richards - concerned about attack) 531 "This is the first I'm hearing about it from you. I did not hear about 

that."And now Mary Lou Richards is alarmed to hear such a brutal attack happened so close to home.(Mary 

Lou Richards - concerned about attack) 446 "If you cant walk safely around your neighborhood, walk my 

dog and not feel safe is not a good feeling."It was just after 11 Monday night. A 28 year old man and 

woman walking on Hanover Avenue when a man believed to be in his 20's approached wi...

1:15

Politics 10/7/2014 6PM BYRON MARSHALL FOLO Here's Byron Marshall on September 11th--the very day before he resigned his post as chief administrative 

officer. Marshall would never get to make the changes he told us about. In our interview for the 

investigation we brought you yesterday, Marshall discussed the future of Richmond and initiatives he was 

planning.From Marshall's comments, one would believe he intended to still be in the post he held for five 

years. You could gather the same from his schedule-- We've spoken with City Hall insiders who met with 

the now-former- C-A-O on September 12th--they say he gave no indication it would be...

1:22

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/7/2014 11PM RPS STUDENT INFO RELEASED This isn't a credit card data breach story. No. Richmond public schools are announcing a breach of 

confidential student information….   "It is very serious. It's serious enough that I stand here and I take full 
responsiblity for my actions."School board member Tichi PInkney Eppes sits on the discipline committe and 

admits she was trying to send a child's info to a mental health provider53:26 to 53:33  Tichi Pinkney Eppes     

"In my overzealousness to want to help the children I've got this inadvertant mistake that I've got to be 

held accountable for."  According to this statement from the sch...

1:23

Politics 10/7/2014 11PM SENATE CANDIDATES DEBATE It came right after halftime in the debate:    A challenge from Senator Warner, for the sprint to Election 

Day.Gillespie: Do I get to spend $1.4 million on an outside group like you've spent against me?"    The 

major theme of the night:    Who would remain true to Virginia voters, and both candidates came out 

swinging:   Gillespie fired back.    A major question:    Why has Virginia's economy outside of Northern 

Virginia, seemingly sputtered.    Gillespie pounced:    Warner reminded the audience about his opponent's 

time in the Bush White House.    Gillespie then targeted Warner's support of O...

1:21

Politics 10/7/2014 11PM VIRGINIA REDISTRICTING The decision sends legislators back to the drawing board on hashing out voter districts.      You're looking 

at Virginia's third congressional district... the center of the lawsuit.      Virginia's General Assembly voted to 

update the map after the 2010 census.       But...democrats say lines were drawn to bundle as many 

minority voters as possible within the third district boundaries...       This takes black voters out of other 

districts...likely benefiting republicans... according to Randolph Macon College political analyst Rich 

Meagher. "Because then they can get minority voters out of the...

1:31

Special Coverage 10/7/2014 11PM DYING LESBIAN WEDDING "Eternal love. Unconditional love. Love that is endless."They were the moments this couple dreamed of 

after their New York Marriage, last November.  But a celebration they never thought they would see.  

"Even if I had known that this was the road that would be in front of us 6 years ago, I would have still 

taken it with you. :35 because I’ve never loved anybody like I love you."“You are my angel from God. Each 
and every day, I thank God for you.  your heart and compassion. and your love for me. I can’t even 
describe how it feels. That’s why God is smiling and you’re smiling.”Nothing fancy, jus...

1:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/8/2014 11PM CATFISHING CRIME ALERT If you've never seen it- this is tagged dot com- where you can check profiles, chat and even arrange to 

meet someone.And Richmond police say criminals are using the profile of a woman here, to steal identities. 

25:05 Det. William Cutshall, Richmond Police Dept. - "Whoever is using that profile has talked to well over 

a hundred different individuals and tried to set up numerous invitations for meets with these individuals."At 

least two men accepted- and when they went to meet up, were robbed at gunpoint.  "In both reported 

cases police say the victim would come to meet the woman from the profil...

1:32

Crime & Public Safety 10/8/2014 11PM MOST WANTED MARK SKEETE Little Laura's life took a tragic turn on September 15th when she found herself in the middle of a crime 

scene.  Her mother Saquenta Dixon and her mother's boyfriend Andre Todd were gunned down outside 

their apartment on Hull Steet.  A Richmond Police seargent was the first to discover baby Laura.You're 

walking through the apartment and you got a little girl just sitting in the middle of it with her arms up 

crying.   Investigators quickly put out an alert for a suspect in the shooting, Mark "Clean Up" Skeet.52:43 

"They were killed in front of a lot of people.  He had no regard for anybody that...

1:48

Crime & Public Safety 10/9/2014 11PM HENRICO REALTOR ASSUALT In this sleepy suburban, Glen Allen neighborhood- police say there was a violent sexual assault. A leasing 

agent, showing this model home, was attacked while she was working. 29:13 Sarah Bloom, Henrico – “It 
happened in the middle of the afternoon. 1:12pm. Police say the victim was assaulted and sexually 

assaulted by the suspect- only able to get help when she made her way to construction workers nearby.” 
24:15 Kevin Coley, Neighbor - "It’s something that’s just no normal occurance. It makes us kind of 
frightened, you know? A little bit nervous, especially with our kids around being young."Jus...

1:33

Crime & Public Safety 10/9/2014 11PM QUAD MURDER SUICIDE FOLO "We lift them up in the mighty name of Jesus Lord God."This South Side community together praying for 

peace and understanding after a horrific murder suicide.... "Lord You said Lean not on your own 

understanding, but on God's understanding."Family and friends comfort a young sister grieving…the loss of 
22 year old Michelle Kelly and her young son Keytrell just two years old gunned down by his father, 21 

year old Traymont Burton, who police say also killed Michelle’s best friend 19 year old Adreena Gary before 
turning the gun on himself…. "We're hurt. We're mad."Michelle's sister in law Liz say...

1:25

Health 10/9/2014 11PM EBOLA PATIENT FAMILY (9:57:24) "The incubation time is 21 days and those 21 days will be up this Saturday. So, far I have had 

no symptoms at all. I got an email from United and a statement from the CDC saying that there was zero 

risk for people on that flight to have contracted Ebola."      Right now, Filipe says his concerns are minimal. 

He supports the ramped up safety procedures being implemented now at airports.     He also urges 

travelers to be cautious and honest about any possible contact they may have had with persons infected 

with Ebola.       Filipe is a research physicist who has family here in Richmond...

1:07
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Health 10/9/2014 11PM RESTAURANT REPORT (Heather Sullivan/reporting)     An inspector noted roaches and fruit flies in a popular breakfast restaurant.     

Here's tonight's NBC12 Restaurant Report... and what the restaurant did about the pests.The health 

inspector's report says the roaches and fruit flies were found mostly under the soda dispenser area at the 

Waffle House at 11201 Iron Bridge Road in Chesterfield.  It had 5 critical violations.  The inspector noted 

that  pest technician was called during the inspection and violations were corrected before the inspector 

left. In Richmond, Ho Wah Chinese Restaurant at 6323 Jahnke Road...

1:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2014 11PM MURDER SUICIDE FAMILY SPEAKS (Start with photo of Michelle and son, Keytrell.Drop photo when we see tear drop.)    Darius and Tenisha 

hold a picture of their two year old nephew, Keytrell.    The youngest of four people killed on Roanoke 

Street - when all Keytrell wanted to do, was to see his grandma.    Their sister, Michelle, was just 22 years 

old.    Gunned down by her ex-boyfriend, when her family says, there were no signs of trouble.    The man 

then took his own life, after police say he shot his own son.(Cover  with video)    Also a victim, Kelly's close 

friend Adreena Gray - who was there to give the two a ride...

1:28

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2014 11PM RIC DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

WORKSHOP

(Sgt. Carol Adams/Richmond PD)"85 percent reported and committed by men. 15 percent committed by 

women. 60 percent of children repeat their behavior."Domestic violence statistics are playing out in our 

community... just days ago the ultimate example with a quadruple murder suicide."It's devastating." 

Gabriella Miller says Saturday's domestic violence workshop at Richmond's Swansboro Baptist Church 

couldnt come at a better time.(Gabriella Miller/Swansboro Baptist Church)"One of the things we think 

about is all of the micro things that happened leading up to this event, so many places where we c...

1:43

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/12/2014 11PM OYSA MONEYPAK WARNING If you've ever use the prepaid MoneyPak card -- then you know, it's just like using cash. The problem -- 

crooks know it too. The FBI put out this alert -- warning consumers about fake sites claiming to offer help -- 

if you have a problem with the card. The agency says most victims end up on bogus sites after doing an 

internet search for the company. They think they are on the real site --- and and call a number listed but 

instead of getting help -- crooks take their money. To protect your cash, the FBI says don't trust your 

internet search. It says you should only use the website and phone num...

1:19

Health 10/12/2014 11PM EBOLA CHILD FUND EFFORTS This is the first children's interim care center... just built in Liberia.        As many as 20 children --- 

orphaned after losing their parents to Ebola --- can stay here at a time.       But the number of children 

needing this kind of shelter is upwards of 7,000....according to the Liberia ChildFund director Billy 

Abimbilla."These are children whose parent or both who have died from the Ebola disease."    Volunteers 

make sure the children are fed, clothed... and carefully watched for 21 days... the time it takes for the 

virus to surface.    These children are in danger of contracting Ebola,...

1:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/2014 6PM MANCHESTER REACTION As they waited with more questions than answers, each second felt like hours.(Tarus Woelk - parent)  232 

"I'm a mom and I'm close enough. I just wanted to come get an idea."For Tarus Woelk, it started when her 

16 year old daughter sent her a text message from class.(Tarus Woelk - parent)  145 "What did she say? 

It was at 930 this morning. It said, it's a lockdown. There are police cars outside. I'm scared. Please 

reply."Within minutes, take a look at the crowd of parents who swarmed Clover Hill Assembly of 

God.(Westine Vauters - parent) 2852 "I was on the schedule to pick up my son for a denti...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/2014 6PM STUDENT STABBED Early on- with an ambulance on stand by and police surrounding the school, parents like Gail Farmer 

started to gather across the street from Manchester High School.Gail Farmer, concerned parent: A cop did 

come by and say it was a stabbing, and with my daughter going there I was like they stab a girl? A boy? 

"Before a mass robo-call from Chesterfield County Public Schools went out, parents learned about the 

stabbing through texts and social media.Farmer, concerned mom: I’ve been crying and just got a message 
from my daughter on her girlfriend’s phone saying she’s okay, but they’re on lockdown....

1:03

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/2014 6PM TEACHER ARREST we now have a better idea of the timeline of events that led to the arrest of the art teacher here at 

Highland Springs High School.  A schools spokesperson tells me she has been working here for several 

years.There is now a substitute teacher taking over Tessa Hairston's art class.The 31-year-old faces an 

indecent liberties charge -- she's accused of having an inappropriate sexual relationship with an underage 

student.she was always nice to me, she always said hi, I didn't know her on a personal level but she was 

always respectful to the studentsSchool spokesperson Andy Jenks says a parent tol...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/2014 11PM MANCHESTER STABBING LATE There are no metal detectors or formal screenings as students enter school at Manchester High School.      

Students Say they are only checked for weapons if a student is suspected of having one.      Today- 

someone did- and used it.  "I never saw the threat of anyone doing anything like this. It's really out of the 

ordinary. I'd never expect anyone to do anything like that here."      Police won't have any added presence 

here on Tuesday-- they say the incident was isolated, and school officials reiterate that.      But there are 

School Resource Officers at Manchester every day. And they do hav...

1:30

Health 10/13/2014 11PM RVA CLINIC EBOLA SCARE Our cameras rolling as a female patient Visiting from Liberia leaves the Crossover ministries medical clinic 

with a low-grade fever. 17:02 to 17:04 “You can’t give us any information? No. I’m sorry I can’t make any 
comment.”After spending at least 6 hours isolated in this room at the center…health officials allow the 
family to leave in their own van… 17:09 To 17:17 “They are patients of ours and they deserve privacy. Can 
you tell us what’s happening. I can. I’m letting some patients go home, as I am, and you should, 
too.”Turns out they were escorted here to the VCU Medical Center emergency roo...

1:10

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2014 4PM MANCHESTER STABBING LATE There are no metal detectors or formal screenings as students enter school at Manchester High School.      

Students Say they are only checked for weapons if a student is suspected of having one.      ****Today- 

someone did- and used it. **** "I never saw the threat of anyone doing anything like this. It's really out of 

the ordinary. I'd never expect anyone to do anything like that here."      Police won't have any added 

presence here on Tuesday-- they say the incident was isolated, and school officials reiterate that.      But 

there are School Resource Officers at Manchester every day. And the...

1:31

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/14/2014 6PM BRIDGE FOLLOW Judy Tilley and others believe V-DOT is diminishing the impact the closed bridge is having on their 

lives.(Judy Tilley/Wants construction to start now)1:28:24"I was worried we were being pushed under the 

rug a bit."    People on either side are upset with the crumbled two lane Parsons Road bridge over Locust 

Creek sitting in disrepair for six months. (Judy Tilley/Wants construction to start now)1:37:15"Are they 

pushing us out because they're not sure they're going to fix it. We need to show that we really do need this 

bridge and that it's important."   V-DOT Says it's plan to tear down the bri...

1:29

Education 10/14/2014 6PM MANCHESTER FOLLOW Lancer pride is usually strong on game day with a sea of orange and blue. But, today's school spirit was to 

remember an injured classmate:"To show support for him and everybody that was there while it happened, 

everybody in that classroom," says MHS senior Austin Jarrelle."Monday, Manchester High was put on 

lockdown after police say one boy stabbed  another.The 17-year-old students knew each other.In the wake 

of that attack, classmates held a vigil and the principal spoke."He just told us we need to look forward, 

together as a family and he loves us, he says he loves us," recalls MHS senior Ma...

1:00

Health 10/14/2014 6PM EBOLA TEST RESULTS An NBC12 news crew was there as a woman from Liberia was escorted into the VCU medical center--on her 

way to the isolation unit.Just a short time later--she was tested for Ebola.Less then 24 hours later-- the 

result came in -- as *negative.*samples were drawn and sent to the state lab where the state lab does 

what's called a rapid test and those results were made available this morning.It all started here-- at the 

Crossover Healthcare Ministry in Richmond.the patient did not present any concern for Ebola, the patient 

had a separate issue that brought them to the clinic.But she did have a low g...

1:07
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Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2014 11PM HUGUENOT PARK GROPING 39:45       Lucas and his mom are at their favorite spot at the typically peaceful Hugeunot Park... the sand 

box. 37:42"There's lots of things for little kids to play on."     And for grown-ups to enjoy too... like jogging 

trails...       and a basketball court...      It's certainly not a place where you'd expect a stranger to grope a 

woman at 12:30 in the afternoon, and then speed off. 51:15"Police tell me that the suspect hopped on a 

white mountain bike, and fled the area, leaving the park."44:28"It will make me think...make sure that I'm 

thinking now."         Brenda Averette coaches runne...

1:17

Education 10/14/2014 11PM MAGGIE WALKER SHORT SHORTS You don't see this everyday...boys dressing down to speak out against an alleged sexist dress code here at 

Maggie Walker Governor's school...  "But I'm just saying it was a shock."Many teachers had a similar 

reaction. It was the result of a school announcement...if at least 10 girls failed the finger tip length 

test...no girls would be allowed to wear shorts to school...and so the next day  "some guys showed up 

wearing their shorts...i Know a lot of girls were like oh guys if you want to borrow shorts"Yes the students 

cheered...teachers had a different response... "You gotta take them off. I m...

1:53

Education 10/15/2014 4PM MAGGIE WALKER SHORT SHORTS You don't see this everyday...boys dressing down to speak out against an alleged sexist dress code here at 

Maggie Walker Governor's school...  "But I'm just saying it was a shock."Many teachers had a similar 

reaction. It was the result of a school announcement...if at least 10 girls failed the finger tip length 

test...no girls would be allowed to wear shorts to school...and so the next day  "some guys showed up 

wearing their shorts...i Know a lot of girls were like oh guys if you want to borrow shorts"Yes the students 

cheered...teachers had a different response... "You gotta take them off. I m...

1:54

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/15/2014 5PM RVA THEATER BOOM (Heather Sullivan/Richmond)The National was just purchased by AEG Live, which is a major entertainment 

company and it's expected to bring big things to this theater.  And now we're just a few weeks away from 

renovations being completed at the Altria Theater. Workers are putting the finishing touches on 60 million 

dollars worth of renovations to the Altria Theater, the former historic Landmark Theater.39:30 (Jay 

Smith/Richmond Centerstage)hvac, plumbing electrical, but there are a lot of things patrons are going to 

be able to see right away.  lots more restrooms, concession stands, new seating,...

1:45

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/15/2014 6PM STATE BUDGET (gov. terry mcauliffe - virginia) 4031 "Making this budget reduction has been the most difficult part of my 

job so far."   Governor Terry McAuliffe delivering the tough blow that will leave 565 state workers looking 

for work.    90 percent of them coming from the Department of Corrections!(sara redding wilson - VA 

Human resources) 211 "It's very tragic for anyone that gets layed off. It's like oh my goodness I came in 

for work one day and then they told me I don't have a job."It's why Sara Redding Wilson with the state's 

department of human resource management is helping those impacted.(sara r...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 10/15/2014 11PM HUMAN TRAFFICKING CASE DAVID FISHER IS THE ASSISTANT SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND 

SECURITY.    THE DEPARTMENT HELPED TO INVESTIGATE THIS CASE.    AT 17, THE VICTIM WAS 

BROUGHT FROM HONDURAS TO L.A., AND THEN TO HARRISONBURG...    WHERE SHE WAS BEATEN, AND 

FORCED INTO PROSTITUTION.    SHE SAYS SHE WAS FORCED TO WORK IN HARRISONBURG, 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, D.C., MARYLAND AND PENNSYLVANIA.     THE 32-YEAR OLD MAN SENTENCED IN 

THIS CASE, ELIN COELLO-ORDONEZ, ADMITTED HE IS GUILTY, AND ASKED FOR FORGIVENESS.     U.S. 

ATTORNEY FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, TIM HEAPHY, SAYS HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS...

1:21

Education 10/15/2014 11PM EPPES ATTORNEY SPEAKS “We do not take lightly the confidence of our public.”Richmond school board chairman Donald Coleman 
speaking out after school board member Tichi Pinkney Eppes admitted here on NBC 12 she exposed 

confidential student information…."It's serious enough that I stand here and I take full responsibility for my 
actions." “This has been a gut-wrenching reality check for all of us." "For all the board members?" "Yes. We 
are about serious business.” “And at this point policy makes it clear, that what has happened requires us to 
respond.”Let's spell it out...possible sanctions include Public admonishment...

1:29

Health 10/15/2014 11PM EBOLA TRAVEL BAN PROPOSAL As Ebola cases rise in the United States --- so does the fear. It's one reason Delagate Bob Marshall says 

action has to be taken now to protect Virginians.' "you know the old addage an ounce of prevention is 

wortha pound of cure. Well there's no cure for this...ebola."He sent this letter-- calling on Governor 

McAuliffe to act "promptly and decisively"  --- even encouraging him to use "police powers" to "protect our 

citizens from exposure to Ebola..." even if it means going to court. "They have no excuse. They are not 

protecting our health. They are not protecting our lives. I have no idea what...

1:43

Health 10/15/2014 11PM TEXAS EBOLA CASES LATEST (--- REPORTER LIVE LEAD ---) SABRINA AND CURT, THE HEAD OF THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL 

SAID TODAY THAT NURSE, AMBER VINSON, SHOULD NEVER HAVE  BEEN ON A COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE 

AFTER TREATING A MAN WHO DIED FROM EBOLA... BUT IT APPEARS NO ONE TOLD THE NURSE THAT... 

EVEN WHEN SHE ASKED. (--- INSERT PKG ---) 29-YEAR OLD AMBER VINSON ARRIVED IN ATLANTA 

TONIGHT... SHE AND HER CARETAKERS DRESSED HEAD TO TOE IN HAZMAT SUITS. HER DESTINATION, 

EMORY UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL WHICH HAS SUCCESSFULLY TREATED THREE OTHER EBOLA PATIENTS. 

FAMILY MEMBERS SAY LAST WEEK, VINSON FLEW TO CLEVELAND TO PLAN HER WEDDING....

2:03

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/16/2014 6PM SHIPPING SCAM PATTI SAYS SHE AND PAUL WENT ON SEVERAL DATES AFTER MEETING ON MATCH DOT COM… AND HAD 
MANY CONVERSATIONS IN PERSON AND ONLINE.THEN, HE TOLD HER HE WAS LEAVING ON A TRIP AND 

ASKED FOR A FAVOR.(Patti Schmidt, Fraud Victim)6:18:30 I have some packages coming… I don't trust 
leaving them at my place… can I send them to your place?.PATTI SAID FINE. THEN, HE ASKED IF SHE 
WOULD SEND THE LARGE PACKAGES TO HIS BUSINESS PARTNER WITH LABELS HE SUPPLIED. SHE 

DIDN'T QUESTION THE REQUEST.4:09:55 We intercepted the packages…POSTAL INSPECTORS SEIZED 
THE PACKAGES WHEN THEY NOTICED  PHONY POSTAGE.(Manuella Bakke...

1:14

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 6PM CFIELD GRAHAM SEARCH Whether it was on four-legs or two, teams continue to look for missing Hannah Graham.Including these 

members of the Chesterfield County Sheriff's Office. Sgt. Dale Terry, Chesterfield County Sheriff's Office: 

the units who were here before us were here for about 33-days and they're tired and what we bring right 

now is a fresh set of eyes, new energy."After a quick debrief, the team of 10 was divided.  This group is 

working a stretch along the train tracks, in a line formation-looking for something that just doesn't seem to 

fit.Sgt. Terry: Everything that st...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 6PM CHILD DEATH We spoke to Exequiel's parents here in Richmond. They're barely holding on as they make funeral plans for 

their six year old son. But they spoke to us about their love for him and the message to the driver 

responsible for the crash.nada nada!!!This mother is saying Nothing, nothing. Ruth Vasquez says there was 

nothing she could do to save her son the night this car crashed into her cousin's apartment on Three Chopt 

Road.Vasquez and her six year old son Exequiel were trapped underneath it.She speaks through a 

translator about that crash - her leg now in a cast after surgery.all she thought abou...

1:37

Health 10/16/2014 6PM DULLES SCREENINGS (nats)   As passengers rush to get from point A to point B - some have packed somethign extra - 

precaution.(Twilette Marshall - flew into dc from ohio)  "Wearing a mask. I had gloves on and all that in 

there but I'm out here so."   Twilette Marshall is just landing at Dulles and is alarmed by the Ebola 

crisis.(Twilette Marshall - flew into dc from ohio)  "It's scary. I'm not trying to be in quarantine."   As she 

does her part, so are federal authorities.   They just started screening passengers coming from West 

Africa....taking their names and contact information - using no-touch therm...

1:33

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 11PM EXEQUIEL VASQUEZ VIGIL Out of all the balloons, flowers, and drawings now on this fence...    Everyone's gaze is drawn to these 

photos:    On the right, little Exequiel's class picture.    And on the left, his mother and brother - who both 

survived the crash.    "Thank you God for this blessing," says a family member.    "You don't know the 

feelings I'm feeling right now."    The Vasquez extended family still stunned at the loss, but spoke through 

a friend.    Perhaps the most poignant part of the night - how many of Exequiel's young friends, and 

classmates were here.    His family came from Honduras not long ago, a...

1:15
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Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 11PM RICHMOND DOMESTIC CRIMES Enough is enough. Richmond Police calling on the community to help them tackle crime… I look at this 
you’re calling it a problem solving workshop. Yes sir. That’s exactly right. We are not just coming to 
fellowship and hangout. When we get in there we are going to identify issues right away.”Issues like 
Domestic violence---who can forget the recent quadruple murder suicide that left a young mother, her 

friend and 2 year old son dead, all killed by the estranged boyfriend who would later turn the gun on 

himself6:14 to 6:20 Major Steve Drew/ Richmond Police Department  "One victim is too many. W...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 11PM VIOLENT CIRCLE K ROBBERIES Here are the pictures- caught in the act!Police say these were the moments as the crime unfolded.And they 

hope you'll recognize one of these men.  "Two you can tell are basically surveying the area while the other 

one is in the act of going towards the storeroom. "From there, Detective Chris Rizzuti says these guys were 

distracting the store clerk-- and this guy grabbed the cigarettes 15 hundred dollars worth. “Police say the 
suspect in the store room grabbed a case, pushed over a store clerk and then ran off out of the store with 

the other suspects.”The store clerk was hurt- but should be ok....

1:12

Health 10/16/2014 11PM RESTAURANT REPORT Two restaurants had insect problems on their last health inspections ... and inspectors told them to clean 

things up. Here's where it happened ... in tonight's Restaurant Report. When an inspector popped in at 

Triple Eight Chinese Restaurant at 4410 West Hundred Road in Chesterfield, the report shows it had 5 

critical violations.  The inspector noted roach traps were covered with live and dead roaches, and one was 

crawling in the kitchen.  When the inspector returned a month later, the criticals were cleared up, but the 

same roach problem was reported.  Triple Eight was told to establish a cle...

1:37

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/17/2014 5PM DOES IT WORK It's the julienne tool that peels slices grates shaves shreds and garnishes. There are two in this pack. We 

start with the peeler. The paring is effortless. Onto try the shredder on potatos, difficult at first, but easy to 

adjust to. The side tools cut thick strands for things like french fries. The titan peeled and shredded 

everything with ease. So does it work...the answer for Titan is yes.Nobody likes scratches on their car.. the 

DuPont Pro Fusion Color Scratch Repair Stick supposedly eliminates unsightly blemishes in seconds. After 

cleaning the surface you run the tip of the repair stick o...

1:34

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/17/2014 5PM HENRICO GROCERY "While it may have been here for about 30 years I'm told that this dealership will soon close its doors and 

possibly make way for a new grocery store---    that may be unfamiliar to many frequent shoppers in the 

area."  As the inventory here at Bill Talley Ford slowly disappears the whispers of what is next for the 

dealership property grow even louder--- people living in the community stand on both sides of the 

possibility of a new grocery store setting up shop on Laburnum Avenue.  "It might bring a lot of money in 

here, some new jobs, more people to go to work I mean it might make the economy...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 6PM POWHATAN ARREST Over the years, the Powhatan High School Band program has gone through heartache..  first with this fire 

in 2010 that destroyed instruments and damaged uniforms.. Now the program is under a microscope after 

a contractor, hired by the school’s band boosters- is charged with a sex crimes against a child. Nicholas 
White, who’s known as “Niqk” was arrested Thursday. According to these court documents, the charges 
date back to two separates incidents in March.Those documents go on to say, White had sexual contact 

with a student under his supervision or care, who was under the age of 18. Powhatan sc...

1:01

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 6PM RRHA update Shock and fear from folks living in R-R-H-A housing tonight upon hearing news the people running their 

communities are making changes --and not telling them about it. This Gilpin Court resident is so 

concerned, she asked us not to reveal her identity. What they didn't know is what sources are telling us-- C-

O-O Stephenie Horton was fired in the last two weeks. According to insiders, like she did for the 

dismantling of the agency policy department, C-E-O Adrienne Goolsby sent in her general counsel and H-R 

director to break the news. One of Horton's responsibilities was to streamline the housin...

1:55

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 6PM TECH HARRINGTON The goal today was to Hold Up Morgan and so the Save the Next Girl campaign and Virginia Tech students 

took to social media to make sure her life wasn't forgotten.    Megan Cahill shared this photo of Morgan on 

Twitter with the message Hokies Hold up Morgan, writing "your family, friends, and Virginia Tech miss you. 

Because of you we help save the next girl."    The group founded by Morgan's parents in the wake of her 

disappearance and murder created this montage of photos of Hokies holding up signs with her name for 

the anniversary in addition to the ceremony at Copley Bridge on the Universit...

1:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2014 11PM HANNAH CFIELD SHERIFF REAX You're looking at the Chesterfield deputies who discovered what may be the biggest break of this case.    

The ten team members were supposed to work for one more day...    Until, they found human remains.    

Lieutenant Gregory Thomas told us Charlottesville called his department earlier this week, asking for 

anyone to volunteer, and give their search teams a break.    All of these deputies volunteered, and are 

away from their families.    On Thursday, their leader, Sergeant Dale Terry, told us what they were looking 

for:    Minimal details can be released on how they found the remains on a vac...

1:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2014 11PM HANNAH COMMUNITY REACTION Laura Holmes: Definitely scary..  "For the young women out on Charlottesville’s downtown mall, missing 
Hannah Graham is never far from their thoughts. But, word that her body may have been found brings out 

new emotions.Nadine Michel: I think it’s really scary and it’s disturbing. "After more than a month of 
searching, crews discovered human remains on a nearby farm.  While, investigators are waiting for DNA... 

many people are assuming the worst.Mary Kathryn Sawyer: "Certainly been thinking about her family in 

this time and hopefully find more information to give them peace and hopefully bring...

1:05

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2014 11PM HANNAH SEARCH REMAINS FOUND After 35 days… and thousands of man hours looking… search crews track down the grimmest of findings.  
“We think, perhaps, today proved their worth.” “Sometime before noon today, a search team from the 
chesterfield county sheriff’s department was searching an abandoned property along old Lynchburg road in 
southern Albemarle county, when they discovered what appears to be human remains.”Detectives quickly 
contacted Hannah’s parents… a desperate state of unknown- evolving into an even more harrowing reality. 
“Fairly shortly after that discovery, at a time that was most appropriate, Detective Jame...

1:47

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2014 11PM INVESTIGATING JESSE MATTHEW Jesse Matthew grew up in Charlottesville-- He attended Liberty University and played football for the 

school, but left suddenly after being accused of sexual assault October 17th 2002.He popped back up at 

Christopher Newport University in Newport News in 2003 but left the football team in less than a month 

after being accused of sexual assault on campus.Charges were not filed in either case.September 24th 

2005 there's a violent rape and abduction in Fairfax City.  This is the composite sketch of that suspect. The 

case has been linked by DNA to a murder 4 years later. Police have a forensic lin...

1:39

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/19/2014 11PM OYSA SCAM EMAILS At first glance -- this email claiming to be from Bank of America just may fool you --but it is not from the 

bank. Cyber Criminals are after your cash or banking information. This bogus note tells you there's been 

irregular activity and you need to open an attachment. The bank will never send you an email likes this -- 

and will ask for your banking information. Never trust emails, if you think there is a problem call your bank 

directly. Report this one to abuse@bankofamerica.com. We all could use a million bucks -- but if you see 

this email in your inbox -- don't get excited -- it's a scam. Cy...

1:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 11PM GRAHAM SEARCH TEAM AND CRME 

EXPERT

"It was divine intervention, something said keep on going and we just decided to keep on going."    It was 

that perseverance that lead members of this Chesterfield County Sheriff's office to human remains on a 

farm in Albemarle County. Sergeant Dale Terry told us that he and the group had finished and got in their 

cars but decided to take another look around the area. "The team came back out and we kept going and 

pushed through the area and we are happy that we were able to discover what we discovered. God 

Intervened and he used us to help locate those remains. Sergeant Terry would not go into...

1:41
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Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 11PM HANNAH GRAHAM LATEST INFO 1:32"Jesse Matthew and his family lived at this home behind me on Ponderosa Trail, just a few years ago, 

according to the neighbors and people who live here now. And this spot is just four miles away from where 

the remains were found."    As investigators scour for any trace of evidence... left at the scene...     

Neighbors along this rural stretch are shaken. 8:06"It's kind of scary because we have two young kids 

here, and you have to be cautious of them."     Detectives are hoping to pinpoint forensic evidence tied to 

the remains- still not officially confirmed as Hannah.7:09"This morning I'...

2:02

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 11PM RVA ACTIVE SHOOTER NUTS AND 

BOLTS

Susan Bahorich, reporting:   Police got the call here at the Cloverleaf Inn Motel at about 3:45 Sunday 

afternoon. The initial call was for a domestic situation. But, when police arrived it turned into so much 

more."Dionne Waugh, Richmond Police: As officers arrived on the scene -shots were fired and officer 

backed up and called for additional resources. "That triggered a nearly 3-hour long standoff that shut down 

the usually busy Midlothian Turnpike from Covington to German School Roads.  Tierra Marshall lives nearby- 

she wondered how she would get home.  While she wondered, she had a front ro...

1:11

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 4PM HANNAH GRAHAM LATEST INFO As investigators scour for any trace of evidence... left at the scene...     Neighbors along this rural stretch 

are shaken. 8:06"It's kind of scary because we have two young kids here, and you have to be cautious of 

them."     Detectives are hoping to pinpoint forensic evidence tied to the remains- still not officially 

confirmed as Hannah.7:09"This morning I've seen some people, two officers, clean the ditch lines out.. 

checking for things."    This area is known to suspect Jesse Matthew... charged with Hannah's abduction, 

with intent to defile.     Neighbor Bernard Blue tells me... Matthew, h...

1:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 5PM TEENS SEXTING Did you know teens sexting or sending nude photos to a boyfriend or girlfriend could end up facing felony 

charges? It's another challenge in this brave new world of social media...   and when it comes to 

parenting...   It's a lesson Renita Kellam learned After we schooled her on one of the apps her 15-year old 

son Raymond has on his phone. Apps like snapchat, wickr, and oovoo (ooh-vo) allow users to take a photo 

or video, send it, then the image self destructs on the other end in a matter of seconds. sneaky - maybe.   

safe - no way.   A lot of teens don't care that what they put out there will...

2:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 6PM CVILLE LATEST On the first day of the work week following the gruesome discovery of human remains in Albemarle County 

- sentiments of Hannah are strong.(Kayla Leavesley - LIVES IN CHARLOTTESVILLE) 1533 "It's sad but in a 

way if it is her I'm kind of happy for the family just to have some sort of closure even though it's horrible."   

As police await a positive identification, take a look at the growing tributes today on the Copley Bridge on 

UVA's campus.   Officers now saying they believe the missing student was not just abducted, but somehow 

died.(Brandon Garrett - law professor) 718 "If this turns into a m...

1:33

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 6PM WHITE OAK FATAL Police found the man suffering from gunshot wounds in this grassy area right next to the shopping 

center.You can see just how busy it can get around here.Only one business was open when this happened--

but some shoppers say it does put them on edge.Police block off the  entrance to the White Oak Shopping 

Center for several hours after a man is gunned down.Early on---police say they don't have a motive.Not a 

scene you expect when you work the morning shift.i saw when the police were over there this morning but 

I came in the other wayWhile the shopping center is normally very busy, the only busin...

1:32

Special Coverage 10/21/2014 5PM AOK LYNETTE DENNIS ON RICHMOND'S SOUTHSIDE, AT THE INTERSECTION OF HULL AND 32ND STREETS, A WHITE PICKETT 

FENCED PROPERTY HAS FOR DECADES BEEN THE HEART AND SOUL OF THE COMMUNTIY.      AT WCLM, 

1450 AM, THE TALK IS AS COMPELLING AS THE TUNES.     SOT: 2:48:30 (Dennis) "these people have 

college degrees and i lot of them don't have sense enough to stand up for their rights"     SOT: 2:58:59  

(preston) "you want something to be known in the community, you come here"EVERY WEDNESDAY FROM 

NOON UNTIL 1, A RETIRED MARINE TAKES CONTROL OF  THE MIC     SOT: 2:47:12 (Dennis) "after you go 

in service and put your life on t...

2:32

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/21/2014 6PM GM RECALL Harold Simmons is one of millions waiting to get their car fixed.  Harold got his September recall notice for 

his 2005 Chevy Impala instructing him to schedule the work with any GM dealer starting in October. He 

says he's called two and both said they don't have the part.     The Colonial Heights man says just thinking 

about what happens if the part fails makes him jumpy.(Harold Simmons/Called 12 For Help Getting 

Answers)11:02:21"yea, it makes you nervous. Sure. You driving around in a car with a situation where 

people have gotten killed in, it makes you nervous.11:17:03"The ignition switch cu...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/2014 6PM CFIELD FIRE Emotional parents run to the scene not knowing whether their children are safe.   We were there as many 

of them were united with their little ones.(cell video) "I'm relieved that he's ok and that's going to be it."   

The call came in just after noon...this Valeire Court home in flames startling neighbors.(Armond Granger - 

neighbor) 224 "I see that the side of the house is on fire, just burned down and everything."Fire crews 

were working to put out the flames when they found one child was trapped inside!(Brandon Kelly - 

neighbor) 453 "All of a sudden I see a couple of firefighters rush to the h...

1:17

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/2014 6PM SHOCKOE ROBBER Let me give you a better idea of where this happened.  Busy Main Street is right over here, it's about a 

block away from where the victim tells me he was robbed  on Wednesday. Then there were two more 

incidents on Sunday.This is victim number one..."A guy popped out of an alley with a weapon pointed at 

us."It happened just down the street from his apartment in Shockoe Bottom.The robber demanded money 

and took off.No attack this time--but it was a different story a short time later.A few days later the victim 

says the robber struck again. He was walking down this street with a group of friends...

1:41

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/22/2014 6PM WALMART LETTER Here's a look at that job offer claiming to be from Walmart.It goes into a lot of details -- so we broke it 

down for you.Don't be fooled by phrases like "Quality Control Program" or "Consumer Service Evaluator. 

"These are just fancy ways of saying -- Mystery shopper -- and none of its true. The note also says you 

should keep the offer " confidential " -- that's always a red flag.It didn't take long to see where this was 

headed. You're told you'll get paid $350.00 for your first job assignment. Attached to that letter is this fake 

check -- for nearly two-thousand dollars. You're told  to visit...

1:39

Crime & Public Safety 10/22/2014 6PM DAY CARE FIRE DEATH Mom: I feel for her. I love her.  "This mom is talking about the daycare provider who has watched her 16-

month old son since February.She asked that we not identify her, but she felt it was important to speak out 

about the woman she's trusted with her child.Mom: She came highly recommended. We checked her 

references. She's very diligent. She's somebody who's able to manage small children and 8 was a very 

unusual number.  "This mom heard what she describes as an explosion and rushed to help Tuesday 

afternoon when she saw the house on Valerie Court on fire and engulfed in smoke. That day, the pr...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/22/2014 11PM SCHOOL BUS ASSAULT “I’m so sorry it happened. I heard that 50 million times.” Whitney Couser’s 6 year old daughter was 
sexually assaulted on the school bus “The kids came off screaming.” “Why are you pulling panties down? 
You should not be pulling another child’s panties down at all.”The alleged suspect a fellow 6 year old 
female student… “That broke my heart. That’s my baby. And then I found out it was another little girl. And 
the girl is in the same class. So we are talking about a little girl that know so much details to commit a 

sexual act.” “School officials tell us had no idea…has since moved to a differen...

1:43

Education 10/22/2014 11PM COLLEGE COMPLAINT Here are the emails...between Josh Wilberger, and the director of Advising. . In his last semester of a 

spanish degree- filling out his graduation form- Josh says he discovers an appeals committee, where he 

could ask to have classes waived- saving precious time and money. He says his advisor never told him 

about that option. According to an email exchange Josh provided, a discussion ensues, and the VCU 

employee replies, quote: "we both would not mention to you something that we do not feel is relevant." 

That's where Josh disagrees. He says he should have been given the information- a choice to...

1:39
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Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 4PM SCHOOL BUS ASSAULT “I’m so sorry it happened. I heard that 50 million times.” Whitney Couser’s 6 year old daughter was 
sexually assaulted on the school bus “The kids came off screaming.” “Why are you pulling panties down? 
You should not be pulling another child’s panties down at all.”The alleged suspect a fellow 6 year old 
female student… “That broke my heart. That’s my baby. And then I found out it was another little girl. And 
the girl is in the same class. So we are talking about a little girl that know so much details to commit a 

sexual act.” “School officials tell us had no idea…has since moved to a differen...

1:43

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/23/2014 6PM ALS BATHROOM Independence for as long as she can, however she can is all Lisa Davis wants.When her wheelchair bumps 

against the too small door frame and stops, Lisa stands on wobbly legs and does calisthenics every time 

she needs to use the bathroom. 42:21:16  (lisa davis/called 12 for help)i look like a sloth going from tree 

limb to tree limb. (sighs smiles)  Lisa braces herself using grab bars placed all around by her husband as 

she inches her way to the sink, shower or commode because her wheelchair won't fit through the 

doorway.(Lisa Davis/Called 12 For Help)45:56:27"i would like to be able to get into...

1:33

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/23/2014 6PM BYRD FUNDRAISER (Todd Schall-Vess/Byrd Theater general manager)"This is the original organ in its original installation."The 

Wurlitzer Organ is arguably Byrd Theater's most recognizable trademark... designed in 1928 as a “one man 
orchestra” to accompany silent movies... and still being played at regular weekly shows.(Todd Schall-
Vess/Byrd Theater general manager)"It's something that so rare these days and there are so few places 

that you can see it."But at 85 years old, the organ's in desperate need of tune ups.(Todd Schall-Vess/Byrd 

Theater general manager)"The leather deteriorates, the glue deteriorates ove...

1:10

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 6PM DAY CARE FOLLOW Curt, I just got off the phone with Bliley's.Arrangment for one-year-old Joseph Allen have been set. 

Visitation starts tomorrow night at 5 at the Augusta Avenue funeral home.The funeral is Saturday at noon 

at St. Gabriel's Catholic Church in Chesterfield. We've also learned this afternoon - the department of 

Social Services will not be investigating this case. According to a Social Services spokesperson, even 

though a child died, there had not be a complaint made about this unlicensed facility. The spokesperson 

goes on to say the department will help police if it is contacted, but not spearhea...

1:32

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 6PM VARINA BREAKINS So far police say they can connect Donald Powell Junior to six home burglaries in eastern Henrico.A 

boarded up window is evidence-- this house was the last place officers say he tried to break into.Anna 

Burnett's nerves are still rattled by the crime.he had went into two bedrooms, cut the lights onBurnett has 

lived on this part of Strath Road for ten years--but for more than a week-- a series of day time home 

break ins have put neighbors on edge.i want to give you an idea of just how much damage was caused the 

victim says he threw this brick through the window, and that is just some of the gla...

1:18

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/23/2014 11PM SHOCKOE DISABILITY LAWSUIT Caught on Camera-- this person in a wheelchair denied access to the model unit at the Shockoe Valley 

View apartments.  "The model that I have has steps only."The complex now slapped with this lawsuit from 

the national fair housing alliance and H.O.M.E. also known as housing opportunities made equal... for 

alleged discrimination against people with disabilities.  "This property was quickly identified as one of the 

worst cases that we had ever seen."This so called tester repeatedly hits roadblocks…  “Hmm…they’ve got 
cones on the handicapped spaces closer.” "Yeah Chris it is pretty bad. I've been...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 11PM HIGHLANDS SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT "I’m really worried about it because we have a lot of children in the neighborhood who wait out at the 
school bus."And maybe she has good reason to worry....The stories we've been told, suggest the suspect, 

at the wheel of his car - may have shined bright lights into the face of that 14 year old boy - making it 

difficult for him to see *who* exactly was driving.  And we received several e-mails from people in the area 

who tell us the frightened teen fled, and tried to hide in the bushes .  The official response from police, 

however is far more generic.               The official statement read...

1:20

Health 10/23/2014 11PM HOPEWELL POWER BILL PROBLEM (Video: Shakinah on life support)    Shakina Goode struggles to stay alive.    She has a rare and incurable 

disease, called poly-my-o-sitis, where her muscles are incredibly weak, and getting weaker.It's a lot to 

handle and it's very depressing. Because I'm worried about her getting well and I'm worried about the 

power getting shut down."    Right by her side, her mom, Faye.    She called 12 because the bill to power 

all three of these machines - is more than $2,000.    And the due date - is less than a week from now.    

We emailed Dominion last night - and today, they lowered her bill.They to...

1:38

Health 10/23/2014 11PM RESTAURANT REPORT (Heather Sullivan/reporting)     Insects in the flour.      That's what an inspector noted seeing during the 

health inspection of a Mechanicsville restaurant.      That leads off the problems found at local eateries ... in 

tonight's Restaurant Report. "Live insects that appeared to be roaches in a container of flour in the cooking 

area."  That's how the inspection report reads for China Kitchen at 9157 Atlee Road in Hanover County.  It 

had 8 critical violations.  The report says an employee threw out the flour.  The follow-up inspection report 

shows all critical violations but one were correct...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/2014 4PM HIGHLANDS SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT "I’m really worried about it because we have a lot of children in the neighborhood who wait out at the 
school bus."And maybe she has good reason to worry....The stories we've been told, suggest the suspect, 

at the wheel of his car - may have shined bright lights into the face of that 14 year old boy - making it 

difficult for him to see *who* exactly was driving.  And we received several e-mails from people in the area 

who tell us the frightened teen fled, and tried to hide in the bushes .  The official response from police, 

however is far more generic.               The official statement read...

1:20

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/24/2014 6PM RRHA LEGAL UPDATE I have been able to confirm Michelle Waller, who had been R-R-H-A's general counsel since September of 

20-12... has been moved into the the chief of staff position. We're bringing you this latest development 

seven months to the day we first told you Waller did not hold a Virginia bar card, one of the qualifications 

many of you thought she should have to be the agency's top attorney."RRHA does not comment on 

personnel matters" and again "with respect to employees, RRHA does not comment on personnel matters." 

Those are the responses we've received from an R-R-H-A spokesperson over the last week...

1:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2014 11PM RASH OF BREAK INS ... "and that was open. This is how I came into the car today."      A van with its glove box and other 

compartments ... raided.     Mark McDonough tells me... he didn't expect thieves to target his peaceful 

community."Makes you feel very mad, upset. I've live here for 45 years and that's the first time I've had 

something like this happen."    Detectives say at least 15 cars were broken into in the area... all unlocked.     

The crooks made off with a 9 mm handgun... a wallet, cash, and a GPS...     But in many cases... they just 

browsed...     Neighbors say--- leaving behind belongings that we...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 6PM DEADLY RICHMOND HIT AND RUN I-95 Southbound is clear... after a severe crash, early Sunday morning.          Police say a dark sedan hit 

an SUV... sending the 20-year-old woman driving it into the median, and then propelling into the middle of 

the highway.          James Presley then collided into the SUV-- with his sister in the car.          Another car 

slams into Presley's vehicle.          Meantime... police say the black sedan beginning the chain reaction... 

takes off.         James Presley's family was too distraught to talk on camera...        They tell me he's the 

youngest of six children...        Relatives have...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 11PM DEADLY RICHMOND HIT AND RUN I-95 Southbound is clear... after a severe crash, early Sunday morning.          Police say a dark sedan hit 

an SUV... sending the 20-year-old woman driving it into the median, and then propelling into the middle of 

the highway.          James Presley then collided into the SUV-- with his sister in the car.          Another car 

slams into Presley's vehicle.          Meantime... police say the black sedan beginning the chain reaction... 

takes off.         James Presley's family was too distraught to talk on camera...        They tell me he's the 

youngest of six children...        Relatives have...

1:22
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Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 11PM HANNAH GRAHAM UVA MEMORIAL BRITNI: THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA'S WHISPERING WALL FILLS WITH FLOWERS, NOTES, AND A CHAIR 

BUILT OF SKIS. STUDENT LEADERS ASSEMBLED THIS MEMORIAL SUNDAY TO ALLOW MEMBERS OF THE 

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY TO REFLECT ON THE LIFE OF HANNAH GRAHAM. Natalie Anderson, SECOND 

YEAR:  the three of us didn't personally know hannah but just being in the same situation as her and 

knowing the impact it's had on the community has been really difficult for all of us MANY WHO STOPPED 

BY SAY - TO THEM - THE MEMORIAL SERVES AS A REMINDER OF THE COMMUNITY UNITING DURING THIS 

TRYING TIME. Natalie Anderson, SECOND YEAR...

1:50

Health 10/26/2014 11PM EBOLA CRISIS LATEST INFO (--- PKG ---)ACCORDING TO THE MEDICAL TEAM AT BELLEVUE HOSPITAL, DR. CRAIG SPENCER'S 

SYMPTOMS HAVE INTENSIFIED.. (--SOT--) S/Mary Bassett / New York City Health Commissioner :07-

:17"People tend to get worse before they get better with this disease. So, he remains in stable condition 

but we are aware that this is the natural course of this disease."AS A PART OF HIS ON-GOING TREATMENT 

WE NOW KNOW DR. SPENCER HAS RECEIVED PLASMA FROM EBOLA SURVIVOR NANCY WRITEBOL..AND 

THIS AFTERNOON, NEW YORK CITY'S MAYOR THANKED THE TEAM CARING FOR HIM.(--SOT--)Mayor Bill 

de Blasio: :28-:37"They are the first re...

1:50

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 6PM TEEN KILLED We're told this started out as just a family gathering to celebrate someone's birthday. People were hanging 

out inside this home and on this porch, when they say shots came flying at them. The friends we spoke to 

didn't want to use their names.One witness describes seeing a large gun. Sources say Richmond Police 

recovered around thirty shell casings.Friends describe Montae as cool and laid back. They say he didn't 

have problems with anyone.More than 24 hours later RPD's mobile command center still sits in this block. 

Our cameras captured detectives leaving the home trying to gather more inform...

1:55

Politics 10/27/2014 6PM DEBATE PREVIEW (All still campaign photos are sourced to Brat or Trammell Congressional Campaign)    It's one of the most 

high-profile races in the country.    Dave Brat and Jack Trammell, both Randolph Macon Professors, battling 

over who will replace Eric Cantor.    Brat is an economist who's worked with two Virginia Governors, and 

the World Bank.    And getting the country's checkbook balanced, is his first priority:Huge challenge? What 

do you think?Dave Brat, Republican Congressional Candidate:Yeah, no it's a huge, it's a $127 trillion 

challenge, right? It's huge but the promise I made is to go to the peo...

2:23

Politics 10/27/2014 6PM ETHICS REFORM At Dave's Barber Shop... (nats- razor) "... the opinions are as varied as the hair styles...After former 

Governor Bob McDonnell was convicted on public corruption charges,- current Governor Terry McAliffe 

appointed a panel to keep it from happening again. Monday, the Governor's Commission on Integrity and 

Public Confidence in State Government met to begin that process. Former Lt Governor Bill Bolling is co-

chair of the commission which is filled with people who work- or have worked- in or closely, with 

government. The group includes former Richmond city council woman Viola Baskerville, who adm...

1:31

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/27/2014 11PM LANDLORD COMPLAINT "It's not right. I shouldn't live like this. I got kids in here."Lolita Boisseau claims the walls at her rental 

property are buckling with water and mold. "See that's plaster back there."It’s all literally making her sick…      
"This is for my breathing. I have to take the machine, too. And I also have a rescue inhaler."Take a look, 

things just got worse in the past week when a fire broke out in the kitchen... "You came up here and you 

saw what? "Big orange flames and black smoke."Yes there's no preparing meals on this, and so the family 

depends on the kindness of Neighbors for dinner."But in...

1:42

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 11PM CHESTERFIELD PIZZA HUT ROBBERY Sarah Bloom, Chesterfield- "Here's where it started. A pizza delivery driver headed out the back of the 

store...to the car. You can see it's a dark area, and at 10:30 at night it would have looked similar to this. 

But there are cameras that caught the suspects in the act- here's what we know."These are the pictures 

from the crimes: Police call it a divide and conquer- one suspect robs the driver, while the other robs the 

store. It unfolds quickly- and the criminals- pictured here-  get away with hundreds. Sarah Bloom, 

Chesterfield - "Police say as the employee was headed out to his car to make...

1:51

Politics 10/28/2014 5PM CENTERSTAGE BAIL OUT Richmond City Council members voted for 1 point seventy-five million dollars to come out of the city's 

rainy day fund and go to the CenterStage foundation.  The money will be used to help bail the group out of 

five years of back real estate taxes on the Carpenter and Altria theaters--- City officials say no one knew 

about this "book keeping" issue and council made a move to correct the problem last night. The Carpenter 

and Altria Theaters are leased to RPAC a for profit organization that allows the building to take advantage 

of historic tax credits for renovation purposes. Real estate taxes fo...

1:04

Special Coverage 10/28/2014 5PM AOK YVONNE EDMONDS IT'S ALWAYS A GOOD TIME WHEN THIS GROUP GATHERS, BUT TODAY'S LUNCHEON IS IN HONOR OF A 

WOMAN WHO FEEDS, CLOTHS AND NURTURES ANYONE IN NEED.  SOT: (Emily)1:09:24 "all for sugar, you 

know sugar deserve it"  SOT   1:09:59 "she is heaven sent, anything you want done or ask, she is right 

there"(constance) 1:45:55 "she's always giving of her heart, self, family, home"           (brenda) 1:22:01 

"she just goes beyond the call of duty"                             1:22:07 "she could be cooking a meal for a sick 

person and trying to get ready to take another kid to the doctor."           (jimmy) sot 1:1...

2:16

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/28/2014 6PM CONTACT LENSES PKG:James: Halloween itself is growing in popularity, and I think it's a 6 billion dollar industryAND THAT 

KEEPS THE CUSTOMERS COMING THROUGH THE FRONT DOOR AT COSTUME STORES.. James: This is a 

double header coming up because Halloween happens on a Friday, so their parties are on Friday and 

SaturdayYOU CAN FIND JUST ABOUT ANYTHING IN THIS STORE---BUT GREG JAMES SAYS THERE'S 

SOMETHING YOU WON'T FIND---CONTACT LENSES.James: Anytime you see an offer for a contact lens that 

you can get without a prescription, they are operating outside the lawTHE FDA AND IMMIGRATION AND 

CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT SAY THE...

1:38

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/28/2014 6PM PBURG BLIGHT (brent solomon - petersburg) 4536 "When people abandon their properties, the entire neighborhood pays 

the price. Now the city of Petersburg is asking what does it take to get rid of blight and now the community 

is weighing in."(Elizabeth Myrick - lives in Petersburg) 3259 "40 some years. You've been staying here that 

long? Yeah."   And in that time Elizabeth Myrick has seen the highs and lows of a town she loves.(Eva 

Wiliams - visits Petersburg everyday) 3524 "How often do you see this blight. Everyday. You see it 

everyday."   Now they're both learning of a new community initiative called Send...

1:46

Crime & Public Safety 10/28/2014 6PM GASKINS BROAD SAFETY Our cameras are rolling as an elderly man crosses busy West Broad Street. This is close to the spot where 

less than 24 hours ago-- a woman was hit by a car while trying to cross the road.it's too dangerous Drew 

Siddell drives through this intersection almost daily.as we're standing here talking we got people just flying 

by."Take a look and you can see, this is the traffic during the day making it difficult to cross this part of 

Broad Street near that intersection."And the numbers --according to the police department-- show it's not 

getting safer.In one year --Broad and Gaskins moved from numbe...

1:17

Education 10/28/2014 6PM CFIELD SCHOOL TIMES Susan Bahorich, reporting:No one likes an early morning wake up call, especially teenagers, but for 

thousands of Chesterfield County students it's a reality, Monday through Friday.For example here at 

Midlothian High School classes start at 7:20.Now the school system is reassessing how early is too early. 

"33:14.00-17Chesterfield County Mom: I have a high schooler that goes in at 7o'clock. "Lisa Zamora, 

Middle School Mom: She leaves my house about 7:35. "These Chesterfield County moms are talking about 

their children- one's a high schooler, another goes to middle school.   Both get up early.Lis...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 11PM DINWIDDIE STOLEN HALLOWEEN 

DECORATIONS

Pumpkins, witches, spiders, jack-o-lanterns, lights, webs, and brews-- even the family cat gets in on the 

action when it comes to Halloween at this Dinwiddie home. And this year- right at the center of it all- this 

sign to a thief."You will explain yourself to a higher power one day and I hope you have a really good 

answer."The sign went up after Patricia Yonts says someone stole an inflatable ghost from her front yard. 

She says someone just drove up, grabbed it, and drove off. For her 7-year-old daughter, the news was 

devastating. "She cried. Because her inflatable was gone."  " I hope you ne...

1:04
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Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 11PM FAMILY OF SHOT 15 YEAR OLD It was a tragic scene on Coalter Street... Zyemontae Redd gunned down in a triple shooting just days after 

turning 15 years old..."Nats of Crying. I know it's tough mom."Mom still too emotional to show her face on 

camera, and she's concerned her son's killers are still on the run... "What hurts the most Mom? "He's gone, 

and I'm not going to be able to see him anymore but just on pictures with Rip in Peace or something."  "A 

makeshift memorial growing at the sight of that shooting, and right across the street you find this mobile 

command center. Richmond Police say they will be here at least an...

1:32

Special Coverage 10/29/2014 11PM WALLOPS DEBRIS SEARCH "Came back and took a bigger look."Barbara Bowden was walking her dog when she found something that 

looks like carbon fiber in her front yard Wednesday.   "I actually thought it might have been a piece from 

the rocket, but not this far. (EK) What do you think about it ending up here from all the way over there? I 

think it's incredible that it floated over this far."  She didn't touch it -- and called NASA, like several others 

on Chincoteague Island. On Wednesday, everyone around Wallops Island was talking about a sight they 

won't soon forget. "I think the sound waves and shock waves came in an...

1:14

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/30/2014 6PM FAKE TEXTS (Di's  celll phonetext)    The scam text fraudulently uses the company name Suntrust.It gives a number to 

call and right now, call back scams are profitable.A person dials what's equivalent to a toll number.  The 

system may ask you to hold on and while waiting you're racking up charges to you, some as high as $19 

dollars per minute.     A return call may also ask the recipient to validate your account data  through a text 

or phone call.    In an online message, SunTrust says if you get a message like this, do not respond. Report 

it to your bank.      Better Business Bureau Tom Gallagher remind...

1:10

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/30/2014 6PM PBURG JOBS Susan Bahorich, reporting: The governor says this is a good fit, one company wanted out, while another 

wanted in.   But, in the end, he says the real winner is the people of the Commonwealth.  "4:10-

27Governor Terry McAuliffe: Uni-Tao Phamaceuticals has purchased the the Boehringer Ingelheim plant 

here in the city of Petersburg and will invest 22.5 million dollars in this plant and create 376 new jobs! 

"When bad news seems to be the norm, Governor Terry McAuliffe is hailing good news.  He says this 

announcement is a way to grow and diversify the economy.Governor McAuliffe: We need to bring in...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 10/30/2014 6PM EXXON ROBBERY The store manager is sharing these imagines for the first time, because he's tired of being a target. Take a 

close look -- the second of three crime incidents at this gas station in less than two weeks.--Watch as the 

suspect goes in to grab a case of beer...but in minutes police respond with guns drawn and surround the 

place...But that doesn't stop the thief...he runs through the group of police officers...after a chase, he 

eventually gets away.Manager Muhammad Asif is speaking out -- tired of the crime, and the fear that 

another robbery could come at any time. "Employees they are scared becau...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/30/2014 6PM HENRICO HOUSE BREAKIN This West End grandfather only wants to go by his first name-- Thomas.He has a message for the man who 

barged into his home with a gun.don't come to this one again, because  I'll be waiting on you again.It 

started Wednesday morning at the home on Wembly Road.There was a knock-- Thomas' daughter 

answered the door-- he says the suspect forced her into a bedroom.she said, "Daddy!" I came from 

downstairs and I said where you at, where you at."When Thomas got to the bedroom door, he saw it was 

closed, he opened it and came face to face with the suspect. That's when they started fighting in the livi...

1:32

Crime & Public Safety 10/30/2014 11PM BRANDERMILL FIRE LATE (Opening Video - Night Video of Scene 00:34:34)    Just feet from these fire trucks, three children and two 

adults escape what starts as a small spark, and spreads across the second floor.    William Thurman's 14-

month-old is one of the children inside.    His wife calls him, running from work to get here.She was kind of 

frantic. She told me that the house that our baby was at was on fire."    One, sparked in an upstairs 

bedroom vent.    Firefighters say everyone got out of here before heavy smoke filled the home.The first 

thing I asked her was if he was ok. And she said yes, everybody got out...

1:10

Education 10/30/2014 11PM LIONS LOUISA AND CHRIS OH MY BUBBA the Lion had been the ferocious king of the field at Louisa High for close to a decade.  "But it's all 

fake. That was bubba's fun trick."Bubba just passed away two weeks ago from acute arthritis around the 

same time PETA sent a letter to the school saying using an animal as a prop is not only cruel but 

dangerous. We traveled to Bubba's compound to speak with his handler...Dr. Jim Lavender. "They use 

some strong language. Injury and death possible here." "I don't understand that, because I have excellent 

practices that I use with my animals. We do not take chances. End of discussion. We d...

1:36

Health 10/30/2014 11PM RESTAURANT REPORT "The Health Department says it's good to have devices to control insects in restaurants, but not if they're 

over food and equipment. That was one of many problems an inspector found in a local eatery, as you'll 

see in tonight's Restaurant Report."The Market Cafe at 10950 Nuckols Road in Henrico usually earns better 

health inspection scores.  So when it had 6 critical violations, plus 17 non-critical, we went to talk with the 

manager.  34:38 (Heather Sullivan/Henrico)we came by to see if we could talk with you to see what you've 

done about correcting the issues that came up?Oh, we corrected the...

1:51

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

10/31/2014 5PM MBFYB LIFE HACKS When young kids get ahold of Sharpies...one thing is inevitable. Those thick solid lines will end up 

somewhere other than the paper...like your wooden table. This life hack claims white toothpaste will get rid 

of it. Dab a little on a dry cloth and rub it in a circle. It takes some elbow grease but in 45 seconds the 

Sharpie is gone.Crayon on the wall and no magic eraser..a little spray of WD-40 and it comes right off with 

a paper towel.Most of us have seen the idea of cleaning that icky shower head with vinegar...seems 

simple, but it's flawed. It's hard to get the bag to stay tied tight around...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/2014 6PM MATTHEW HEARING (brent solomon - fairfax)  6 IN: (2406) I sat in this very courthouse as a judge read to Jesse Matthew the 

felony charges against him. The suspect appeared by video conference - emotionless with his 

Charlottesville attorney by his side - that's when things heated up.   Wearing a black and white striped 

jailsuit, 32 year old Jesse Matthew told a judge today he's built a close relationship with the man 

representing him on charges he abducted Hannah Graham and he wants the same man to help him fight 

sexual assault charges out of Fairfax.   But that's when a public defender told the judge he think...

1:39

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/2014 6PM RANDY TAYLOR More than three-months after being sentenced in the death and disappearance of Alexis Murphy, Randy 

Taylor is still wondering how he landed in this position. Randy Taylor: It's a theory and a hunch. And 

basically, that's what I was convicted off of: a theory and a hunch. "In a nearly hour-long phone interview, 

Taylor detailed why he shouldn't be in prison.  He admits Alexis Murphy was in his camper, but says she 

wasn't alone. From the beginning, he's talked of a third party.  When asked if that person was Jesse 

Mathew, here's what he had to say:i'm not portraying jesse mathew being linked to m...

1:07

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/2/2014 11PM OYSA VA BEACH IRS SCAM "This is the most embarrassing and humiliating thing that's ever happened to me in my entire life"So 

embarassing and so humilitating, this Virginia Beach woman doesn't want her name or face on TV.But she 

does want you to hear her story about how she lost 4-thousand dollars to a phone scam. "People who hear 

this story may wonder how or why did you let this happen, how could you be so stupid, would be the 

question, because trust me, I've asked myself that question so many times and I don't have an 

answer."She got a voicemail Wednesday morning. The caller claimed to be from the I-R-S. "Do not dis...

1:45

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/3/2014 6PM GAS PRICES the next time...you're at the pump....take a look at how much you're saving.These drivers are --- and it's 

adding up.Especially for Amanda Fulk-- who drives to Northern Virginia for work three times a week.it was 

costing me about 55 and now it's costing me 38 or 40 or so.A look at gas prices nationwide shows 

Richmond ranks top five in the nation.And---Richmond is well below the national average.For a gallon of 

gas, the average price is 2.65 compare that to 2.96 nationally. And you can see how significant the drop is 

from a year ago.  In richmond we were paying 3.06, nationally the price was 3....

1:12
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Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2014 6PM CLARION MURDER For guests, the news seemed to come out of nowhere.(joquan mcsweeny - hotel guest) 2358 "Reporter: 

So up until now you didnt know what it was. Guy: No."   But Joquan McSweeny knew something was 

wrong when he saw all of the activity outside his hotel room.(joquan mcsweeny - hotel guest)  2343 "It 

was a lot of cops lined up, a lot of undercover cops. It was at least 20 of them." (cut to) 2349 "They were 

here throughout the whole night with the caution tape."   Our cameras were rolling just after 10 last night 

when police found the female's body.   They say she had been shot!(nat barbuto - works...

1:27

Politics 11/3/2014 6PM VOTER ID "We are hitting the streets of downtown Richmond to see how many people are familiar with new photo ID 

requirement in order to cast your ballot. "Curtis: you have to have a photo ID in or to vote...what do you 

think about that? Kenvin: I think its a hindrance for some people." Up first---Meet Kevin Schultz, he had no 

idea about the new photo ID requirement "Some people probably don't have IDs and I think its probably 

because of birth certificates, some people are so old they can't track their birth certificates down to get an 

ID."  Others like Jakob Helmboldt had a little bit of a different op...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2014 11PM HANOVER HORSE DEATHS These are some of the five starving horses that Caroline County animal control officers seized from Michael 

Wilkerson in 2008.      An investigator on the case says... the horses had no body fat... their back and hip 

bones protruding.      This yearling was confined to a dog kennel....          No food was found anywhere on 

the property.      Investigators say-- four other horses that Wilkerson quickly moved off his property... 

were later found nearly dead.       He was also convicted of abusing horses back in 1996.     But strong 

evidence of these suffering horses twelve years later... led a...

1:13

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2014 11PM STALKING VICTIM SPEAKS OUT Chrystal Neal is turning that creepy story into action--hoping that other women won't be let down by the 

criminal justice system. Here's why--almost anyone who hears the tale says it sounds like Neal was stalked-

-but according to Virginia law, that wasn't the case.................Chrystal Neal's story is like something out of 

a Hollywood blockbuster meant to keep you on the edge of your seat. It started when she noticed 

something odd with her mail.Her imagination took over and paranoia set in.A sliding glass door was open 

when she came home from work, a key disappeared and reappeared in a very...

3:32

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2014 11PM TRICK OR TREAT ROBBERY "It was only 7:30 at night. That teen was headed home from a night of trick-or-treating. He was headed 

right through here- his yard- here’s what he says happened." The teen was winding down from a fun 
Halloween night- when the evening took a legitimately scary turn.  "A guy was walking in my yard, but I 

thought it was my brother. And I called his name and he said, “what?” and I walked up and it wasn’t 
him."“That’s when the teen said the person came out from behind this tree and obviously was not his 
brother.”Because the victim was so young, and the suspect is still on the run- we decided to pr...

1:34

Education 11/3/2014 11PM TICHI PINKNEY EPPES FOLO School board members voting unanimously to discipline one of their own…Tichi Pinkney Eppes…who 
admitted here on NBC 12 to releasing confidential student information…: "What do you say to those who 
say this was just a slap on the wrist: Kristen Larson/ Vice Chair of the board: “I say we did all we can and 
the voters are going to need to hold her accountable.”Eppes was hit with all the possible board approved 
sanctions including Public admonishment, a formal censure, and removal from committee assignments. : 

38:28 to 38:36  “We all take this very seriously, and should not have been done, and sho...

1:04

Crime & Public Safety 11/4/2014 5PM THINK FAST ROAD RAGE It was just 6 months ago that a road rage incident in Charlottesville ended in gunfire.  What if it happened 

to you... someone is riding your tail. They swerve around you and slam on their brakes.   Think fast- what 

are you going to do? "once you see that a person is irate and their emotions have gotten the best of them- 

the last thing you want to do is escalate that even further" so.... make sure your windows are up and your 

doors are locked. Call 911 and report it- and if you can- back up and remove yourself from the situation.  If 

someone is following too closely or if someone cuts you off-...

1:15

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/4/2014 6PM HEALTHCARE TOWN HALL (Nashita Broadie/Will Attend Town Hall Meeting)35:00"I've been uninsured for quite some time which 

makes it extremely difficult to take care of your mental health as well as your physical health."   Nashita 

says she almost gave up and most people would have had they experienced her level of frustration.  

36:13:02"You go to seek help but you didn't  get it and you feel as though no one cares."But, Nashita was 

persistent searching online for help and even pushing back when doors were closed and health care 

providers turned her away.(Nashita Broadie/Will Attend Town Hall Meeting)38:35"It was a da...

1:25

Crime & Public Safety 11/4/2014 6PM TAXI ROBBERY Susan Bahorich, reporting: The driver who asked that we call him "DP" has been doing this for about a 

year. And, he says he hasn't had any problems, that's until this morning.  "*This* is how the fare 

started.Little did "DP" know how it would end."DP" picked up the teen -whose face we've blurred in this 

video because his age- on Hull Street and was taking him to the Rollingwoods neighborhood.  He says it 

wasn't until it was time to pay that problems arose. "DP" - Just getting ready to fill out all the paperwork 

and then you hear that and you do a double take and then it's "Oh, you have a knife...

1:21

Education 11/4/2014 6PM AUTISM LOCATOR the family tells me this tracking device is a piece of new technology that gives them peace of mind.  But 

they say they don't know when their son will be back in class."A, B, C, D"5 year old Maverick Kirkland has 

autism. He wears this GPS tracker because it's a daily risk that he will leave --putting himself in 

danger.And it does so much more than monitor his movements.He can call his mom."Hi Maverick!""I love 

you!"it can tell me if he falls, it tells me if a car transports him more than 10 miles per an hour over the 

speed limit.But it also has a feature-- Prince Edward County Public schools s...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 11/4/2014 11PM LICENSE PLATE READERS police are looking for a wanted suspect--- It used to take hours to manually enter the tags of every car in 

this lot.   But a new technology is making it possible for officers to just drive by--  a camera on their cruiser 

will let them know if there's a car that's been flagged.      They're called License Plate Readers.. or L-P-R's. 

They are cameras mounted to cruisers-- usually on the back.  They scan the license plates of cars in 

nearby lanes-- even on highways. Flagging stolen cars or cars where the owner is wanted.  Chesterfield 

Police have 3 L-P-R's. They got their first in 2008... two mo...

3:57

Crime & Public Safety 11/4/2014 11PM VIGIL FOR KILLED BICYCLIST "He didn't deserve this." Family and friends fighting back tears as they gather at the very spot where 28 

year old Kevin Merryman was hit and killed while riding his bike…in a tragic hit and run accident… "We love 
him so much. We miss him so much. He is my big brother."We were there as family members prepared 

candles for the vigil. Loved ones leaving behind a makeshift memorial for this big brother and father of 2 

from Powhatan.  "They will never know their daddy. They'll know he was a great man. They'll know that 

from their mom...from us."Police arrested 34 year old Carlos Hernandez of North...

1:14

Health 11/4/2014 11PM SURPRISE WEDDING FOR DYING 

WOMAN

"This is a surprise."  "Don’t make me cry."We did...over and over again.After seeing our story on air, local 
wedding planner Martha Stewart -- got on the phone to her fellow wedding vendors -- and offered 

surprise.... "Oh my goodness." After surprise... "No way! Oh my God!"After Surprise.... "Oooooooooooooo. 

Oh my goodness! Holy guacamole!"Orange roses-- Erika's dream bouquet, wedding planning, photography, 

a venue, a limo...the list goes on and on. And this bridal boutique where we surprised them? Gave her that 

dream dress.... "Gasp! Oh!...I look like a princess!" "It was so pretty. It was so...

1:31

Health 11/5/2014 4PM SURPRISE WEDDING FOR DYING 

WOMAN

"Don’t make me cry."We did...over and over again.After seeing our story on air, local wedding planner 
Martha Stewart -- got on the phone to her fellow wedding vendors -- and offered surprise.... "Oh my 

goodness." After surprise... "No way! Oh my God!"After Surprise.... "Oooooooooooooo. Oh my goodness! 

Holy guacamole!"Orange roses-- Erika's dream bouquet, wedding planning, photography, a venue, a 

limo...the list goes on and on. And this bridal boutique where we surprised them? Gave her that dream 

dress.... "Gasp! Oh!...I look like a princess!" "It was so pretty. It was so perfect. And it was ev...

1:31
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Consumer & Economy 
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11/5/2014 6PM ALARM COMPANY 85-year-old William Burnette feels safe in his Richmond home but a recent knock at the door rattled his 

nerves. Men showed up claiming to be with Vector, his alarm company -- he later found out -- none of it 

was true. The men at the door claimed they were there to upgrade his existing system.By time he realized 

he'd been fooled -- the con men had already ripped out his alarm system and installed theirs. When is 

daughter-in-law, Susan Burnette got word of what happened -- she quickly started to work to fix what had 

happened. Those con artist not only took out Burnette's Vector system, they also...

1:54

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/5/2014 6PM HOLE IN FLOOR 6pm in - 1304 (brent solomon - richmond) "I have spent the day speaking with experts about a fiasco 

that's left a Colonial Heights man not only in debt but also in limbo about a situation that he says was no 

fault of his own."   We met Orlando Jones as he was heading into his doctor's office.(Orlando Jones - 

fighting with former landlord) 5312 "I'm doing a little better. I'm off the crutches but I still have to go to 

physical therapy. I had to go get some medicine yesterday. For pain? Yeah, for pain."   He says it's all a 

result of this.   That September nightmare when he fell through his bath...

1:52

Crime & Public Safety 11/5/2014 6PM BURTON ARREST At this nursing and rehabilitation center in the west end-- patients relied on Stephen Burton.But police say 

the 19 year old former nurse's aide is accused of abusing that trust.An 89-year-old woman says he 

sexually assaulted her.This arrest warrant shows it allegedly happened over a three day period in June --- 

the charge is "object sexual penetration by force."Police say they had to build their case--before arresting 

Burton at his home on Tuesday.i just came from inside the rehabilitation center, I asked to speak to an 

administrator here. I was told to call the corporate office.  But human r...

1:32

Politics 11/5/2014 6PM SENATE RACE Before any election is deemed official... there are checks... and rechecks.      First... localities canvass... or 

re-examine... all of the ballot totals...     Here's an inside look at Richmond election officials pouring over 

the figures.11:36"There are so many checks and balances that go into this, it's amazing."     Provisional 

ballots are also counted...      There are 3,622 in this election that may be factored in, if they qualify.      

Both the Warner and Gillespie camps have volunteers rechecking the work of the local voting officers.      

Craig Beiber is with the Warner campaign.     H...

1:26

Crime & Public Safety 11/5/2014 11PM DELVIN BARNES CRIMINAL HISTORY 37 year old Delvin Barnes is accused of the unthinkable….Charles city county deputies say he abducted a 
young Richmond girl….allegedly hitting her in the head with a shovel, forcing her into the truck of his 
car…and bringing her back to his Charles City County home where deputies say he raped her…poured 
bleach and gasoline on her and then burned her clothes. We went straight to his last known residence…dad 
answered the door but did not want to be identified… DAD: "That's not our son as we know 
him....(reporter: you're saying that's not your son as you know him?)....Right. Yeah."That son now...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 11/5/2014 11PM KNIFE ROBBERIES CONNECTED Their stories were both scary- robberies in the dark, and the threat of a knife- this one, caught on 

camera!(Taxi Cab Victim from file story)  'Oh, you have a knife on me,'Just days before, this teen was 

returning from trick-or-treating...(Trick or Treat Victim from file story) "He pulled out a knife and told me 

to give him my candy."47:08 Lisa Hernandez, Victim's Mom - "He walked in the door crying and it broke 

my heart."Now, police say they have this teen in custody- charged with robbery in both crimes. We are 

bluring his face, because of his age- but our legal expert says even at 15-years-o...

1:23

Crime & Public Safety 11/5/2014 11PM WRONG HOUSE SEARCHED It was August 16th - a hot summer day. Tiara Butler had just returned to her Church Hill home from the 

pool with her children, boyfriend and a friend when the doorbell rang.After Butler opened the door, she 

says she found a male uniformed officer and a female detective in street clothes.Then her four young kids 

came out.Her whole family was standing out on this porch.According to Butler, no one asked for permission 

to search the house and RPD never showed a search warrant. She says after the fact, she got varying 

reasons why they were there, including the search for a suspect after a shooting...

3:18

Crime & Public Safety 11/6/2014 4PM DELVIN BARNES CRIMINAL HISTORY 37 year old Delvin Barnes is accused of the unthinkable….Charles city county deputies say he abducted a 
young Richmond girl….allegedly hitting her in the head with a shovel, forcing her into the truck of his 
car…and bringing her back to his Charles City County home where deputies say he raped her…poured 
bleach and gasoline on her and then burned her clothes. We went straight to his last known residence…dad 
answered the door but did not want to be identified… DAD: "That's not our son as we know 
him....(reporter: you're saying that's not your son as you know him?)....Right. Yeah."That son now...

1:35

Consumer & Economy 
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11/6/2014 6PM ALS BATHROOM UPDATE 5:13:44  (tape measuring shot )(NATS -)"twenty nine by nine and three inches."     "Good Neighbor 

Community Services" agreed to take on the job. We discussed widening one bathroom doorway. They 

ended up walking Lisa and Scott Davis' home looking for more space to modify.(Matthew Marek/Good 

Neighbor Community Services)5:10:12"I have an Uncle who has multiple sclerosis and I've seen some of 

the challenges that have happened in the family dynamics."     They do construction for wheelchair 

accessibility.  They know the right space is crucial to independence. What they plan for Lisa is mind 

blowing...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 11/6/2014 6PM CHARLES CITY LATEST A 2005 rape case in Philly is Delvin Barnes’ most serious offense before his most recent brush with the 
law—We’ve learned Barnes was found guilty of six charges including aggravated assault and false 
imprisonment. The details of the crimes in November of that year are disturbing to think about. According 

to court records, Barnes’ estranged wife told police even though she had a protective order against him, he 
surprised her in her home, beat her and forced her to have sex. The documents say she only got free by 

tricking Barnes into letting her make a phone call.I uncovered information from the...

1:44

Crime & Public Safety 11/6/2014 6PM VA ABDUCTION Just days ago November 4th 37-year-old Delvin Barnes was a wanted man…last seen driving this Ford 
Taurus…and thought to be living at the Richmond Inn on Midlothian Tpke. Charles city county deputies say 
Barnes abducted a 16-year old Richmond girl…that leave him facing with 6 charges:Attempted capital 
murder, rape, abduction, 2 counts of malicious wounding and inanimate object penetrationI just spoke to 

the manager here at Community Supermarket along Mechanicsville turnpike here in Richmond. He confirms 

Barnes worked here for the past two months but he claims workers had no clue he was a quote...

1:32

Crime & Public Safety 11/6/2014 11PM ABDUCTION VICTIM FAMILY 

INTERVIEW

"I just want to kill. I just want to kill him."This mother is fighting mad...Charles city county deputies say 37-

year-old Delvin Barnes abducted her 16-year-old daughter...allegedly hitting her in the head with a shovel, 

forcing her into the trunk of his car…and bringing her back to his Charles City County home where deputies 
say he raped her and then poured bleach and gasoline on her, "When he went to go look for a lighter or 

something. he told that he was going to kill her. That she was going to die."Deputies say Barnes even 

began digging her grave..."After all that beating, raping, choking....

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 11/6/2014 11PM OGECHI UWASOMBA VIGIL PREVIEW You can see the sadness in her eyes.    But Catherine Uwasomba, who's 28-year-old daughter vanished in 

May, is sharing her story for one reason:    Ogechi Sarah Uwasomba went missing May 30th in 

Chesterfield.    She left with a man she met online, and hasn't been seen since.    No phone calls, nothing - 

and that has tortured her mother.    But tonight, plans are in the works for Saturday night.    That's when 

the Nigerian community and Catherine's dear friends will hold a vigil at the Mercy Seat of God Outreach 

Ministries.    A daughter who is in danger.    She's without the medicine she needs...

1:15

Health 11/6/2014 11PM ROBBIE WOOD FOLLOW UP NAT SOT - 04:04:12  3 years after his time in the national spotlight - little Robbie Wood, isn't so little.  In 

fact, at 12 years old - he's a foot taller and 60 pounds heavier than the day he was rescued.  His 10 year 

old brother Ryan is growing too.  Both suffer from severe autism....Robert can't speak, Ryan barely 

communicates, neither is potty trained - and they clearly don't know the difference between right and 

wrong.  And now - it's a note that came home with Ryan from his special needs class at Bowling Green 

elementary, that has Barbara Locker fearing her boys could go to jail....for n...

1:30
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Crime & Public Safety 11/7/2014 5PM BARNES FOLO We likely will not hear from Delvin Barnes any time soon--on suicide watch, inmates here are not allowed 

any visitors. But, we are hearing from Barnes online and learning about what he was doing while 

authorities were on a manhunt for the suspect in the Charles City case and right before the 37-year-old 

allegedly abducted that Philadelphia victim.Police sources confirm for me tonight, this is the facebook page 

of alleged abductor, rapist and attempted murderer Delvin Barnes. It gives us insight into the man behind 

the charges. About a month and a half before the Richmond crime spree Barnes sha...

1:04

Crime & Public Safety 11/7/2014 5PM THINK FAST ABDUCTIONS you're walking to your car- you hit the keyless entry - unlocking all the doors. And as you get in- a man 

jumps in on the other side, ordering you to drive - think fast, what are you going to do?  hit the panic 

button, scream, lay on the horn.   bring as much attention to yourself as possible. if that doesn't work - he 

says stay calm and start to drive but begin thinking about the best time to escape. The safest way to 

escape is when you come to a red light or a stop sign.  the key thing to remember- never let them take 

you to a secluded area - try to escape before then. but there are ways you...

1:41

Crime & Public Safety 11/8/2014 6PM ATTEMPTED ROBBERY A peaceful block early Saturday morning... becomes a rattling crime scene.       The victim was walking 

along this stretch... when he says a car speeds up from behind.       We concealed the man's identity for 

his own safety.NO CG  "car pulled up real fast... "     The man tells me... he then stared down the barrel of 

a gun. NO CG  "guy got out... Hopped out with a pistol, put it in my face and told me to give him 

everything I had."     But the victim wasn't carrying a wallet or cash...      He says the gunman patted him 

down to make sure he wasn't hiding anything valuable. "The victim tells m...

1:13

Crime & Public Safety 11/8/2014 11PM ATTEMPTED ROBBERY A peaceful block early Saturday morning... becomes a rattling crime scene.       The victim was walking 

along this stretch... when he says a car speeds up from behind.       We concealed the man's identity for 

his own safety.NO CG  "car pulled up real fast... "     The man tells me... he then stared down the barrel of 

a gun. NO CG  "guy got out... Hopped out with a pistol, put it in my face and told me to give him 

everything I had."     But the victim wasn't carrying a wallet or cash...      He says the gunman patted him 

down to make sure he wasn't hiding anything valuable. "The victim tells m...

1:13

Crime & Public Safety 11/8/2014 11PM MISSING WOMAN VIGIL She is a mother in pain...    Held onto not just by friends, but by parents, their children and the police, all 

here tonight, who want to find Ogechi Sarah.    She is a woman of dignity, but also of deep sorrow.    

Catherine Uwasomba tells us her daughter dreamed of going to VCU...    But vanished when she met a 

man online.    Friends here at the Mercy Seat of God Outreach Ministries keep her going.    Tonight's vigil 

also reminds her to keep going, to be here when her daughter is found.    But she still needs someone to 

speak up.    And after they reaffirmed their resolve, the vigil ends with...

1:08

Crime & Public Safety 11/9/2014 11PM DELVIN BARNES IN COURT "It brought tears to my eyes."THE SURVEILLANCE VIDEO WAS TERRIFYING. THE ABDUCTION OF 

CARLESHA FREELAND-GAITHER CAUGHT ON TAPE. "It put a pit in my stomach, because I have seen cases 

like that before where the recovery is not pleasant one."ATF WAS AMONG SEVERAL POLICE AGENCIES 

SCRAMBLING TO FIND CARLESHA ALIVE. THE RICHMOND OFFICE ALREADY HAD A STRONG LEAD. DELVIN 

BARNES WAS THE PRIME SUSPECT IN THE OCTOBER 1ST ABDUCTION, RAPE AND ATTEMPTED MURDER 

OF A 16 YEAR-OLD GIRL.THE TEEN'S MOTHER SPEAKING EXCLUSIVELY TO NBC12 LAST WEEK... "The 

burns of her skin. My daughter didn't look like herself. It...

1:08

Crime & Public Safety 11/9/2014 11PM MIDDLESEX STANDOFF MURDER A serene morning on the Rappahannock River...  is rattled by gunfire.             This next door neighbor tells 

me... her husband was outside when he heard the shots."He comes running in, and he says, call 911... The 

neighbor had shot the other neighbor."        Deputies rush to the scene, shortly after 9 a.m.        Sheriff 

David Bushey tells me... investigators immediately discovered the body of a man in the backyard.        The 

sheriff says Michael Post...the armed suspect now charged with the victim's murder... evaded 

deputies."The suspect that shot him, ran into his home, was barricaded b...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 11/10/2014 11PM DOG TOSSED INTO POND 8:28: Nats of Gary - "Nevaeh was standing here and so she picks Nevea up, cradles her, and just lays her 

in the pond." 8:34 Nevaeh is fine now- but this was just one in a series of scary events at the Walker 

home, when Deeann allegedly combined alcohol with her pain medicine. The court documents say Deeann 

Walker tried to burn her husband with hot soup, threw heavy objects at him, hit him in the head twice, and 

scratched his arm. 9:28 Gary Walker- "I was trying to calm her down and I got a little bit of scratching 

from her trying to get away from me. ":34 Police say she also told a different d...

1:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/10/2014 11PM FLOYD AVENUE BIKE LANE Floyd Avenue, between Thompson and Laurel Streets, is destined to become a bike boulevard...       traffic 

slowed by adding roundabouts to eleven intersections.     The project encourages more walking and 

cycling... "It's our mode of transportation. It's a lot more efficient."     But some residents say... the 

parking spots directly bordering the intersections... will be cut out.    Technically it's illegal to park within 

20 feet of a crosswalk... but the city doesn't routinely enforce that rule.  "You can see that this car behind 

me is well within 20 feet of the intersection that I'm standing...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 11/10/2014 11PM TIRE SAFETY WARNING PART 1 Take a look at this tire--you've probably noticed the writing on the side... and well, written it off as 

information only the salesman or mechanic needs. Tonight, the story we're about to share with you may 

have you checking your own tires before you head to work in the morning...We've all seen them on the 

side of the road, swerved to miss the debris... maybe even wondered what we'd do in the moments after 

one of the tires on our car blows.Teresa Taylor no longer has to wonder-- It was August of 2007. Taylor 

was driving on the interstate in her SUV... when the tread separated from her driver's...

3:20

Education 11/10/2014 11PM HENRICO STUN GUN GUM A taser can take a grown man down in secondsA stun gun...yes...you'll feel it...But what about shocking 

gum? An 11-year-old henrico boy brought the gum that can be found at area gag stores to school and was 

suspended---accused of having a stun weapon...we took the gum to the folks at bob moate's sport shop... 

"I wouldn't want to depend on that for protection. There is no way you can call that a weapon." "And 

certainly not a stun weapon?"    "Exactly." "I think people have gone absolutley insane in the 

administration of these kind of policies." "Of course the school will note it does make clear...

1:30

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/11/2014 6PM GARAGE REPAIR Lynn Wright says the worker pulled up in an R. L. Shifflett truck soliciting a job. She wasn't interested in 

tree cutting but wanted her garage fixed.  The siding was coming apart. The structure needed a lot of 

work.(Lynn Wright/Wants her money back)3:16:12"He said, Oh Maam. I can do that for you."   She hired 

a tree cutter soliciting work to do  a home improvement type job.Initially she wasn't worried.(Lynn 

Wright/Wants her money back)3:19:40"He seemed like he knew everything. I wish they had never 

dropped by."   Raymond Peyton signed the contract with Shifflett Tree and Landscaping letterhea...

1:45

Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2014 6PM PROPERTY SEARCHES Susan Bahorich, reporting: News that a violent crime may have happened here in Charles City County has 

sent shockwaves through the community.  Many residents wonder how something like this could've 

happened- now authorities are asking those same residents for help.  "Ask Gene Englehart what he's doing 

on the side of the road and he'll tell you. Gene Englehart, good samaritian : Just exercising and picking up 

some trash that's all..  "A couple times a week, you can find Englehart around Charles City County doing 

his part to keep the area clean, now he's looking for more than litter after the Sh...

1:48

Education 11/11/2014 6PM SCHOOL SUSPENSIONS this is the report about to go before the school board.  I took it to a lawyer who has been working with the 

school system on its discipline practices.  She says the numbers show progress but a lot of work still needs 

to be done.The number of students getting suspended is on the decline.From 10-thousand several years 

ago-- to just 65-hundred this past school year.But there's another number the district can't seem to 

improve.Of the students who received more than one school suspension last year--- 80-percent were 

African American.It also says students with disabilities were three times more lik...

1:44
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Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2014 11PM PROSTITUTION BUST Police say these two parents took their baby along as they fulfilled "advertised services".Symon Sims and 

Jordan Hayes were arrested Monday- for selling sex- after police saw their online ad. When the officers 

arrived to the scene, described online, they say Jordan Hayes was leaving a room with his child in a 

stroller. And based on statements that were made- police say behind those doors- the couple was engaged 

in sexual acts -- along with "clients" who responded to the ad...all in front of the baby. Now, both Sims and 

Hayes face charges for maintaining a bawdy place, having marijuana, and bri...

1:10

Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2014 11PM WAVERLY ABUSE ALLEGATIONS "It just hurts. It hurts."Diane Walker is devastated. Her sister lives here at waverly health and 

rehabilitation center...In the last year, Walker claims they've found unexplained bruises, she's seemed 

overly medicated, and now a nurse is accused of the unthinkable... "She was like shut up before I slap the 

black off you."  "Slap the black off her ---...."Slap the black off her?"Slap the black off her." "What did you 

think?"Oh my God. Are they crazy?"Walker's sister, Miss Perry Randle, suffers from a musclar degenartion 

disease that's claimed the life of her mother, brother, and sibling. Walke...

1:32

Health 11/11/2014 11PM DINWIDDIE BOY GETS 3D HAND "For as long as they can remember, Nataniel's family has referred to his disability as his "special hand" 

trying not to let it get in the way of the little boy's dreams... now, thanks to a nonprofit and a 3-D printer, 

nothing will get in his way. Nathaniel's family reached out to us, knowing there are other children that 

could benefit from this charity."Nataniel is like most other little boys.The six-year-old was adopted at 

birth... and certainly doesn't lack personality.But not everything comes as easy as eating candy.As you see 

here, Nataniel was born without full use of one of his hands.Nat...

3:48

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/12/2014 11PM HUMANE SOCIETY UNDERCOVER 

INVESTIGATION

"I want things done right. If there is anything wrong. Anything wrong...show it to me I'll correct it." William 

Pauley owner of Pauley's Pups in Ashland slammed in a recent undercover Puppy Sales investigation by the 

Humane Society of the United States....  "We've been in it 20 years. Have we ever had problems? Sure 

you are going to have problems every now and then."But Pauley claims he had no clue about the groups 

September visit...and their claims that his store is linked to problem puppy sellers. One who was cited for 

animal welfare violations in 2012.  "They say that we have to get them fr...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 11/12/2014 11PM CHESTERFIELD BURGLARY SPREE nat pop of stack. 24 pages of arrest warrants- all for one man: Robin Franklin Jr. They show he broke into 

Chesterfield homes between July and September, taking things like jewelry, guns, clothing, shoes,  money, 

electronics, even prescription drugs.They were thefts valued at more than 200 dollars at most of the 

homes. And that he intended to sell those things he took. The list of victims is long- we won't show their 

names here. Right now, police aren't giving specifics on how the break-ins happened --- but this case is a 

good reminder to take extra precautions around your home. Typically, cri...

1:13

Crime & Public Safety 11/12/2014 11PM COLONIAL HEIGHTS HOME BREAK IN It's the first sign of trouble at Donnie Hougue's home on Conduit Road.    Part of the door frame split 

apart...    A safe with a loaded gun and all the cash deposits for his business gone.    But that's not even 

half of it:    Donnie's lived here with his wife for 12 years, who's devastated.   We spoke with Colonial 

Heights Police today, who told us they processed the crime scene.   No fingerprints recovered.   But Donnie 

remains skeptical - pointing to this lightswitch - always on - that he says the thieves flicked off when they 

broke in.    The scene was processed as normal.    But Donnie r...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 11/12/2014 11PM MOST WANTED WEDNESDAY FORBES Alonza Forbes has spent the last decade in and out of federal prison on a litany of offences.3:07:31 " He's 

a career criminal, he's a five time felon.  We know he's probably still dealing drugs and with dealing drugs 

comes weapons so definately armed and dangerous."       Forbes' most recent trouble with the law started 

in August of last year.  Officers observed what appeared to be a drug deal in the parking lot of this 

apartment complex on North 21st street in the city of Richmond.3:07:05 " The officers approached the 

vehicle, he was the driver and eventually they found marijuana in the vehic...

1:27

Health 11/12/2014 11PM TEEN CUTTING PREVENTION THE IMAGES ARE PAINFUL...DISTURBING... VERY DIFFICULT TO LOOK AT. FOR YEARS...THIS KIND OF 

SELF HARM...WAS VIEWED ONLY BY THERAPISTS...OR OTHER CUTTERS WHO WANTED TO SHARE THEIR 

MISERY. BUT TODAY...THERE'S A GENERATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE...TAKING THEIR IMAGES AND HOW TO 

VIDEOS...  STRAIGHT TO THE INTERNET. KATHLEEN PARRISH TREATS TEENS WITH RE-OCCURRING 

DISORDERS LIKE SELF HARMING.PARRISH SAYS...GIRLS...MUCH MORE SO THAN BOYS...CUT 

THEMSELVES BECAUSE THEY FEEL WORDS ALONE AREN'T SUFFICIENT...WHAT THEY DO KNOW...IS HOW 

TO POST THEIR PAIN.SITES LIKE FACEBOOK DO A PRETTY GOOD JOB OF TAKING DOWN THE...

3:22

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/2014 5PM CHILD ABUSE CALL 12 Most of America couldn't look away from the story or these pictures-- According to court records, this four-

year-old boy suffered cuts, marks and bruising to his thighs, back and on one of his testicles---all allegedly 

at the hands of his father -- Minnesota Vikings Running back Adrian Peterson.  Peterson has said he never 

intended to harm his son and was disciplining him in the same way he had been as a child.The headlines 

hit closer to home this summer--when two-year-old O'ustin Spratley died from blunt force trauma to the 

abdomen. He was taken to the hospital with visible bruises and a brok...

2:04

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/13/2014 6PM GARAGE REPAIR FOLLOW (pix of guys putting on door  or  other physical work)   The owner of R.L. Shifflett Tree and Landscaping 

clearly didn't want us here at the Wrights' home while his crew worked on their garage left unfinished but 

our Producer pressed him ...."WHAT HAPPENED WITH THIS JOB? WHY DID IT TAKE SO LONG TO GET IT 

COMPLETED?"     for answers we've been trying to get for two weeks and the homeowners for six 

months.(Robert Shifflett/Company Owner)2:45:47"The job's getting finished. It should have been finished 

a long time ago."       Shifflett had little to say about Raymond Peyton, the worker who drew up...

1:46

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/13/2014 6PM HENRICO WAREHOUSE It's not open yet--but the trucks for Lumber Liquidators have already started rolling in to the new 

distribution center at White Oak Technology Park.It's a 24/7 operation that neighbors worry means a lot of 

noise.and now --90 bay doors  face the homes on Elko Road.Neighbors say meetings with the contractor 

and county have been frustrating.it's blowing smoke, when you go to a meeting the exact words are, 

they're in compliance.the technology park if you read their website talks about being a high tech industry 

site, i don't consider a warehouse with a hundred and something loading dock bays high...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/2014 11PM CHESTERFIELD DOG ABUSE We're told this is a picture of "Fatty Girl" -- moments after she was hit by a car in front of her home, after 

escaping a fence.  Family members say Tiffani posted the picture on social media, but elected to go to a 

concert instead of taking the dog to the vet. They didn't want to go on camera, but tell us Tiffani has made 

some bad choices lately... That the animal had a broken leg, but it waited days for medical care--- until 

officials got an anonymous call about a dog that needed their help.And officials say when they got to the 

home on Beechwood Avenue, Fatty girl was anything but-- they sa...

1:01

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/2014 11PM DATING APP DANGERS Swipe left for no and right for yes... it's matchmaking at your fingertips. Mobile apps are taking over online 

dating...a multi billion dollar industry. Tinder is one of the most popular dating apps with more than 10 

million  daily users.  If users express mutual interest, they can send each other messages and go from 

there.(Take sot user):  (Take sot user):    But it's not just Tinder - other dating apps include "Grouper" 

which organizes group dates for users."How About We" lets users propose a date and if the other person 

accepts the apps helps plan activities"Ok Cupid" and "Plenty of Fish"...

2:09

Crime & Public Safety 11/13/2014 11PM HOPEWELL BRIDGE DEATH It's the first photo we've seen of John Sculthorpe since the death investigation began.    He was walking 

away from Hopewell towards the river on the Route 10 bridge, when he somehow fell.    Today, one of his 

closest friends shared his story with us.    A brother and a best friend, now gone.    Sculthorpe's father 

trusted Devon to speak on this behalf.    So far, no one's come forward who's been able to say what 

exactly happened.    You can see there's not a whole lot of room on the shoulder where Sculthorpe was 

walking.    Devon says, there's no way his friend wanted to end his life.    As f...

1:25
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Education 11/13/2014 11PM ERIC MARTIN SHOW OF SUPPORT “how can you be a premier school district. When you are a nightmare school district for so many children. 
It cannot continue.”Our cameras are rolling as citizens concerned about bullying take 136,000 signatures to 
the Henrico School Board  “Please don’t ignore it.”The petition demanding charges be dropped against Eric 
Martin... A Highland Springs High School teen who ended up in the hospital after a violent attack at 

school…where he admits to throwing the first punch after repeated gay slurs and bullying. “I don’t want to 
see what happened to my son happen to another child.”Bullied children li...

1:21

Health 11/13/2014 11PM RESTAURANT REPORT nats For 12 years, Beth Burgess has been baking up a storm at Capital Coffee and Desserts at 2928 West 

Cary Street in Carytown.  It's her passion. 55:15 (Beth Burgess/Capital Coffee & Desserts)we're known for 

fresh baked pastries and dessertsCapital Coffee usually scores well on health inspections.  So when it had 4 

critical violations, she showed us they were immediately corrected.  The report noted a repeated problem 

of foods not being kept cold enough. 52:50 (Beth Burgess/Capital Coffee & Desserts)so what did you end 

up doing about that?we immediately called the repairman while the inspecto...

1:18

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/14/2014 5PM MBFYB CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS A recent class action lawsuit settlement means anyone who bought Red Bull in the last 12 years is entitled 

to a ten dollar check or $15 worth of Red bull products. Savings expert Anjie Kay signed up 

immedaitely.11:06 There's more than you would think10:52 From cars, to medicines, to retail products, 

foods34:45 The type of notice that you get because that's critical to this whole process depends on 

whether the company knows your name or notFor suits involving banks and other service providers, they 

have the ability to notify you, giving you the option of opting in or out. 38:04 You're not neces...

1:48

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2014 6PM MATTHEW HEARING (IN 21:02 brent solomon - fairfax)   "New details in court today as the prosecutor in this case speaks out 

about how the alleged victim is doing - although she's not even in the country. Plus we actually got a good 

look at Jesse Matthew for his first physical appearance in a Virginia courtroom for the recent charges 

against him."   Wearing a green jail suit, Jesse Matthew pleads not guilty to attempted capital murder, 

abduction, and the sexual assault of a Fairfax woman - one who investigators say is keeping up with these 

latest developments from her home in India.(Ray Morrogh - fairfax prosec...

1:53

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2014 6PM NEIGHBORHOOD REACT "I feel they should try him as an adult and he should get death row." As expected Keairra Faison was not 

happy when we broke news that her eight-year-old cousin Marty Cobb's murder case is being put on hold 

by the C-A's office.   "Curtis: He is still going to be held behind bars he won't be on the street but that ---

Keairra: that is not enough, that is not justice, that is not telling us nothing. So How long are they going to 

be on hold? How long will it be? By the time he finally do get trial he has been sitting there so long he 

probably will get time served."  "Not everyone agrees with the C...

1:14

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2014 6PM WASHINGTON CHARGES Susan Bahorich, reporting: Mairese Washington is in custody tonight.  And, while -Commonwealth's 

Attorney can't comment specifically because of Washington's age, he says the teen is NOT a danger to the 

public this evening. After this morning decision, he wants to reaffirm his committment to prosecuting this 

case. "More than 6-months after his death, Marty Cobb's accused killer - Mairese Washington -- still hasn't 

come to trial.Today, we learned that will  have to wait a little longer.Mike Herring, Richmond City 

Commonwealth's Attorney: We are going forward zealously and we will do everything i...

1:46

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2014 11PM HANNAH GRAHAM MEMORIAL 

SERVICE

45:04"Then number of people who continue to be touched by Hannah Graham, is incredible. Today, they 

shared in her witty and energetic personality, her driven spirit and selfless heart."        A seemingly 

endless crowd isn't mourning a bright soul... but cherishing her legacy.29:54"She had this glow about her 

when everyone was around her. Everyone loved her. She's a great person all around."       Stormy Zyzyk 

has played softball with Hannah since the two were children.30:36"I'm here to celebrate the life that she 

brought to us and the great personality that she had, and everything."       Han...

2:01

Special Coverage 11/15/2014 11PM HOARDERS The images are SHOCKING...(matt paxton/service master restore)and SAD at the same time.   A glimpse 

into the life of a woman...living with a dangerous, sometimes deadly disorder.   She's a HOARDER.   You 

may recognize Matt Paxton from the A & E show "Hoarders".   Now he's training employees at this 

ServiceMaster Restore on HOW to handle what has become a GROWING problem.   As cameras followed 

him into THIS home - you can't help but wonder how things got so bad.   Clothes are piled as high as six 

feet in every room - with fire hazards at every turn.   Paxton works like a detective - looking for...

1:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2014 11PM ALEXIS SAMANTHA SEARCH Search teams eagerly scour 200 acres in the Eheart area of Orange County...    Dogs and horses... help 

crews look for any trace of Samantha Clarke...     The 19-year-old went missing after she left home one 

night more than four years ago.    Alexis Murphy's family continues to suffer... as their girl vanished a little 

over a year ago."The fact that we have to look for two beautiful, young women on the same piece of 

property, is heartbreaking."        -- A piece of property that Randy Taylor once lived near, according to 

officials.         A jury convicted Taylor in Alexis's murder... even thou...

1:44

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2014 11PM WOODBRIDGE SHOOTINGS "He called me about midnight .. Come get me .. Somebody's been shot."Bobby Poole's 13 year old son was 

here on Keating Drive in Woodbridge... when two teenagers were shot .. One of them died. "He was shook 

up .. Woody was in the foyer with a gunshot to his neck."Poole says he placed 19-year-old Christopher 

Weaver in his car... With plans to drive him to the hospital, but then police showed up... So he took him 

out... then performed CPR. Weaver later died. "As I came down the street street I was Shot at .. Pretty 

crazy last night." A 15-year-old-boy was also wounded... Police have not said what...

1:07

Health 11/17/2014 5PM BABY GADGETS It's a sound that strikes fear in the hearts of parents...And for new mom leslie meier...she has double the 

trouble...This dynamic duo... 3-month olds kate and caroline... are pretty calm babies most of the 

time...But every evening... they hit what mom calls the witching hour...(LESLIE MEIER: "i would definitely 

say 4-7pm is a fussy time for them and that's a good one for just being confused about what's going on... 

why they're so upset.")So Leslie... and dad Michael...agreed........to put the "why cry" baby crying 

analyzer...to the test...The device... claims it can tell by the pitch of a bab...

1:28

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2014 11PM COLONIAL HEIGHTS TIRE 

SLASHINGS

Drive near Lakeview Avenue- and you'll count victim after victim. 23:18:32 Rick Wilson, Victim - " It’s a 
thousand dollars out of my pocket right at Christmas time and it’s something that you just don’t foresee." 
18:37 Michelle Hardison, Victim- “It was shock and awe. Disappointment.” 21:30 Right now, my car is 
sitting on rims. Colonial Heights police say they are investigating the cases as connected-that whoever did 

this used unknown sharp objects.Here's a look at the crimes from a map: Police say four cars were hit on 

Cabell drive- the suspects hit the 600, 700, and 900 blocks of Lakeview Av...

1:11

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2014 11PM HENRICO INFANT DEATH 

INVESTIGATION

A viewer sends a tip to the NBC12 Facebook page, alerting us to an investigation…fetal remains were 
discovered here at Gilles Creek Waste Water pump station…A Henrico county worker made the gruesome 
discovery while processing solid waste and called police…the remains were on a conveyor belt…headed for 
the dumpster.Police responded here for what came in as  a suspicious situation…they believe the fetus was 
flushed down the toilet. And two things…police tell me waste comes here from the county and the city and 
officials says the pipes to your home are usually only about 4 inches wide…so you get...

1:28

Health 11/17/2014 11PM ALLERGIC TO FOOD "Ugh!" "Can you feel it?"  "It’s cold!"            If you can believe it, that's a prefered way for 8-year-old Alex 
Mounayar to eat.             Because of his Eosinophilic Esophagitis, or EE, most foods cause his throat to 

close. "You feel helpless like your hands are tied and there’s nothing you can do."                       Right 
now, Alex can eat four foods: pork, chicken, green beans, and white potatoes.             Forget seasonings 

or dressings- any one of those could cause him to stop breathing.             And there's a chance his body 

could eventually reject those few trustworthy fo...

1:57
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Health 11/18/2014 5PM ETHNIC PLASTIC SURGERY Cosmetic surgeons... and patients... say their procedures are about looking more attractive... while still 

preserving ethnic characteristics.     But critics argue that an African American sharpening their nose... or 

an Asian having their eyes appear more open... is in itself...  masking ethnicity.       Modern supermodels 

may be different colors...        but, do they commonly display Western beauty ideals... a slender build, big 

eyes, petite noses...     Richmond doctor Travis Shaw, specializes in ethnic plastic surgery.     Dr. Shaw 

says...  his patients ask to look their best... NOT to loo...

2:28

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/18/2014 6PM HDL LAYOFFS Outside the Health Diagnostic Laboratory in Jackson Ward-- our cameras captured some of the employees 

who had just been laid off.They held boxes with their belongings--and did not want to talk on camera.It 

was only a several years ago-- the former CEO spoke about expanding the company-- and more jobs.We 

were getting pushed into a corner and running out of space very quickly. "But the company has gone 

through a tumultuous time this year.You just saw the clip of  the former CEO-- Tonya Mallory.  She 

stepped down from her position last month."The insurance company, CIGNA, has also field an 83-mil...

1:08

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/18/2014 6PM INMATE GETS ID That picture I.D. creates opportunities for a second chance for Willie Jones.Though in Maryland now, Willie 

wanted to show he got the important DMV photo ID card ... a process that began two months ago here in 

Virginia.     1:23:51  (Willie Jones/Ex-inmate Got I.D.) "I used to watch you on TV all the time and I knew 

that you were in a position to help me and you're willing to help me. I called you and you called me back 

and here you go."Willie was a serial armed robber.  When his elusive streak ran out and he went to prison 

at 20 yrs old.  Recently paroled after 36 years Willie says he had ski...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2014 6PM CLOVER HILL FIGHT Clover Hill High School students are usually cheering on their Cavaliers, but this morning, all eyes were on 

this fight in the lunchroom.Police say a fight online spilled over into school hours. Tracey Edgar's daughter 

is a junior at the school, she contacted her after the fight broke out. As the school day progressed, so did 

the investigationpolice say initially the fight involved 4-students- 3boys and a girl.but the fight grew, and 

so did the numbers. investigators believe the fight was gang related.the school resource officer had to to 

call in back upcapt mike louth, chesterfield co police...

1:26

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2014 6PM ROBBERY ATTACK Recovering in her living room, Fostina Hardin is still traumatized as she's just released from the hospital.    

All because a bold thug paid her a visit last night. (Fostina Hardin - beaten and robbed)  119 "I told him I 

didn't have any money on me because I was just coming from Zumba class."    That didn't stop the 

masked man from threatening to shoot her.. (Fostina Hardin - beaten and robbed)   127 "I pulled my 

pockets out so he could see I didn't have nothing and he made me pull everything out my trunk and 

spread it out on the ground out there and he told me to go in the inside and if anybo...

1:50

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/18/2014 11PM TUCKER THE ANXIETY PIG 3:18:05     Mark and Kim Johnson say... Tucker has always been a healing presence...      Mark suffers 

from anxiety and insomnia... after the tragic loss of one of their children. 3:03:45"It was proven that I 

actually have what they consider a disability. "       A doctor recently prescribed Tucker as "treatment" for 

Mark...       The pet pig- who's treated just like a dog- now has a certificate and an I.D.03:09:08"He's 

always been an emotional support animal. We felt we were forced to make this official."     The Johnson's 

are battling for a conditional use permit... to allow Tucker to stay i...

1:15

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2014 11PM FACEBOOK SUSPICIOUS PERSON nats of typingWe spoke to a woman who says she couldn't believe the exchange that unfolded on her 

facebook messenger.  21:27 "The guy just messaged me online out of nowhere. And said- asked me if I 

wanted to make some extra money for Christmas."We promised to protect her identity, because the 

person who sent her that message- hasn't been charged or arrested for any crimes. She says that message 

didn't feel right. She talked to her husband- and they decided to message back, to see what the man said 

next. This is some of that exchange.21:45 "I said I’m interested. And then he asked if I could ta...

1:19

Education 11/18/2014 11PM HENRICO ALLEGED ABUSE CASE "Please scream."Those screams allegedly coming from inside Pemberton Elementary School...from Little 8 

year old Presley... "Do you want to go to class? Do you want to go to class?Put your hands down. Do you 

want to go to class? Do you? OwwAide "Do you want to go to class?" "She has expressed to us that she is 

afraid to go back to school."  "Push her. Send her on over there." No."Dad sent Presly to school with a 

small recorder "yes this device right here was the device that we sent to school on her backpack."An adult 

curses at the young child 1"I'm going to hit your a** back. You better put you...

1:37

Health 11/19/2014 5PM GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOOD nats kernelYou can't see the difference.  This corn kernel was genetically modified.  GMO's, Genetically 

Modified Organisms, are crops that are changed at the DNA level to resist pests, disease, herbicides, or 

drought.  They help farmers grow more food at a lower cost.   29:35 (Jeremy Moyer/Oakmulgee Dairy 

Farm)you have more of a guarantee of a productive crop than with conventional corn.  GMO's have been 

used for nearly 20 years in foods like corn, soybeans, squash, alfalfa, sugar beets, and milk.  Some health 

food advocates and stores, like Ellwood Thompson's, want those foods to be labeled,...

2:21

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/19/2014 6PM ANTI BULLY APP Maybe you didn't have a smart phone when you were in school-- but finding a student without one today, 

would be bit of a challenge. AT&T says smart phones are the perfect place to offer a tool that could help 

decrease bullying. The company offers customers several Apps to combat the problem. Employees like Joel 

Williams say it's a sign of the times. Bully Block lets you secretly record audio and block texts and pictures. 

The Bully Button also allows users to record bullies and lets students get in touch with their parents or 

school leaders. Tip Submit mobile -- gives students a way to anonymou...

1:44

Crime & Public Safety 11/19/2014 6PM COALTER SHOOTING This home on Coalter Street with dozens of bullet holes  is where 15-year-old Zyemontae Redd was killed 

and two others shot. It is also just one block away from where the 16-year-old suspect arrested for the 

crime was staying. But, that address was not his permanent home and we've learned he'd been living there 

only a short time before the crime. Sources tell me the suspect had been in foster care and the home in 

Mosby Court was a trial placement with his grandmother--but, that placement wasn't without worry. We've 

learned the decision to put the 16-year-old in his grandmother's care was made...

1:33

Crime & Public Safety 11/19/2014 6PM MASSAGE ARREST Most of the businesses around the Taiji Massage Spa were closed when Henrico officers showed workers a 

search warrant.By the end of the night-- 40 year old Jiali Deng was in jail facing prostitution related 

charges.We stopped by the spa today.we're with NBC12 That search warrant was still visible on the front 

desk this morning.This woman says she works with Deng who had been there for two weeks. We 

communicated through a translator app--because she says she does not speak English well.we are here 

just to do a regular massage  so there is nothing against the law happening here?I don't know.With...

1:18

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/19/2014 11PM FACEBOOK FRIEND FINDER Facebook is the most popular app. But there is still an age gap... That has parents worried....about who 

their kids are chatting...tagging...and "friending" online.  So do you know who has access to your kids' 

online profile?And with hundreds of Facebook friends....are sexual predators slipping through the cracks 

and making their way onto your kid's friend list?  Now there's a powerful app that lets you know if the 

people viewing your kids online profiles are friends or foes.  It's called "Friend Verifier"- the free Facebook 

app scans your Facebook friends and friend requests and compares them...

2:01

Crime & Public Safety 11/19/2014 11PM CHESTERFIELD VANDALISM Sarah Bloom, Reporting - **nats of spray paint** Spray paint can make a mess of almost anything- it's a 

pain to get off, it looks bad, and it can be downright expensive to replace whatever it touches. And that's 

what makes this crime so frustrating for people living in FoxFire" These are the pictures of the crime. Spray 

paint on neighborhood watch signs- fences- buildings- bridges, spread throughout the subdivision.  "Some 

of the markings were found in the pool area and whoever did this would have had to climb over the fence 

to do it."One mark appears to say "Expletive the middle Class"Several...

1:35
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Crime & Public Safety 11/19/2014 11PM HENRICO ALLEGED ABUSE FOLO "Knocking help. help.""Presley. Go to the bathroom."This is audio of Little 8 year old Presley Ellis allegedly 

being locked in the bathroom at Pemberton Elementary school "We are coming forward with concrete. 

Indisputable evidence."Charlotte Hodges is the Ellis family attorney and says the audio is part of more than 

an hour long recording of alleged physical and verbal abuse against the special needs student by a 

teacher's aide.1"I'm going to hit your a** back. You better put your hand down." Presley: Oww."Exactly."  

"You know they say a picture is worth a thousand words well now you've got an...

1:52

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/20/2014 6PM CREDIT PROTECTION With Black Friday right around the corner and the threat of security breaches ...Stewart Welch, with the 

Welch Group Wealth Management, says you need to take precautions if you plan on using plastic at 

checkout."Credit cards versus debit cards. i don't like debit cards."So, Welch advises not to swipe your 

debit card..not even as the credit option.He says use an actual credit card. "the reason is if somebody 

steals your info and charges against the debit card  that cash is out of your account."Welch says you'll 

probably get that cash credited back to your checking account...but  it may take sev...

1:16

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/20/2014 6PM STONEBRIDGE HOMES (Britni McDonald, Reporter)(April Banks, lives in area)"The area's very nice. I've been here for three years 

and I like the way that they're building up."The redevelopment of the area off Midlothian turnpike been in 

the works since Cloverleaf mall closed there in 2008.(George Kennedy, lives in area)"It's much 

better."Businesses and restaurants have been popping up.. some in the past few months.. even just today-- 

a panda express. (George Kennedy, lives in area)"I think it's good for the city."Now a stretch of 

apartments are next.(David Rudiger, Boyd Homes President)"They'll be studios 1 and 2...

1:18

Crime & Public Safety 11/20/2014 6PM DODD RELEASE It's there in black and white:  "We are outraged and scared." Just one of the many emails and facebook 

messages from people infuriated, that Robert Dodd, a man found guilty of multiple counts of sodomy, 

aggravated sexual battery and indecent liberties with a minor, is free on bail.This person says :  "This was 

such a victory for all of the victims dating back to 1990" - but struggles to understand why the judge 

allowed Dodd to stay on bond. Steve Benjamin, NBC12 Legal Analyst:  It's not particularly surprising, 

believe it or not. "We took your concerns to NBC12 Legal Analyst Steve Benjamin, wh...

1:12

Crime & Public Safety 11/20/2014 11PM BILL COSBY ALLEGATIONS LATE "He was a father to all of us! I love jello because of him." Radio personality Clovia Lawerence takes it 

personal...Bill Cosby the man she calls a mentor and friend, now finds himself at the center of several rape 

allegations.  "If there is the possibility of any truth in it I hope he gets the help that he needs." Lawrence 

remembers the first time she met the comedian...it was during the Cosby Show era. "And I'm like oh my 

God it is Bill Cosby, and he has the greatest sweaters in the world.""You were on the set with Bill 

Cosby?We were on the set."She says she'll never forget that trip to New Y...

1:23

Education 11/20/2014 11PM UVA ARTICLE FALLOUT LATE Just as quickly as this Rolling Stone article circulated social media-- "A rape on campus" has become a key 

discussion here at UVA. And for the first time, author Sabrina Erdely, is revealing why she chose it."i was 

looking to focus on a school that was elite, a respected school, but also one where the culture felt 

representative of what's going on on campuses across the country."Her shocking piece on a student 

reportedly raped on campus --- has started a nationwide discussion.Here at UVA, the Greek House in 

question--- vandalized--- now suspending its activities."how many people does it take...

1:08

Education 11/20/2014 11PM UVA ARTICLE MCAULIFFE REACTION (Video 11:35 - Executive Mansion Two Shot)    We met Dorothy McAuliffe in the Executive Mansion, hours 

after Rolling Stone rattled Virginia and much of the country with an article on rape, and as they write, the 

"Struggle for Justice at UVA."    The McAuliffes said the revelations are simply unacceptable...    With the 

Governor calling for a full investigation at UVA.    "I was deeply disturbed to read about the sexual assault 

allegations outlined in Rolling Stone magazine," McAuliffe said in a written statement...    Sentiments 

echoed by the First Lady:    One of the ways the McAuliffes hope...

1:17

Health 11/20/2014 11PM RESTAURANT REPORT " A lack of handwashing was a problem at a couple of restaurants in tonight's Restaurant Report. It's not 

something you want to see when it comes to touching raw fish... or dirty dishes."At BT's Deli at 11389 

Nuckols Road in Henrico, the inspector found 8 critical violations.  Among them, the report says the wait 

staff brought in dirty dishes and returned the to dining room without proper handwashing, and the 

dishwasher did not wash hands after handling dirty dishes.  Violations were corrected during the inspection. 

Another handwashing problem was spotted at Yokozuna Sushi, 207 North Washingto...

1:34

Health 11/21/2014 5PM MBFYB MEDICAL BILLS It was a July night..3am. Dan Bartges's teenage daughter awoke from her sleep, panicking over the welts 

covering her body. 30:38 She was miserable and was itching. Had them on her scalp as well.They raced to 

the closest emergency room, telling hoapital staff he thought it was hives.31:12 turned out that's exactly 

what it wasDan wasn't surprised; a dose of cortisone and benadryl got it under control. His shock came 

when he opened the bill.33:52 $2,300...I was thunderstruck.After insurance, he owed more than $1200. 

He called the hospital, they said the price was correct. He wrote letters,called...

2:21

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/21/2014 6PM STONE BREWERY City Council members tell me they want the air cleared-- Questions arose about this timeline--Hourigan 

Construction, the company ultimately chosen as part of the team building the Stone Brewery facility, filed 

these permits for the site before Richmond was finally picked by Stone and before Hourigan was named as 

the contractor. We took the questions straight to Mark Hourigan. He explains the two permit applications 

were filed to move dirt to fill-in the Stone site. Hourigan thought the prep work would make the site more 

attractive to Stone Brewing. Council President Charles Samuels makes this...

1:56

Crime & Public Safety 11/21/2014 6PM MARTIN TRIAL Curt and Sabrina, we're hearing from Eric Martin for the first time after being found guilty of assault. .   

Just moments ago, he spoke to us as he was leaving the courthouse. Listen to what he said:i want to thank 

everybody who has been supporting me, been helping me through this long way I will never forget 

younobody should be bullied the way I was bullied and I'm only guilty of being myself Eric's lawyer says if 

he follows the court's guidelines for the next six months-- which include anger management classes-- the 

charges could be dismissed.The other student who is charged with assaulting...

1:06

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2014 6PM MISSING TEEN 5:40 im scaredMaria Viera let us into her home begging for help to find her nephew, david viera 

alvarez.6:40 he's a very nice kid. he has very good grades in school. there's nothing wrong with himThe 16 

year old, a freshman at meadowbrook high school, had been living with his aunt, Maria, on lamplighter 

drive.. He was last seen leaving the house on saturday night around 5 to go just two blocks away to 

another relatives. They were planning on going to church together that evening, but he never made 

it.Police showed up while were inside today. They still don't know what happened to him, but mari...

2:22

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2014 6PM RICHMOND VIOLENCE The three latest killings went down as the new deputy chief marks one week on the job. Sources tell me, 

that man, Alfred Durham, is also being talked about as a possible next department chief, whenever current-

chief Ray Tarasovic leaves.Early in the morning and after the sun goes down Sunday, the blue flashing 

lights of police cruisers invade the south side. Three people are dead--two shot and another stabbed to 

death.  RPD's command staff hit the streets--organizing the investigation.The man you see talking to Chief 

Ray Tarasovic is Deputy Chief Alfred Durham--the latest addition to departmen...

1:38

Education 11/24/2014 6PM UVA LATEST When Thomas Jefferson founded University of Virginia in 1819, it's likely he did not envision a rape scandal 

that would thrust the university into the national spotlight.One, that forced student leaders to address the 

media and call for change. Ashley Brown, One Last at UVA: Enough passivity, enough stigma, enough 

silence. "Today, leaders from the student body, greek system and advocates took to the podium to address 

sexual assault in the wake of a report claiming a student was brutally raped at a fraternity party and 

nothing was done.Emily Kern, UVA Fourth Year: There's definitely a problem a...

1:23
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Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2014 11PM CHESTERFIELD DOGS KILLED Here are the charges- 1, 2, 3 of them- two misdemeanors and a felony against Meda Williams. Police 

confirm a boxer mix puppy was found dead at her home. And they say two other dogs- pit/boxer mixes 

were found neglected. Only discovered, because of children playing nearby.45:40 Sarah Bloom, 

Chesterfield - "Neighbors say they were chasing a frisbee into this yard. That's when they saw the metal 

crate right there on the deck. They say on the inside, was one dead puppy and another puppy that needed 

help. That's when they say they called animal control!"36:52 Anonymous Neighbor - "If you’re going t...

1:25

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2014 11PM ELDERLY MAN ASSAULTED "Police tell me the man was 74-years-old and alone, when he was attacked."     Investigators are working 

to track down three men who brazenly broke into a home, four o'clock Monday morning...     Petersburg 

Police say the trio assaulted an older man living there.     Detectives aren't revealing many details... but 

they say a night vision camera was rolling...      and want to talk to this man seen near a door.      He's 

wearing all black and may have a scar or tattoo under his right eye.      The man appears to be under 6 

feet tall.      The intruders stole cash from the victim, which they fou...

1:28

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2014 11PM FERGUSON DECISION LATE (--- REPORTER LIVE LEAD ---)-- TBD --(--- INSERT PKG ---)(nats: walk in)AFTER MONTHS OF 

ANTICIPATION AND ANXIETY . .. A DECISION FROM THE GRAND JURY.(S/ Robert McCulloch / St. Louis 

County Prosecutor :08 - :17)"They determined that no probable cause exists to file any charge against 

officer Wilson, and filed a no true bill to the five indictments."POLICE OFFICER DARREN WILSON WILL NOT 

FACE CHARGES N THE SHOOTING DEATH OF UNARMED TEENAGER MICHAEL BROWN..(S/ Robert 

McCulloch / St. Louis County Prosecutor :23 - :30)"They met on 25 separate days in the past 3 months, 

heard more 70 hours of testimo...

1:09

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2014 11PM RAA DISTRACTED DRIVERS "Devices that make your life easier and more enjoyable every day are to blame for those delays--better 

technology is making for distracted drivers... and those distracted drivers are getting in the way of 

emergency crews now more than ever. We rode along with the Richmond Ambulance Authority to find out 

what they're facing."The very day we came to Richmond Ambulance Authority headquarters to mount our 

gopro cameras on their rigs, an accident that illustrates the point of our story came speeding into the 

headlines. The hood and engine smashed in, wheels shifted from where they're supposed to be...

2:57

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/25/2014 6PM FREE TICKET WARNING WHO WOULDN'T LIKE TO GET THIS LETTER IN THE MAIL…SAYING YOU HAVE WON TWO FREE AIRLINE 
TICKETS.(Pamela Durkee, US Postal Inspector)1:21:16 We caution consumers to really read the fine 

print.THE LETTER SAYS THE RECIPIENT MUST ATTEND A SEMINAR. POSTAL INSPECTORS REFER TO 

SOLICITATIONS LIKE THIS AS THE CLASSIC BAIT AND SWITCH.(Pamela Durkee, US Postal Inspector) 

1:21:38 they bait you with two free tickets - you are like I'm going to get two free tickets of course I'm 

going to go to this meeting.ONCE YOU GO TO THE MEETING.(Pamela Durkee, US Postal Inspector) 1:21:52 

Here comes the high pressure sal...

1:27

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/25/2014 11PM OYSA CREDIT SCHEMES It's message we hear often from Consumers Advocates, check your credit score -- and for good reason. It 

gives you an idea of what accounts are open in your name and it lets you keep track of any suspicious 

activity. It's good to be cautious about your credit history -- but don't drop your guard when it comes to 

cyber safety. Sites like the Federal Trade Commission warn about what it calls imposter websites,  or 

companies that offer credit information at no cost -- as an enticement to enroll in their service.Credit 

Counselors, like Terrence Banks, say also watchh out for phishing emails designe...

2:02

Crime & Public Safety 11/25/2014 11PM CHESTERFIELD CARJACKING Just look around- this Costco, near the mall in MIdlothian- is packed. But that didn't stop two 

criminals!Police say this morning a driver was picking up cigarettes for another store- when he was robbed, 

his car stolen!1:43:37 Eva Hahn, Shopper - " I'm not used to hearing that kind of thing here." It happened 

outside the store- here's what police described. Sarah Bloom, Chesterfield - "After loading the cigarettes, 

the victim got in his 2000 Ford cargo van to leave. But, a man with a gun told him to get out. The victim 

got out of the van. That's when a second suspect got in the van- and drove...

1:27

Crime & Public Safety 11/25/2014 11PM FERGUSON RICHMOND RALLY Richmond protesters taking to the streets bringing Traffic to a standstill at the height of rush hour "Black 

Lives matter”"Things have to change and if we don't show up and raise our voices together...things aren't 
going to change."Leighann Leuscan out marching with her small children. She feels the shooting of an 

unarmed teen in Ferguson and the subsequent decision not to indict the officer who killed him should be 

like carrying the flag upside down….a sign of dire concern to all Americans…especially African Americans… 
"It's hard for me to know as a white person. I'm just trying to open my he...

1:34

Education 11/25/2014 11PM HANOVER COACH BACKGROUND 

CHECKS

1:24:21"Right now all volunteers at Hanover Public Schools must fill out this form, and undergo a 

screening for any sex offenses. But they soon could be getting fingerprints and criminal background 

checks."               From coaching to the classroom....more than 9,000 adults volunteer at Hanover County 

schools, helping students excel.        Volunteers are required to answer-- "whether they've been convicted 

of a criminal offense... or... the sexual molestation, physical or sexual abuse or rape of a child."        

Administrators double check the sex offender registry... but criminal offenses...

1:54

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/27/2014 6PM SHOPPERS ALREADY SHOPPING Hey lady send me your wish list and I've got you covered! There are lots and lots of deals here and Lotsa 

lots of people that have lined up to get them. The computers and the TVs have both been extremely 

popular we seen people dragging the TVs by the boxes through the stores to get appear to the registers! 

Take a look this is the line to take one of those TVs home you can see it wraps all the way around this 

desk. The stores been open about an hour now and it's been a fairly steady stream of people. Most of them 

were just glad to get inside here where it's warm and dry some of them waited outs...

1:23

Crime & Public Safety 11/27/2014 6PM HENRICO HOUSE FIRE "Thank God I'm alive." Its safe to say Lucas Roark and Zack Ortwine narrowly escaped death this 

Thanksgiving morning. They woke up to the sound of a raging inferno inside their apartment.  "That 

isolation started burning and I think that was the scent that woke us up."Typically they sleep in their 

bedrooms but last night they both passed out on the couch--- Lucas says it was that small difference in 

their routine that saved their lives.  "When I looked in their and saw how charred everything is I realized 

the oven that we were sitting on top of. I'm very thankful that we woke up and God let us...

1:30

Health 11/27/2014 6PM WILLIAMSBURG FAMILY IN NEED IN: “It’s a Thanksgiving that finds a Williamsburg family not only counting blessings but praying for one 
more that could save a 6 year old’s life.”(nats of adyn)   When we arrived to Adyn's home he was too shy 
to say much, but he proudly showed us his dinosaur and toy collection.   Just looking at him, you'd never 

know his struggle.(adam wilkinson- adyn's father) 3348 "There's always that chance where if he falls 

wrong, if he falls on something, if he gets hit the wrong way he's liable to rupture his spleen. If he came to 

me today and said Dad I want to play football unfortunately I have to t...

2:00

Special Coverage 11/27/2014 6PM FORT LEE THANKSGIVING Dressed in full uniform... hundreds of soldiers line up.... stack their plates...and share a holiday with their 

new family, each other. "I'm thankful for this guy.""It kind of hits the warm feeling that I'm with somebody 

and not just alone."        Together... the young soldiers are served by high ranking military generals, 

sergeants and commanders...        It shows... the appreciation these heroes have for one another...       

especially on a day when those closest to them... are far away."Soldiers are here, who are in training. So 

we have to make a place for them, that's special to them. An...

1:17

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/27/2014 11PM THANKSGIVING SHOPPING LATE Here it is again- that moment where the doors open- and the crowds pour in to shop. Sebastian here, had 

been waiting outside for days....just for this moment. 25:56 Sebastian Valencia, Shopper  - "Oh my God. 

So cold! So boring! But sometimes I like to be inside. Walk around and come back. It's been so cold, so 

rainy."He was after a TV and a tablet. Just like so many that gave up a Thanksgiving meal, to stand in line 

for this. 27:42 Angelita Tucker, Shopper - "I have the ultra high definition for 399 and a laptop and the 

200 dollar one. I go the laaaaaaast ticket!"A golden ticket for people wai...

1:21
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Health 11/27/2014 11PM RESTAURANT REPORT Since you're still digesting your turkey dinner with all the fixins, we decided not to show you restaurants 

with critical violations on this Restaurant Report.     Instead, I want to introduce you to two local 

restaurants who win the NBC12 Hall of Fame Award for having spotless records on their health inspections. 

nats The Bucket Trade is a craft beer bar with food to pair with the different flavors.   Located at 13131 

River's Bend Boulevard in Chester, it features Virginia, national, and international beers, plus hard cider. 

10:25 (Aimee Hartle/Co-owner, The Bucket Trade)We have 400 bottles t...

1:45

Health 11/27/2014 11PM WILLIAMSBURG FAMILY IN NEED IN: “It’s a Thanksgiving that finds a Williamsburg family not only counting blessings but praying for one 
more that could save a 6 year old’s life.”(nats of adyn)   When we arrived to Adyn's home he was too shy 
to say much, but he proudly showed us his dinosaur and toy collection.   Just looking at him, you'd never 

know his struggle.(adam wilkinson- adyn's father) 3348 "There's always that chance where if he falls 

wrong, if he falls on something, if he gets hit the wrong way he's liable to rupture his spleen. If he came to 

me today and said Dad I want to play football unfortunately I have to t...

2:00

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

11/28/2014 5PM MBFYB CYBER MONDAY $1.735 billion. That's how much was spent on Cyber Monday last year according to the savings expert Kyle 

James of rather be shopping dot com.  He recommends signing up for email and coupon alerts from your 

favorite stores and don't forget to check the retailer's Facebook and Twitter pages.24:33 Retailers are 

keeping their social media feeds updated with exclusive coupons, promotions that might only be valid 2 

hours on Cyber MondayIn the days leading up to Monday, try filling your cart..then leave it. 33:01 it will 

trigger an email sayng, hey, we noticed you still have items in your cart..here'...

1:40

Crime & Public Safety 11/28/2014 11PM BLACK FRIDAY BOMB SCARE "This entire ordeal shut down this Walmart for several hours while deputies investigated, but in the end 

they found nothing suspicious. Now as you can see, shoppers are back to the Black Friday shopping."On 

one of the busiest shopping days of the year-- this Spotsylvania Walmart parking lot was almost 

empty.Deputies blocked off the entrances.Shoppers turned away.Inside, K9s and deputies searched the 

store--- after an anonymous caller said--- there was a bomb inside.Several hundred people had to be 

evacuated."the wal mart personnel, the store personnel, and sheriff's deputies were able to get e...

1:51

Crime & Public Safety 11/30/2014 11PM RANDY SMITH VIGIL This block of Decatur street in South Richmond was filled with police officers and investigators last Sunday. 

Now the spot where two men lost their lives after exchanging gun fire--- is filled with emotion and sorrow. 

Dozens came out to remember Randy Smith Junior... his mother Gloria was too distraught to speak with us 

on camera. Randy's family and friends are at a loss for words that this father of three and with another one 

on the way, is now gone forever.  "He was everything to me, oh Jesus, he was my best friend, he was my 

confidant he was everything to me and they just took my baby from...

1:16

Education 12/1/2014 5PM DR BOSHER OBIT From area school systems, colleges, even the state board of education..  all are remembering the life and 

career of Doctor William Bosher. He started as a teacher and eventually served as superintendent of both 

Chesterfield and Henrico Public Schools.  He went on become state superintendent.In a statement, current 

State Superintendent Steven Staples remembers Bosher as always putting children first, saying:  "He 

believed that public schools have a moral obligation to educate all children to their highest potential.. "In 

his later years, he served on VSU's board of visitors.He directed VCU's Ed...

1:19

Education 12/1/2014 6PM BOSHER REMEMBERED Dr. Bill Bosher was a fixture in the world of education. And, though he rose through the ranks, he was 

always dedicated to his students.LeQuan Hylton, Bosher's student: He was very welcoming, very open, 

very nice, pleasant person. "LeQuan Hylton first met Bill Bosher when he was a teen and new student in 

Chesterfield County.Now, nearly 20-years later, Dr. Bosher was his disertation chair as he worked on his 

PhD at VCU.  He says news of his passing is comparable to losing his own father a few years ago.LeQuan 

Hylton, Bosher's student: A lot of people really respected him and valued his opinion,...

1:30

education 12/1/2014 6PM BOSHER WWBT - - -NAT SOT OF EDITORIAL- - -When Dr. Bosher came in to tape his weekly educational editorials - it was 

almost always in the very early morning hours....but despite the hour....Bill never forgot names or 

faces...and seemed to connect with people of all ages:EMMY  TC-32:44  (:10)We had the great fortune at 

Channel 12 to know not only the distinguished eductor - but the man - THE husband, father - grandfather - 

who also went out of his wayto mentor young people.  The girl on the right is my daughter - who got her 

masters degree in education at JMU - Bill would e-mail, out of the blue - wanting...

1:05

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/1/2014 11PM WHITE TRASH BASH The so called White Trash Bash here at Shockoe Bottom's Club Rouge and Daddy Rabbitt's in Richmond 

over the holiday weekend has left some outraged. "It's just not right." Jason Powers says the promotional 

fliers with trailers and countless beer bottles went too far. "And as you can see I live in a trailer park 

myself now...so we are hardworking people and not people to made fun of which I felt the clubs were 

doing." "Keep in mind this white trash bash included turkey bowling and food fighting. Things that feed into 

a negative stereotype, Mr. Powers says. And so we reached out to the club promo...

1:26

Crime & Public Safety 12/1/2014 11PM MCDONNELL CHARGES LATEST The judge flat-out DENIED the McDonnell's motion for acquittal.         Political Analyst Paul Goldman 

followed the six-week trial closely...         The former governor and his wife-- both accused of accepting 

tens of thousands of dollars in money and gifts from Star Scientific CEO Jonnie Williams...          Goldman 

says... there was little chance - if any- that the judge would overturn the jury's verdict. "Ultimately they 

knew those motions for a new trial, throwing out the verdicts, would be denied."      But the judge did rule 

that Maureen McDonnell wasn't obstructing justice when she ret...

1:19

Crime & Public Safety 12/1/2014 11PM PARENTS SHOPLIFT WITH CHILD Just take a look at these piles of charges, many of them felonies-- and the two parents now facing 

them.Police say husband and wife Perry and Chrystal Miller teamed up to take items from multiple Target 

stores in Chesterfield... and they allegedly did it with their two year old son in tow. Chrystal faces two 

charges for conspiring with her husband in the alleged crimes. And two more, for bringing her son along to 

some of the crimes.Perry faces many more charges-- for four counts of grand larceny, plus conspiring to 

steal things, and for bringing his little boy along for the crimes. "There was...

1:13

Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2014 4PM PARENTS SHOPLIFT WITH CHILD Just take a look at these piles of charges, many of them felonies-- and the two parents now facing 

them.Police say husband and wife Perry and Chrystal Miller teamed up to take items from multiple Target 

stores in Chesterfield... and they allegedly did it with their two year old son in tow. Chrystal faces two 

charges for conspiring with her husband in the alleged crimes. And two more, for bringing her son along to 

some of the crimes.Perry faces many more charges-- for four counts of grand larceny, plus conspiring to 

steal things, and for bringing his little boy along for the crimes. "There was...

1:13

Health 12/2/2014 5PM EBOLA HOSPITAL Sabrina, It's an expansion of care and offers more options -especially for people here in Central Virginia.     

Out of this list of 35, 2 of the centers are in Virginia: VCU and UVA Medical Center in Charlottesville.     This 

all comes in the wake of an Ebola outbreak in West Africa which extended into several cases of doctors, 

missionaries and care workers being treated for the disease in the U-S.      The government made it a 

priority to have options and says it's prepared for the worse, especially compared to a few months ago.     

For instance- there were initially 3-facilities with 8-beds...

1:02

Special Coverage 12/2/2014 5PM AOK COACH EVANS Nat sound  team clapping Another victorious season for the Stonewall Jackson Rebels (school 

sign)sot(coach) 1:37:01 " middle school champions"nat clappingBut these players want everyone to know 

they're more than football team champions.sot:1:38 :29 " we're a family, we all stay together" and  one of 

the most beloved family members is another Jackson, number 96,  Jackson Evans.sot:1:38:52   "we love 

him"sot: 1:37:44"he's been a great player for this team, he's one of  my best friend on this team sot 

(mom) 1:23:21 "the kids just took to him"sot  1:21:40 "all of these children have just treated h...

2:37
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Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2014 11PM RICHMOND STOLEN PIT BULL "This is Snowman's room. This is his cage."          But Snowman has been ripped away from his brand new 

loving home...          Tony Ellis and his cousin Janet Edwards..."I carried him to Pet Smart.".....just adopted 

the puppy two weeks ago. "Snowman had all white with just one brown spot on his ear, pink nose and blue 

eyes. I said, that's the one I want."    Now-- Snowman's fate is uncertain...     Tony says he saw a vehicle 

that looked like a white van... possibly a jeep or SUV... roll up to his home."I saw a white van, had pitbulls 

in it."    Shortly after, he called for Snowman in the bac...

1:27

Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2014 11PM RVA DANGEROUS CITY STUDY Right there at the top of the list...sits Richmond. Not so surprising to the average Richmonder we talked to 

out on the streets today. - “Not surprising. Super high murder rate back in the day and everything like 
that. “The study does in fact look at murder, rape, robbery, assault, burglary, theft and vehicle theft. It 
says Richmond had the highest number of murders per person in 2012 out of anywhere else in the state. 

And that violent crimes in general were the the highest per person as well. "But leaders with the Richmond 

Association of Realtors say when people think about moving here or liv...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2014 11PM UVA RAPE CULTURE INTERVIEW "UVA WOMEN DESERVE BETTER." "SHOCKING." Just some of the reaction to this UVA student run 

interview in which a Dean on the sexual review board can't recall recommending a student be expelled for 

sexual assault. "I don't believe they've felt like they had enough information or evidence to expel 

permanently."Even when a student admits guilt in an informal setting… "I feel like if a person is willing to 
come forward in that setting and admit that they violated the policy when there is absolutely no advantage 

to do so, then that does deserve some consideration."Besides the dean says many rape surv...

1:49

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/3/2014 6PM SANTA LETTERS SCHEME For most kids a hand written letter from Santa would be magical but sadly, Tom Gallagher with the 

Richmond BBB says cyber crooks are preying on that innocence with bogus emails. The BBB posted this 

alert -- with safety tips, informing parents about a Santa scheme.It usually starts with an unsolicited email 

promising your child a handwritten letter from Old Saint Nick -- for about 20-bucks. You click a link and are 

taken to a site to the get the process started but once you're finished, Santa never responds and you've 

just opened the door for the cyber Grinch. Most parents may spot the deceptio...

1:33

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/4/2014 5PM MBFYB BIRTHDAY FREEBIES 52:25 for breakfast I went to chick fil a on parham road because you get a free sandwich when you show 

your id. I got a free drink at starbucks for my birthday. For lunch I went to firehouse subs and for dinner I 

went to red robin and dessert, baskin robbins.How much did that cost savings blogger Tiffany Cutts?53:05 

zero dollarsThese are just a few examples of the dozens of freebies you can get on your birthday. Many 

shops offer free meals or money to spend in their store when you sign up on their websites.53:18 just your 

name your email address and of course your birth dateMy birthday is Frid...

1:26

Crime & Public Safety 12/4/2014 6PM FOREST HILL HIT RUN (Rodney Henderson - relative of victim) 355 "Confused. Real confused."   That's Rodney Henderson's 

outlook after waking up in a state of shock.(Rodney Henderson - relative of victim) 436 "I heard somebody 

crying in the middle of the night because I leave my window open. I heard somebody crying and I said 

what in the world was that." (cut to) 446 "It sounded like a child or a woman or somebody."   He didn't 

think much of it at first.   Until he learned this morning his loved one was rushed to the hospital!(nats)   

Just after 2 this morning, police say a woman parked her car in a travel lane on...

1:30

Health 12/4/2014 6PM CLINIC REGULATIONS (ASHLEY)The current regulations require abortion clinics to follow the same standards as hospitals...Many 

pro-choice advocates have argued against that.Today's move is the first step toward possibly re-writing 

those regulations -- for the 18 abortion clincis in Virginia.===================Hundreds of people 

started lining up early.Many wearing their opinion on the sign in their hands over abortion clinic regulations-

- which were established under Republican Governor Bob McDonnell.Those for the current standards say 

this is about keeping patients safe.these regulations no more attack abortion r...

2:02

Crime & Public Safety 12/5/2014 5PM HANOVER FIRE FOLO This Farrington station is only a few miles from the victim's home...           And like most stations in 

Hanover... it's manned by both volunteer and paid firefighters.     But there aren't enough  to run this rural 

station... or most of the other ones...  24/7.      When the fire broke out ... the manpower wasn't there to 

run an engine to the scene from this station.     Other accidents were also happening simultaneously...     

The fastest station that could respond with an engine to hose the flames... was 17 minutes away.      

Ultimately, firefighters reached the victim as urgently as possi...

1:02

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/5/2014 5 30PM HENRICO MAIL DELIVERY Change-- that's all these neighbors say they want.  And with the holidays coming up;  some people are 

concerned they may not receive those cherished packages and cards on time.   At the Henrico Arms 

Apartment complex, some neighbors say an empty mailbox is happening far too often.usually I get mail 

everyday, for the last two weeks I haven't gotten anything but one timeA spokesperson for the post office 

is responding.  She says they want to help and says, quote, "There could be a problem with mail 

forwarding, incorrect or incomplete address information or even mail theft."     Then there's the...

1:44

Crime & Public Safety 12/7/2014 6PM RVA HOME INVASION "Its shocking to me." For the last two years--- Nytasha Coles has lived in this apartment complex on Broad 

Rock B.oulevard and hasn't had any problems or heard of any serious disturbances. That all changed on 

Saturday night---Police tell us that two men armed with guns forced themselves into a woman's apartment 

taking jewelry and a TV.  "Got me wondering now, I want to keep my eyes open because I have kids that 

be outside." "Putting this all in perspective this section of Broad Rock is mainly businesses, one house, and 

an apartment complex." The leasing office at the apartment complex was clos...

1:16

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/7/2014 11PM OYSA EMAIL SCHEMES Walgreens shoppers be on alert -- cyber thieves are targeting you. These bogus emails are showing up in 

in-boxes -- claiming you have an order waiting on you. This is not from Walgreens, crooks are trying to get 

you to click a malicious link. If you click it, it could install a virus on your computer or take you to a site 

where your personal information will be stolen. If you see this or something similar, report it to the 

Internet Crime Complaint Center at IC3.gov. Kroger shoppers you are also a target. Similar to the 

Walgreens email -- this note claims you have an order waiting on you.Again,...

1:08

Crime & Public Safety 12/7/2014 11PM RICHMOND HOME INVASION "Its shocking to me." For the last two years--- Nytasha Coles has lived in this apartment complex on Broad 

Rock B.oulevard and hasn't had any problems or heard of any serious disturbances. That all changed on 

Saturday night---Police tell us that two men armed with guns forced themselves into a woman's apartment 

taking jewelry and a TV.  "Got me wondering now, I want to keep my eyes open because I have kids that 

be outside." "Putting this all in perspective this section of Broad Rock is mainly businesses, one house, and 

an apartment complex." The leasing office at the apartment complex was clos...

1:18

Crime & Public Safety 12/8/2014 11PM ALL YOU NEED BREAK IN Surveillance video captures the bold suspect in the act...smashing the window here at "All U Need 

Automotive" and then making a run for it... "Very bold because there was a lot of traffic going down 

Midlothian at that time." The suspect soon returns---peeks his head in---and then jumps right through the 

opening...but the cameras were rolling... it's here that he looks directly at the camera...before covering his 

face...  "It's heartbreaking. I mean we work all day to have our business and then you have people come in 

and take from you."  "The suspect broke in through a window and then." "Went...

1:15

Crime & Public Safety 12/9/2014 5PM AOK SHIRLEY RICHARDSON NAT SOT:  singing happy birthdayAN IMPROMPTU CELEBRATION FOR A WOMAN FRIENDS CALL A TRUE  

HOMETOWN HERO.   sot  "she's an angel to everyone she meets sot7:42:59 "she speaks with her actions 

and what she does"SHIRLEY RICHARDSON SERVED THREE DECADES AS A RICHMOND POLICE 

OFFICER.SOT:  7:25:14 "it was very unique to see a police officer as giving as she wasSHIRLEY NOW 

SERVES A PRISON MINISTRY AND MENTORS EX OFFENDERS. HER LATEST COMMUNITY PROJECT IS 

UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN RICHMONDS CREIGHTON COURT.  WHAT WAS A DILAPIDATED  EYESORE sot 

7:33:02  "oh it was horriblesot: 7:32:46 "no floor, no ceiling,...

2:03
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Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/9/2014 11PM MAKE A WISH SURPRISE "This 15,000, top-of-the-line bass fishing boat is now going to someone who truly couldn't wish for 

anything more."     Lee Payne is so taken aback at the sight of a brand new boat... he's literally 

speechless...      A smile spreads across his face the moment he realizes... it is his.  22:18"Congratulations. 

Thank you."       Lee's life changed dramatically three years ago, at the age of 12... enduring difficult 

treatments and hospital stays.34:09"It's emotionally draining, a lot of tears, a lot of frustration."     But 

now... Lee can fish for his bit of peace.... 34:57"it means freedom. it m...

1:31

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/10/2014 5PM NTELOS BUYOUT Susan Bahorich, reporting: This is one of 8 nTelos stores in the Richmond area that has recently closed, as 

you can see there's a sign on the door, the store is dark, and the inventory is gone. ***take voA company 

spokesperson tells me nTelos decided to cut ties with the Richmond and Hampton Roads markets because 

it couldn't provide the level of service and data today's smart phone users expect.So, nTelos is selling the 

airwaves it uses to deliver data, to T-mobile.Customers have emailed NBC12 angry they weren't informed 

of the change or what it will do to their service. One man we spoke with...

1:03

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/10/2014 5PM PRIVLO MORTGAGE (Heather Sullivan/reporting)Want to buy your first house?  But maybe you work as an independent 

contractor?  Or you're self-employed or own your own business.  Your paycheck isn't steady, but you make 

good money overall.  You may still find it hard to qualify for a homeloan.  nats That's why Michael Slavin 

started Privlo, an online mortgage lender for people with inconsistent paychecks.  16:20 (Michael Slavin/ 

CEO, Privlo)"it could be self-employed contractors, it could be someone who owns a snow removal business 

who has a big winter, but has a small summer."Slavin says Privlo looks at an appl...

1:31

Health 12/10/2014 5PM CEREBAL PALSY KID 5 year old Allie Jones lives here in the West End but the hospital has been a second home to this little girl 

since the day she was born.  But today she got the surprise of her young life, all thanks to a non profit that 

sells cookies.you're going to disneyworld and sea world, and universal with your whole family!The news 

was overwhelming at first.But the week long trip is a welcome break for a family averaging 36 doctors 

appointments a month. Allie was born with cerebal  palsy --and deals with a number of health 

complications.She just started eating solids foods this week.to to give allie and...

1:00

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/10/2014 6PM HANOVER DEVELOPMENT This quiet piece of farmland, could become Hanover's next neighborhood of homes--- that look like these...     

But the biggest backlash against the project... is traffic concerns.      Neighbors along Atlee Station Road... 

like Aaron Trump... tell me, the stretch is already buzzing with cars. 22:04"It's pretty busy in the 

mornings. It's hard to get out sometimes."     the builder... Rogers Chenault Inc...says the homes will be 

much more spread out than required...    and engineers are planning four lanes in and out of the 

development to help calm traffic... especially so close to schools.28:1...

1:16

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/10/2014 6PM MOVING COMPANY Cheri Ford says she had to warn others about her experience with a local moving company. She hired 

Precision Moving Services and claims workers damaged her furniture and feels the company was 

misleading when it came to things like how she should pay. She says she was never told her move would 

be cash only but when workers arrived they demanded money. Ford says she had no choice but to pay. On 

it's website, the company says it has locations across the state, including a Richmond Office. After repeated 

attempts, Ford says she couldn't get anyone to respond to her complaints, so we stopped by tha...

2:15

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/10/2014 6PM NTELOS Susan Bahorich, reporting:  This is 1 of 8 stores in the Richmond region that has closed. As you can see, 

there's a sign on the door and inside the store is dark and inventory gone. And, many customers have 

reached out to NBC12 wondering what's going on.  "For the last 3-years, nTelos has been Kenneth 

Williams' go- to for cell service.That's why he was surprised to find this store in Midlothian closed.Kenneth 

Williams: It's been great until now (laughs) Now, I have so far to go to pay my bill and pretty soon it ain't 

going to be nothing. I don't know what I'm going to do.  "And, Williams isn't...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 12/10/2014 11PM DELVIN BARNES CASE What the? Omg that’s scary! Just some of your reactions on facebook after news spread virginia 
prosectuors are not moving forward with charges against delvin barnes now facing federal abuction charges 

in Philadelphia..."This is the smartest thing that the charles city authorities could do. They have simply 

withdrawn the charges for now."Keep in mind Barnes is accused of hitting a young richmond teen in the 

head with a shovel, forcing her into the trunk of his car…and bringing her back to his Charles City County 
home where deputies say he raped her and then poured bleach and gasoline on her. Bu...

1:53

Crime & Public Safety 12/10/2014 11PM HOME INVASION Two kids in this cul-de-sac faced strangers with a weapon - and were able to call for help, before anyone 

got hurt. But this story starts a few days back- The end of this cul-de-sac has seen some unusual activity. 

A missing leaf blower, some odd people in one neighbor's yard. And those observations likely helped a 

middle schooler know just what to do in a dangerous situation. He was home alone, with his toddler sibling- 

and that suspicious activity meant his parents had very specific instructions. 22:16 David Britton , Neighbor 

- "They said if anyone knocks on that door, we're not expecting an...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 12/10/2014 11PM WANTED STEWART Investigators say Troy Stewart has only himself to blame for his recent trouble with the law.  Stewart is 

wanted for violating his probation but the original charge was possession of a firearm by a convicted felon.  

Police only found out he had the gun because he accidentally shot himself. 8:37:58 "Troy has had many 

weapons violations, drug violations, robbery charges."      Stewart has also been chaged with Identity 

Fraud, Hit and Run, and Trespassing.8:38:23 " Very reckless...He's probably dealing drugs, he's doing 

drugs, it just makes for not a good combination."      Back in 2008 Stewart w...

1:43

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/11/2014 5PM PET ADOPTIONS (nat bell)This is Donner's lucky day. He's on his way home. His new family saved more than $100 on his 

adoption fee, thanks to the Priority Automotive group.2:03 They pay the adoption fee for the adoptions of 

all the pets in our care to wonderful people who will give them lasting, loving homes.This year's goal? The 

SPCA hopes to match 500 kittens, puppies, cats and dogs with new, caring owners.2:39 What a better way 

to give back to the community that to put a pet with a long term family and a smile on a family's 

face.Donna and Robert Keller lost their 12 year old dog, Buster, to lymphoma last...

1:29

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/11/2014 6PM CHRISTMAS HELP Unconditional love and guidance got Abrielle to this point.             (nat snd -- playing )    Her thoughts are 

happy. The three year old can just play and make more pleasant memories but the journey has been long 

in such a short life.   Each teddy bear lining the back of their couch represents a hospital visit for little 

Abrielle.   (Tina Woodson - Called 12 For Christmas Help)8:55:59"Abrielle would not talk when she first got 

here."(Tina Woodson- Called 12 For Christmas Help)9:03:08  "She was scared. Where am I going to wake 

up the next morning."(Tina Woodson - Called 12 For Christmas Help...

1:32

Crime & Public Safety 12/11/2014 6PM BUS INCIDENT (brent solomon - powhatan) "This is a story that has a whole lot of parents concerned. I just finished 

speaking with one whose child was on that bus and called her for help."These images captured just after 3 

Wednesday afternoon has parents startled.(parent) 5103 "My daughter called me from her cell phone. The 

call was breaking up. I could barely hear her. All I heard was stabbing."The parent who doesn't want to be 

identified claims a student used a pen to go after several students. She rushed to where the bus was 

stopped.(parent) 5115 "What were your thoughts at that moment? I needed to get t...

1:11

Politics 12/11/2014 6PM GAY BILLBOARD MAN SPEAKS a Richmond billboard is raising some eyebrows here, and nearly 8-thousand miles away in Cape Town, 

South Africa.Kyle Roux, billboard model: I was obviously quite shocked, so that why I decided to send you 

guys an email saying hey, i'm that guy in that billboard. "Kyle Roux hasn't thought about that photo shoot 

in nearly a decade.  This morning, friends, family even his trainer asked if he was featured in this American 

ad which seems to have identical twins and the statement, "Nobody is born gay."Ironic says Roux (rue) 

given that he's not a twin and openly gay.Roux: It just seems like there no...

1:22
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Health 12/11/2014 11PM FLU HEALTH ALERT It's that awful, hit by a truck feeling that will knock you off your feet and keep you in bed suffering for 

days. And folks, it's here. It's flu season. On facebook, Mercy Burke said, "The stomach flu is making the 

rounds at my house."Allan Cash  said, "2 different kinds of flu in my house... I have the stomach bug."And 

the pros say this is just the start. 13:35 Dr. Scott Greenfield, Patient First - "That’s going to build gradually 
over time . By the time I get to January and February I expect we’ll see huge numbers of flu cases."22:29 
Sarah Bloom, Chesterfield - "In fact, two patients walked...

1:18

Health 12/11/2014 11PM REST REPORT The inspection report says there were many drain flies by a skink at this McDonald's at 7118 West Broad 

Street in Henrico, which had 5 critical violations.  The inspector noted the flies were in the storage area, 

too, and told the staff to contact a pest controller for advice. On the follow-up inspection a week later, the 

report says the flies were still there.  But on another follow-up a week after that, all problems were gone.   

Moving to Hanover, Awful Arthur's Seafood Company at 6078 Mechanicsville Turnpike had 4 critical 

violations.  The report says chili and clam chowder were not adequat...

1:02

Racial Issues 12/11/2014 11PM HENRICO BUS FIGHT Timothy Stevens Sporting a bumb on his head after a fight on the school bus...that left him suspended for 

six days...40:26 to 40:31 "he's suspended for defending himself. So you mean to tell me he's supposed to 

let someone just beat him to a pulp?"Cell phone video shows timthy initally being placed in handcuffs ...but 

Mom says officers soon learned her son was allegedly called a racial slur and then hit with this packed book 

bag...40:40 to 40:49 "he said I will shut your mouth for the rest of your life. you will never talk again. Now 

to me that's a threat after being called the N-word." as you...

1:47

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/12/2014 6PM WOODLAKE This land on Woodlake Parkway doesn't look like much, but it was enough to spur 3-residents into action. 

Bruce Shappe, Concerned Woodlake Resident: We're people trying to make a point in the interest of the 

neighborhood we all love."Bruce Shappe was one of those men. Friday afternoon, the group withdrew their 

injunction to stop the purchase of the property after he says they received a letter saying he and the other 

men could be liable for nearly 30-thousand dollars if something happened to the sale. Bruce Shappe, 

Concerned Woodlake Resident: That is really disappointing about all of this is w...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 12/12/2014 6PM HERMITAGE GUN (nats)   The news quickly spread across Hermitage High.(alex cabrera - student) 1734 "I just heard that 

somebody was carrying a weapon."   It all started from a tip from a student.   Administrators wasted no 

time checking it out - that's when they say they found the loaded gun on a high school junior.(Paola 

Martinez - parent)  1644 "Out of control."   Parents got word shortly after the incident -- leaving many 

concerned.(Paola Martinez - parent) 1648 "For me they have to be more secure for the kids right 

now."(Andy Jenks - school spokesman)2211 "We want parents to feel that their children are...

1:23

Crime & Public Safety 12/12/2014 6PM MARCH PREVIEW We've heard the out cry from thousands here at home   "No justice no peace " and from across the 

country.  "Hands up Don't Shoot" Now, those voices will come together in the nations Capitol with hopes of 

inspiring unity and ending police violence.   "I think its a great opportunity to engage the young 

professionals here in Richmond." Richmond Urban League president Victor Rogers is traveling to DC 

tomorrow. He's hoping that this march inspires younger generations to get involved and be active in their 

communities.   "Its a great opportunity for them to come up and see how things happen on a na...

1:42

Crime & Public Safety 12/12/2014 6PM MORRISSEY PLEA We were the only camera rolling as Delegate Joe Morrissey walked into court.A trial will no longer happen 

in the case as he's agreed to a plea deal.fighting Joe Morrissey for the first time in his life admitted his 

guilt,his wrongdoing in a criminal case and he will be serving six months in jail.let me state unequivobacly 

and uncategorically that he believes he is not guilty The case goes back to August of 2013.  Morrissey is 

accused of having a sexual relationship with a 17 year old teenager who worked in his law office. She is 

now 18 years old and has denied, along with her mother, the sexua...

1:39

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/13/2014 6PM STONE BREWERY WHATS NEXT And that working phase means you could see equipment breaking ground here on Williamsburg Road and 

Old Nicholson Streets in the next couple weeks! We met contractor Mark Hourigan there to explain the 

next steps.Then the site will be ready for the mechanical, electrical and structural designs Hourigan 

Construction is putting together right now.And just to the south along the river, there will be a public park, 

one acre beer garden and restaurant.Developed and ready for Stone Brewing to install their equipment by 

next August. LGNBC12....

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/2014 6PM MARCH AGAINST POLICE VIOLENCE They came from all over--- Near... "Curtis: where are you from? Marcher: Washington, D.C." "Baltimore" 

...and far. "Syracuse, New York "Columbus, Ohio"   "Staten Island, New York" ...and even some from our 

neck of the woods. "Richmond and Chesterfield County" More than ten thousand demonstrators took over 

Freedom Plaza in the nation’s capital and their message was clear.“No justice, no peace” About a dozen 
members of the "Greater Richmond Urban League and Young Professionals" came out marching as well. 

We spoke with president Victor Rogers.   “Curtis: From here, what message will you take back...

1:43

Consumer & Economy 
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12/13/2014 11PM STONE BREWERY WHATS NEXT And that working phase means you could see equipment breaking ground here on Williamsburg Road and 

Old Nicholson Streets in the next couple weeks! We met contractor Mark Hourigan there to explain the 

next steps.Then the site will be ready for the mechanical, electrical and structural designs Hourigan 

Construction is putting together right now.And just to the south along the river, there will be a public park, 

one acre beer garden and restaurant.Developed and ready for Stone Brewing to install their equipment by 

next August. LGNBC12....

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/2014 11PM MARCH AGAINST POLICE VIOLENCE They came from all over--- Near... "Curtis: where are you from? Marcher: Washington, D.C." "Baltimore" 

...and far. "Syracuse, New York "Columbus, Ohio"   "Staten Island, New York" ...and even some from our 

neck of the woods. "Richmond and Chesterfield County" More than ten thousand demonstrators took over 

Freedom Plaza in the nation’s capital and their message was clear.“No justice, no peace” About a dozen 
members of the "Greater Richmond Urban League and Young Professionals" came out marching as well. 

We spoke with president Victor Rogers.   “Curtis: From here, what message will you take back...

1:43

Health 12/15/2014 5PM DSS INVESTIGATION FOLO A mother desperately pleading her caseJessica Fluhart's three daughters and step-daughter, who have 

allergies and eye issues, need health insurance.She filled out the application to have Medicaid for her 3-, 6- 

and 8-year-old renewed and to start coverage for her 9-year-old step-daughter on September 25th. About 

two and a half months later, she still did not know if her children would be covered, so she called us.Three 

months ago, when we first investigated the delay in DSS benefits like Medicaid and food stamps, things 

you need to survive on a daily basis, officials said they were short-staff...

2:21

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/15/2014 6PM HEALTHCARE DEADLINE "If you haven't filled out an application on healthcare dot gov then you better hurry up and log on. If you 

miss this deadline you will have to dish out cash for a penalty." Lori Collins and her family have coverage... 

but her son Cayden is due early next month, and she needs to add him to the family's coverage. "I'm a 

little concerned about coverage on the baby and Sharon here is going to help me make sure the baby is 

fully covered when he is born." Tonight is the first important deadline -- sign up, and your coverage begins 

January first.   But while open enrollment for 2015 is available thr...

1:32

Politics 12/15/2014 6PM MORRISSEY LATEST Speaking from his home in Charles City, Kevin Sullivan say he's had enough.it's come to the point right 

now where it's just not possible to support Joe anymore and I think a lot of people feel that way.Morrissey 

is now serving three months on work release after entering an Alford Plea for contributing to the 

delinquency of a minor. The teenager involved was his 17 year old receptionist. Republican Matt Walton 

just announced his election plans.all i can say on that is delegate morrissey has a lot of thinking to do and 

as he stated yesterday he needs to think about what's best for the people of...

1:31
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Crime & Public Safety 12/15/2014 11PM MIDDLESEX GUNS AT SCHOOL 18:10"The Middlesex County Sheriff tells me, there's no reason at this point to believe that the student 

meant any harm. But he says the amount and kind of weapons found on school property in that car, was 

shocking."9:47 "These are magazines that would appear to be a 223 caliber, which would go to like an 

M16."      A slew of weapons-- rifles, pistols, bayonets... and 600 rounds of ammo...all confiscated from 18-

year-old Austin Martin's car, according to Middlesex County Sheriff David Bushey.6:31 "We have not seen 

anything like this. This was the first time. It was actually a shock to us."...

1:41

Education 12/15/2014 11PM BINFORD MIDDLE FUTURE LATE The vote is in - change is coming. And the reaction is harsh- from students and teachers there for the 

decision.  – “I feel like they should just leave our school alone.“  – “I am very upset with the decision. I am 
happy however that our current students won’t be bothered by it.” Many say they're not ready for change. 
They think they can succeed without changing their school. Here's the new idea- throw more resources at 

the school- make a run-down school, with not enough students an arts school. Attract more students here- 

but promise a spot to the ones that already exist. The curriculum would...

1:21

Health 12/15/2014 11PM VCU MEDICAL DATA BREACH VCU Health System mailing out notification letters: It turns out compact discs containing patient health 

information were not properly disposed of.Yes. cds containing patient data were mistakenly donated for 

children’s art projects! "It’s not clear how many patients are impacted or how many cds were donated…but 
after some reflection the health system says this process went on for more than two years…from January 
2012 to October of this year...before they put a lid on it."Take a look: We’re told The CDs contained the 
patient’s full name and one or more of the following: home address, date of bi...

1:28

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/16/2014 5PM AOK FAN BARBER sot 9:56:55 (dot) "I love being in a barbershop"Owner/operator Dot Reid traded a career in healthcare for 

hair care sot 10L13:42 very, very passionate about hairsot 10:05:50 "I have my degree as a registered 

nurse and I specialized in neurosurgery, so I've kinda always had a thing for the head and neck"HER ONE 

WOMAN OPERATION HAS grown into  A FULLY STAFFED , SUCESSFUL ENTERPRISE THAT SHOWCASES 

HER LOVE FOR ART, SPORTS, AND ANIMALSnat sound (me playing w/dog)IT'S A REFUGE ON WEST MAIN 

STREET IN THE HEART OF THE FAN, A FEW BLOCKS FROM VCU.SOT:10:10:23 (dot) "we do have a lot of 

students, we hav...

2:43

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/16/2014 6PM BANK DATA BREACH Nearly one week before Christmas, the Grinch strikes here in Central Virginina--- A major debit card 

compromise at Union First Market Bank has sent about 3,000 customers into a frenzy. Michelle Lawrence is 

one of them. She spoke with me over the phone today.  "I went to use my debit card at the ATM and it 

said you have acceded your maximum amount." Michelle says she then went into her local branch. That's 

when she found out just days before her daughter's birthday and Christmas her account had been hacked--- 

thieves got away with 484 dollars of her hard earned money. "I honestly feel like I sh...

1:36

Crime & Public Safety 12/16/2014 6PM STOLEN PUPPIES (start with photos)   Just a look at the missing little pitbulls angers neighbors.(Frances Artis - neighbor) 

4732 "But they're babies."   Babies police say this man wanted -- taking drastic measures to get 

them!(Derlane Pettus - neighbor) 5146 "It wasn't their puppies so why would they take the puppies."   It 

all happened on the 19 hundred block of Chelsea Street near Whitcomb Court.   Police say 3 folks showed 

up here asking to see the 7 puppies listed for sale on a Craislist ad....but police say they had no intentions 

of buying.   Instead, police believe 21 year old Tion Oliver pointed his g...

1:14

Politics 12/16/2014 6PM MORRISSEY GPS Sheriff Michael Wade had just started speaking when he got a call--Okay...okay...that was actually joe 

morrissey that's why I answered it.A phone call away-- Sheriff Wade says other work release inmates have 

had his cell number. Morrissey is now serving three months on work release at Henrico Jail East  for 

contributing to the delinquency of a minor.Announced today-- new restrictions.joe's time is now restricted  

from 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. since the General Assembly is in session still, I've allowed Joe to do 10 hours 

on Sunday also.Morrissey has been wearing a GPS device that tracks every mo...

1:33

Crime & Public Safety 12/16/2014 11PM HANOVER DOG MYSTERY INJURY Dixie lies still--- struggling to heal after three layers of stitches... panting...30:02"You believe that 

someone intentionally did this?""Yes I do. I do."        Her owner Joe Morris let Dixie out Sunday... But she 

didn't return after nearly an hour.        Joe discovered her here motionless ... near the driveway.14:15"She 

was laying on her stomach, and she had her head kind of down. And when I pulled up, she lifted her head 

up."         That's when Joe saw the gaping wound on his pup's neck.10:53"All the skin and tissue had just 

dropped down. You could see the muscle and the flesh of her who...

1:23

Crime & Public Safety 12/16/2014 11PM MAN CRUSHED BY FALLING CAR - "Here’s a look at where Jason was. He was under his car, then he heard a noise, and that’s where the 
problem started."   - "It pretty much come off of its platform and come down on top of me."Thankfully, the 

SUV sprang back up, giving him room to breathe and get out- but Jason wasn't entirely mobile. He could 

wiggle a bit, but not walk or turn without extreme pain. - "You feel like you’re being crushed to death."  - 
"From there, Jason had to wiggle out from underneath the car and then he had to crawl, pulling his body 

weight, all the way around the car like this. His phone was on the other s...

1:47

Crime & Public Safety 12/17/2014 4PM HANOVER DOG MYSTERY INJURY Dixie lies still--- struggling to heal after three layers of stitches... panting...30:02"You believe that 

someone intentionally did this?""Yes I do. I do."        Her owner Joe Morris let Dixie out Sunday... But she 

didn't return after nearly an hour.        Joe discovered her here motionless ... near the driveway.14:15"She 

was laying on her stomach, and she had her head kind of down. And when I pulled up, she lifted her head 

up."         That's when Joe saw the gaping wound on his pup's neck.10:53"All the skin and tissue had just 

dropped down. You could see the muscle and the flesh of her who...

1:22

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/17/2014 6PM BBB COMPANY WARNING We've told you about the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau before. It's the  the government agency 

created to protect consumers from financial deceptions and other abusive practices.The Better Business 

Bureau says don't confuse the legitimate site with this webpage -- called Consumer Protection Bureau.  It 

makes some big claims about protecting consumers --  but the BBB says don't trust it.  The names are 

similar -- but this site is not a government agency. In fact, the BBB calls it misleading and gives it an "F" 

rating. Consumers claim they've received calls from supposed agents --- follow...

2:08

Crime & Public Safety 12/17/2014 6PM WHEELCHAIR DOG The Richmond SPCA called it a holiday miracle... Elvis managing to walk once again after nearly a year of 

rehabilitation. He was an inspiration, but still required a lot of work. Now, it appears he has found someone 

who needs him as much as he needs them.-20:20 Woof!       Perfection comes in all shapes and 

sizes.24:49 Good Dog!          The paralysis from the mid-section down might have forced Elvis to use a 

special wheelchair to walk, but it didn't hold him down thanks to the Richmond SPCA.Robin Starr, 

Richmond SPCA 15:37 We took him in and we committed to his care and to his rehab and ultim...

1:33

Politics 12/17/2014 6PM DAYCARE REGS 37:33.00-48Susan Bahorich, reporting: I spoke with several religiously exempt deaycare who felt they 

didn't know enough about the proposals to comment.  But, here at Angeldeer Learning Center, the director 

tells me the staff works to go above and beyond in order to keep kids safe.  "(pic of Joseph Allen)The 

sweet innocent face of Joseph Allen has become an inspiration for change. Here in Hanover County, the 

daycare death of the toddler forced leaders here at Angeldeer to take a tough look at what they do on the 

daily basis.26:24.00-35Karen Willis, Angeldeer Learning Center Director: We definit...

1:46

Politics 12/17/2014 6PM MCAULIFFE BUDGET Governor McAuliffe walks in with two missions today:    Protecting the people and balancing the books.    

First, addressing the Commonwealth's most vulnerable - children.    In a surprise move, McAuliffe identified 

nearly 2,000 daycares would now need to have licenses.    This after three children died in fires at 

unlicensed home facilities, in Chesterfield and Lynchburg.    Then there's balancing the budget, with 

reductions across the board.    Today, close to a billion dollars in savings identified...    After public 

colleges, universities, local governments and state agencies all had to giv...

1:45
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Consumer & Economy 
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12/18/2014 6PM MEDICAID FRAUD ANYBODY CAN BE A TARGET... THEY GET OR WHO THEY DEFRAUD AS LONG AS THEY GET THEIR MONEY.     

Cynthia Abel, an advocate for senior citizens says there are several ways scammers can defraud you.     

These scams can include fraudulent billing, mail order prescriptions and Identity fraud.     She says one of 

her own family members almost became a victim.     That's what Abel advises people  to do. Don't give out 

your information.     It  could cause financial devastation.     She also warns medicare and medicaid 

representatives will not visit you at your home.     Representatives from government a...

1:29

Education 12/18/2014 6PM VARINA HS FIGHT Instead of buses, dozens of police cars surrounded and lined the roads around Varina High School- an 

airplane circled overhead, while inside: Lt Chris Eley, Henrico County Police : Two fights broke out between 

mulitple students. The officer in the cafetria called for assistance to break up the fights."Those fights grew 

to the point where the school was placed on lockdown and the officer used pepper spray, or what they call 

"OC."  A move police call  necessary. Eley: Mulitple people fighting- in order to stop the assault of action or 

fight or to take the students into custody or take combant in...

1:09

Politics 12/18/2014 6PM MORRISSEY RESIGNATION Delegate Joe Morrissey didn't waste any time on the campaign trail.He is on work release and is supposed 

to tell the sheriff's office where he is --outside of the General Assembly building and his law office.But the 

sheriff tells me he was not aware about Morrisey's campaign stop, until after we called him.I do not want 

to be a disruption in the 2015 general assembly session Earlier in the day--morrissey announced his 

resignation -- and his intent to run in the special election for his seat....a statement that caught many 

political leaders off guard.the voters and not political pundits and not...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 12/18/2014 11PM HANOVER EMBEZZLEMENT FOLO 3:10:47"Angela Chisholm tells me, she didn't take a dime of her elderly in-law's money... without her 

permission."2:44:43"I don't have $30,000 worth of jewelry. Someone can come in my house and look. 

They can go through my closet."        Chisholm tells me... she used her power of attorney rights to pay 

bills for her husband's aunt.2:42:51"Did you pay her bills?""Yes, yes. I paid her bills one time, got 

everything straight for her."        But Ashland investigators say Chisholm went on a shopping spree.. 

buying jewelry, clothes, and personal items...        Chisholm says... she had a joint acc...

2:03

Health 12/18/2014 11PM MENTAL HOSPITAL MIXUP John Whitehead02:30 in effect this man was punished for having a disease IT STARTED AS A SIMPLE 

COMPLAINT -- OVER A FAULTY CABLE BOX.BUT TURNED INTO *DAYS* SPENT IN ISOLATION.ACCORDING 

TO A 16 PAGE LAWSUIT FILED IN FEDERAL COURT EARLIER THIS MONTH...MAY 15TH OF THIS YEAR -- 

GOINES COMPLAINED HIS TV WOULD "DISCONNECT" AND "FREEZE" THROUGHOUT THE DAY.SO HE 

TURNED TO POLICE.     Sean Stand upGoines actually lives right across from the Waynesboro Police 

Department -- his condition makes it difficult to move at times but even still -- he walked from his building 

over to the police department hoping...

2:29

Consumer & Economy 
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12/19/2014 6PM OCULUS You have to put your hands up, on this breathtaking ride.    This is Oculus Rift - a new technology tested 

by Dr. Elizabeth Crawford, and her post-doc student Elyssa Twedt at U of R.    Oculus is a headset that 

shows two images at slightly different angles...    Which the brain melds together, to perceive depth.    We 

have Mike here, who's making his way through a maze.    But even though Oculus is set to revolutionize 

gaming as we know it, this is no game.    U of R is studying how we get our sense of direction... How our 

brains try to get us from lost, to back home.    That's why there's thi...

1:52

Politics 12/19/2014 6PM MORRISSEY This campaign stop in Henrico County Thursday afternoon was done without the sheriff being notified :he is 

an inmate in this jail and he's got to act like oneSheriff Michael Wade says it's enough to revoke the 

delegate's work release and place more restrictions.But when we talked to Morrissey yesterday, he 

defended the appearance:"it says right here in the agreement I can meet with constitutents.  It's part of 

the agreement."A copy of the work release contract does in fact say that.But the sheriff says there was 

also a  verbal agreement.i mean he can go out and meet with constituents if he goe...

1:37

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/21/2014 11PM GAS PRICES GOING DOWN It's a price to take a picture of at the Sam's Club gas station in Midlothian...      "I'm taking a picture of the 

$1.98 gas that's making history."         And that's just what Darlene Morris is doing as she rides in to fill up 

her tank.       "The gas hasn't been that price in a  long time."       In about six years... according to 

industry experts.       That's got lines at gas stations backed up..."Is it usually this busy on a Sunday 

night?""Not usually, no. We had traffic backed up all the way. You couldn't even get in to the gas pumps. It 

was so crazy."     Experts say the prices per bar...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2014 11PM FULL WEATHER Ros Runner's First Warning Forecast: Tonight's Low: 31°, Monday's High: 39°** FREEZING RAIN 

ADVISORY FOR LOUISA, FLUVANNA, CUMBERLAND, BUCKINGHAM, ALBEMARLE, AND ORANGE COUNTIES 

FROM 5AM UNTIL NOON TOMORROW **We'll start out clear this evening with increasing cloudiness 

expected later this evening and overnight. Low pressure developing in the Gulf of Mexico will track 

northward to off the North Carolina coast by Monday evening. Temperatures will dip to near the freezing 

mark overnight in Richmond, and even below the freezing mark in areas north and west.As moisture 

arrives into the cold air to...

2:41

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2014 11PM LIGHTER OWNER FOUND "Our intention is to try and locate this man." Ken Cash and his girlfriend Cindy Simon made a vow to track 

down the owner of this lighter found among her late husband's possessions.  Inscribed on it is the name 

"Sgt. Paul G. Pichardo." It reads, "When this Marine dies, he's going to Heaven, because he's already done 

his time in Hell."The lighter and owner would be separated from each other for more than 40 years---and 

now with the help of our news story  and modern technology, Seargent Paul Pichardo has been located. I 

spoke with his son Robert over the phone.  "It was pretty remarkable, recei...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2014 11PM OYSA WEARABLE TECH One for your email - one to log onto your work computer - passwords for Facebook - Twitter - Instagram - 

your bank account - this one for the kids school - or another to pay your mortgage - Most of us - like 

Michelle Braun - are innundated by passwords - 11:27 "it is way too difficult to try to remember and keep 

track of them or keep track of them in a way that is secure."24:58 "people are looking for an easy way to 

have a strong password so they don't let criminals in but something that's not so strong they can't 

remember."But cyber expert Theresa Payton says there may be some high-tech help...

1:27
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12/22/2014 4PM GAS PRICES It's a price to take a picture of at the Sam's Club gas station in Midlothian...      "I'm taking a picture of the 

$1.98 gas that's making history."         And that's just what Darlene Morris is doing as she rides in to fill up 

her tank.       "The gas hasn't been that price in a  long time."       In about six years... according to 

industry experts.       That's got lines at gas stations backed up..."Is it usually this busy on a Sunday 

night?""Not usually, no. We had traffic backed up all the way. You couldn't even get in to the gas pumps. It 

was so crazy."Experts say the prices per barrel d...

1:22

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/22/2014 5PM TOO MANY PRESENTS The second blessings clothes closet in shockoe bottom gives away clothes every Wednesday but this week 

on Christmas eve, they will give away more than ever.A special gift of thousands of items left the donation 

center with more clothes than they have ever had before. The majority of customers here are the 

homeless and working poor in shockoe bottom and church hill. But this holiday season they want to get the 

word out to everyone that anyone in need of clothes, shoes or coats, their doors are open. Tonya 

Pulliam/Executive director " we gotta get the word out, we have a lot of stuff so we would...

1:03

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/22/2014 6PM TOO MANY GIFTS 22:49:05 Lynwood reed/volunteer ' this place means a whole lot to me." (please cover with shots of his 

sorting through clothes.)Lynwood reed doesn't just volunteer at the second blessings clothes closet. This 

place has also been a big help to him. Lynwood reed/volunteer " I come down here every Wednesday and 

get a hot chicken meal."Second blessings has been serving people in shockoe bottom and church hill for 

four years now. It's the place were those in need come to get clothes and shoes all for free. Tonya 

Pulliam/executive director " you come in with dignity and respect, you have bags we hel...

1:22
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Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2014 6PM DOORSTEP PACKAGES 3:37:22 Sarah Bloom, Chesterfield - "That's right. So here's the when, why, how and what you need to 

know to get these packages to the front door, and inside your house safely."            Tis the season, the 

gifts are coming and they are going- but are they going where they are supposed to?            Not always- 

police report crooks have intercepted gifts across the area, including in Chesterfield and Richmond.            

This woman in Virginia Beach reportedly took more than 100 gifts since Thanksgiving.            So police 

say, the safest option- is to schedule for them to arrive while yo...

2:11

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2014 6PM GAS STATION MURDER Police tape and flashing lights painted the scene on Westover Hills Boulevard just after 2 Monday 

morning.(donald morrison - customer) 2430 "I rode by here this morning on my way to work at the VA 

hospital."   Donald Morrison saw the crime scene but had no clue what had just unfolded.(donald morrison - 

customer) 2457 " Someone was shot and killed right here.  Oh my goodness. I had no idea."(brent 

solomon - richmond) 2901 "The man's body happened to be lying right here on the street. Someone 

noticed him and immediately called police."   It didn't take long for police to identify that man as 25...

1:24

Politics 12/22/2014 6PM MORRISSEY FOLO In a special election on January 13th -- voters in the 74th district-- will decide who will be their 

delegate.The past couple of weeks have been a whirlwind for their current representative -- Delegate Joe 

Morrissey.He was convicted of contributing to the delinquency of a minor, is on work release and is 

spending his nights in jail--then Morrissey announced his resignation and his intent to run for re-

election.Some voters are still supportive I'd vote for him. like i said I like him and he tells it like it is, he 

don't back down he's not afraid.Terrell Pollard interned at the General Assembly...

1:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2014 11PM BRANDERMILL TRAFFIC "Can you believe this? It is snowing here in Chesterfield. or should we say a snow machine. It just one of 

the many attractions at this amazing home. We spoke to neighbors who live in this area, though. They say 

the traffic has been something else."Talk about a sea of red and white lights as countless people make 

their way to this ultimate holiday lights display in Chesterfield..."Woo."The Willard's loaded the entire 

family into a limo for the occassion..."The traffic would be six times worse if we had all driven."The 

brandermill community association sending out this notice to residents...say...

1:44

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2014 11PM DEADLY HIT AND RUN (Lori Long/Victim's Mother) "Handsome 15-year old boy with his whole life ahead of him."LORI LONG IS 

TRYING TO UNDERSTAND THE UNTHINKABLE. HER SON TRISTAN--- STRUCK AND KILLED JUST A BLOCK 

FROM HOME, WALKING TO SCHOOL.(Lori Long/Victim's Mother)"He had been hit in the road and they just 

left him laying there. He just left my baby, he's 15 years old. They just left him there."LONG SAYS HER 

SON HAD MISSED HIS REGULAR BUS TO SCHOOL AND THINKS HE WAS WALKING OR RUNNING TO 

CATCH ANOTHER WHEN HE WAS STRUCK.(Brenda Ambrose/Neighbor)"It's really sad. How could 

somebody do that and not stop, just go on...

1:03

Health 12/22/2014 11PM FLU DEATHS The flu can be much more detrimental than a week in bed... 4:06:50"It puts you down and out."    

...especially for patients who are extra vulnerable... like children. 3:59:57"it can be a very rapid decline."       

State epidemiologist Dr. Laurie Forlano says... cases have steadily increased across Virginia...throughout 

December.    ER and other treatment center visits for the flu in Richmond... are outpacing this time last 

year.3:53:35"We're seeing a marked increase in flu activity."        Virginia is one of 29 states reporting 

widespread flu activity, according to the CDC.         Part of t...

1:23

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/23/2014 5PM FT LEE MARINE CHRISTMAS For Claudia Harris and her girls Morella and Isabella, wrapping gifts together, and welcoming a stranger 

itnto their home, has become a family tradition. claudia Harris " it's made a huge difference in our 

family."The harris family adopts a Marine for a day each year at christmas. When claudia learned from her 

husband that several fort lee Marines couldn't make it home for Christmas, she felt she had to do 

something. So she coodinates operation merry marine, which pairs soldiers up with family for 

christmas.This year she is short on host families. Claudia harris/merry Marine "probably only abo...

1:07

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/23/2014 11PM THE INTERVIEW After backlash from a cyber attack traced to North Korea... Sony announces it will release "The Interview" 

to independent movie houses... willing to show it.      Byrd Theater's general manager Todd Schall-Vess 

tells me... small theaters across the nation have always been ready to roll. "Smaller, non-national chains 

sort of put up their hand in the last couple days and said, 'you know, you didn't ask us. And we're perfectly 

willing to show it. And we think that it ought to be shown."          This online petition brought on by 

independent movie theaters is now declaring victory...           Th...

1:28

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2014 11PM FIREFIGHTERS HELP "i want to show you just how intense those flames were. You'll see here the siding melting off this home, 

but fighting more than flames is stepping in make this family's Christmas." This fire devastated the Bennett 

Family... "We were homeless. I mean you have nowhere to go. You can only live off friends for so long, but 

who wants to take in a mom in and her three children or a mom her three children and her parents 

also?"Yes with the home all boarded up the family of 6 didn’t know where to turn…and mom had no idea 
what to tell the children with Christmas just days away “Santa is supposed to go...

2:11

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2014 11PM STOLEN GIFTS It's not the "Happy Holiday" Karen Holloway was expecting.(Karen Holloway - mail/gift stolen) 5753 "This 

was a DVD my daughter ordered off Amazon for me. For Christmas? For christmas. Where's the DVD? It's 

gone. They tore it open."   The envelope buried with other mail left in the street!(Karen Holloway - 

mail/gift stolen) 5804 "A Christmas card that was sent to me. They tore it open. I guess they thought 

money was in it."   One of her neighbors found his mail tampered with too!   He had a surveillance camera 

that captured these images just after 4 Tuesday morning.   You can see two people in...

1:15

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/24/2014 6PM HOMELESS MEALS (brent solomon - richmond) IN 4855 "I am surrounded right now by tons of clothing - shoes, shirts, jackets 

all being given away for free and that's not all to help make the holiday bright."(NATS) 4528 "Know that 

God can take you from this situation and into something better and it can happen as quick as tonight."In 

downtown Richmond, It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas - one day early. (darryl crawley - enjoying 

celebration) 5429 "I'm in between southside, northside, anywhere. I've got friends looking out for me and 

helping me get back on my feet."Darryl Crawley is one of 500 people ga...

1:45

Crime & Public Safety 12/24/2014 6PM HOLIDAY TRAVEL according to AAA there is an increase in the number of people traveling this year. Now take a look things 

are moving smoothly on the Bryan Park Interchange but for some travelers the journey wasn't easy.A four 

mile back up on Interstate 95 near Woods Edge Road brought holiday travel to a crawl.Troopers say two 

cars crashed and there were minor injuries.Up and down the highways-- last minute travelers spotted 

accidents.i seen two, not to bad but I've seen twoMany people like the Egan family had quite a journey 

ahead.new york, then up to Connecticut to visit family, friends then back to goldsbor...

1:34

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/26/2014 6PM CEMETERY MARKER Susan Bahorich, reporting:  At the heart of this matter is this empty slab of marble that only has that tiny 

marker on it.  Al Wallace's wife, Frances has been dead more than 6-months and he says she deserves 

more.  "Al Wallace: Since she died I've been trying to get a plaque up there. And, they keep putting it off 

and putting it off.  "Al Wallace is at the end of his rope.  That's why he reached out to NBC12. Al Wallace: 

It's aggravating. I come up here every week and they lie to you everytime you come up here.  "Wallace is 

talking about the family's frustration with the Dale Memorial Park.He...

1:34

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/26/2014 6PM STONE BREWERY According to sources, contractors expect permit approval and groundbreaking on this site in the next few 

weeks. Now we're learning more about what *you* can expect from this blog by the folks who actually run 

Stone Brewing.The title shows exactly how Stone Brewing feels about its big move to the east coast... It's 

"The Start of Something Good." We're getting a better idea of the kind of company Stone is and how it has 

impacted the San Diego area, where it's currently headquartered. Stone's Brandon Hernandez writes the 

company has: "contributed a great deal... ...of resources, time, funds and e...

1:42
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Crime & Public Safety 12/26/2014 6PM DEADLY 295 CRASH The car 19 year old Kaneysha Clarke was riding in was stolen, according to state police investigators.  And 

now those investigators have piled on the charges against the 18 year old who was behind the 

wheel.dozens of cars driving north on Interstate 295 pass by the debris from a horrific car crash.there were 

four people in the car--Kaneysha Clarke from Glen Allen-- was the only person killed.The driver-- Saquan 

Wells -- now faces multiple charges including involuntary manslaughter and hit and run resulting in death 

or injury.near the crash site on interstate 295, you can see there really is no...

1:31

Special Coverage 12/26/2014 11PM SAME SEX ADOPTION When "India" Lipton checked the mail Friday, she had that motherly instinct. (india lipton - partner now has 

parental rights) 750 "I had a feeling. I wasn't 100% sure but it came from the court and I was like oh let 

me open it with her."    She ran to her wife Shirley and that's when they saw this...    A letter from the 

state of Virginia granting Shirley parental rights to their 2 year old son Dylan.(shirley lesser - just adopted 

son) 838 "For 30 plus years society has told me you will never be in a legal relationship, you will never 

have children, you will never have a family and I have one....

1:29

Special Coverage 12/28/2014 11PM SEARCH FOR FLIGHT 8501 LATE OFFICIALS KNOW WHERE AND WHEN THIS PLANE WENT OFF RADAR SO IN THEORY THEY SHOULD HAVE 

A PRETTY GOOD IDEA OF WHERE IT IS. BUT AFTER A FULL DAY OF SEARCHING IN THE DAYLIGHT 

YESTERDAY, STILL NO SIGN OF IT. THE AIRBUS A320-200 TOOK OFF FROM SURABAYA BOUND FOR 

SINGAPORE.  AT 6:13, THE PILOT ASKS TO CHANGE COURSE AND CLIMB HIGHER TO AVOID THE 

CLOUDS.  ONLY THE COURSE CHANGE WAS APPROVED. AT 6:17, 42 MINUTES INTO THE FLIGHT - 

CONTACT WAS LOST. NO DISTRESS CALL RECEIVED. THERE WAS SEVERE WEATHER AT THE TIME, 

INCLUDING HIGH WINDS, THUNDERSTORMS AND LIGHTNING. (SOT: Kim Cunningham/ The Weather 

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/2014 11PM BROAD STREET FIRE FOLO The glass is shattered from the heat....the clothes are soaked in water and soot...all the result of a freak 

accident caught on this surveillance camera...merchandise hanging in the window...falls on track lighting 

and a blaze erupts...   "I don't even know how the stuff fell, but this is the end result."Store owner Charles 

Brown is still tallying up the damage...."I'm trying to salvage what I can, and I may not be able to salvage 

anything." "Ohhh."This a heartbreaking blow right before the New Year….   "I felt like my bride didn't show 
up for the wedding because you know when you work so hard...

1:42

Crime & Public Safety 12/30/2014 11PM ASHLAND SHOOTING FOLLOW UP "I can tell you dad says it was the quick actions of Ashland Police that saved his son's life. He's got a long 

road to recovery but the family is counting their blessings this holiday season."27:35 to 27:38 "Nats...I 

can't"A father fights back tears as his son, 25-year-old Josh Kennard struggles to breathe on his own...  

"It's just overwhelming sadness. Over something so...it's just no need for this. There is no need for it."Josh 

was shot at close range days before Christmas…family members are now taking turns spending time by his 
side…even as they pray for the person responsible for this."How...

2:04

Crime & Public Safety 12/30/2014 11PM MISTAKEN VICTIM ID 3-P-M DECEMBER 24TH... CHRISTMAS EVE... POLICE CORNER A ROBBERY SUSPECT OFF NAYLOR ROAD IN 

SOUTHEAST...THEY SAY HE HAD A GUN... THAT HE SHOT AT POLICE... THAT THEY RETURNED FIRE... AND 

THE SUSPECT WAS SHOT AND KILLED.2-A-M DECEMBER 25TH... TWO DETECTIVES COMES TO KAREN 

ROBINSON'S HOME... THE DETECTIVES ASK TO SEE A PICTURE OF HER SON - RAYMOND ROBINSON.SHE 

SHOWS HIM THIS PICTURE... AND THEN... THEY GIVE HER THE BAD NEWS.S/ Karen Robinson/ Mother :32-

:51"I asked them, you know - are you sure this is my son? You know that's the whole thing. And they say - 

yes, ma'am, we're sure. And I say - are...

1:40

Health 12/30/2014 11PM NO NEW YEARS BABIES Each new year, as the first child is delivered, we deliver the news to you...But the big reveal will now need 

to be kept under wraps... (Francine Barr, Bon Secours chief operating officer)"We want to make sure we 

protect the privacy and the security of our patients and our infants."The National Center for Missing and 

Exploited Children has recommended that hospitals no longer publicize newborns because of potential risk 

of abduction or identify theft. (Francine Barr, Bon Secours chief operating officer)"Society's changing there 

are more abductions across the country." Bon Secours, HCA, and VCU...

1:22

Consumer & Economy 

& Employment

12/31/2014 5PM RETIREMENT SAVING What matters most for retirement saving?  Better investments, more time, or saving more money?14:00 

(Craig Forbes/Alpha Omega Wealth Management)For retirement I like to say, 'save more, save more, save 

more.' And now you can.  Craig Forbes with Alpha Omega tells us the maximum you can save in your 

401K, 403b or 457 plan is going up 500 dollars. 14:45 (Craig Forbes/Alpha Omega Wealth 

Management)You could theoretically, if you're an individual under the age of 50, put away 18,000 next 

year in your retirement plan, your 401K.   And if you're over 60, you can add an extra 6000 to that for a 

total...

1:29
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Meet Meet Meet Meet the Press the Press the Press the Press ––––    4444thththth    Quarter 2014Quarter 2014Quarter 2014Quarter 2014    

Airs Sundays at 10:00am 

 

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, October 5October 5October 5October 5    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured interviews with the Centers 

for Disease Control Director Tom Frieden, White House Senior Advisor Dan 

Pfeiffer, Republican National Committee Chairman Reince Priebus and Former 

Senator Jim Webb (D2VA); and a panel discussion with NBC News senior political 

analyst and host of MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” Joe Scarborough, NBC News chief 

foreign affairs correspondent Andrea Mitchell, PBS NewsHour Co2Anchor Gwen 

Ifill and Director of the University of Chicago Institute of Politics and NBC News 

Senior Political Analyst David Axelrod. 

 

And Chuck unveiled new NBC News/Marist polling in three key states: Kansas, 

North Carolina and Iowa. 

    

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, October 12October 12October 12October 12    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured Chuck’s exclusive interview 

with National Security Adviser Susan Rice, a report from Northern Iraq from NBC 

News chief foreign correspondent Richard Engel, and Tom Brokaw’s interview 

with former Secretaries of State Henry Kissinger and James Baker. 

The program also included an interview with Dr. Anthony Fauci of the NIH, the 

latest breaking update on the Ebola outbreak from NBC News correspondent 

Mark Potter in Dallas, and a first2hand account of travel screening in Liberia 

form the New York Times’ Helene Cooper. The Christian Broadcast Network’s 

David Brody and Washington Post columnist Kathleen Parker joined for a 

conversation about the Republican party’s culture wars, and Brokaw and Cooper 

were joined on the political panel by former White House political director Sara 

Fagen and former White House press secretary Robert Gibbs.  

 

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, October 19October 19October 19October 19    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured a special summit on Ebola 

with Dr. Anthony Fauci from the National Institutes of Health; Anthony Banbury, 

head of the UN Mission for Ebola Emergency Response; Dr. Gabe Kelen, 
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professor and chair of Emergency Medicine at Johns Hopkins University; 

Pulitzer2Prize winning science journalist Laurie Garrett; and Senators Roy Blunt 

(R2MO) and Bob Casey (D2PA).   

 

This morning’s political panel included Republican strategist Mike Murphy, 

NBC’s Andrea Mitchell, former Obama adviser Stephanie Cutter, and POLITICO’s 

Manu Raju.  TODAY co2host Willie Geist provided a look at three politicians 

aiming to make unlikely comebacks, and Chuck previewed the upcoming “Meet 

the Voters” RV trip through key battleground states. 

    

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, October 26October 26October 26October 26    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured interviews about the Ebola 

crisis with Sophie Delaunay, the U.S. executive director of Doctors Without 

Borders, and Dr. Anthony Fauci from the National Institutes of Health; a 

discussion on terrorism with former NCTC director Michael Leiter and Arsalan 

Iftikhar, senior editor at Islamic Monthly; a debate about the future of the 

Senate with Senators Chuck Schumer (D2NY) and Rob Portman (R2OH); and a 

political panel with New York Times Washington bureau chief Carolyn Ryan, 

Washington Post chief correspondent Dan Balz, Washington Post political 

reporter Nia2Malika Henderson, and NBC News Congressional correspondent 

Luke Russert. 

 

The program also included an excerpt from Chris Jansing’s exclusive TV 

interview with Ambassador Samantha Power ahead of her trip to West Africa, a 

recap of Chuck’s first week on the “Meet the Voters” RV trip, and new NBC 

News/Marist polling from six battleground states. 

    

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, November 2November 2November 2November 2    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured an exclusive interview with 

Nurse Kaci Hickox; an interview with Sen. Rand Paul (R2KY); reports with the 

latest in the battleground races from NBC News Congressional Correspondent 

Luke Russert, NBC News Capitol Hill Correspondent Kelly O’Donnell, MSNBC 

Political Correspondent Kasie Hunt, Miami Herald’s Political Writer Marc Caputo 

and WTMJ2TV’s Charles Benson.  
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This morning’s political panel included former White House Press Secretary 

Robert Gibbs, NBC’s Andrea Mitchell, NBC News senior political analyst and host 

of MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” Joe Scarborough, and former Chairman of the RNC 

Michael Steele. Plus a panel on the new polls with the Cook Political Report’s 

Charlie Cook & Amy Walter, Hart Research Associates’ Fred Yang and Public 

Opinion Strategies’ Bill McInturff. Finally, a new NBC News/WSJ poll on the 

mood of the country and new NBC News/Marist polls on races in Georgia, 

Louisiana and Kentucky. 

 

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, November 9November 9November 9November 9    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured an exclusive interview with 

Gov. Scott Walker (R2WI); interviews with Senator2Elect Mike Rounds (R2SD) and 

Congresswoman2Elect Gwen Graham (D2FL); a conversation with former 

Democratic National Committee Chair Howard Dean on how Democrats can pick 

up the pieces; and a discussion on the economic recovery and the role of 

business with Starbucks Chairman and CEO Howard Schultz. 

 

This morning’s political panel included former Majority Leader Eric Cantor, 

former deputy campaign manager for Barack Obama, Stephanie Cutter, 

Telemundo anchor and MSNBC host Jose Diaz2Balart and The Cook Political 

Report’s Amy Walter. Plus, Luke Russert reports from Georgia about towns that 

were left behind in the economic recovery. 

 

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, November 16November 16November 16November 16    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured a discussion on immigration 

reform with two members of the “Gang of Eight,” Senators Jeff Flake (R2AZ) and 

Robert Menendez (D2NJ); a conversation about the Ferguson trial with Anthony 

Gray, the lawyer for Michael Brown’s family, former New York City mayor Rudy 

Giuliani, and Georgetown professor Michael Eric Dyson; a look at the future of 

U.S. energy with author Daniel Yergin and Shell Oil Company’s John Hofmeister; 

and insight from the political panel: NBC's Joe Scarborough, former New Mexico 

Gov. Bill Richardson (D), Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report, and MSNBC 

and Telemundo anchor Jose Diaz2Balart.   
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The program also included a report from John Yang on Arizona’s reaction to the 

president’s immigration announcement, an update from Ron Allen on the 

ground in Ferguson, MO; and a look at the life of former DC mayor Marion 

Barry. 

 

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, November 23November 23November 23November 23    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured a discussion on immigration 

reform with two members of the “Gang of Eight,” Senators Jeff Flake (R2AZ) and 

Robert Menendez (D2NJ); a conversation about the Ferguson trial with Anthony 

Gray, the lawyer for Michael Brown’s family, former New York City mayor Rudy 

Giuliani, and Georgetown professor Michael Eric Dyson; a look at the future of 

U.S. energy with author Daniel Yergin and Shell Oil Company’s John Hofmeister; 

and insight from the political panel: NBC's Joe Scarborough, former New Mexico 

Gov. Bill Richardson (D), Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report, and MSNBC 

and Telemundo anchor Jose Diaz2Balart.   

 

The program also included a report from John Yang on Arizona’s reaction to the 

president’s immigration announcement, an update from Ron Allen on the 

ground in Ferguson, MO; and a look at the life of former DC mayor Marion 

Barry. 

    

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, November 30November 30November 30November 30    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured interviews with Gov. Deval 

Patrick (D2MA) and Rep. Tom Cotton (R2MA); a conversation about Race in 

America with Sherrilyn Ifill, President & Director2Counsel, NAACP Legal Defense 

and Educational Fund, Professor Charles Ogletree, the New York Times’ David 

Brooks and Dr. Ben Carson, Professor Emeritus, Johns Hopkins University; and 

insight from the political panel: the National Review’s Rich Lowry, Eugene 

Robinson of the Washington Post, the New York Times’ Helene Cooper and NBC 

News’ Andrea Mitchell. 
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Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, December 7December 7December 7December 7    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured interviews with Eric Garner’s 

widow, Esaw Snipes2Garner, and Rev. Al Sharpton; a discussion on race and 

justice with Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter, Manhattan District Attorney 

Cyrus Vance, Jr., Philadelphia Police Commissioner Charles Ramsey, and 

President of the Fraternal Order of Police Chuck Caterbury; a one2on2one with 

Texas Governor2elect Greg Abbott; and a political panel with CNBC's Rick 

Santelli, Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report, John Stanton of BuzzFeed, and 

Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed. 

 

The program also included a report from NBC News correspondent Luke Russert 

on division among key GOP figures and Nerdscreen stats on wealth in 

Congress. Chuck unvieled a new NBC News/Marist poll showing a deep racial 

divide in confidence in law enforcement 

 

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, December 14December 14December 14December 14    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured a network exclusive 

interview with former Vice President Dick Cheney; an interview with Sen. Ron 

Wyden (D2OR); a discussion with NBC News’ Richard Engel on the future of 

drones; and a political panel with Dan Senor, co2founder of the Foreign Policy 

Initiative, David Axelrod, Director of the University of Chicago’s Institute of 

Politics, NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell and The New York Times’ Helene Cooper. 

 

Plus a discussion on the relationship between African2American men and police 

officers with LA Police Chief Charles Beck, Civil Rights Attorney Constance Rice 

and Aquil Saafir, an African2American man who has been on the right side of 

the law but the wrong side of some cops. 

    

Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, Sunday, December 21December 21December 21December 21    

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured an update on the shooting 

death of two NYPD officers from Brooklyn Borough President Eric Adams; 

interviews and discussions about the North Korea hack attack against Sony with 

Sony Pictures Entertainment lawyer David Boies, actor and former White House 

staffer Kal Penn, former director of The National Counterterrorism Center 

Michael Leiter, former Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff, and 
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former ambassador to South Korea Christopher Hill; an interview with Senator 

Marco Rubio (R2FL); and a panel conversation with MSNBC's Chris Matthews, 

former Bush White House political director Sara Fagen, former Democratic 

governor of New Mexico and former US Ambassador to the United Nations Bill 

Richardson, and Breitbart news columnist John Nolte. 

 

Sunday, December 28Sunday, December 28Sunday, December 28Sunday, December 28 

Today’s “Meet the Press with Chuck Todd” featured an interview with New York 

Police Commissioner William Bratton; a panel discussion with Eugene Robinson 

of the Washington Post, Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report, NBC's Luke 

Russert, and conservative columnist and former Ohio Secretary of State Ken 

Blackwell; and a conversation on the relationship between politics and comedy 

with Lewis Black, W. Kamau Bell, and Laura Krafft. 
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Dateline NBCDateline NBCDateline NBCDateline NBC    ––––    4444thththth    Quarter 2014Quarter 2014Quarter 2014Quarter 2014    

    

Friday, October 3 at 9pmFriday, October 3 at 9pmFriday, October 3 at 9pmFriday, October 3 at 9pm    

“The Wire”: A young, beautiful nurse was murdered in her small studio 

apartment. The evidence police collected from the scene was scarce: a broken 

necklace and an unusual weapon. The investigation stalled. Decades passed. 

Could a determined detective crack the cold case 20 years after the crime? Keith 

Morrison reports. 

 

Friday, October 10 at 9pmFriday, October 10 at 9pmFriday, October 10 at 9pmFriday, October 10 at 9pm    

“While She Was Sleeping”: A wealthy resort town is in shock when Nancy Pfister 

is found dead in her Aspen, Colorado home.  She was a well2known member of 

the glamorous community, having grown up in a prominent Aspen family. So 

who could have committed such a crime? Keith Morrison reports.   

 

Friday, October 17 at 9pmFriday, October 17 at 9pmFriday, October 17 at 9pmFriday, October 17 at 9pm    

“The Carrollton Plot”: Churchgoing wife and mother, Nancy Howard, is accosted 

at her home and shot in the head. She miraculously survives and calls 911. But 

who would want her dead?  Andrea Canning reports. 

 

Friday, October 31 at 8pmFriday, October 31 at 8pmFriday, October 31 at 8pmFriday, October 31 at 8pm    

“Secret Lives”: When a young mother and wife disappears, detectives uncover 

surprising secrets of betrayal in a small upstate New York town. Does her online 

life hold the key to this mystery or is the answer closer to home? Andrea 

Canning reports 

 

Friday, November 7 at 8pmFriday, November 7 at 8pmFriday, November 7 at 8pmFriday, November 7 at 8pm    

“Someone Was Out There”: Violent crimes committed a year apart against two 

women from the same church in a small town leave police in a desperate race 

for answers. When a photograph suggests that the cases may not be a 

coincidence, authorities are determined to try to connect the dots. Keith 

Morrison reports 
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Friday, November 14 at 8pmFriday, November 14 at 8pmFriday, November 14 at 8pmFriday, November 14 at 8pm    

“The Root of All Evil”: A young real estate investor and father is found dead in 

the kitchen of his Jonesboro, Arkansas home. Who could have committed such 

a crime? Keith Morrison reports. 

 

Friday, Friday, Friday, Friday, November 21 at 8pmNovember 21 at 8pmNovember 21 at 8pmNovember 21 at 8pm    

“Mystery on the Early Shift”: When a wife and mother is found dead in a 

Kentucky warehouse where she worked, investigators discover a small number 

of employees on site at the time of the murder. Detectives soon zero in on one 

person of interest, but can they connect him to the crime? The final suspect 

after the investigation speaks out for the first time on Dateline. Josh 

Mankiewicz reports. 

 

Friday, November 28 at 8pmFriday, November 28 at 8pmFriday, November 28 at 8pmFriday, November 28 at 8pm    

“Death in the Driveway”: When a wife and mother is found dead in a Kentucky 

warehouse where she worked, investigators discover a small number of 

employees on site at the time of the murder. Detectives soon zero in on one 

person of interest, but can they connect him to the crime? The final suspect 

after the investigation speaks out for the first time on Dateline. Josh 

Mankiewicz reports. 

 

Friday, December 12 at 8pmFriday, December 12 at 8pmFriday, December 12 at 8pmFriday, December 12 at 8pm    

“Poison Friday”: When a newly married couple come down with a mysterious 

illness, the wife is hospitalized but both recover. Months later, the wife has the 

same strange symptoms and when she dies, family and doctors are left 

puzzled. The case goes cold for years until investigators listen to old recordings 

that reveal the twisted truth. Josh Mankiewicz reports. 

 

Friday, December 19 at 9pmFriday, December 19 at 9pmFriday, December 19 at 9pmFriday, December 19 at 9pm    

“In the Dead of Night”: A retired police officer’s family visit over the holidays 

ends in tragedy when his son2in2law is found dead on the kitchen floor. Was it 

suicide or murder? Keith Morrison reports new details in a case that has taken 

many twists and turns. 
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ON THE MONEY 

AIRS SATURDAYS AT 5:30 AM 

 
Saturday, October 4 

Warren Buffett- Chairman & CEO of Berkshire Hathaway  

Larry Van Tuyl- CEO of Van Tuyl Auto Group 

Liz Ann Sonders- Chief Investment Strategist for Charles Schwab  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, October 11 

Adam Parker- Chief US Equity Strategist for Morgan Stanley  

Cher Wang- Chair and Co-Founder of HTC  

Jane Wells- Reporter discussing the business of Marijuana  

Ricardo Baca- Marijuana Editor for The Denver Post  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, October 18 

Rich Bernstein- CEO of Richard Bernstein Advisors  

Laurence Fink- Chairman and CEO of BlackRock  

Suzanne Somers- Actress & Entrepreneur 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, October 25 

Dan Gilbert- Founder of Quicken Loans and Owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers  

Adrian Grenier- Actor & Entrepreneur 

Rebecca Patterson- Chief Investment Officer at Bessemer Trust 

Joe LaVorgna- Chief US Economist of Deutsche Bank  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, November 1 

Bob Doll- Chief Equity Strategist for Nuveen Asset Management  

Walt Mossberg- Co-Executive Editor of Re/code  

Brian O'Kelley- Founder & CEO of AppNexus 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, November 8 

Ben White – Chief Economic Correspondent, Politico 

Jason Trennert –Chief Investment Strategist, Strategas Research 

Ron Baron – CEO & Founder, Baron Capital Group 

Col. Ty Seidule - History Department, U.S. Military Academy at West Point 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 
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Saturday, November 15 

Mark Fields- CEO of Ford Motor Company  

Rick Rieder- CIO of Fundamental Fixed Income at BlackRock  

Katia Beauchamp- Co-Founder of Birchbox  

Erin Gibbs- S&P Capital IQ 

Ted Beck- National Endowment for Financial Education 

 

Saturday, November 22 

Tom Porcelli- Chief US Economist at RBC Capital Markets LLC 

Heidi Moore- US Finance & Economics Editor at The Guardian  

Kenneth Davis- President & CEO of Mount Sinai Health System 

Kerry Doughty- President & CEO Butterball  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, November 29 

Terry Lundgren- Chairman & CEO of Macy's, Inc.  

Denise Pickett- VP of American Express OPEN  

Ray Isle- Executive Wine Editor at Food & Wine  

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, December 6 

Austan Goolsbee- Former Chair of the Council of Economic Advisors 

Mike Santoli- Senior Columnist for Yahoo! Finance  

Ed Rendell- Former Governor of Pennsylvania  

Brandon Stanton- Photographer/Blogger, Humans of NY 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, December 13 

Robert Shiller- Professor of Economics at Yale University  

Tom Lee- Founder of Fundstrat Global Advisors  

Leigh Gallagher- Assistant Managing Editor of Fortune Magazine  

Jacques Torres- Founder of Jacques Torres Chocolate 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, December 20 

Jeremy Siegel- Professor of Finance at the Wharton School  

Richard Haass- President of the Council on Foreign Relations  

Nicole Feld- Producer of Disney's Frozen on Ice, Feld Entertainment 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent 

 

Saturday, December 27 

Walter Isaacson- CEO of the Aspen Institute & Author 

Tom Friedman- Author and New York Times Columnist 

Sharon Epperson- Personal Finance Correspondent    

    



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 1, 2014 

 

EBOLA CRISIS 
The search is on to find every person with whom the Ebola patient in Texas may have come into contact.  It’s a daunting 
task and there is already a second individual who is now being closely monitored as they were close to the patient.  As 
Inside Edition reports, the more we know about this case, the more troubling questions are raised.  
 

AMBULANCE SCARE 
The Dallas ambulance crew that brought the Ebola patient to the hospital are among those being monitored, but what 
about the vehicle itself?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

BIKER DANGERS? 
A bicycle on a public street is considered a legal road vehicle just as a car is which means bikers must also follow the 
rules of the road.  However, as Lisa Guerrero reports, some bikers don’t and the consequences can be deadly. 
 

PRICE IS RIGHT HUNKS 
The Price Is Right has been entertaining viewers for 40 years.  Now, the search is on for a hot male model to come on 
down!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

TRACY MORGAN INJURY 
Inside Edition has the latest information on comedian Tracy Morgan and the news is not good.  His attorney says he 
suffered a brain injury in the horrific crash that left a fellow comic dead and at this time it's not clear if Tracy will ever be 
able to perform again. 

 

CANCER CHARITIES 
It's officially breast cancer awareness month.  Begun nearly 30 years ago, the pink ribbon campaign has raised millions 
and millions for breast cancer research, but serious questions have been raised about some groups soliciting 
contributions.  Lisa Guerrero and the I-Squad investigated and they have important tips on how to select a charity. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

MOM SHAMES DAUGHTER 
How do you stop a child who seems to keep cutting class especially when they deny they're doing it?  Les Trent says one 
mom found a way…by using Facebook. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

LADY ANTEBELLUM FAN 
Inside Edition shows video of a Lady Antebellum fan dancing. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 2, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Ebola in America. 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 2, 2014 

 

EBOLA UPDATE 
The CDC is trying to track down at least 100 people who may have had contact with Thomas Eric Duncan, the man 
hospitalized with a confirmed case of Ebola.  It's a greater number than what was first thought and reflects the path 
Duncan is believed to have taken.  However, the actual number of people he would have been near since he was exposed 
is much larger.  Les Trent reports. 

 

DOCTOR ON EBOLA  
Is enough being done by authorities to keep people safe?  At least one doctor says the answer is no and as Inside Edition 
reports, he's making his point in a very eye-catching way. 
 

SECRET SERVICE UPDATE 
The Secret Service has a new acting director who has the monumental task of trying to fix an apparently broken 
agency.  The latest bombshell allegation is something called 'Operation Moonlight’ which reportedly pulled agents who 
were guarding The White House into a suburban town due to a neighborhood dispute. 
 

KIDNAPPED GIRL RETURNS 
Prayers have been answered for a father whose daughter was kidnapped 12 years ago.  The little girl was found alive in 
Mexico where Diane McInerney reports she was apparently taken by her mother who allegedly dyed her hair to keep her 
from being found. 
 

ONE DIRECTION PROPOSAL 
Pop band One Direction turned into cupid's helper at a concert the other night when they interrupted their show for a 
proposal.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

CHARLIE SHEEN 
He has made headlines before for bad behavior, but this time Charlie Sheen's denying he went nuts at the dentist.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

SPERM BANK MIX-UP 
An Ohio mom says she adores her baby, but she's suing the sperm bank that helped her conceive because her baby is bi-
racial and this mom says that’s a mistake that should never have happened and mustn’t happen again.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

ALL GIRL SPORTS 
It's a whole new game in the world of sports talk as a new sports show is launched with a twist!  Inside Edition reports.  
 
E BLOCK  

 

BABY ELEPHANT RESCUED 
Inside Edition shows video of elephants to the rescue! 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 3, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  What we’ve learned about the Ebola patient in America. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 3, 2014 

 

EBOLA UPDATE 
A prominent network TV doctor is entering a self-imposed 21-day quarantine after her cameraman was diagnosed with 
Ebola.  All this comes as concern grows over how the Ebola crisis in Dallas is being dealt with.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

EBOLA PANIC 
With concern over the Ebola crisis dominating the news, people are reacting in all sorts of ways.  As Inside Edition 
reports, Dr. Phil has these words of advice: don't panic! 
 

ASHTON BABY PICTURES 
Actors Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis are enjoying their first days of parenthood and now they've taken steps to control 
the first image of their baby girl by releasing several photos.  As Inside Edition reports, the question is which one is their 
baby? 

 

BEAUTY QUEEN DISABILITY 
A young woman stands accused of committing a serious act of insurance fraud and how she was caught is unique in the 
history of beauty queen pageants.  She’s pled not guilty.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

ADAM LEVINE VIDEO 
Singer Adam Levine and his group Maroon 5 are under intense fire today for their new music video.  Does it glorify 
stalking?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

KIM KARDASHIAN 
Did Kim Kardashian recently forget her baby?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

ENDOSCOPY 
Joan Rivers' recent death following a routine endoscopy has put a spotlight on the medical procedure.  Jim Moret recently 
learned that he needed an endoscopy.  How safe is the procedure?  Jim decided to find out. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

WALLENDA STUNT 
Daredevil Nik Wallenda is upping the stakes.  For his next amazing feat he will be tight-rope walking between two 
Chicago skyscrapers!   
 
E BLOCK  

 

ROMANTIC PROPOSAL 
Inside Edition shows video of what could be the most romantic wedding proposal ever. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 6, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The famous TV doctor’s Ebola scare.   
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 6, 2014 

 

EBOLA LATEST 
A top TV doctor has just arrived back from covering the Ebola crisis in West Africa and that’s now prompting a new set 
of issues, starting with hello.  He reveals to Les Trent how some of his own colleagues have been hesitant to shake his 
hand. 
 

HOT AIR PROPOSAL 
People getting married are said to be “taking the plunge.”  As Inside Edition reports, one couple took the plunge well 
before the I do's as the hot air balloon in which the would-be groom proposed took a sudden crash landing in the Pacific 
Ocean! 
 

POISONED ICED TEA UPDATE 
Surveillance footage has just been released of a woman who could have been killed by the glass of iced tea she drank at a 
local restaurant.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

NICOLE EGGERT ICE CREAM 
Inside Edition reports on a new beginning for former Baywatch star Nicole Eggert.  The actress hit hard times and had to 
declare bankruptcy last year, but now she's starting over in the ice cream business. 
 

KATY PERRY CRUSH 
Katy Perry was celebrity game picker on ESPN's college game day this weekend and while she was pretty good picking 
winners, it looks like she's going to get no where with her quarterback crush!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

BEN AFFLECK BILL MAHER 
The new Ben Affleck movie Gone Girl was tops at the box office this weekend, but Ben was anything but smiling as 
fireworks recently erupted on live TV!  Inside Edition explains. 
 

TEACHER SEX EPIDEMIC? 
A wave of teachers are being accused of sex crimes.  In fact, an independent group estimates that one-in-ten children will 
be the victim of teacher sexual misconduct.  What's going on and why is it happening?  Les Trent looks for answers. 

 

HUMAN HAMSTER 
Inside Edition reports on the adventures of a guy we're calling the human hamster.  He set out to cross the Atlantic in a big 
bubble, he says for charity, but then he ran into a bit of trouble.  
 

C BLOCK    

 

QUAD COUPLE 
Inside Edition reports on one happy mom! 
 
E BLOCK  

 

BEYONCE DENTIST 
A 17-year-old is a little delusional as he has had his wisdom teeth removed and is still feeling the effects of Valium.  As 
Inside Edition reports, the teen wants to know why Beyonce didn't show up for his dental appointment. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 7, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The BTK serial killer…why his daughter is so upset at the new Stephen King movie.   



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 7, 2014 

 

STEPHEN COLLINS 
Some shocking allegations are being made about an actor who was voted one of the most popular TV dads of all time.  A secret 
recording has surfaced of 7th Heaven star Stephen Collins in which he allegedly admits to child molestation.  Inside Edition reports.    

 

EBOLA PLANE SAFETY 
The President says the administration is working on stricter protocols for additional passenger screenings at America's airports in an 
effort to contain the growing Ebola crisis.  However, that's small comfort to worried travelers who are traveling right now.  Inside 
Edition reports on ways to protect yourself.   
 

SNL SKIT RIP OFF? 
They say imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, but is Saturday Night Live lifting other comics’ material?  That's the suggestion 
after a sketch on the wildly successful late night show looked familiar.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

FOOTBALL LASER POINTER 
The NFL is on the warpath looking to sack the guy who flashed a laser pointer at the ball holder as the Buffalo Bills kicker was 
attempting a field goal; the kick just missed.  Now the search is on for the guy who was aiming that laser from the stands. 
 

GLEN CAMPBELL 
Alzheimer's experts say as the disease progresses, a patient often reverts to his first language and for singer Glen Campbell that’s 
music.  The country legend has been battling the disease for quite some time and as Inside Edition reports, it may be that he has now 
performed his final song. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

DISTRACTED WALKING 
The act of walking down a street should be pretty simple, right?  These days, many people don’t seem to be paying attention to where 
they’re walking due to being preoccupied with their cell phones.  This has resulted in a new phenomenon: distracted walking!  As Lisa 
Guerrero reports, it can be dangerous. 
 

TONY BENNETT FLUB 
Most of us would rather walk on broken glass barefoot than sing in public, but even the big stars flub it from time to time, including 
one as big as Tony Bennett. 
 

STRESSED OUT PETS 
America voted and the results are in.  Inside Edition reports on your picks for the Inside Edition / USA Today ten best stressed out 
pets.  
 

C BLOCK    

 

BALLOON CRASH COUPLE 
Inside Edition reports on the couple who experienced one soggy proposal. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

KANGAROO FIGHT 
Inside Edition shows video of some battling kangaroos! 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 8, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Country legend Glen Campbell family feud…Inside the drama, wife vs. daughter. 

 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 8, 2014 

 

STEPHEN COLLINS LATEST 
There was a false alarm over the fate of actor Stephen Collins.  Hours after allegations that he molested children went 
public, cops were called to his home over fears that he might have tried to take his life.  As Jim Moret reports, the 
embattled star is alive. 
 

ALLEGED SECRET LIFE OF STEPHEN COLLINS 
The allegations against Stephen Collins are shocking and apparently stunning to everyone who knows the actor.  Diane 
McInerney has more on how someone so public could apparently be leading such a secret life.    
 

EBOLA DEATH 
The first person who was diagnosed with Ebola in America has died.  Thomas Eric Duncan lost his fight with the deadly 
disease Wednesday morning and he had a dying message for his family and friends.  Les Trent has this report. 

 

ISIS VOICE MANHUNT 
The FBI is continuing their plea for your help in trying to identify one man who appears on an ISIS recruitment 
video.  Specifically, they want you to listen to the man's voice.  Now, Inside Edition has an expert analyze the tape for 
clues.  Steven Fabian has more on why it's believed that the man may be American. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

ADRIAN PETERSON COURT 
NFL star Adrian Peterson was in court for his first official appearance on child abuse charges.  He’s denied the charges 
against him and his wife is standing by his side.  Jim Moret has details.   

 

HOT CAR SAMARITAN 
So far this year, 28 kids have died as a result of being left in cars with the windows shut.  One woman saw a child left in a 
car and, in an effort to do the right thing, called 911.  That started a chain reaction that ended, she says, with her being 
mowed down by the mom she confronted.  Megan Alexander has the story.  
 
C BLOCK    

 

PEOPLE 40TH ISSUE 
Forty years ago, People magazine ushered in a new chapter in publishing and to celebrate its birthday, People is re-
enacting its first cover with the biggest pop star around! 
 
E BLOCK  

 

BOY WITH 3D ARM 
For some people, 3D printing is just the latest new thing.  For one boy, it's a way to get a prosthesis. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 9, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Cooking it up with country superstar Martina McBride! 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 9, 2014 

 

EBOLA LATEST 
Tests are being done on a sheriff’s deputy in Dallas as he fears he has come down with Ebola after spending time inside 
the apartment of Thomas Duncan, the first person to die of Ebola in the U.S.  Les Trent has the latest.   

 

DOG NAMED EXCALIBUR 
Nearly 3500 people are dead from Ebola worldwide, but it’s the death of a single dog named Excalibur that has sparked a 
massive public outcry. Inside Edition reports. 
 

STEPHEN COLLINS LATEST 
There are new details about disgraced actor Stephen Collins and his now estranged wife and they come from the nanny 
who worked next door back in the 1990's.  She’s sharing stories of her own encounters with the actor.   
 

COP TAKES MONEY 
Inside Edition reports on the latest video of an apparent rogue cop in action.  He’s a New York City cop who allegedly 
found frisking a young man very profitable.  He's caught on camera appearing to be pocketing a wad of cash.  Now that 
the video has gone viral, it’s causing a firestorm of controversy.   
 
B BLOCK 

 

GEORGE CLOONEY 
Newlywed George Clooney is back from his big Italian wedding.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

SHARK TEACHER 
Steven Fabian has the inside story on how a jaw-dropping shark photo was taken. 
 

MARRIAGE OF STEPHEN COLLINS 
This week's stunning allegation that Stephen Collins molested children was just as shocking as the news two years ago 
that he and his wife were splitting up.  Until that time, theirs was one of the more enduring Hollywood marriages.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

JERRY LEWIS SELFIE 
There aren't many people who can have a career spanning more than eight decades.  Jerry Lewis is one of them and he 
seems to be keeping up with the younger crowd as he took his first selfie with Jim Moret! 
 
E BLOCK  

 

PEEK-A-BOO TWINS 
Inside Edition shows video of twins Molly and Megan playing peek-a-boo with each other. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 10, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Parents' anguish...their beautiful little girl has a disfiguring bump…Kate's life-changing 
surgery. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 10, 2014 

 

EBOLA LATEST 
There are some things you don’t joke about when traveling by air.  You don’t joke about having a bomb and you don’t 
joke about having Ebola.  One traveler learned that the hard way and that led to a hazmat team storming the 
plane.  Meanwhile, as fears over Ebola escalate, a public appearance scheduled for a high profile TV doctor was abruptly 
cancelled.  Les Trent explains why.    

 

DOG RESCUE 
A father is lucky to be alive today after fire engulfed and then destroyed his home.  First he rescued his family and then he 
went back into the flames to save his other family members…their dogs.  Jim Moret has the story. 
 

OBAMA FUNDRAISER 
Gwyneth Paltrow hosted a fundraiser for President Obama and said she could hardly speak because she thinks our 
Commander-in-Chief is so handsome.  The president can use the support he can get these days.  As Inside Edition reports, 
when one Democratic senate candidate from Kentucky was asked if she voted for Obama, she avoided the question for 
what seemed like an eternity. 
 

TAXI BABY 
New York City cab drivers have seen just about everything.  Inside Edition reports on one ride a cabby will never 
forget.  His passenger load increased by one because the lady in the back seat had a baby.  Diane McInerney reports. 
 

JAN HOOKS DEATH 
The comedy world is mourning the death of comedienne Jan Hooks who wowed viewers on Saturday Night Live in the 
80s and died much too young Thursday at the age of 57. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

AMANDA BYNES 
There are new concerns for former child star Amanda Bynes after she was spotted doing a striptease inside a boutique in 
New York.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

SURGERY HELPS SAVE CHILD 
One-in-ten kids are born with what some call a 'stork bite', a strawberry colored birthmark.  Sometimes, that mark grows 
into a disfiguring hemangioma.  Steven Fabian has the story of little Kate and the surgery that helped save her. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

CRAZY ENGAGEMENT 
Inside Edition reports on a proposal that was all caught on tape.  After you hear the way he asked, you wouldn't blame her 
if she had said no!  Jim Moret explains. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

DANCING DOG 
Inside Edition shows video of a dancing dog. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 13, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Dentist vs. patient – the Yelp review that’s causing an uproar. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 13, 2014 

 

EBOLA LATEST 
The nurse who has become the first known person to contract Ebola in America has now been identified.  She's 26 years old and 
remains in isolation today as questions continue to be raised about exactly how she became infected.  Meanwhile, Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman of NBC is being accused of breaking her voluntary quarantine.  Les Trent has the latest on the fears surrounding Ebola. 
 

TONY STEWART ESPN 
Last month a Grand Jury ruled that NASCAR star Tony Stewart would not face criminal charges for his role in the death of another 
driver.  Now, he's gotten dragged into another drama at the racetrack.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

STEPHEN COLLINS ROLE 
Inside Edition reports on what could possibly be an eerie instance of life-imitating-art.  There’s a film about an upstanding community 
member who's really a child molester and the actor who plays him is none other than the man who allegedly committed similar acts, 
Stephen Collins. 

 

MOLE PEOPLE SMOKE BOMB 
Some are wondering if a group known as the 'Mole People' might be behind a smoke bomb attack of a trendy restaurant.  Inside 
Edition reports. 

 

YELP DENTIST WAR 
The website Yelp aims to help consumers make purchasing decisions based on other customers’ reviews.  With 36 million reviews on 
Yelp, there is plenty of guidance, but one review about a dentist has resulted in the person who posted it being sued.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

ESQUIRE SEXIEST WOMAN 
Esquire magazine has just named Penelope Cruz the sexiest woman alive!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

BROLIN SON HOMELESS? 
Some photos show a man who appears to be down-and-out rummaging through garbage cans.  As it turns out, he's a member of 
Hollywood royalty.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

COMIC CON DARK SIDE 
Comic Con is the convention dedicated to the celebration of comics, sci-fi movies, and fantasy, but there’s sometimes an un-funny 
side to Comic Con.  As Megan Alexander reports, some of the costumed attendees, especially women, find they've been on the 
receiving end of unwanted advances.  
 

C BLOCK    

 

SNOWDEN GIRLFRIEND 
NSA leaker Edward Snowden continues to live in exile in Russia.  As Inside Edition reports, his girlfriend is there with him.  
 

E BLOCK  

 

PARTY CRASHER 
Inside Edition shows video of a perfect splash landing. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 14, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The town terrorized by creepy clowns; playful fun or menace? 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 14, 2014 

 

EBOLA LATEST 
Nina Phan issued a statement thanking everyone for their good wishes and said she's getting the best possible 
treatment.  Her dog is getting special treatment too.  Unlike the dog that belonged to an Ebola stricken nurse in Spain, this 
dog named Bentley has not been put down, but is in protective care.  Les Trent has more. 
 

AIRPLANE RIPS APART 
An American Airlines jet bound for Dallas from San Francisco had to make an emergency landing after passengers 
noticed parts of the interior of the plane were literally popping apart in flight.  Jim Moret has more. 
 

BURGER KING WAR 
They say imitation is the sincerest form of flattery but one comic is anything but happy about one Burger King 
commercial because he says the fast food chain stole his act and, as Inside Edition reports, he's making sure his legion of 
social media followers know it. 
 

SMOKE BOMB LATEST 
Cops are still not sure what was behind the mysterious smoke bomb that was tossed into a trendy New York restaurant, 
but there is one theory being tossed around: is it the latest salvo in a war between two restaurants?  Steven Fabian 
explains. 
 

SHIA TALKS CABARET 
Actor Shia LaBeouf is speaking out about going bonkers in New York.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

CREEPY CLOWNS 
Clowns scare a lot of people, but even folks who aren't typically afraid of clowns are creeped out in one California town 
where a series of copycat clowns, some of them wielding weapons, have been terrorizing people.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

ENTEROVIRUS MOM 
While the Ebola virus has been dominating the headlines lately there is another deadly virus that’s also causing alarm.  It's 
a particular strain of the Enterovirus, a severe respiratory virus that has no cure and seems to strike children most.  Megan 
Alexander reports on one mom’s story and her little girl's fight for life. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

CROSSFIT MOM 
At nine months pregnant one woman was doing a CrossFit workout.  Was it safe?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

DIRTY DANCING 
Inside Edition shows video of a kid who clearly has Patrick Swayze's moves from Dirty Dancing down! 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 15, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Could a simple itch be a serious health problem?  How an everyday symptom like an itch 
could be life threatening.   
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 15, 2014 

 

FRONTIER PLANE EBOLA 
President Obama held an emergency Cabinet meeting Wednesday on the increasingly concerning Ebola crisis.  As you've 
no doubt heard, a second nurse at Dallas' Texas Presbyterian Hospital is confirmed to have the disease.  It’s a diagnosis 
that came hours after she was on a crowded flight from Cleveland.  As Diane McInerney reports, this latest news has 
definitely increased the level of concern over this deadly disease. 
 

PANIC KITS EBOLA 
In recent days, manufacturers report that sales of hazmat suits have spiked.  This is just one of the signs that there is 
widespread fear about Ebola.  Megan Alexander has details. 

 

WAS KESHA RAPED?  
There are shocking allegations from pop star Kesha who says she was drugged and raped by a producer who helped her 
land on the top of the charts.  The producer says the allegations are not true and is suing Kesha for defamation.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

REAL SHARKNADO 
You may have thought Sharknado was just a movie.  Inside Edition is reporting on real sharks that are flying out of the 
water. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

BIKER BRAD 
Brad Pitt proves he's a tough guy off screen in a brand new photo shoot.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

TONY STEWART DEFENDERS 
NASCAR is known for its rough-and-tumble ways, but is driver Tony Stewart being unfairly slammed for his 
actions?  Plenty of his fans say yes and they’re not hesitant about speaking out. 

 

FACEBOOK MEDICAL HELP 
More than 1.2 billion people use Facebook.  Some depend on it to keep up with friends and family and some have found it 
to be a useful place to get medical advice.  As Megan Alexander reports, some people have found Facebook to be a real 
lifesaver. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

NEW ANNIE 
It's a Broadway and movie classic and now there's a new version of Annie.  Megan Alexander caught up with the young 
star. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

EAGLE OVER PARIS 
Inside Edition shows images that were captured by a high-flying eagle and they are pretty amazing. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 16, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Ebola panic!  The search to find passengers who flew with the nurse afflicted with Ebola. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 16, 2014 

 

CLIP BOARD GUY EBOLA 
It's your first look inside the plane carrying a nurse with active Ebola.  Inside Edition exclusively obtained the footage...as 
the head of the Centers for Disease Control has been forced to admit its mistakes in handling the growing Ebola 
crisis.  Meantime, the nurses sickened with Ebola are being moved to specialized treatment centers, but as Diane 
McInerney reports, the sight of a man apparently unprotected monitoring the transfer has sparked an outcry. 
 

REVOLT OF THE NURSES 
While the CDC may be acknowledging mistakes, the nation's largest nurses unions say that enough isn't being done to fix 
things.  As Les Trent reports, they are imploring the President to take decisive action to insist that proper protocols be 
implemented.  

  

EBOLA HALLOWEEN COSTUME 
And it was bound to happen.  This year's hot new Halloween costume taking it's cue from the Ebola crisis that's made so 
many headlines.  As Steven Fabian reports, this year's theme appears to be 'sick or treat.'  

  

FLORIDA POLITICAL FAN-GATE 
The debate about the debate is now being called 'Fan-Gate."  It happened in Florida, where the Gubernatorial Debate was 
massively delayed.  It was hot in Florida, and things got even hotter when one candidate brought out a fan. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

BOY KILLS ELDERLY WOMAN 
He is one of the youngest people ever to be charged with murder.  A ten year-old boy...a fifth grader...accused of killing a 
90-year old lady, violently with her cane.  The story has shocked everyone who has heard it, but as Steven Fabian tells us, 
this is not the first time a child has been accused of committing murder.  

 

KEVIN HART SELFIE WOMAN 
She's the lady who claims she was suspended from her job, all because she took a selfie with a famous comedian.  Now, 
she tells Jim Moret, that if she had it to do over again, she wouldn't. 
 

NIK WALLENDA PRACTICE  
It's the latest death defying feat from Nik Wallenda, and he tells our Les Trent he's ready for anything as he prepares for a 
tight rope walk between three high rise buildings in Chicago. 

 

C BLOCK    
 

NEIL PATRICK HARRIS 
You may have heard that Neil Patrick Harris is hosting his year's Oscars.  Well, now he's sharing the news in a really fun 
video.  

E BLOCK     
 

PUMPKIN SURPRISE 
Inside Edition takes a look at a little girl who gets a big surprise at the pumpkin patch. 

 

***FOR SEPTEMBER 17, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The tablet that claims to protect you from Ebola. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 17, 2014 

 

FIRST VIDEO OF EBOLA PATIENT 
Inside Edition takes a look at the video that is putting a human face on the Ebola crisis. The video shows Nina Pham the 
first person to contract the disease on U.S. soil in her hospital bed laughing and joking telling her doctors she loves them. 
  

EBOLA BRIDE 
We know one of the nurses stricken with Ebola was planning her wedding. Now, for the first time we are getting a look 
inside the bridal shop she visited just days before being diagnosed. The shop has now been temporarily shut down by the 
owner. 
 

FEARBOLA 
Ebola has only taken one life on U.S. soil. However, it has still triggered nationwide panic and many are calling it 
“fearbola.” 

 

KEVIN HART’S PLEA 
Yesterday, we brought you an interview with the woman who was suspended from her job as an airport shuttle bus driver 
after she took a selfie with Kevin Hart. Now, the funnyman is asking for the woman’s bosses to “have a heart.” Will it 
work? Inside Edition reports. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

BRAD PITT VISITS TROOPS 
Inside Edition takes a look at Brad Pitt who made a special visit to an Army base in Georgia to promote his new World 
War II movie. 
 

WERE BIKINI GIRLS ON MILITARY BASE? 
Girls and guns are proving to be a controversial pairing for a new calendar. Were sexy photos of bikini clad models really 
taken at a National Guard base? Did they get special clearance to be on the base? Inside Edition reports. 

 
PREGNANT POLICE CHASE 
Going into labor is exciting and thrilling for most moms. Now, imagine you’re in labor and the target of a high-speed 
police chase. That’s exactly what happened to one young couple racing to the hospital to give birth. 
 
C BLOCK    
 

FLYING COUCH 
Inside Edition takes a look at something you don’t see everyday…a flying couch! 
 
E BLOCK     

 

ART CONTEST 
Inside Edition checks out an art contest with the biggest prize in the world. 
 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 20, 2014*** 
Inside Edition reports on a woman who spent 17 years behind bars for a murder she didn’t commit. Now, she’s free just in 
time for her daughter’s wedding. 

 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 20, 2014 

 

FIRE HERO MYSTERY 
Recently, one stranger didn't hesitate to step in to rescue a man from a burning building.  Who was he?  Inside Edition 
reveals his true identity. 
 

LETTERMAN CUE CARD 
If you're good at holding cue cards there may be a job opening on David Letterman's show as the man who's been doing it 
for years was just fired after apparently attacking another staffer on the show.  Les Trent has details. 

 

CHIMNEY WOMAN STUCK 
What do you get when you cross a fatal attraction situation with Santa Claus?  In this story, cops say the answer is one 
jilted date who gets herself stuck in a chimney!  
 

EBOLA BRIDAL SHOP CLEANING 
It’s an important milestone in our nation's fight against Ebola as those closest to the man who died of the disease in the 
U.S. have now completed quarantine and have been allowed to go home.  However, the bridal shop where one of the 
nurses who treated Thomas Eric Duncan shopped is wrestling with the Ebola crisis as it decontaminates the premises to 
remove any possible trace of the disease.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 

MONICA SPEAKS 
The usually reclusive Monica Lewinsky is speaking out revealing what her true feelings were for former President 
Clinton.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

MOM FREED 
A woman was wrongly convicted for a murder she didn't commit.  She says she always had faith that God would free her, 
and after 17 years that faith proved valid.  As Victoria Recano reports, she was freed in time for her daughter's wedding. 
 

KEENE STATE RIOTS 
You may have seen the video of the riots that emerged out of, of all things, a New England pumpkin festival.  The event is 
usually so tame late night comics made jokes about it, but as Inside Edition reports, no one's laughing now. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

CRAZY DOG WEATHERCAST 
Inside Edition reports on a man who tried to give his weather report while a dog just wanted to play! 
 

E BLOCK  

 

TOUCHING TOUCHDOWN 
Inside Edition shows video of a touching touchdown. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 21, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition: Melanie Griffith as a kid with a lion!  What was her mother thinking? 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 21, 2014 

 

OBAMA VOTING BOOTH 
It was a trip to vote that one couple will never forget and the rest of us may remember it too as the time a regular guy 
sassed the President of the United States telling Mr. Obama not to touch his girlfriend!  Steven Fabian has more. 
 

FIRE RESCUE REUNION 
A Good Samaritan became known as the guy in the blue cap after he saved a grandfather from a blazing fire.  Inside 
Edition’s there as he meets the family who is thankful for his heroic deed.   
 

OSCAR DE LA RENTA DEATH 
Oscar de la Renta was a force in fashion for more than fifty years and now the world is mourning his passing.  The 
designer who'd battled cancer worked almost to the end of his life making sure his last dress, Mrs. George Clooney's 
bridal gown, was picture perfect. 

 

LOUD MUSIC TRIAL UPDATE 
The retrial of a man accused of shooting a Florida teenager for allegedly playing loud music is over and the shooter will 
now spend the rest of his life behind bars.  However, the mother of the teenager is showing forgiveness.  Les Trent has 
details. 
 

SINGING NUN 
The nun who wowed them on Italy's version of The Voice is still wowing them doing a cover of Madonna’s 'Like a 
Virgin'. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

RENEE ZELLWEGER FACE 
Actress Renee Zellweger is turning heads.  Inside Edition explains why. 
 

MONICA BULLIED AGAIN 
Monica Lewinsky emerged from seclusion to speak out on the issue of cyberbullying saying she was its first victim.  As 
Inside Edition reports, she is now finding herself being bullied all over again. 
 

HOT ZONE EBOLA AUTHOR 
The Centers for Disease Control has finally issued new guidelines for healthcare workers dealing with Ebola.  The new 
rules require double gloves and for all skin to be covered and protected.  The man who brought Ebola to Americans’ 
attention two decades ago in a book called The Hot Zone says it's a step in the right direction, but it comes a little late for 
the two nurses who were sickened caring for the Dallas patient who later died. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

SOFIA VERGARA 
Inside Edition reports on a not-so-comfortable red carpet moment for Modern Family's Sofia Vergara. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

OBEDIENT BEAR 
Inside Edition shows video of a bear who listens. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 22, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The world’s oldest yoga instructor.   



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 22, 2014 

 

CANADA SHOOTINGS 
The investigation continues over the shootings in Canada that left the Parliament on lockdown, shoppers ducking for cover, and an 
honor guard at the national war memorial dead.  Steven Fabian has the latest. 
 

PALIN TAPES 
It's been a month since a Palin family birthday celebration turned into a knock-down-drag-out brawl with Bristol being accused of 
throwing some power punches.  Now, Inside Edition is hearing her version of events thanks to the just-released police interview she 
gave that evening. 
 

RENEE SPEAKS OUT 
Everyone's been talking about Renee Zellweger's new look.  As Inside Edition reports, she has heard the chatter and has something to 
say about it. 
 

BASEBALL TICKETS SAVED 
Game One of the World Series is behind us and, when it comes to baseball, it turns out chivalry lives!  One guy is proof as when a 
woman's tickets for one of the playoff games blew into the water, the man didn't hesitate to save them.  

 

SUPERHERO BRAWL 
It's Where's Waldo and Freddy Krueger to the rescue!  Two characters who are not usually on the same side of good and evil teamed 
up to come to the aid of Batgirl.  This is not the plot of some new superheroes movie, but a fight that broke out among those characters 
that hang out at tourist destinations. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

SURVIVING EBOLA 
The American missionary who survived Ebola says battling the disease was like being eaten alive.  Nancy Writebol is sharing details 
about her battle with Inside Edition.  Her interview comes as reports hit that another person with Ebola may have arrived on our 
shores.  
 

MELANIE AND LION 
Inside Edition shows a stunning photo of Melanie Griffith as a girl in bed with a full grown lion!  Today her mother, actress Tippi 
Hedren, says she deeply regrets letting the beast roam freely in her home back in the 70s. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

OLDEST YOGA TEACHER 
Practitioners of yoga say it’s good for your posture, flexibility, and heart.  As Inside Edition reports, one lady is certainly proof that it 
can’t hurt.   
 

E BLOCK  

 

LIGHT UP ZOE 
You may remember little Zoe's Halloween costume last year as a light up stick figure.  As Inside Edition reports, she's back with a 
new costume that's just as illuminating!  
 

EAGLE STEALS BALL 
Inside Edition shows video of an eagle on a golf course! 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 23, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Can you be scared to death in a Halloween haunted house?  How dangerous are haunted houses?  Wait 
until you hear what happened to one pretty teen. 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 23, 2014 

 

CANADA LATEST / WHITE HOUSE 
Inside Edition is learning more about the latest security breach at the White House and the intruder who was taken down 
by attack dogs.  It happened hours after a gunman went on a shooting spree in Canada.  That deadly terror attack left one 
soldier and the gunman dead and an entire nation grateful to the officer who brought it to an end.    
 

ANDERSON COOPER SELFIE 
There's a time and a place for everything and, for CNN's Anderson Cooper, the time for selfies is not while covering a 
nation's national tragedy.  Les Trent explains. 

 

BENTLEY NO EBOLA 
His master is still fighting the deadly disease Ebola, but there is good news about the dog belonging to nurse Nina 
Pham.  Bentley does not have Ebola and new video shows the dog looking pretty happy in quarantine.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

KIDS SWEARING 
They are social activists with a cause, but has their viral video featuring potty mouthed princesses hurt rather than helped 
their goal of empowering women?  Diane McInerney reports. 

 

HAUNTED HOUSE DEATH 
It's that time of year when haunted houses pop up around the country, but going to a haunted house ended in tragedy for 
one family.  Although the family denies reports that a 16-year-old girl was literally scared to death, is such a thing 
possible?  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

BRAD AND ZACH 
Brad Pitt found himself on the receiving end of some zingers sitting down for a chat with Zach Galifianakis, but as Inside 
Edition reports, Brad proved to be a pretty good sport. 
 

BRISTOL FIRES BACK 
Yesterday, Inside Edition brought you the explosive police tapes from that brawl involving members of the Palin 
family.  Today, Bristol Palin is firing back saying the tapes do not tell the whole story. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

PLAYBOY THEN AND NOW 
Some Playboy pin ups from the past pose once again.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

DOG PULLS TOOTH 
Inside Edition shows video of a dog helping a kid who has a loose tooth. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 24, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The new wedding gown trend…sexier than ever. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 24, 2014 

 

EBOLA DOC IN NEW YORK 
Where did he go and who did he come in contact with?  That's what people are asking about the first Ebola patient in New 
York City.  Doctor Craig Spencer rode the subway, went bowling, and even dined out at a restaurant before being 
diagnosed.  Steven Fabian has our report as we follow the Ebola doc's trail. 
 

NURSE NINA GOING HOME 
Nurse Nina is Ebola free and out of the hospital.  Nina Pham was the first person to contract Ebola on U.S. soil after 
treating patient zero Thomas Eric Duncan in Dallas.  Now looking healthy, she's talking about her ordeal saying she feels 
fortunate and blessed and she even got her own meeting with the President!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

WHITE HOUSE DOGS 
Inside Edition reports on the hero dogs who took down a White House intruder.  You are likely familiar with presidential 
pets Sunny and Bo, but wait until you meet Jordan and Hurricane!  These dogs are so fierce they are ready to protect the 
first family no matter what.    
 

MOTORCYCLE MAYHEM 
Gangs of bikers are causing terror on our highways all across the country.  The latest incident in California shows bikers 
out-of-control, even taunting the police officer trying to restore sanity on the road. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

HONEY BOO BOO CANCELED 
Say goodbye to Honey Boo Boo.  TLC has just announced that they are canceling the hit reality show and it's all over a 
man who has been allegedly linked in the press to Honey Boo Boo's mom.  Jim Moret has details.  
 

GARY INDIANA VACANT HOMES 
It's a sad symbol of towns trapped in an economic decline; rows and rows of vacant houses, places where families once 
thrived, now deserted.  In Gary, Indiana, cops say a serial killer took advantage of all the empty homes by using them as a 
dumping ground for his victims.  Les Trent headed there to check out some of those deserted homes for himself. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

SEXY WEDDING DRESSES 
Wedding dresses are now sexier than ever and Inside Edition headed to a top bridal shop in New York to check them out!  
 
E BLOCK  

 

DOG AND BIKINI 
Inside Edition shows video of a dog trying his best to recreate the classic Coppertone ad! 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 27, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Fighting Ebola in America’s biggest city.  What we’ve learned about the doctor diagnosed in 
New York.   
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 27, 2014 

 

NURSE OUT OF QUARANTINE 
The nurse who was kept inside a plastic tent for fear that she had Ebola has been allowed to go home.  However, she's 
furious over what she calls the inhumane treatment she was subjected to.  Inside Edition spoke with her equally angry 
boyfriend about why she was placed in quarantine despite testing negative for Ebola. 
 

MISSING BRONCOS FAN 
A father mysteriously vanished without a trace during a big football game.  53-year-old Paul Kitterman was last seen at 
halftime during a Denver Broncos game and now there is a frantic search to find him.  Inside Edition has the latest. 

 

TASTELESS HALLOWEEN 
Along with the ghosts and goblins you'll see this Halloween there will be some costumes that will have you doing a 
double take.  You may spot a "sexy Ebola nurse" costume or a "Ray Rice" costume, complete with a battered fiancée.  As 
Inside Edition reports, many say the getups cross the line. 

 

WORLD SERIES MOMENTS 
There was recently a touching tribute for Robin Williams as the late comedian’s children were invited to Game Five of the 
World Series to throw out the ceremonial first pitch.   
 

JFK JR. NEW BOOK 
Just when you thought you knew all there was to know about Jacqueline Kennedy and her close relationship with her son, 
JFK Jr., there’s a new book that reveals Camelot secrets between mother and son.  Inside Edition’s Les Trent spoke with 
the author. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

HOW TO AVOID COLD / FLU 
America is caught up in fears about Ebola, but the truth is only one person has died of the disease while it's estimated that 
36 thousand people die of the flu or complications from the flu each year.  How do you stay healthy?  As it turns out, 
besides a flu shot there are secrets to help you avoid getting sick.  As Megan Alexander reports you can start by heading 
to the supermarket.  
 
C BLOCK    

 

LEO BEHIND THE MASK 
Inside Edition reports on a star who recently went incognito. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

ELEPHANT STAMPEDE 
Inside Edition shows video of an elephant some tourists won’t ever forget! 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 28, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The nurse in the plastic tent; will she be shunned in her hometown?   
 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 28, 2014 

 

NURSE AMBER SPEAKS 
The nurse who contracted Ebola while planning her wedding is out of quarantine and sharing her story with the world.  As 
Inside Edition reports, in a dramatic moment, nurse Amber Vinson faced the cameras and thanked God that she's Ebola 
free.    
 

NEW JERSEY NURSE HOME 
The nurse who says she was held as a prisoner in a tent in New Jersey over fears that she had Ebola is finally free, but it’s 
a bit of a jittery homecoming for Kaci Hickox because, as Steven Fabian reports, some of her neighbors aren't exactly 
rolling out the welcome mat. 
 

MOSES MOVIE CONTROVERSY 
Inside Edition reports on the latest Bible based movie to spark controversy.  This time, it's comments from Christian Bale, 
the star of Exodus, that have some people upset.  Many can’t believe what he's saying about Moses. 
 

HONEY BOO BOO 
Days after TLC cancelled Here Comes Honey Boo Boo because of Mama June's alleged connection to a convicted sex 
offender there come reports that Honey Boo Boo's dad may launch a full-out custody battle.   
 

B BLOCK 

 

BIKINI DOG WOMAN 
The other day, Inside Edition showed you the funny video of a dog trying to take off a woman's string bikini; the video is 
a big viral hit around the world.  Now, the woman in the video is speaking out, calling the pooch a very devious dog.  She 
spoke with Megan Alexander. 
 

OREGON FIRST LADY 
Next week, voters will be heading to the polls for the general election and, in the state of Oregon, those voting for 
governor may have a dilemma: how much of the incumbent governor's fiancée’s past should influence their vote?  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

PORTAL TO HELL? 
Inside Edition reports on a place some people refer to as the 'Portal to Hell’.  It might look like a drainage pipe, but there 
are some who believe it's the gateway to doom. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

DANCING WITH THE STARS 
There were more than judges scores announced Monday on Dancing with the Stars.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

DOG PLAYS IPAD 
Inside Edition shows video of a dog who is very hi-tech! 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 29, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  The sexiest Halloween outfits ever. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 29, 2014 

 

CAT CALL OUTRAGE 
One woman's video diary of the cat calls and whistles she's subjected to has sparked a heated discussion over what's 
appropriate.  The woman in the video has come forward to speak with Megan Alexander. 
 

BEYONCE SECRET SISTER? 
Does Beyonce have a secret sister?  That's what people are asking as the superstar's father heads to court facing the 
question of whether he fathered a child out of wedlock.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

EBOLA NURSE SPEAKS 
The nurse who was placed in a tent over fears that she could have Ebola is furious that she's now being held in quarantine 
in her home state.  She says if officials in Maine don’t back down, she's taking them to court.            
 

PAUL RUDD LOOK-ALIKE 
There was a bizarre airport moment as one traveler got wigged out over another guy, apparently because he was wearing a 
pink shirt.  When a fight broke out, it looked like actor Paul Rudd was there to break it up.  Was it really him?  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

ROCKET BLAST NEW VIDEO 
You've no doubt heard about the resupply rocket that exploded on launch off the coast of Virginia.  New video shows how 
ferocious the blast was.  As Jim Moret reports, even two miles away, bystanders were practically knocked off their feet! 
 
B BLOCK 

 

SEXY HALLOWEEN 
The countdown is on for Halloween and judging by this year's costumes it's shaping up to be the sexiest one yet!  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

OPERATION INVENTOR BROKE 
It’s the ultimate of ironies: the man who invented the classic game 'Operation' needs one and, sadly, he can't afford 
it.  Megan Alexander tells us how fans of the game are coming together to help its inventor. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

BRUCE JENNER 
Bruce Jenner celebrated hitting 65 in an unusual way.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

BOAT IN CIRCLES 
Inside Edition shows video of a boat spinning out of control. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 30, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Exclusive!  Does Beyonce have a secret sister?  Could a darling little 4-year-old really be 
Beyonce's little sister?  Does the superstar even know the little girl exists?  For the first time ever…the results of the 
paternity test. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 30, 2014 

 

NURSE KACI BIKES 
Inside Edition has the latest news regarding the nurse who's been fighting an Ebola quarantine.  Kaci Hickox vowed to 
break free and she was spotted out-and-about on a bicycle.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 

CANSECO SHOOTS FINGER 
Former baseball great Jose Canseco is no stranger to making news, but today he is making some strange headlines as he 
has been treated for an accidental gunshot wound to his hand.  Now, in an Inside Edition exclusive, Canseco and his 
fiancée tell us what happened. 
 

NERVOUS CAR GUY 
Millions were watching Game Seven of the World Series and you have to figure one man was keenly aware of that as he 
appeared to be nervous on live TV.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

GROOM DROPS BRIDE 
When people get married, they speak of taking the plunge.  Inside Edition shows video of one couple who took an actual 
accidental fall! 

 

WOMAN EXTENDS LIFE 
You may have heard about the beautiful young newlywed with brain cancer who is actively planning her suicide.  Today 
she's having a change of heart, telling the world she now wants to live.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

BEYONCE SISTER EXCLUSIVE 
Is a little girl Beyonce's half sister?  The child's mother says she is and she's in court to prove it.  Today, for the first time, 
she tells Diane McInerney the details of her affair with Beyonce's dad and introduces us to the little girl she says was the 
result. 
 

SADIE ROBERTSON BOOK 
She has a huge following on Dancing with the Stars and now, Duck Dynasty daughter Sadie is branching out into 
fashion.  However, as Inside Edition reports, she says the models weren't very nice. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

BEAR BRAWL 
It's bear vs. bear and it's all caught-on-tape! 
 

E BLOCK  

 

BASKETBALL SHOTS 
Inside Edition shows video of some amazing basketball shots. 

 

***FOR OCTOBER 31, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Does Beyonce have a secret sister?  Could a darling 4-year-old really be Beyonce's little 
sister?  Now, the truth is told - the results of the paternity test. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR OCTOBER 31, 2014 

 

SPACESHIP CRASH 
A spaceship program where people could actually pay to go into outer space sounded like a cool idea, but now the future 
of the program is unsure after the test flight ended in disaster.  Les Trent has details. 

 

NO POTTY MOUTH 
Americans were shocked by the potty-mouthed princess video Inside Edition showed you the other day.  It featured little 
girls dressed as princesses using foul language to protest violence against women.  As it turns out, there was one little girl 
who decided the language wasn't for her.  She spoke with Jim Moret. 
 

BAYWATCH ICE CREAM TRUCK 
What happens when the acting roles that made you famous come less often?  In the case of one of the stars of Baywatch 
the answer is find a new gig.  For Nicole Eggert, that new gig involves ice cream.  Jim Moret has the scoop. 
 

HALLOWEEN TV 
Who says Halloween is just for little kids?  The grownups on morning TV had a blast with the holiday and definitely had 
their costume departments working overtime!  Diane McInerney went behind-the-scenes. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

MOM ON TRIAL / DR. PHIL 
One wealthy mother doesn’t deny that she killed her son inside a ritzy hotel, but was it an act of murder or 
compassion?  The mom is now talking to TV's Dr. Phil. 
 

TRANSGENDER COUPLE 
A couple looks like any other, happily married and raising two little boys.  The boys are their biological children to whom 
they gave birth, but the person the kids call mommy was born a boy and the person they call daddy was born a 
girl.  Steven Fabian explains their family secret. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

BEYONCE SISTER DAY TWO 
A court has made its decision regarding whether superstar Beyonce has a half sister.  The case is the result of an 
extramarital affair Beyonce's father had four years ago; an affair the woman says resulted in a little girl.  You heard from 
her on Inside Edition exclusively and now, the court decides if what she told us was true.   
 

E BLOCK  

 

HALLOWEEN COSTUME 
Inside Edition shows video of an interesting Halloween costume. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 3, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Renee Zellweger’s high school sweetheart…what he’s saying about her startling 
transformation. 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 3, 2014 

 

CHRIS ROCK FREEDOM TOWER 
It was a big moment in New York this morning as One World Trade Center opened for business.  Still fresh on people's 
minds are Chris Rock's jokes this past weekend on Saturday Night Live.  The comic did a riff about the new building at 
Ground Zero and many are asking if he crossed the line.  Steven Fabian has details. 

 

NASCAR FIGHT 
Is NASCAR taking a page out of the NHL's playbook?  Fistfights are not uncommon during a hockey game, but these 
days they're frequent at car races.  Case in point: an all out slugfest at Sunday's big race. 
 

NIK WALLENDA CHICAGO 
Daredevil Nik Wallenda successfully walked the tightrope not once, but twice between Chicago high rises without a 
harness or a net.  Although he has been celebrated for his accomplishment, it raises the scary question:  how do you top 
that?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

DYING BASKETBALL PLAYER 
Doctors have told a woman named Lauren Hill that she has weeks to live because of inoperable brain cancer.  However, in 
a basketball game that has inspired everyone who's heard about it, she hit the court and made the first and last points in 
what will probably be her final game. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

SHERRI SHEPHERD EX 
Sherri Shepherd is the former co-host of The View who talked effusively and frequently about her marriage and her 
family.  Then, her marriage fell apart before the baby the couple were having through a surrogate was born.  Today she's 
involved in a nasty dispute with her ex over the child.  Now in an exclusive interview, Sherri's ex, Lamar Sally, is 
speaking out. 
 

HALLOWEEN CRUISE 
It was billed as a Halloween horror cruise and it lived up to the hype.  As Inside Edition reports, new home video shows 
how scary things got on board.  
 
C BLOCK    

 

RENEE ZELLWEGER EX 
Renee Zellwegger has endured some catty comments over her seemingly changed appearance and now she's getting 
support from the fellow she dated in high school.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

MARRIED ON PLANE 
Inside Edition shows video of a couple who tied the knot on a plane. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 4, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Secrets of a marriage…Actress Sherri Shepherd and her ex-husband. 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 4, 2014 

 

PHILLY ABDUCTION 
There’s an emotional plea from the family of a young nurse who was abducted from the streets of Philadelphia.  Police 
have released chilling footage of the young woman being dragged off the sidewalk with the hope that someone can help 
locate her.  Megan Alexander has the latest on the case as well as some important things you need to know if this should 
ever happen to you. 
 

WEATHER GUY RELIEF? 
Was the man who covers Mother Nature caught answering her call on camera?  Social media was on fire after a well 
known star on The Weather Channel seemed to be, shall we say, finishing something personal when the camera cut to 
him.  Mike Seidel answered our call and told Jim Moret that he wasn't answering nature's call. 

 

TRIP AROUND THE WORLD 
Are you named Elizabeth Gallagher or do you know someone who is?  If the answer is yes, one guy has a deal for 
you!  Victoria Recano explains. 
 

SHERRI SHEPHERD EX DAY 2 
The legal wrangling continues between former View co-host Sherri Shepherd and her ex-husband Lamar Sally.  The 
dispute is over support for the child a surrogate carried before they broke up but Sally says there were other problems in 
the marriage.  He spoke with Victoria Recano. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

THROWN FROM CLIFF 
For one couple, a beautiful scenic locale seemed the perfect place to hike into the mountains for a picnic while enjoying 
the view.  However, the day ended in horror as the wife went over the cliff.  Was it an accident or was she pushed?  Les 
Trent has the story. 
 

WALLENDA TALKS ABOUT STUNT 
He set new records with his death defying tightrope walk in Chicago.  Millions watched his stunt on live TV and now Nik 
Wallenda reveals the untold drama that was going on behind-the-scenes. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

KATE UPTON WIND 
Kate Upton recently had a Marilyn Monroe moment.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

HOSPITAL HOMECOMING 
Inside Edition shows video of a surprise one mom didn't see coming.  

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 5, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition: The hot must-have new pet.  They're called teacup pigs.  They're supposed to stay tiny for their 
entire lives, but do they grow into monsters? 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 5, 2014 

 

MOM THROWS SON OFF BRIDGE 
A sweet little boy with autism is now dead and his mother is charged with murder.  She is accused of throwing her six-
year-old off a bridge.  Les Trent has details.  
 

ALEX FROM TARGET HOAX? 
Is the latest social media phenomenon just a clever marketing ploy?  You may have heard about Alex from Target.  It’s a 
confusing situation and no one's more mystified than the teen who's now a viral sensation. 
 

ELECTION MOMENTS 
It was a big night for the GOP as Republican candidates across the country won their races.  In between reporting the poll 
results on election night there came a funny moment for Tom Brokaw…all because of his cell phone.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

EX RAVENS CHEERLEADER BUSTED 
She made headlines as a cheerleader for the Baltimore Ravens.  Now, the mother of three is back in the news accused of 
raping a teenage boy, which she denies.  Megan Alexander has more on the shocking charges. 

 

CHICAGO FIRE IN SKY 
There were some scary things in the night sky depending on where you were in Chicago.  Some people were pretty sure 
that the fire in the sky was something to be afraid of.  Steven Fabian found out what it was. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

DJANGO UNCHAINED COP 
Inside Edition has reported about the actress from Django Unchained who was charged with engaging in lewd conduct in 
public.  Now there’s more fall out…this time for one of the arresting officers.  They both deny any wrongdoing.  
 

PIGS INVESTIGATION 
Many people are getting cute miniature pigs for pets thinking they will stay small.  Tune in to see what Lisa Guerrero and 
the I-Squad sniffed out. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

HUMAN BARBIE BEATEN 
A woman modeled herself after Barbie and now she says she was beaten to a pulp.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

BASKETBALL SHOT 
Inside Edition shows video of a Drake University freshman trying to win a truck by hitting four basketball shots in thirty 
seconds. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 6, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition: The inside story of exasperated boy and his family.  We're there for his mom's ultrasound. 

 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 6, 2014 

 

ABDUCTED NURSE LATEST 

In a remarkable turn of events, the young nurse who was kidnapped off a street in Philadelphia has been found 
safe and her alleged kidnapper has been arrested.  Now everyone is asking how she stayed alive and what we 
can do if we ever find ourselves in the same situation.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

NURSE AMBER SPEAKS 

The nurse who contracted Ebola while planning her wedding is talking in her first TV interview and she's 
telling the world she feels good!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

CHEERLEADER BUSTED 

Last time, Inside Edition reported about the former Ravens cheerleader who is charged with having sex with a 
minor.  New details are emerging including a possible incriminating message the cheerleader allegedly sent to 
the teen.  She has pled not guilty. 
 

NAVY SEAL ID REVEALED 

Who was the Navy SEAL who killed America’s most wanted terrorist?  It’s a question the whole world has 
been asking since the raid that killed Osama bin Laden.  As Inside Edition reports, now we know. 
 

EATEN BY A SNAKE 

In what may be the most shocking TV stunt ever, a 26-year-old man allowed himself to be swallowed by a giant 
anaconda snake.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

REAL HOUSEWIVES DOG ATTACK 

The teenage daughter of a Real Housewives of Beverly Hills star has been viciously attacked by a pit 
bull.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

AFRAID TO GO IN THE BASEMENT 

Basements are not usually a place that people congregate.  They are dark, often damp, and sometimes downright 
creepy.  Imagine being so frightened of your own basement that just the thought of going there strikes 
terror.  As Inside Edition reports, it's more common than you think.    
 

C BLOCK    
 

EXASPERATED BOY 

Today, Inside Edition meets the family of the kid who became a viral video sensation known as the exasperated 
boy. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

SEA LION JUMPS ON BOAT 

Inside Edition shows video of a sea lion jumping on a boat. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 7, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: The new pin-ups!  They're all ex-military. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 7, 2014 

 
MCSTAY FAMILY UPDATE 

Inside Edition reports on a mystery that has baffled people across the country for years: who killed the McStays, a family 
of four from California?  There’s now a major development in this case as police have made an arrest.  As it turns out, the 
suspect is someone who had a close connection to the family. 
 
SEINFELD AUTISM 

Jerry Seinfeld’s getting a lot of reaction from going on TV and saying he has autism.  Inside Edition reports.   
 

BROOKE SHIELDS  

There’s a hilarious scene from Friends that featured Brooke Shields’ character licking Joey's fingers.  Brooke is now 
revealing that the scene led to a serious drama in her personal life.  Inside Edition reports.  

 

NAVY SEAL 

A former Navy SEAL made his first public appearance since he was revealed to be the hero who killed Osama bin 
Laden.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

HIT AND RUN 

A former high school classmate of one woman wanted to be more than friends and she says she turned him 
down.  Minutes later, the woman was run down in a parking lot and cops say the man was behind the wheel.  Now, as 
Inside Edition reports, the woman’s battling horrible injuries and the man is charged with attempted murder.  He has pled 
not guilty. 
 
B BLOCK 

 
HYPERBARIC INVESTIGATION 

If someone's been badly burned or suffers the bends while scuba diving, hyperbaric therapy is often the best course of 
treatment.  However, around the country, hyperbaric chambers are being touted as practically a medical miracle with 
some centers claiming to treat diabetes, autism, even cancer.  The Inside Edition I-Squad has been looking into these 
centers and found far too many people eager to prey on unsuspecting people desperate for a cure.  
 

FLASHBACK PINUP CALENDAR 

A new calendar features some very special models.  They are all real life veterans and they’re striking some poses out of 
yester-year for a good cause.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
C BLOCK    
 

CANCER GIRL FOOTBALL GAME 

Inside Edition reports on a little girl who’s capturing America’s heart. 
 

E BLOCK  

 
DOG PLAYS WITH BABY 

Inside Edition shows video of a dog playing with a baby 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 10, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: An angel gets her wings – behind-the-scenes at the Victoria's Secret Fashion Show. 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 10, 2014 

 

UTAH KIDNAPPING ATTEMPT 

A mother woke in the middle of the night with a strong sense that her daughter was being snatched.  Her 
mother's intuition paid off when she and her husband found that an intruder was indeed kidnapping their 
daughter.  Incredibly, as Megan Alexander explains, this story has a happy ending. 

 

CHEERLEADER ACCIDENT 

There was a scary moment on the sidelines of the Baltimore Ravens game as one of the cheerleaders took a 
nasty fall when a stunt didn’t go as rehearsed.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

NICKI MINAJ VIDEO 

Nicki Minaj wowed at this weekend's European Music Awards, but she's coming under heavy fire for her latest 
music video.  As Inside Edition reports, this is because it contains imagery that reminds some of Nazi Germany. 

 

NASCAR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

Allegations of domestic abuse against a top athlete is becoming a sad refrain in the world of professional sports 
and as Les Trent reports, the latest to be under investigation is a famous NASCAR driver.  
 

CULKIN NOT DEAD PHOTO 

Macaulay Culkin is not dead, but he is having a lot of fun with the rumors that he was.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

PLANE PROPELLER ACCIDENT 

A freak accident during an aircraft landing knocked the propeller off and sent it flying inches from one of the 
passengers on board.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

AFRAID OF ATTICS 

Last week, Inside Edition introduced you to some folks who are terrified of their basements.  As it turns out, a 
lot of us are just as creeped out by going up into the attic and, as Les Trent reports, when you've been hearing 
strange noises, it can be downright terrifying.  
 

C BLOCK    
 

VICTORIA’S SECRET FITTING 

The Victoria's Secret Fashion Show won’t be on TV until next month, but Inside Edition has an advanced look 
behind-the-scenes.  
 

E BLOCK  

 

SEAHAWK LANDING 

Inside Edition shows video of a flying mascot stealing the show during a football game. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 11, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: One punch can kill.  A single punch took the life of one guy’s classmate.  The high 
school brawl caught-on-tape.  
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 11, 2014 

 

ONE PUNCH INTERVIEW 

It was a schoolhouse scuffle like so many others; a punch was thrown and a student hit the floor.  However, that one punch 
proved to be fatal as the boy on the receiving end died.  Now, the young man who threw it is sitting down exclusively with 
Inside Edition to talk about that fateful day.  Steven Fabian has our report. 
 

NICKI MINAJ APOLOGY 

Rapper Nicki Minaj is apologizing for her new video that bears a strong resemblance to old Nazi propaganda films saying she 
takes full responsibility for it.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
EBOLA DOCTOR OUT 

For the first time in many weeks America is Ebola free.  The New York doctor who came down with the disease after treating 
patients in West Africa has now been released from the hospital and as Les Trent reports, officials offered up hugs to show that 
the doctor is not a threat. 
 
ELEPHANT CHASES LIONS 

Inside Edition shows an amazing wildlife video of a pack of lions who think they have found dinner in a baby elephant.  Boy 
did they pick the wrong elephant to mess with! 
 

SINGING VETERAN 

On Veterans Day, America pauses to honor the 19.6 million Americans who have served this country in uniform.  For many 
vets in many ways, this day is particularly special; especially for one who certainly knows how to bring the house down!  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 
JENNIFER LAWRENCE 

Oscar® winner Jennifer Lawrence has been busy promoting the new Hunger Games movie and as Inside Edition reports, fans 
saw a little bit more of the star than they were meant to when she had a little wardrobe malfunction!  
 

OLSEN TWINS DIFFERENT? 

Since they were toddlers, it has been hard to tell the difference between Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen.  As Inside Edition 
reports, that's not such a problem anymore. 
 
BASKETBALL PLANE CRASHES 

Inside Edition reports on a comeback story of unimaginable proportions.  A young man who lost his family, and nearly lost his 
life, fulfilled a life-long dream to play college basketball.  When he finally hit the court, the announcer said it gave him chills. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

CADDY GIRLS 

The U.S. Golf Association says participation in the sport has declined 13% in the past five years.  Maybe Caddy Girls will 
change that!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

SNOWPLOW GUY 

Inside Edition reports on one man who you would definitely want as a neighbor.  
 

***FOR NOVEMBER 12, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: A wedding ring lost 15 years ago - found!  Proposing all over again!  

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 12, 2014 

 

KIM KARDASHIAN 

Kim Kardashian has posed for a shot that's pretty ‘cheeky’ and the photo is stirring lots of reaction!  Diane McInerney has 
details.  
 

OVERPASS HORROR 

They were a family out for a drive, but nothing could have prepared them for the horror that literally came out of 
nowhere.  A rock, thrown from an overpass, went flying into their windshield landing right on the woman's head.  The 
shocked husband made a dramatic call to 911.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

WORLD TRADE WINDOW WASHER 

It was a terrifying scene at the new One World Trade Center at Ground Zero as two window washers were left dangling 
500 feet in the air!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BEASTS IN THE CITY 

Alligators, bulls, and bears are just some of the wild animals popping up in neighborhoods across the country.  What is 
driving the beasts into our cities and what should you do if you find yourself face-to-face with one?  Steven Fabian has 
details.  

 

LOST RING FOUND 

An unforgettable proposal was caught on tape.  The woman collapsed not because of the question, but because of the 
ring.  It was a ring that had been lost for years.  Jim Moret explains. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

WAYNE BRADY SINGS 

The host of Let's Make a Deal can also carry a tune!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JESUS MARRIAGE CONTROVERSY 

Was Jesus married with children?  It's the controversial claim at the center of the hit movie The Da Vinci Code.  Now a 
new book is making the same claim and the authors say they have evidence to back it up.  Diane McInerney reports. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

BOSTON BOMBING SURVIVOR 

A Boston bombing survivor is inspiring everyone with her remarkably positive attitude as she prepares for life without her 
left foot.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

TURKEY ATTACK VIDEO 

Inside Edition reports on some shocking video out of Turkey as an angry group of men attacked some U.S. Navy 
servicemen. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

FOOTBALL PLAYER 

Inside Edition reports on a score that never was. 
 

***FOR NOVEMBER 13, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: Secret fast food restaurant menus exposed!  
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 13, 2014 

 

RICHARD SIMMONS MISSING? 

Where is fitness guru Richard Simmons?  He reportedly has not been seen publicly in about a year and there are 
reports that he is in a deep depression over health issues.  Victoria Recano has the latest. 
 

BONO PLANE SCARE 

Transportation safety experts are busy trying to determine why the door from a private plane fell off mid-air 
carrying U2 frontman Bono.  As Diane McInerney reports, the singer is extremely lucky to be alive. 
 

FAKE BEGGAR? 

Many people dig into their pockets when they see a person in need, but when you see a beggar hop into a 
Mercedes Benz, most people stop feeling charitable and get angry.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 

MALL SHOOTING VIDEO 

A couple was ambushed in a mall parking lot while out holiday shopping; the husband was shot dead.  Now, 
new video shows the four accused killers, allegedly casing their victim.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

KARDASHIAN FRONTAL 

After baring her backside, Kim Kardashian has now gone public with a full frontal.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

JENNIFER LAWRENCE 

If the crowds are as excited for The Hunger Games as they are for the film’s star Jennifer Lawrence, the movie 
will be a big hit! 
 

FOOD TRUCK DANGER 

Thanks to their mobility food trucks can bring a huge variety of foods to places you'd least expect to find 
them.  However, sometimes they can also bring danger.  Lisa Guerrero has a look at an unexpected danger 
linked to these places that prepare meals on wheels. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

SECRET MENUS 

Did you know your favorite fast food restaurants offer secret meals that are not on the menu?  Inside Edition 
reports.  
 

E BLOCK  

 

BULLETPROOF CAR 

Inside Edition shows video of a businessman testing a product in an interesting way. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 14, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: A dying father and the legacy of notes he left in a lunchbox. 
 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 14, 2014 

 

BILL COSBY RAPE VICTIM? 

There are powerful allegations against one of television's most beloved stars and the woman who says she was 
sexually assaulted by entertainer Bill Cosby says she will not be silent any longer.  Diane McInerney sat down 
with Cosby's accuser.  Cosby has denied allegations that he sexually assaulted anyone. 
 

DUPED BY FAKE DRUNK 

A video is causing controversy; it shows a drunk girl about to be taken advantage of by some guys.  As it turns 
out, the whole thing was staged and now the men who were acting in the video are speaking out.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

MASK BANK ROBBER 

A suspected bank robber thought he'd fooled everyone thanks to the lifelike mask worn during the heist.  As it 
turns out, that mask was so distinctive that it ultimately brought the cops right to his front door!  Inside 
Edition’s own masked reporter explains how it all went down.  
 

SIMMONS BREAKS SILENCE 

Last time, Inside Edition reported about the concern for fitness guru Richard Simmons after he virtually 
disappeared from public view.  Now, Simmons is breaking his silence, sending a message to the world 
admitting that he is going through a tough time.  
 

DR. PHIL VS. MAMA JUNE 

There’s some tough love from TV's Dr. Phil as he comes down hard on Honey Boo Boo's mother, putting her 
on the hot seat about her connection with a convicted sex offender.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

METEOROLOGIST DEATH 

A promising young man with dreams of becoming a top weatherman is dead.  Some say it was a suicide, but his 
family believes it was murder.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 

QUARANTINED FAMILY 

During the Ebola scare there was lots of talk of being quarantined, but what's it really like to be cut off from the 
world?  One family has been quarantined for months inside their home.  Les Trent has their story.  
 

C BLOCK    

 

HASSELBECK BACK ON TV 

Elisabeth Hasselbeck reveals a terrifying medical scare.  Inside Edition reports.  
 

E BLOCK  

 

NAPKIN NOTES 

Inside Edition reports on a dad’s notes to his daughter. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 17, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: The secret lives of toddlers. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 17, 2014 

 

BILL COSBY LATEST 

It was a bizarre case of ‘the show must go on’ as Bill Cosby went forward with a stand up gig in 
Pennsylvania.  While he may be joking on stage, there was dead silence from the comedian when he was asked 
about allegations against him during an interview.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 

ANOTHER COSBY ACCUSER 

Last time, Inside Edition brought you the interview with a woman who claims that Bill Cosby took advantage of 
her at a young age.  Now, a second woman has come forward telling Inside Edition that she too was raped by 
Cosby.  In the past, Cosby has denied sexually assaulting anyone. 
 

SOLANGE GETS MARRIED 

It was a joyful weekend for Beyonce and her family as her younger sister Solange tied the knot in New Orleans 
and in true New Orleans style, there was literally dancing in the streets.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

FIGHT OVER FOOTBALL 

Fans at this weekend's Saints/Bengals game couldn’t believe their eyes when they saw a guy snatch a football 
that was intended for a girl in the stands.  As Megan Alexander reports, there's a happy ending to the story. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

GETTING BACK HER HOUSE 

How does anyone steal a house?  As it turns out, it's a lot easier than you might think.  Les Trent has the story of 
a woman who went to her second home and found that someone else had taken possession of it! 
 

SECRET LIFE OF TODDLERS 

Ever wonder what happens when your little one is supposed to be sleeping?  Inside Edition set up hidden 
cameras to peek into the secret life of toddlers and you may be surprised at what we caught on tape! 
 

C BLOCK    
 

JOHNNY DEPP DRUNK? 

People are still talking about Johnny Depp's award show moment when he appeared a bit tipsy on stage.  Inside 
Edition reports.  
 

E BLOCK  

 

RACE CAR KID 

Inside Edition shows video of something that’s not your average father/son ride. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 18, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  More on the Bill Cosby scandal. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 18, 2014 

 

COSBY MISTRESS SPEAKS 

The speculation continues over what comedian Bill Cosby may or may not have done to much younger women years 
ago.  Cosby's reps say he won’t be commenting on the rape allegations, but now the woman who was Cosby's mistress is 
speaking out saying her own experience mirrors the stories that are now being told by his alleged victims.  She spoke 
exclusively with Jim Moret. 
 
FREEZING WEATHER VIDEO 

Wherever you are in America, chances are it's cold.  In fact, every state in the union including Hawaii was below freezing 
on Tuesday.  As Inside Edition reports, that means people broke out their winter jackets and cameras!   

 

MANSON GETTING MARRIED 

Imagine a daughter coming home and announcing that she has found the man of her dreams and it's none other than 
convicted mass murderer Charles Manson.  That's the reality for one family because Manson is getting married.  Inside 
Edition spoke exclusively with the mother of the bride who won't be attending the wedding. 
 
COMET LANDING SHIRT 

The rocket scientist who led the mission that landed a space probe on a comet is tearfully apologizing for his fashion 
choices the day they made space history.  A lot of people found his shirt sexist and didn't hesitate to say so, sparking a 
controversy that Megan Alexander says is out of this world. 
 
HOME INVASION VIDEO 

It's never a good idea to try to break into someone's house, but it's a really bad idea to pick the house owned by a former 
member of the 82nd Airborne.  Steven Fabian has the story.  
 

B BLOCK 

 

PROSECUTOR VS. COSBY 

Bill Cosby has strenuously denied the sexual assault allegations being made against him with a clarification about a civil 
suit he says was resolved to the mutual satisfaction of both parties.  Someone not satisfied about that was a prosecutor 
who says he wanted Cosby criminally charged but admits they did not have enough evidence. 
 

SECRET LIFE OF DOGS 

It's estimated that almost half of the homes in America have at least one dog as a pet and at times those dogs are left home 
alone while their masters are away at work.  Ever wonder what they're up to?  As Inside Edition reports, you might be 
surprised at the secret life of dogs.  
 

C BLOCK    
 

BIZARRE INTERVIEW 

Inside Edition reports on a strange interview. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

SLEEPY KID 

Inside Edition shows video of a serious sleepyhead.  

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 19, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: More on the Bill Cosby scandal.  
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 19, 2014 

 

JANICE VS. COSBY 

Bill Cosby will not be going back on Primetime television any time soon.  NBC is confirming that, in the wake 
of all the sexual assault allegations, the network has decided not to go forward with a sitcom starring 
Cosby.  Meanwhile, more women are stepping forward to say they too were victims; the latest is former 
supermodel Janice Dickinson.  But as Diane McInerney reports, Cosby's reps say her story is a “complete lie”. 
 

COSBY LATEST 

Bill Cosby is finding himself on the hot seat about ugly accusations against him.  As Inside Edition reports, in a 
just-released interview, he is asked repeatedly about the scandal. 
 

SNOW TEAM 

They've gotten six feet of snow and it's still coming down in Buffalo, New York; the governor has declared a 
state of emergency.  People are stranded or snowed in.  Among the people stuck are a woman's basketball team 
which, as Steven Fabian reports, managed to make the best of it. 
 

SEXIEST MAN ALIVE 

Thor star Chris Hemsworth has just been named People magazine's sexiest man alive.  Inside Edition reports.  
 

KIM KARDASHIAN 

They say art is in the eye of the beholder and Kim Kardashian says her recent nude photos are art.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

CHRISTIANMINGLE ASSAULT 

An estimated 41 million Americans have tried an online dating site.  Some people assume there is a better 
caliber individual on the sites that appeal to a faith-based clientele, like ChristianMingle.  However, that 
couldn't have been farther from the truth for these women.  
 

“DRUNK” GIRL APOLOGY 

The other day, Inside Edition reported about the guys who say they were duped into acting like they were trying 
to pick up a drunk girl.  Now the so called drunk girl is apologizing and saying she was hoodwinked too. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

ONE ARMED WEIGHT LIFTER 

Inside Edition reports on a woman who is proof that anything is possible. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

DOLPHIN GIRL 

Inside Edition shows video of a dolphin who becomes fascinated by a young woman performing gymnastics at 
an aquarium! 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 20, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  The world’s biggest breast reduction.  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 20, 2014 

 

FERRIGNO’S WIFE COSBY 

The list of women coming forward to speak out against Bill Cosby is getting longer.  Now the wife of 
Incredible Hulk star Lou Ferrigno says that Cosby tried to sexually assault her when she was a teenager and she 
says the comedian's wife was asleep nearby when it happened. 
 

COSBY INTERVIEW DRAMA 

Yesterday, Inside Edition showed you how Bill Cosby stared down a reporter who brought up the allegations 
against him.  Now, new video that has been released shows the star putting pressure on the reporter not to air it.   
 

FSU SHOOTING BOOK BAG 

A student at Florida State University is glad he had his backpack handy because it may have saved his life.  The 
student was one of several hundred students who were in the university library when a deranged alum burst in 
firing away.   

 

MIKE NICHOLS DEATH 

The entertainment world is mourning the death of Mike Nichols.  The Oscar® winning director who was 
married to ABC's Diane Sawyer also launched a number of stars including Whoopi Goldberg, who broke down 
on the air while announcing the news.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

ROCK MEMORABILIA INVESTIGATION 

A signed piece of rock and roll memorabilia by music legends like Paul McCartney and Tammy Wynette seems 
like a wonderful gift for someone.  Often you can get them through charity auctions and help a good cause at 
the same time.  But how do you know it's real?  Lisa Guerrero went looking for answers. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

BIG BREAST REDUCTION 

A woman was big busted, not from surgery but a genetic abnormality.  Now as Inside Edition reports, she has 
found relief through surgery.  
 

E BLOCK  

 

SKATEBOARD IN HEAD 

Inside Edition shows video of an unlucky reporter who was wacked in the back of the head while reporting at a 
skateboard park in Venice Beach, California. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 21, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  More on the Bill Cosby scandal. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 21, 2014 

TONIGHT SHOW COSBY 

Throughout his career, Bill Cosby was one of The Tonight Show's most frequent guests.  Now there’s a shocking claim as 
a former actress has come forward saying Cosby sexually assaulted her backstage during the Johnny Carson era at the 
Tonight Show when they were both guests.  Cosby’s attorney vehemently denies her claims.  She spoke with Jim Moret. 

 

COSBY LATEST 

Scandal may have cost Bill Cosby a number of TV deals, but he still has his fans.  The embattled entertainer just received 
a standing ovation from a packed audience and in a stunning moment in his routine, Cosby appeared to make reference to 
the allegations, saying some now think he is an "evil man".  Diane McInerney has details.  

 

TEACHER POOL DRAMA 

A California gym teacher is facing charges that he mistreated a student after he was caught on camera trying to drag the 
student into a swimming pool.  The student didn't want to go in the pool and, apparently, the teacher wouldn't take no for 
an answer.  The student spoke exclusively with Steven Fabian. 

 

SNOW SAFETY 

The northeast is still recovering from the epic snowstorm that came early this year; many residents are now digging their 
way out of their homes.  With several deaths already blamed on shoveling-related heart attacks, it's important to know the 
right way to shovel snow safely.  Les Trent shows you how. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

GOLDEN GLOBES GIRL 

One of the perks of growing up in Hollywood is you might be the next Miss Golden Globes.  As Inside Edition reports, 
today one lucky young lady has been given the title. 
 

COUNTRY STARS COME OUT 

As Inside Edition reports, some country music stars are coming out for the first time.  
 

NATIONAL ANTHEM CRISIS 

Inside Edition reports on what happens when a singer's microphone dies in the middle of the national anthem before a 
game between the Toronto Maple Leafs and the Nashville Predators.  
 
C BLOCK    
 

ALZHEIMER’S MOM 

Families hit by Alzheimer's disease deal with the regular heartbreak of seeing their loved ones physically present, but 
mentally slipping away.  However, sometimes miracles happen, if only for an instant.  Inside Edition reports on the story 
of twins whose mother no longer recognized them. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

DOG CHASES BURGLAR 

Inside Edition shows video that explains why a burglar fled from a house so quickly. 
 

***FOR NOVEMBER 24, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  The Bill Cosby Scandal – Camille’s story. 

 

 

 

 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 24, 2014 

AMA’S 2014 

Call it girls night out at the American Music Awards as the ladies wowed with both their performances and plenty of 
wins.  As Les Trent reports, there was a lot of booty on stage despite a pre-show booty warning. 
 

COSBY LATEST 

The Bill Cosby scandal shows no signs of abating.  19 women have come forward to say they were sexually assaulted by 
Cosby in a series of incidents that go as far back as the late 1960s.  Now more of the women are breaking their silence to 
Inside Edition.  In a statement, Cosby's attorney denies the allegations, calling them ridiculous and unsubstantiated.  Diane 
McInerney reports. 
 
WARNING FROM COSBY 

As the accusers grow in number, one radio station offered a bounty to hecklers who interrupt Cosby's live show, but as 
Steven Fabian reports, Cosby had a warning for them. 
 

POTTY MOUTH PRINCESSES 

The potty mouth princesses are back.  This time little girls who portrayed foul mouthed princesses have been transformed 
through makeup into domestic abuse victims and they're getting just as much flack.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CHRISTMAS TREE CONTROVERSY 

There's a tree in one town that is so pathetic it has been called the saddest thing ever by some townspeople.  Les Trent has 
this little Christmas story. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

The holiday shopping season is cranking into high gear which means lots of shopping and shipping, but if you have a 
problem, woe be unto you if you need to talk to customer service.  As Lisa Guerrero reports, depending on who you're 
trying to reach, you might have a better shot at winning the lottery than getting a human on the line. 
 

NARCOLEPTIC STUDENT 

Narcolepsy is the name for a condition in which people suddenly and inexplicably fall asleep.  When one young woman 
posted a video of what life is like with the condition, millions of people watched.  Megan Alexander has her story. 
 
C BLOCK    
 

GRUMPY CAT MOVIE 

Grumpy cat is going big time!  First she burned up the internet and now the perennially pouty pussycat is starring in her 
own TV movie.  Steven Fabian caught up with the grumpy cat-turned-movie-star. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

GREAT CATCH 

Inside Edition reports on the catch seen around the world. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 25, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  Bill Cosby and the Playboy connection...what a former Playboy centerfold says will shock 
you.  What happened when he partied at the Playboy mansion? 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 25, 2014 

FERGUSON DAY AFTER 

The clean-up is on in a very tense Ferguson, Missouri as violent protests roiled overnight after the grand jury 
looking into the Michael Brown killing said it would not indict the cop who shot him.  The family of the slain 
teen asked people to channel their frustration in a positive manner but as Diane McInerney reports, in a 
shocking video, the stepfather of the victim is caught urging people to burn things down.   

 

TWITTER REACTION FERGUSON 

Ferguson Missouri wasn't the only thing to erupt after the announcement.  Social media was on fire with 3 and a 
half million tweets sent about the decision within the first three hours after it was released.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

OFFICER WILSON PHOTOS 

In releasing its decision, the grand jury also released the evidence upon which it based it, including the 
testimony and photos of Officer Darren Wilson, the cop who shot Michael Brown.  Jim Moret reports on what 
that evidence reveals. 

 

UVA RAPE VICTIM 

A UVA student has come forward telling Rolling Stone magazine a harrowing account of being gang raped at a 
frat party and she's not alone.  One-in-five women will be sexually assaulted in college.  In fact, with 
Thanksgiving upon us, we are just coming to the end of what's considered the most dangerous time for 
coeds.  The Rolling Stone student is remaining anonymous, but another student says it also happened to her. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

BILL COSBY PLAYBOY 

Is there a Playboy connection to some of the women who say they were sexually assaulted by comedian Bill 
Cosby?  There are now twenty women who've come forward and as Diane McInerney reports, some of them 
had posed for Playboy.  Cosby's attorney has called the allegations ridiculous and unsubstantiated.   
 

BLACK FRIDAY SECRETS 

Black Friday got its name because, typically, those sales put stores in the black for the year.  However, you may 
be spending more green on Black Friday than you need to.  Inside Edition is spilling the beans on some Black 
Friday secrets. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

BETTE VS. ARIANA 

It's Bette Midler vs. Ariana Grande!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

TREADMILL CREATURE 

Inside Edition shows video of a dog wearing a teddy bear costume and walking on a treadmill. 

 

***FOR NOVEMBER 26, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  The Ferguson crisis echoes across America. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 26, 2014 

 

FERGUSON RIOTS NIGHT TWO 

It was another night of unrest in cities across America as protestors took to the streets angry about the grand 
jury decision in Ferguson, Missouri.  However, among the chaos there were some inspiring stories, including 
one of a woman who put her own safety on the line to protect the local pizza restaurant.  Jim Moret has details.  
 

OFFICER WILSON SPEAKS 

Officer Darren Wilson is sharing what went through his mind as he confronted Michael Brown.  Did he do the 
right thing?  Police experts who are weighing in on Wilson's actions have conflicting views.  Les Trent reports.  
 

CANSECO BREAKUP 

There’s more drama for disgraced former baseball great Jose Canseco.  Recently, Inside Edition reported about 
how he accidentally shot off his finger.  Now he's involved in a war of words after breaking up with his former 
fiancée.  Diane McInerney has this exclusive interview.  
 

BETTE AND ARIANA 

Inside Edition reports on round two in the war of words between Bette Midler and Ariana Grande. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

ANGELINA SMOKES 

There’s stunning news about Oscar® winner Angelina Jolie.  After her very public surgery to prevent cancer, it 
turns out that she's still smoking!  Inside Edition reports.  
 

DEBT COLLECTOR INVESTIGATION 

Even before the holiday shopping season gets into full swing, 35% of Americans are so in debt that they've been 
reported to collection agencies.  However, not all those debt collectors operate on the up and up, so the Inside 
Edition I-Squad went undercover to find out what's going on.  Lisa Guerrero reports. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

DEVON STILL AND DAUGHTER 

Inside Edition reports on a father/daughter duo inspiring people everywhere. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

OLD MAN CHIN UPS 

Inside Edition shows video that’s proof that you’re never too old to work out. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 27, 2014 

 

JUST ‘PLANE’ RUDE 

It's the busiest travel season of the year and you definitely don't want to find yourself on a plane next to one of 
these guys: a passenger with no shirt and a man resting his feet on another passenger's arm rest.  Now, as Steven 
Fabian reports, there is a campaign to put an end to these passengers who are just plain rude.  
 

SCAMMING THE SCAMMERS 

It’s estimated that Americans lose about $200 million a year to telephone scammers, people who phone or email 
unsuspecting individuals who unwittingly share their financial information with them.  Now, some would-be 
victims are turning the tables, scamming the scammers and recording themselves as they do it.   
 

DISCOUNT INVESTIGATION 

Shopping is in high gear now as the countdown to Christmas begins and to find a bargain millions will flock to 
outlet malls this holiday season in search of great deals.  However, if you're one of those shoppers who think 
you're getting a bargain, you might be disappointed.  Lisa Guerrero reports. 
 

HEIMLICH COP SPEAKS 

One lady is very thankful this Thanksgiving.  She blew through a red light and got pulled over by a cop and as a 
result that may have saved her life.  Now, meet the hero Heimlich cop who saved her life. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

ROCCO LOW CAL THANKSGIVING 

It's estimated that the average American consumes 4500 calories on thanksgiving, but if you're looking for a 
healthier alternative, look no further than the meal one celebrity chef is whipping up for us!  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

LIFE TIPS 

One of the biggest complaints busy people make is: "I just don’t have the time".  Now Inside Edition has the 
best time-saving tricks to make your life a little easier.    
 

C BLOCK    
 

VOLCANO DUDE 

Inside Edition reports on a place you or I will definitely never go - right into a fiery volcano! 
 

E BLOCK  

 

VACATION SURPRISE 

Inside Edition reports on the best vacation ever. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR NOVEMBER 28, 2014 

 

SHOPPING SAFETY TIPS 

The Friday after Thanksgiving is known as Black Friday, the busiest shopping day of the year.  Before you go 
out shopping make sure you're not a target for thieves.  Victoria Recano reports on what to do to protect 
yourself this gift giving season. 
 

CROSSFIRE FAMILY 

A family was riding in their car when out of nowhere they were caught in a hail of bullets.  As Jim Moret 
reports, they had gotten caught in police crossfire and they captured the whole scary scene on video. 
 

PAM ANDERSON EX BF 

Pam Anderson recently shocked the world when she said that as a teen she had been sexually assaulted by her 
first boyfriend and his friends; she didn't name names.  Now, in an Inside Edition exclusive, one of Pam's early 
boyfriends says he never mistreated her and wonders why Pam never told him about her traumatic ordeal.    
 

RING DETECTIVE 

When one mom’s wedding ring was stolen she didn't rely on police to get the ring back on her hand.  As Inside 
Edition reports, she became her own amateur detective. 
 

PATCH ADAMS GIRL SPEAKS 

This will no doubt be a tough holiday season for the family of Robin Williams; their first since the comedian 
took his own life.  Someone else missing Robin is the young cancer patient who starred alongside him in Patch 

Adams.  Now she remembers the late star in an Inside Edition interview. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

SHARK ATTACKS CAMERA 

You already know you don’t want to be bitten by a great white shark.  Inside Edition shows video straight into 
the jaws of a shark as it attacks a remote controlled camera.  
 

HANDSOME MUG FAMILY 

Remember that ex-con Inside Edition reported about who is so handsome that his mug shot became an internet 
sensation?  How did he end up behind bars?  In an Inside Edition exclusive, the man's wife and mother are 
speaking out.  Jim Moret has details. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

SCENT MARKETING 

While doing your holiday shopping you may notice strong aromas coming from different stores that lure you 
inside.  As Inside Edition reports, that’s no accident.  There's a good reason why your nose is working 
overtime.   
 

E BLOCK  

 

DRAG RACE GRANNY 

Inside Edition reports on a lady who likes it when you say go granny go! 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 1, 2014 

 

PIG ON PLANE 

A lady trying to fly home was kicked off the plane along with her pet pig when it appeared that the critter was about to 
create a pig sty in the sky.  Steven Fabian has the story. 
 
SASHA AND MALIA 

A congressional aide has resigned after lashing out at the first daughters who were by their father's side when he did the 
annual pardoning of the White House turkey.  White House children have always been considered off limits and as Inside 
Edition reports, the reaction to the aide's cruel comments was swift and fierce. 
 
RAMS FERGUSON PROTEST 

The NFL says it won’t be taking any action against those St. Louis Rams players who entered the stadium with their 
hands up in a show of solidarity for the people of Ferguson.  The unrest in the wake of the grand jury's decision not to 
indict the police officer who shot Michael Brown is also the subject of a high level meeting at the White House.  Steven 
Fabian has more. 
             
RAY RICE WIFE SPEAKS 

Ray Rice is officially free to rejoin an NFL team thanks to a federal judge's ruling on Friday.  His wife is now sharing 
what she went through in the months following that attack in the elevator by the man who's now her husband.  Was she 
telling the complete truth during her interview?  Inside Edition asked a body language specialist to analyze the video. 
 

STAR WARS TRAILER 

When's the last time you went to the movies and people gave the trailer for a coming attraction a standing ovation?  That's 
the reaction from fans to the new Star Wars trailer and as Inside Edition reports there's also a little controversy in it too. 
 
B BLOCK 

 
NICKI MINAJ 

Nicki Minaj has been officially dubbed “her royal hotness”.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

SECURITY LINES 

If you traveled by air this holiday weekend it's a pretty good bet that things didn't go smoothly.  Long lines, some as much 
as a mile, were the order of the day at countless airports.  However, as Inside Edition reports, those in the know didn't 
have to deal with such hassles.   
 
C BLOCK    
 

BOB HOPE BOOK 

Was Bob Hope really a Casanova?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

HALF TIME PROPOSAL 

Inside Edition shows video of a sweet wedding proposal. 
 

***FOR DECEMBER 2, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  Real Housewives pit-bull attack!  
 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 2, 2014 

 

REPO MAN HERO 

It was like a scene from a movie! Police were in hot pursuit of a suspected car thief who attempted to make his 
getaway on a skateboard. Inside Edition reports on the repo man who stepped in to save the day. 
 

FERGUSON UPDATE 

With the nation’s attention focused on Ferguson a new poll shows a deep racial divide on the issue. Meanwhile, 
tensions are rising from the crisis played out in a dramatic confrontation in another state when a police officer 
and civilian videotaped each other. 
 

HEIDI KLUM BIKINI DEBATE 

Supermodel Heidi Klum hit the beach in a revealing bikini. Now, her swimsuit of choice is making some big 
waves. Inside Edition has the scoop. 
 

ANACONDA STUNT 

Eaten Alive! That’s what happened to a wild life adventurer who was swallowed by a giant anaconda for a 
television special. Now, he’s giving Inside Edition more details on what it was like to literally find himself in 
the belly of the beast. 
 

FROZEN FAMILY 

Frozen is Disney’s most lucrative animated film of all time.  Inside Edition reports on a family who figured out 
how to cash in on the craze…to the tune of $10,000 a month! 
 

B BLOCK 

 

DOCTOR GOES WILD 

A man was caught on camera going wild in the back of a police car. So who was the man under arrest?  It may 
surprise you to learn he was a physician. 
 

RAY RICE SPEAKS 

Disgraced football player Ray Rice continues his campaign for public rehabilitation. This time he’s joining his 
wife Janay and asking for a second chance.  
 

C BLOCK    
 

THE REAL HOUSEWIVES’ PIT BULL 

Inside Edition reports on an elderly woman who says she was viciously attacked by a television personality’s 
dog. 
 

E BLOCK  

A SPECIAL BIRTHDAY GIFT 

Inside Edition takes a look at a little girl who was overjoyed when she received a kitten for her birthday. 
 
***FOR DECEMBER 3, 2014***On the next Inside Edition:  Go behind the scenes at the Victoria’s Secret 
Fashion Show. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 3, 2014 

 

FERGUSON LATEST 

No indictment.  That's the word from a New York City grand jury considering charges in a highly publicized case 
involving a man who died after being put in a police choke hold.  As Inside Edition reports, the decision is coming on the 
heels of the crisis in Ferguson and it is certain to get a lot of reaction. 
 

COSBY LAWSUIT FILED 

Bill Cosby is facing new claims from a woman who has sued him and says he molested her when she was only 15 years 
old.  This is the first lawsuit coming from any of Cosby's recent accusers.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
BURT REYNOLDS AUCTION 

70's heartthrob Burt Reynolds wants the world to know that he is not broke.  The Smokey and the Bandit star is holding an 
auction and selling off hundreds of personal items and that triggered speculation that the actor was in dire financial straits. 
 
JUSTIN BIEBER JINX 

Justin Bieber may make teen girls swoon, but sports fans are in fear of catching Bieber fever.  They believe the pop singer 
is a jinx. 
 

VICTORIA’S SECRET SHOW 

It's the fashion event of the year.  This time, Victoria's Secret's bevy of beauties descended on London and it was as sexy 
as ever.  As Inside Edition reports, there was one little mishap when singer Ariana Grande got whacked in the face. 
 
B BLOCK 

 
NANCY SNYDERMAN 

A respected TV doctor who was criticized for breaking her self-imposed Ebola quarantine is now back at work.  As Inside 
Edition reports, Dr. Nancy Snyderman says she’s very sorry for inciting fear in her home town. 
 

STOLEN VALOR 

A suspected case of stolen valor has led to an epic confrontation at the mall.  A real American warrior thought he spotted 
a military impersonator wearing our nation's uniform.  What happened next was very loud and it was all caught-on-tape. 
 
C BLOCK    
 

PRANK KID FALL 

Inside Edition reports on a shocking video which shows a child falling over a bannister.  Is it real? 

 

E BLOCK  

 

SUPER DOG 

Inside Edition shows video of a dressed up dog running on a treadmill. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 4, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  What one woman did to save the life of her long lost brother…they didn’t even know each 
other. 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 4, 2014 

 

ERIC GARNER UPDATE 

The nation's largest city is bracing for more chaos on the streets tonight in the wake of that controversial decision by a 
grand jury that cleared a cop in the death of a New York City street vendor.  Was it an illegal chokehold or a legitimate 
technique to subdue a suspect resisting arrest?  Steven Fabian has the latest. 
 
GRAND JURY REACTION 

There is plenty of raw emotion and anguish out there and it's being expressed on social media and on the air as celebrities 
and regular people react to the grand jury's decision.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

MARIAH CAREY 

Protestors marched to Rockefeller Center but failed to stop the famous Christmas tree lighting ceremony.  Everyone’s 
talking about Mariah Carey’s performance.  As Inside Edition reports, everything seemed to go wrong when she sang her 
signature holiday song “All I Want for Christmas Is You". 
 

TRACY MORGAN 

It's a long hard road to recovery for comedian Tracy Morgan after he was seriously injured when a truck collided into his 
vehicle six months ago.  Now, Jim Moret has new heart wrenching video of his struggles. 

 

CHIMNEY BOY 

Everyone knows Santa Claus finds his way into people's homes down the chimney if there is one.  One young boy decided 
that that might also be a good way to enter his home when he forgot his keys; you can guess how that turned out.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

CLIFF MURDER 

She was a wealthy and successful doctor who mysteriously fell off a cliff to her death.  Now, two years later, her husband 
has been charged with her murder and prosecutors are looking into the circumstances behind the death of his first wife, 
which was ruled an accident.  He has pled not guilty.   
 
FLU UPDATE 

The Centers for Disease Control just announced that this year's flu vaccine is not effective against the current strain of the 
virus, but as Inside Edition reports, there are steps you can take to stay healthy. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

LUCY LOST TAPE 

Inside Edition reports on a special treat for Lucille Ball fans:  the "I Love Lucy Christmas Special" with never-before-seen 
footage! 
 

E BLOCK  

 

BAD SHEEP 

Inside Edition shows video of a sheep. 
 

***FOR DECEMBER 5, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: How to protect yourself with ordinary items. 
 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 5, 2014 

COSBY SHOCKER 

There are new shocking accusations against Bill Cosby.  A former Playboy bunny says the legendary star sexually 
assaulted at least 12 bunnies back in the 60's and those alleged victims are now too afraid to come forward.  The star has 
not commented on this allegation, but his lawyer has repeatedly denied such accusations.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

PETER PAN REVIEWS 

The highly anticipated live TV production of Peter Pan is history and now, as Inside Edition reports, the reviews are 
coming in.  
 

MARK WAHLBERG PARDON? 

Superstar Mark Wahlberg has never made a secret about an ugly criminal arrest that took place in his youth.  Now he 
wants to clear his record and is asking the governor of his home state for a pardon.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ERIC GARNER NEW INFO 

As protests continue around the country over the Eric Garner grand jury decision, new information suggests it was more 
than a chokehold that led to the street vendor's death at the hands of a New York City cop.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

CHIMNEY BOY UPDATE 

Last time, Inside Edition reported about the boy who tried to shimmy down the chimney of his home after he forgot his 
keys.  He’s now talking about that wacky ordeal. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

ANGELINA JOLIE  

Call her superhero Angelina as the star recently came to the aid of a stricken fan.  Inside Edition reports.   
 

SAFETY CHECK 

The holiday shopping season is in full swing and it's also a time when we see a big jump in robberies.  Security experts 
say there are ways to protect yourself using your street smarts.  As Inside Edition reports, there are everyday items that 
can be used as weapons to help you fend off an attacker.  
 

COP SHOOTS WOMAN IN EYE 

As the debate over police interaction with suspects continues to rage across the nation, Inside Edition reports on the story 
of a woman who was shot in the eye by a cop.  The question is was excessive force used? 

 
C BLOCK    
 

SEXY SWIMSUITS 

If you’re in the market for a new swimsuit Inside Edition has the perfect solution for women of all shapes and sizes. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

TARGET SPEECH 

Inside Edition reports on a pep talk video that went viral. 
 

***FOR DECEMBER 8, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: The royals coming to America - Will and Kate in the U.S. for the holidays - Inside their 
whirlwind visit. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 8, 2014 

ROYALS IN NEW YORK 

They've rolled out the red carpet in New York as Britain's Prince William and Duchess Kate make their first official visit to the 
Big Apple.  While William's head is the one that will one day receive Britain's crown, it's Kate that New Yorkers seem to be 
crazy for.  Steven Fabian has more. 
 

AMAL CLOONEY PREGNANT? 

Thanks to what could just be the design of her coat, there are rumors that Amal Clooney is pregnant.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

UVA ‘JACKIE’ CONTROVERSY 

A blogger has revealed the name of the woman he says is making the rape allegations at the University of Virginia and now he 
is being blasted on social media.  The woman's name was made public in the wake of Rolling Stone's acknowledgement that it 
erred in not checking out more of her story.  Les Trent has the latest on the controversy surrounding the alleged rape victim 
known as 'Jackie’.  

 

COSBY LATEST 

Playboy founder Hugh Hefner is speaking out saying he is saddened by the wave of allegations against his longtime friend Bill 
Cosby and Hefner's mansion is coming under scrutiny by police as so many alleged victims say they were accosted while at the 
Playboy mansion.  Hefner says he would never tolerate this kind of behavior regardless of who was involved.  Megan 
Alexander has the latest. 
 
PRESIDENT ACID REFLUX 

President Obama's been complaining of a sore throat for the last few weeks.  As it turns out, he has acid reflux.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

ANNIE 

The original Annie meets the new one as the latest version of the movie classic gets ready to hit the big screen. 
 

EATEN ALIVE SCAM 

It's hard to say who’s angrier - the anaconda who didn't get dinner or the TV viewers who didn't get the death-defying stunt they 
thought they were tuning in for!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WHO ARE THE FURRIES? 

Who's got it in for people who like to dress up in furry costumes?  A convention of furries was disrupted by what appears to 
have been an intentional chemical leak, but who, or what, are the furries?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

C BLOCK    

 
GREEK DIET 

More people gain weight in December and the weight we gain usually doesn't get lost, but what if you could load up and still 
lose weight?  Les Trent reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

FLYING GYMNAST 

Inside Edition shows video of what may be the best gymnastic performance ever!    
 

***FOR DECEMBER 9, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: The most romantic proposal ever - on top of a mountain!  The magical story behind the photograph 
that everyone's talking about.  Did she say yes?  

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 9, 2014 

ROYALS IN NEW YORK 

Britain's Prince William and Duchess Kate are wrapping up their New York City trip with a visit to the 9/11 memorial.  The 
night before, they took in their first pro basketball game and although the royals were clearly well briefed for their trip, it seems 
they didn't know what they were supposed to do when they got caught on the kiss cam!  Inside Edition reports. 
 

ERIC GARNER PROTESTS 

Protests continued in spots around the country over those controversial police confrontations, including in California where a 
group shut down a highway and brought a train to a halt.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BROOKLYN KNIFE ATTACK 

Another deadly police shooting is in the spotlight.  The question being asked is were cops right to shoot?  This time it happened 
after a dramatic stand-off with a knife-wielding man in New York.  Police confronted the man and got him to drop the weapon, 
but when he lunged and grabbed it a moment later, shots flew and a cell phone was rolling. 

 

OBAMA ON COLBERT 

President Obama ditched the White House Monday night for an appearance on Stephen Colbert's program. As Inside Edition 
reports, with the help of Colbert's comedy writers, he got off a few zingers. 
 

BASKETBALL PLAYER CRIES 

NBA star John Wall befriended a young girl with cancer and when he was asked in a post-game interview about her death 
earlier this week, he couldn't contain his emotions. 
 

B BLOCK 

 
FORMER BIGGEST LOSER CONTESTANT GAINS WEIGHT 

The woman who worried TV viewers with her massive weight loss on Biggest Loser has put a few pounds on and she's glad 
about it.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

JANICE DICKINSON 

Former supermodel Janice Dickinson says Bill Cosby sexually assaulted her and when she talked about it on TV Monday night 
she became wildly emotional.  Cosby’s lawyer says Dickinson’s claim is a ‘complete lie’.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

WEDDING PROPOSAL 

You may have seen a dramatic photo which shows a man proposing to his beloved on a mountaintop.  It was complete 
happenstance that the photo was snapped and even more amazing that the couple was identified!  Les Trent reports on how it all 
happened. 
 

C BLOCK    

 
ANDREW DICE CLAY 

He shot to fame with his foul mouthed humor and now Andrew Dice Clay has written a memoir.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

KID GOLFER 

Inside Edition shows video of a little golfer who hates missing putts. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 10, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: Actress Lena Dunham controversy.  What she wrote in her bestselling new book that has her in hot 
water.  Was she really assaulted when she was in college? 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 10, 2014 

ANGELINA JOLIE 

The email hack that's been tormenting the bosses at Sony pictures has now ensnared Angelina Jolie.  As Inside Edition reports, 
the Oscar® winning actress is called a spoiled brat in leaked emails between a powerful producer and the head of the studio. 
 

FUR THEFT 

How does anyone simply walk into a fancy fur store and shoplift a $180,000 fur coat?  Inside Edition reports. 

 

ROYALS FINAL NIGHT 

Prince William and Duchess Kate wowed New Yorkers this week with their quick visit to the Big Apple and Kate won even 
more plaudits with her fashion choice for her final event.  As Steven Fabian reports, she wore an evening gown she's worn 
several times before. 

 

LENA DUNHAM APOLOGY 

Inside Edition reports on an apology from actress Lena Dunham.  In her book she talks about being assaulted by a guy named 
Barry in college.  However, by not making it clear that she used a pseudonym, a real guy named Barry has been wrongly 
believed to be the guy!  Now she's saying she's sorry. 

 

MYSTERY WOMAN 

Who’s the mystery woman being seen around Los Angeles?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

END-OF-YEAR 

Three weeks from now we'll be closing the books on 2014, but folks have already been taking stock on the year.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

RESCUE AT SEA 

Inside Edition reports on a rescue involving a fisherman who'd been given up for dead and lost at sea for nearly two weeks! 
 
BEAUTY TIPS 

With so many holiday events and parties and all the rushing around, it's tough to stay on top of a beauty regime, so Inside 
Edition spoke to the stars who seem to always look good and asked for their quick easy beauty tips! 
 

C BLOCK    

 
CHRISTMAS COPS 

Inside Edition reports on a cop who's giving Santa Claus a helping hand. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

DOG INTO OVEN 

Inside Edition shows video of a kitchen collision.   

 

***FOR DECEMBER 11, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: Is she too beautiful to be a cop?  What one young woman says happened to her when she was at the 
police academy. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 11, 2014 

 

SONY EMAILS LATEST 

When you write down what you really think, sometimes it can come back to haunt you.  Some top execs at Sony and other 
Hollywood big wigs are finding that having your private emails made public is downright embarrassing.  Another wave of 
hacked emails has been released and Les Trent says they insult people all the way to the Oval Office. 
 
GOLDEN GLOBES 

The bad week continues for Angelina Jolie as the Golden Globe nominations are out and the Oscar® winner was snubbed 
when it came to the film she directed, Unbroken. 
 
MARK WAHLBERG 

He's a huge star today, but when he was sixteen Mark Wahlberg beat up a man and later went to prison for assault.  Now 
the stranger he beat all those years ago is speaking out saying he forgives him. 
 

SEX OFFENDER LOTTERY 

The good news for one guy is that he won millions in the lottery.  The bad news is the publicity reminded everyone that he 
was a convicted sex offender.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ELEVATOR FREAKOUT 

325 million elevator rides happen every day in the U.S.  As Inside Edition reports, one didn't go quite right and, for the 
guy who got stuck, things went from bad to worse. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

WHOOPI GOLDBERG 

Whoopi Goldberg may be many things, but gassy, she says, isn't one of them.  Yesterday it appears that an ill-timed 
emission cleared the set on The View, but today, Whoopi says if something did happen it wasn't her.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

COSBY LATEST 

Another woman is coming forward saying Bill Cosby also drugged her.  Now it's former supermodel Beverly Johnson 
who is adding her story to the more than two dozen that have come forward in recent weeks.  Cosby has repeatedly denied 
all the accusations being made against him.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

MAN-MADE DIAMONDS 

December is a busy month for diamond sales.  However, these days, something new is creeping in on sales of those 
sparklers.  They are real diamonds, but they're half the price and they don’t come from a mine.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
C BLOCK    
 

CRACKER BARREL CAR 

Inside Edition reports on a tip one waitress will never forget. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

BOY AND TWIN SISTERS 

Inside Edition shows video of a boy who can’t seem to wrap his head around the fact that his baby sisters look exactly 
alike. 
 

***FOR DECEMBER 12, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: The Harvard professor versus the Chinese restaurant. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 12, 2014 

BEVERLY JOHNSON 

Inside Edition reports on a bombshell revelation from legendary supermodel Beverly Johnson as she has added her name 
to the long list of women making devastating allegations about Bill Cosby.  Cosby's representatives have repeatedly 
denied all of the allegations being made against him.  The supermodel sat down with Jim Moret to tell her story. 
 
SONY EMAIL LATEST 

The fallout grows from those hacked emails at Sony pictures.  More embarrassing details keep being made public, while 
concerns that North Korea could be behind it led to one of the most bizarre movie premieres ever.  As Steven Fabian 
reports, it was a publicity event without the press. 
 
CHINESE RESTAURANT FLAP 

A mix-up in pricing led to a restaurant patron being charged $4 more than he expected.  That led to practically a 
declaration of war as the customer who happens to be a high-profile professor at Harvard business school went ballistic 
over the $4 he says he was overcharged.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD COFFIN 

Inside Edition reports on one of the weirdest property fights we've ever heard of over the coffin of Lee Harvey Oswald, 
the man arrested for the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.  You won’t believe what some people say that coffin 
might be worth.  
 
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM 

It was a big night for the Night at the Museum franchise with the premiere of the latest installment, a film which also turns 
out to be Robin Williams' last movie. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

BARBARA WALTERS 

Barbara Walters is back on TV, this time with her most fascinating people TV special.  Les Trent reports. 
 

MORE BEVERLY JOHNSON 

Inside Edition shows more from our interview with former supermodel Beverly Johnson.  She says she considers herself 
lucky that she was not raped by Bill Cosby and you might be surprised by what she says about Cosby's wife Camille.  As 
Jim Moret reports, Johnson says when she called to confront Cosby she connected with his wife instead.  Cosby's 
representatives have repeatedly denied all of the allegations being made against him.     
 
C BLOCK    
 

PRICE IS RIGHT MODEL 

The models on Price Is Right have always been attractive and the latest model is a guy.  Inside Edition reports.   
 
E BLOCK  

 

SOLDIER SURPRISE 

Inside Edition reports on a surprise homecoming. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 15, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  The most expensive house for sale in America.  Can you believe 23 bathrooms? 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 15, 2014 

CHICKENPOX ANGELINA 

Angelina Jolie’s rough month has just gotten worse.  After getting slammed in those leaked Sony emails and shut out from 
a Golden Globe nomination, she now says she's has chickenpox.  As Inside Edition reports, the question is was she 
contagious when this photo was taken? 

 
WHOOPI VS. BEVERLY 

There was an awkward moment on The View as supermodel Beverly Johnson came on to talk about the time she says Bill 
Cosby drugged  her.  As Inside Edition reports, Whoopi Goldberg asked her some tough questions. 
 

OPRAH’S MESSAGE 

Oprah Winfrey has a message to those protesting police brutality: if you want to be heard, she says, you need to be 
peaceful.  Oprah spoke out at the premiere of the new movie Selma.   
 
AUSSIE HOSTAGE DRAMA 

The end of a hostage standoff by a self-proclaimed Muslim cleric in Australia is the beginning of the questions here at 
home.  Could it happen here?  The terrorist with jihadist beliefs held a group hostage for nearly 17 hours before police 
ended it all with stun grenades and gunfire. 
 
LUCKIEST BABY IN THE WORLD 

Saturday was a great day to have a baby and if your baby arrived at 10:11 some say the child is particularly 
blessed.  Inside Edition explains why. 
 
B BLOCK 

 

UVA LATEST 

There are more questions about the Rolling Stone article about the alleged rape at the University of Virginia.  Two friends 
of the alleged victim have come public and say the magazine, which never contacted them, got it wrong.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

TAYLOR SWIFT BIRTHDAY 

Taylor Swift just celebrated a big birthday and she got a special treat from her fans. 
 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING 

There are only 10 shopping days left until Christmas, but worry not.  As Inside Edition reports, there's a cool new app 
available that could save you time and money. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

MOST EXPENSIVE HOME 

If you are rolling in dough, Inside Edition reports on a house for you!            
 
E BLOCK  

 

GUILTY DOG? 

Denver the guilty-looking dog is back!  Denver became a viral sensation four years ago when he was caught eating cat 
treats.  Now he's being a guilty rascal again, this time for chewing up the Christmas ornaments! 
 

***FOR DECEMBER 16, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  17 hours of terror.  Inside the hostage drama that gripped the world.  What the hostages were 
forced to do. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 16, 2014 

SONY LATEST 

There’s a shocking threat from the group that has been leaking data from Sony Pictures.  The group is 
threatening to blow up every single theater which shows the new movie The Interview.  In a message that 
invokes the 9/11 terror attack, the attackers say the world will be 'full of fear'.  Les Trent has the latest. 
 

KATHIE LEE GIFFORD COSBY 

After weeks of allegations, Bill Cosby's family is coming to his defense; first his wife Camille and now his 
daughter Evin.  Even as they speak out there comes another accusation.  As Inside Edition reports, this one is 
from one of the most familiar faces on morning TV, Kathie Lee Gifford.  She says Cosby once tried to kiss 
her.  Mr. Cosby's representative has issued a blanket denial of all the claims. 
 

TRACY MORGAN OUTRAGE 

Comedian Tracy Morgan suffered devastating injuries when his limo was struck by a tractor trailer on a New 
Jersey freeway.  However, today a website claims that he's exaggerating his injuries to increase the financial 
settlement he's seeking and as Inside Edition reports, that has Morgan's fans furious. 
 

AUSSIE REPORTER CRIES 

The people of Australia are still coming to grips with the horrific hostage crisis that ended in gunfire after a 16 
hour standoff.  For one newscaster, the news hit much too close to home causing the TV anchor to break down 
in tears when she realized one of the victims was her friend.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

CARRIE UNDERWOOD 

Country star Carrie Underwood is a few months away from becoming a mom and on the red carpet Monday 
night she left no doubt that she'll be a hot one.   
 

B BLOCK 

 

BRITNEY’S NEW GUY 

Britney Spears is hot and in love.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

YOUNG INVESTOR HOAX 

If the idea that a 17-year-old kid amassed $72 million dollars trading stocks sounded too good to be true, that's 
because it was.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

GIFT WRAPPING SECRETS 

Inside Edition reveals gift wrapping secrets. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

TURTLE FRIEND 

Inside Edition shows video of a turtle’s friend coming to the rescue. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 17, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition:  The story behind the most popular Christmas song of all time. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 17, 2014 

MOVIE TERROR THREAT 

The threats to theaters planning on showing the Seth Rogen and James Franco movie The Interview seem to be 
working.  Several major theater chains say they will not be showing the movie and the film's stars have cancelled a number of 
personal appearances.  As Inside Edition reports, the fallout has Hollywood in a panic during one of the busiest box office times 
of the year.    
 

STEPHEN COLLINS 

Former 7th Heaven star Stephen Collins is admitting he did molest three young girls decades ago.  As Inside Edition reports, 
he's coming clean in a firsthand account he has written for the new People magazine; what he has to say is graphic in detail. 
 

OBAMAS TALK RACE 

Tis the season to go shopping, but when you’re First Lady, sometimes you need to be sneaky to shop unnoticed.  Michelle 
Obama is revealing how one shopping trip to Target not too long ago resulted in a disturbing moment.  It's all part of a revealing 
new interview with the first couple. 
 
TRUCK ENDS UP IN SYRIA 

Imagine clicking onto a website connected to a terror group and seeing your old pickup truck fitted with a machine gun!  That's 
exactly what happened to one guy from Texas whose truck ended up in the hands of terrorists from ISIS.  How did it get 
there?  He spoke with Inside Edition. 
 
BATTLING POLITICAL BROTHERS 

There was a heated discussion on live TV between two brothers with very different political views, but as Inside Edition reports 
there was one person who could quiet these guys down - their own mom! 
 

B BLOCK 

 

DUCHESS KATE  

Duchess Kate recently sported the ‘I Scout’ hoodie in East London as she helped a group of young scouts earn their 
badges.  Inside Edition reports. 

 

TREADMILL FALL 

Inside Edition shows video of a treadmill wipeout that’s sweeping the internet. 
 
TOO HOT TO BE COP? 

You would think that being attractive would help you to get a job, but some women say they were too hot for their 
employers.  Les Trent has more. 
 

C BLOCK    

 
“ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS YOU” 

Mariah Carey's “All I Want For Christmas Is You” is one of the most popular Christmas songs ever.  Inside Edition reports on 
secrets about the song.   
 

E BLOCK  

 

CYCLIST HITS DEER 

A cyclist was cruising along on a California road when he suddenly slammed into a deer who jumped in front of him!  Luckily, 
the cyclist was wearing a helmet and both he and the deer were okay after the crazy collision. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 18, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: She's 24 and weighs 660 pounds, a prisoner inside her own home because of her weight. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 18, 2014 

SONY PULLS MOVIE 

The White House says the U.S. is considering a variety of responses to the hacking of Sony Pictures.  The President's 
spokesman says the Obama administration considers the attack on the studio and its film The Interview a serious national 
security matter.  One week from now the film was supposed to hit theaters.  Instead, as Inside Edition reports, its somber 
creator and star Seth Rogen is now travelling with tight security. 
 
FAKE HEART ATTACK 

Diane McInerney reports on the story of a man who cops say faked a heart attack so his pal could steal a cart full of stuff. 
 

COLLINS LATEST 

Yesterday, Inside Edition reported about how former 7th Heaven star Stephen Collins fessed up to molesting young 
girls.  Now his estranged wife is speaking out saying the actor needs help.  Meanwhile, Inside Edition is hearing more of 
what Collins had to say in his first interview; it is quite graphic. 
 

WAHLBERG’S PAST 

As Inside Edition has reported, actor Mark Wahlberg is hoping for a pardon for an assault conviction that landed him 
behind bars.  Now another incident from his past has been resurrected.  Steven Fabian spoke with a teacher who recalls a 
field trip that she says Wahlberg helped turn into a day of terror. 
 

OBESE WOMAN IN HOME 

At the age of four a woman started gaining weight and the pounds just kept adding on until she weighed over 600 
pounds.  Now she's unable to do things all of us take for granted and has become a shut in in her own home.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

MOVIES TOO PATRIOTIC? 

Inspiring stories of true American heroes are being ignored when it comes to Hollywood awards.  As Les Trent reports, 
some question whether these movies are too patriotic for Hollywood.   
 
PIERS MORGAN INTERVIEW 

Another high profile personality is weighing in on Sony giving into hacker threats and pulling The Interview from 
theaters.  Now it’s Piers Morgan who is asking what the heck happened to America's usually unflappable resolve. 
 

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 

Every year, hundreds of products go through rigorous testing in the Good Housekeeping Research Institute.  Diane 
McInerney was invited behind-the-scenes of the testing labs in the heart of New York City. 
 
C BLOCK    
 

STAR SAYS HE’S NOT GAY 

The breakout star from The Fault in Our Stars is speaking out saying he's not gay.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

PHOTO BOOTH 

Inside Edition shows video of a unique proposal. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 19, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: Why would anyone adopt a devil dog?  The bad-to-the-bone dog that nobody wanted until 
now. 



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 19, 2014 

FURIOUS GEORGE SONY 

The President says he wishes Sony Pictures had talked to him before a decision was made to pull The Interview 
from release.  Meanwhile, Oscar® winner George Clooney is furious over the hacking scandal.  He says he 
circulated a petition in support of the embattled studio and no one would sign it.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

MOVIE SHOOTER PARENTS 

At a time when a threat to theatergoers prompted Sony to pull The Interview, the parents of the man arrested for 
the movie massacre in Aurora, Colorado, are speaking out.  As Inside Edition reports, the mother and father of 
James Holmes say their son is not a monster. 
 

GRENADE IN CRIB 

A grand jury in Georgia has decided not to indict in the case of a baby who was severely injured after a cop 
threw a stun grenade into a home during a SWAT raid.  The baby was so injured that he was put in medically 
induced coma.  Inside Edition has the latest. 
 

ELIZABETH GALLAGHER TRIP 

She's a lucky young lady who has the right name and now, Elizabeth Gallagher's going around the world with a 
complete stranger.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

WORST DOG IN AMERICA  

A shelter had the difficult task of finding a home for a downright nasty dog so they marketed it as the worst dog 
ever.  Did it work?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

PHELPS IN CUSTODY 

For the first time, Inside Edition is seeing video of Olympic swimmer Michael Phelps in custody when he was 
arrested for D.U.I. 

 

CELEB YEAR ENDER 

In just a matter of days, 2014 will be history and it may go down in history as a watershed year in which 
celebrities were major newsmakers.  Diane McInerney looks back at some of the highlights. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

COLBERT MUSIC FINALE 

Stephen Colbert's done his final 'report'.  As Inside Edition reports, the sendoff included a musical number 
featuring as many famous faces that would fit in his studio! 
 

E BLOCK  

 

PET DINNER PARTY 

Inside Edition reports on a video which shows that a special holiday meal isn't just for us humans! 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 22, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: How to avoid getting sick while travelling this holiday season. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 22, 2014 

COPS LATEST 

The nation is still in shock over the murders of two New York police officers who were ambushed and shot 
while sitting in their police car.  Amidst the sadness there is lots of drama and finger pointing over all the anti-
cop sentiments that led to the tragedy.  Steven Fabian has the latest. 
 

SHOOTING TIMELINE 

Inside Edition is learning the deadly timeline of the madman's shooting of the two police officers that actually 
started with another shooting; not of a police officer, but of the shooter's ex-girlfriend.   
 

SONY LATEST 

There's a major development in the Sony hacking scandal.  Days after the studio said they were shelving The 

Interview, starring Seth Rogen and James Franco, they are now changing their tune saying the film will be 
released. 
 

COP SAVES CHOKING BOY 

One family is very happy this holiday season after a police officer saved their choking three-year-old son.  The 
drama was all captured on a cop cam on which you can hear the officer yelling "c'mon buddy" while he was 
trying to revive the boy.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

MOM MAKES ELF VIDEO 

The Elf on the Shelf is a Christmas tradition.  It’s a little elf sent to homes across the country to be Santa’s eyes 
and ears.  One family actually captured their elf on video and as Inside Edition reports, their children’s reaction 
when they saw the video was priceless. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

CASEY KASEM 

After months of a family tug-of-war Inside Edition has learned that legendary broadcaster Casey Kasem has 
been laid to rest.  

 

MONKEY SAVES MONKEY 

Animals aren't that different from humans.  Inside Edition shows new video of a monkey reviving another 
monkey who got electrocuted near some train tracks. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

PEOPLE HALF THEIR SIZE 

People magazine is revealing people who have lost nearly half their body weight.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

DOG TOOTHBRUSH 

Inside Edition shows video of a dog with a killer smile. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 23, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: High alert for cops across America.  What we've learned about the deranged 
assassin who gunned down two New York City policemen. 



 

INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 23, 2014 

 

ROAD RAGE 

Inside Edition reports on a terrifying case of road rage that was caught on cell phone video as two young 
women were terrorized by another driver who claimed to be a police officer.   
 

NY COP SHOOTINGS LATEST 

Inside Edition reports on the latest news regarding the ambush murder of two police officers in New York that 
has shocked the nation.  Embattled Mayor Bill de Blasio is appealing for calm but New York remains a city 
divided. 
 

COSBY ACCUSER 

Another woman has come forward claiming that she too was sexually assaulted by Bill Cosby.  This one's an 
actress who actually appeared with Cosby on one of his TV shows and Inside Edition has tracked down the 
footage.  Cosby’s lawyer has released a blanket statement discounting all the allegations. 
 

SETH COHENS 

Is your name Seth Cohen?  If it is one man wants to meet you.  As Inside Edition reports, that's because his 
name is also Seth Cohen and he's on a mission to meet everyone in the world with his name. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

CAUGHT-ON-TAPE 2014 

Nothing ensures a good story at Inside Edition like a good piece of video and 2014 was full of videos, many 
taken by regular folks that had us not believing our eyes.  Steven Fabian has a look back at the best caught-on-
tape moments of the past year. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

BEST CHRISTMAS LIGHTS 

America, you voted and the results are in.  We’re showing your top picks for the Inside Edition and USA Today 

best holiday lights this season.  
 

E BLOCK  

 

EXCITED DOG 

Inside Edition shows video of one excited dog. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 24, 2014 

 

HEART MOM 

Inside Edition reports on a moving story of a mom who lost her teenage son in the most tragic way.  However, 
now his heart lives on in another man's chest and the moment the mom hears her son's heart beat again for the 
first time will surely touch your heart.  Les Trent reports. 
 

DITCH GIRL GETS LEGS 

A woman who survived for nearly a week without food or water after her car crashed in a ravine is lucky to be 
alive this holiday and she’s thankful that she’s able to walk again despite devastating injuries.  As Inside Edition 
reports, she's also sharing the messages she tried to send while trapped in that ditch. 
 

INSTANT GENIUS 

Did a mugging turn one guy into a genius?  He says he only got through math class with a little help from his 
friends, but now he’s one of the few people in the world who can do a complicated form of geometry.  How is 
that possible?  As Diane McInerney reports, it all started when he was mugged. 
 

SON PAYS MORTGAGE 

Meet the best son ever.  He loves his parents so much that he gave them an early Christmas gift - he paid off 
their mortgage.  As Inside Edition reports, their reaction was all caught-on-tape. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

STORK BITE KID 

One in ten kids are born with what some call a stork bite, a strawberry colored birth mark.  Sometimes that 
mark grows into a disfiguring hemangioma.  Steven Fabian has the story of little Kate and the surgery that 
helped save her. 
 

FIVE THINGS YOU DO WRONG 

They may seem like simple things, but chances are you've been brushing your teeth and washing your face all 
wrong.  Megan Alexander has some tips on how to do it right. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

DEER WEDDING 

Rudolph and the rest of Santa's reindeer are really busy this time of year, but a few of them took a little time off 
from pulling that sleigh to photo bomb a couple on their special day! 
 

E BLOCK  
 

DOG SPA 
There's nothing better after a day chasing the neighborhood cat!  
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 25, 2014 

 

PILOT HIGHWAY 

A plane landed safely on one of the busiest roads and now the pilot is speaking about his daring landing and 
explaining why the identities of his passengers raised so many eyebrows.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

MOM FREED 

A California mom is celebrating the holidays with her family for the first time in 17 years since she was 
imprisoned for a murder she didn’t commit.  She says she always had faith that God would free her and now she 
will not only spend the holidays with her family, she was released just in time for her daughter's 
wedding.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

BIBLE MOVIES 

Exodus: Gods and Kings is one of five Bible-based films to hit the big screen this year and as Inside Edition 
reports, many of them stirred up controversy.  
 

SINGING DOCTOR 

The delivery room is always a joyous place after the birth of a healthy baby, but as Inside Edition reports, one 
doctor took it to a whole new level. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

PARASAILING 

A pair of best friends was left with life-altering injuries after crashing into a high rise building on a parasailing 
adventure; the caught-on-tape accident also affected the friendship of the two young women.  Now, Inside 
Edition is bringing them together for their first side-by-side interview. 
 

WAITRESS MILLIONAIRE 

One waitress is worth $12 million dollars!  Why is she still waiting tables?  Inside Edition reports. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

EXASPERATED BOY 

Inside Edition reports on one exasperated boy. 
 

E BLOCK  
 

HOSPITAL HOMECOMING 
Inside Edition shows video of a homecoming. 

 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 26, 2014 

 

THE INTERVIEW 
People are crowding into movie theaters across America to see the controversial film The Interview to display their 
patriotism and celebrate freedom of expression. 
 

AIR SEAT RAGE 
Inside Edition reports on man who was thrown off a plane after he used a gadget to stop another passenger’s seat from 
reclining. 
 

SCIENCE EXPLOSION 
Inside Edition takes a look at a simple science project that went terribly wrong. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

ABANDONED BABY 
An infant was abandoned at a hospital 18 years ago. Today the baby is a teenager and is thriving despite her rough start in 
life. 

 

WILDEST PARTY EVER 
Inside Edition takes a look at what may be the most out of control party ever…and you can blame it on social media. 
That’s apparently what helped a party go totally over the top.  In fact, it was so crowded, emergency vehicles had a hard 
time getting there to render aid. 
 
C BLOCK    

 

DATE WITH DADDY 
A video of an adorable three-year-old girl and her father recently garnered millions of hits online. Many people loved the 
video titled “Best Date Ever.”  However, some weren’t so enthusiastic. Inside Edition has the details. 
 
E BLOCK  

LITTLE DRUMMER BOY 
Inside Edition takes a look at a very talented little drummer. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 29, 2014*** 
On the next Inside Edition:  Find out why a woman was carried off a plane, arrested and thrown in jail for three days 

 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 29, 2014 

 

DRAGGED OFF PLANE 

There was drama on a plane that involved a passenger who claims she was carried off an airliner, arrested, and 
thrown in jail for three days because she says she wanted to change seats.  Now she's talking to Steven Fabian 
about her ordeal. 
 

MISSING AIRASIA PLANE 

As the mystery deepens over what happened to the missing AirAsia flight, there was drama onboard another 
flight.  This time it happened when there was trouble with the landing gear which led to panic on board.  As 
Inside Edition reports, a passenger caught the frightening scene on a cell phone.  

 

WAR ON COPS? 

Over the weekend, tens of thousands of police officers came from all over the country to say goodbye to one of 
the police officers who was assassinated in his squad car.  Officers everywhere are on alert for another ambush; 
the latest target was a police car in Los Angeles.  Inside Edition has the latest. 

 

CHRIS ROCK DIVORCE 

One of the longest running marriages in Hollywood is coming to an end.  Chris Rock and his wife are getting 
divorced.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

UTAH QUAD MOM 

You may remember the photo of a man and wife looking shocked that went viral.  They were stunned to find 
out they were having not one, but four babies.  Now, Inside Edition is happy to report that the little ones have 
arrived.  

 

NEWS STORIES 2014 

What a year 2014 was!  Before we begin 2015, Inside Edition thought it was the perfect time to look back at 
this past year's biggest newsmakers. 
 

C BLOCK    
 

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS 

Christmas is past, but there's still plenty of Christmas spirit on YouTube where people are now posting videos 
of the moments their loved ones opened up their Christmas presents this year.  As Inside Edition reports, the 
moments are priceless. 
 

E BLOCK  

 

BIEBER’S BLUNDER 

Inside Edition shows video of Justin Bieber giving an impromptu skateboard performance. 

 

***FOR DECEMBER 30, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: How Ben Stiller and the late Robin Williams helped one high school kid get a date. 
  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 30, 2014 

 

COP DANCING VIDEO 

With all the tense relations with police across the country, one guy may have picked the worst time to do this prank:  he 
snuck up behind two New York police officers and started doing crazy dancing and it ended with him on the 
ground.  Steven Fabian has more. 
 

FOOTBALL COACH FIRED 

Inside Edition reports on one of the most shocking things ever seen at a football game: a coach hit players from the 
opposing team!  However, with all the cameras rolling, he didn't get away with his antics for long. 
 
SOFIA AND JOE 

By now you may have heard that Sofia Vergara has been spotted with a giant rock on her engagement finger leading to 
reports that she has gotten engaged to Magic Mike star Joe Manganiello.  Now, Inside Edition is seeing the first video of 
the couple on their way home from the magical vacation. 
 
DUCHESS KATE 

Duchess Kate’s on the cover of the new People magazine announcing that she will soon be joining a very special club of 
moms who have two children under the age of two.  Inside Edition reports. 
 

RYAN AND JENNY NEW YEARS 

The countdown is on for New Year's Eve and all eyes will be on the crossroads of the world, Times Square, for the big 
ball drop.  This year there will be extra security because of threatened demonstrations.  Megan Alexander caught up with 
Ryan Seacrest and Jenny McCarthy who are hosting Dick Clark's New Year's Rockin' Eve. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

HELP FROM ROBIN AND BEN 

If you were a high school kid trying to ask a girl to the prom, it doesn't get any better than this!  A teen received help from 
none other than the late Robin Williams and Night at the Museum star Ben Stiller.  Did the video work?  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 

OLDEST CONJOINED TWINS 

They are two brothers making history as they just had a birthday and are now the oldest living conjoined twins.  They 
showed Inside Edition what their daily life is like and, although it's challenging, they definitely live life to the fullest. 
 
C BLOCK    
 

OBAMA CRASHES WEDDING 

You may have heard about the couple who had to move the location of their wedding because the President wanted to 
play golf.  The President actually called to say he was sorry and now, Inside Edition is seeing video of that unforgettable 
call. 
 
E BLOCK  

 

PERFECT STORM VIDEO 

Inside Edition shows video of a ship that found itself in a real-life perfect storm off the coast of Ireland. 
 

***FOR DECEMBER 31, 2014*** 

On the next Inside Edition: New Year’s Eve chaos?  There will be celebrations across America, but are thousands of 
protestors planning to crash the party? 

  



INSIDE EDITION 
RUNDOWN FOR DECEMBER 31, 2014 

 

SON SHOOTS MOM 

There continues to be shock across the country over the story of a two-year-old boy who accidentally shot his 
mom dead in a Walmart store with his mom's handgun.  Today, Inside Edition is learning more about the mom; 
she was a respected scientist.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 

CHEER MOM SHOCKER 

An upscale suburban neighborhood is in shock today over accusations being made against the mom of a high 
school cheerleader.  The mom, who works at a Victoria's Secret store, is accused of having sex with a student 
she met at a school football game.  Megan Alexander has the latest on the case. 
 

NEW YEAR’S EVE SECURITY 

Revelers across the country will ring in the new year with parties and celebrations.  As Inside Edition reports, 
this year, security will be extra tight.   
 

BRIDE’S REVENGE 

When one young woman was jilted by her fiancé days before their big day she got revenge in a creative 
way.  Megan Alexander reports. 
 

OBAMA SWATS FLY 

Inside Edition reports on a photo of President Obama dealing with a pesky fly. 
 

B BLOCK 

 

AWKWARD TV MOMENTS 

Now that 2014 has come to a close, Inside Edition thought it was the perfect time to look at the most memorable 
TV moments of the year.  They’re moments that definitely had someone, somewhere, saying oops! 
 

GOPRO BABY 

Inside Edition shows an amazing piece of video that features a young dad sporting a GoPro camera as he races 
to the hospital with his pregnant wife.  However, while dad was capturing their hectic journey to the delivery 
room, his impatient new baby boy had plans of his own and it was all caught on tape. 
 

C BLOCK    

 

CAT ATTACKS CLEAVAGE 

Inside Edition shows video of what is likely one of the worst sales pitches ever.  A woman attempted to get her 
“lovely and affectionate" pet adopted on YouTube, but during her video plea the cat attacked, scratched, and bit 
her! 
 

E BLOCK  

 

EXTRACTING TOOTH 

Inside Edition shows video of a different way to remove a tooth. 
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Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

10/1/2014 Wednesday 11:58:49 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Today Show III

10/1/2014 Wednesday 2:36:06 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Rachael Ray

10/1/2014 Wednesday 4:48:56 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/2/2014 Thursday 1:59:29 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Days Of Our Lives

10/2/2014 Thursday 3:12:06 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Queen Latifah Show

10/2/2014 Thursday 3:37:26 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Queen Latifah Show

10/2/2014 Thursday 4:26:51 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News 1st @ 4p

10/2/2014 Thursday 5:23:08 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News 1st @ 5p

10/2/2014 Thursday 7:43:28 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Inside Edition

10/2/2014 Thursday 12:18:03 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Tonight Show

10/2/2014 Thursday 12:34:52 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Tonight Show

10/3/2014 Friday 10:50:42 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Live with Kelly & Michael

10/3/2014 Friday 2:25:30 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Rachael Ray

10/3/2014 Friday 3:21:49 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Queen Latifah Show

10/3/2014 Friday 1:34:42 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/3/2014 Friday 2:06:29 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Last Call With Carson Daly

10/4/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/4/2014 Saturday 9:58:02 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/4/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/4/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 10:57:42 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 11:27:11 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 11:27:41 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 11:28:11 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/4/2014 Saturday 11:56:35 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/4/2014 Saturday 11:57:05 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/4/2014 Saturday 11:57:35 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/4/2014 Saturday 12:27:22 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/4/2014 Saturday 12:27:52 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/4/2014 Saturday 12:28:22 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/4/2014 Saturday 5:23:42 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Notre Dame Football

10/4/2014 Saturday 7:58:29 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/4/2014 Saturday 9:39:14 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET Voice, The

10/4/2014 Saturday 2:25:21 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET 1st Look

10/4/2014 Saturday 2:25:51 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET 1st Look

10/4/2014 Saturday 2:26:21 XM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET 1st Look

10/4/2014 Saturday 2:52:49 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Open House NYC

10/4/2014 Saturday 2:53:49 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Open House NYC

10/4/2014 Saturday 3:18:18 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Open House NYC

10/4/2014 Saturday 3:19:18 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Open House NYC

10/4/2014 Saturday 3:59:05 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 Paid Program

10/4/2014 Saturday 3:59:35 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 Paid Program

10/4/2014 Saturday 4:43:34 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

10/4/2014 Saturday 4:56:05 XM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

10/4/2014 Saturday 4:59:28 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

10/5/2014 Sunday 6:22:28 AM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News Today Sun @ 6a

10/5/2014 Sunday 12:31:50 XM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 LOC 12 News @ 11:30p(Late)

10/6/2014 Monday 1:29:16 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/7/2014 Tuesday 2:18:34 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 SYN Rachael Ray

10/10/2014 Friday 4:24:00 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - SOLITARY CONFINEMENT :30 NET 1st Look

10/10/2014 Friday 4:59:05 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 Paid Program

10/11/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 10:57:42 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 11:27:11 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 11:27:41 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 11:28:11 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/11/2014 Saturday 11:56:03 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/11/2014 Saturday 11:56:33 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/11/2014 Saturday 11:57:03 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET NBC Lazytown

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59am the next calendar day
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10/11/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/11/2014 Saturday 12:27:31 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/11/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/11/2014 Saturday 12:57:32 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/11/2014 Saturday 12:58:02 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/11/2014 Saturday 12:58:32 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/12/2014 Sunday 2:00:54 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

10/18/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/18/2014 Saturday 9:58:02 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/18/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/18/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 10:57:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 10:58:02 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 10:58:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 11:27:11 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 11:27:41 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 11:28:11 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

10/18/2014 Saturday 11:56:49 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/18/2014 Saturday 11:57:19 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/18/2014 Saturday 11:57:49 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Lazytown

10/18/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/18/2014 Saturday 12:27:32 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/18/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

10/18/2014 Saturday 4:42:09 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

10/19/2014 Sunday 1:54:03 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 Paid Program

10/24/2014 Friday 4:22:50 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET 1st Look

10/25/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/25/2014 Saturday 9:58:02 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/25/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

10/25/2014 Saturday 10:27:57 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/25/2014 Saturday 10:28:27 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/25/2014 Saturday 10:28:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

10/25/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/25/2014 Saturday 10:57:42 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/25/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

10/25/2014 Saturday 2:27:23 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET 1st Look

10/25/2014 Saturday 2:53:27 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET Open House NYC

10/25/2014 Saturday 3:17:51 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :30 NET Open House NYC

10/25/2014 Saturday 4:29:00 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 Paid Program

10/25/2014 Saturday 4:29:30 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 Paid Program

10/25/2014 Saturday 4:58:28 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

10/25/2014 Saturday 4:58:58 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

11/1/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 10:57:42 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 11:27:31 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 11:28:01 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 11:28:31 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/1/2014 Saturday 11:57:05 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/1/2014 Saturday 11:57:35 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/1/2014 Saturday 11:58:05 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/1/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/1/2014 Saturday 12:27:32 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/1/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/1/2014 Saturday 12:57:32 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/1/2014 Saturday 12:58:02 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/1/2014 Saturday 12:58:32 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/1/2014 Saturday 2:01:05 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 Paid Program

11/1/2014 Saturday 2:01:35 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 Paid Program

11/1/2014 Saturday 2:18:39 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET Open House NYC

11/1/2014 Saturday 4:49:35 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 SYN Tim McCarver Show

11/2/2014 Sunday 2:36:56 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59am the next calendar day
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11/2/2014 Sunday 2:42:12 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/7/2014 Friday 4:58:34 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 Paid Program

11/8/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/8/2014 Saturday 9:58:02 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/8/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/8/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 10:57:42 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 11:27:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 11:28:02 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 11:28:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/8/2014 Saturday 11:56:49 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/8/2014 Saturday 11:57:19 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/8/2014 Saturday 11:57:49 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/8/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/8/2014 Saturday 12:27:32 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/8/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/8/2014 Saturday 2:28:22 XM PSA-NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION :30 NET 1st Look

11/8/2014 Saturday 2:50:45 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET Open House NYC

11/8/2014 Saturday 2:52:15 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Open House NYC

11/8/2014 Saturday 3:20:40 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Open House NYC

11/8/2014 Saturday 3:21:10 XM PSA-DIVORCE MEDIATION :30 NET Open House NYC

11/8/2014 Saturday 4:29:30 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 Paid Program

11/8/2014 Saturday 4:42:44 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

11/9/2014 Sunday 2:20:55 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/14/2014 Friday 4:25:01 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET 1st Look

11/15/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/15/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/15/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/15/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/15/2014 Saturday 11:27:30 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/15/2014 Saturday 11:28:30 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/15/2014 Saturday 11:57:09 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET NBC Lazytown

11/15/2014 Saturday 11:58:09 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/15/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/15/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/15/2014 Saturday 12:57:32 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/15/2014 Saturday 12:58:32 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/15/2014 Saturday 2:25:11 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET 1st Look

11/15/2014 Saturday 2:25:41 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET 1st Look

11/15/2014 Saturday 3:17:16 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET Open House NYC

11/15/2014 Saturday 4:49:08 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 SYN Tim McCarver Show

11/16/2014 Sunday 1:57:40 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/16/2014 Sunday 2:10:33 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/16/2014 Sunday 3:54:02 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Meet The Press AN

11/21/2014 Friday 4:21:19 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET 1st Look

11/22/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/22/2014 Saturday 9:58:02 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/22/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/22/2014 Saturday 10:27:57 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 10:28:27 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 10:28:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 10:57:42 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 11:27:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 11:27:42 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 11:28:12 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/22/2014 Saturday 11:57:09 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/22/2014 Saturday 11:57:39 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/22/2014 Saturday 11:58:09 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/22/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/22/2014 Saturday 12:27:32 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/22/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59am the next calendar day
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11/22/2014 Saturday 3:18:48 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Open House NYC

11/22/2014 Saturday 3:19:18 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :15 NET Open House NYC

11/28/2014 Friday 4:23:10 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET 1st Look

11/28/2014 Friday 4:58:33 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 Paid Program

11/28/2014 Friday 4:59:04 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :30 Paid Program

11/29/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/29/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

11/29/2014 Saturday 10:27:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/29/2014 Saturday 10:28:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

11/29/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/29/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

11/29/2014 Saturday 11:27:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/29/2014 Saturday 11:28:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

11/29/2014 Saturday 11:56:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET NBC Lazytown

11/29/2014 Saturday 11:57:57 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

11/29/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/29/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

11/29/2014 Saturday 2:25:10 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET NBC Special: The Making of Peter Pan Live

11/29/2014 Saturday 2:25:40 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NET NBC Special: The Making of Peter Pan Live

11/29/2014 Saturday 2:32:07 XM PSA-NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION :30 NET NBC Special: The Making of Peter Pan Live

11/29/2014 Saturday 2:44:52 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET NBC Special: The Making of Peter Pan Live

11/29/2014 Saturday 2:54:33 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET NBC Special: The Making of Peter Pan Live

11/29/2014 Saturday 2:55:33 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET NBC Special: The Making of Peter Pan Live

11/29/2014 Saturday 3:17:30 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NET Open House NYC

11/29/2014 Saturday 4:58:30 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

11/29/2014 Saturday 4:59:30 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

11/30/2014 Sunday 12:46:37 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

11/30/2014 Sunday 2:09:59 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/30/2014 Sunday 2:18:18 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/5/2014 Friday 4:22:28 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET 1st Look

12/5/2014 Friday 4:23:58 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET 1st Look

12/6/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/6/2014 Saturday 9:58:02 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/6/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/6/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 10:57:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 10:58:02 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 10:58:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 11:27:12 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 11:27:42 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 11:28:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/6/2014 Saturday 11:56:15 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/6/2014 Saturday 11:56:45 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/6/2014 Saturday 11:57:15 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/6/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/6/2014 Saturday 12:27:31 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/6/2014 Saturday 12:28:01 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/6/2014 Saturday 1:57:48 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/6/2014 Saturday 2:23:55 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET 1st Look

12/6/2014 Saturday 2:24:44 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30

12/6/2014 Saturday 2:25:14 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :04 NET 1st Look

12/6/2014 Saturday 2:25:18 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30

12/6/2014 Saturday 2:25:54 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :02

12/6/2014 Saturday 2:26:21 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30

12/6/2014 Saturday 2:27:48 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :02 NET 1st Look

12/6/2014 Saturday 3:18:01 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET Open House NYC

12/6/2014 Saturday 4:36:26 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/6/2014 Saturday 4:49:19 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/6/2014 Saturday 4:55:31 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/7/2014 Sunday 12:47:56 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

12/7/2014 Sunday 2:05:44 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/7/2014 Sunday 2:19:47 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/13/2014 Saturday 10:27:39 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 10:28:09 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 10:28:39 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59am the next calendar day
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12/13/2014 Saturday 10:57:14 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 10:57:44 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 10:58:14 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 11:27:34 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 11:28:04 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 11:28:34 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/13/2014 Saturday 11:57:09 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/13/2014 Saturday 11:57:39 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/13/2014 Saturday 11:58:09 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/13/2014 Saturday 12:27:04 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/13/2014 Saturday 12:27:34 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/13/2014 Saturday 12:28:04 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/13/2014 Saturday 12:57:34 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/13/2014 Saturday 12:58:04 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/13/2014 Saturday 12:58:34 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/13/2014 Saturday 1:22:50 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 1:39:35 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 1:40:05 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 1:40:35 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 1:41:05 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 1:57:27 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 1:57:57 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 2:00:59 XM PSA-DIVORCE MEDIATION :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 2:01:29 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/13/2014 Saturday 2:28:51 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET 1st Look

12/13/2014 Saturday 2:51:23 XM PSA-SHAKA SMART COLLEGE PREP :30 NET Open House NYC

12/13/2014 Saturday 3:19:32 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NET Open House NYC

12/13/2014 Saturday 3:20:02 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Open House NYC

12/13/2014 Saturday 3:20:32 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY PLAY BY THE RULES :30 NET Open House NYC

12/13/2014 Saturday 4:49:30 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY GAME CHANGER :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/13/2014 Saturday 4:59:30 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/14/2014 Sunday 2:08:31 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY GAME CHANGER :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/14/2014 Sunday 2:09:01 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/14/2014 Sunday 2:23:12 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY GAME CHANGER :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/19/2014 Friday 4:24:27 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE 1:00 NET 1st Look

12/19/2014 Friday 4:58:34 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 Paid Program

12/20/2014 Saturday 9:57:32 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/20/2014 Saturday 9:58:02 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/20/2014 Saturday 9:58:32 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/20/2014 Saturday 10:27:57 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 10:28:27 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 10:28:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 10:57:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 10:57:42 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 10:58:12 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 11:27:12 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 11:27:42 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 11:28:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/20/2014 Saturday 11:56:17 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/20/2014 Saturday 11:56:47 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/20/2014 Saturday 11:57:17 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/20/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/20/2014 Saturday 12:27:31 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/20/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/20/2014 Saturday 1:40:01 XM PSA-SHAKA SMART COLLEGE PREP :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/20/2014 Saturday 1:57:12 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/20/2014 Saturday 1:57:42 XM PSA-NAMI PUZZLE PIECES :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/20/2014 Saturday 2:25:50 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET 1st Look

12/20/2014 Saturday 2:26:20 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET 1st Look

12/20/2014 Saturday 2:51:50 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Open House NYC

12/20/2014 Saturday 2:52:20 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Open House NYC

12/20/2014 Saturday 3:19:45 XM PSA-NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION :30 NET Open House NYC

12/20/2014 Saturday 4:43:07 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/20/2014 Saturday 4:49:26 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY GAME CHANGER :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/20/2014 Saturday 4:56:38 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/20/2014 Saturday 4:59:30 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 SYN Tim McCarver Show

12/21/2014 Sunday 3:35:51 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION 1:00 NET Meet The Press AN

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59am the next calendar day
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12/24/2014 Wednesday 1:50:27 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 Hollywood Christmas Parade

12/24/2014 Wednesday 2:50:18 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 Hollywood Christmas Parade

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:02:41 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:41:55 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:42:55 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:58:11 XM PSA-VA LOTTERY GAME CHANGER :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:59:12 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/24/2014 Wednesday 4:46:55 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 SYN Insider, The

12/24/2014 Wednesday 4:54:04 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 SYN Insider, The

12/24/2014 Wednesday 4:55:04 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 SYN Insider, The

12/26/2014 Friday 4:22:29 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET 1st Look

12/26/2014 Friday 4:58:34 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 Paid Program

12/27/2014 Saturday 10:27:37 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 10:28:07 AM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 10:28:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Astroblast E/I Y2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 10:57:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 10:58:02 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 10:58:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Chica Show, The E/I Y2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 11:27:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 11:27:42 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 11:28:12 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Tree Fu Tom E/I  Y/2-5

12/27/2014 Saturday 11:56:37 AM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/27/2014 Saturday 11:57:07 AM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/27/2014 Saturday 11:57:37 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Lazytown

12/27/2014 Saturday 12:27:01 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/27/2014 Saturday 12:27:31 PM K PSA - OZ CLICK AWAY :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/27/2014 Saturday 12:28:02 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET NBC Poppy Cat.

12/27/2014 Saturday 12:57:32 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/27/2014 Saturday 12:58:02 PM K PSA-FROG DISCOVERY :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/27/2014 Saturday 12:58:32 PM K PSA-REDWOODS :30 NET Noodle and Doodle.

12/27/2014 Saturday 2:26:06 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET 1st Look

12/27/2014 Saturday 3:18:21 XM PSA - ACTIVE HEROES RETREAT :30 NET Open House NYC

12/27/2014 Saturday 3:18:51 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Open House NYC

12/27/2014 Saturday 3:19:21 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Open House NYC

12/28/2014 Sunday 1:49:21 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 Paid Program

12/28/2014 Sunday 2:00:36 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 2:01:06 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 2:18:14 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/30/2014 Tuesday 1:24:29 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

12/31/2014 Wednesday 12:17:33 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET NBC Special: New Year's Eve With Carson Daly

12/31/2014 Wednesday 2:12:02 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

12/31/2014 Wednesday 2:23:26 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

12/31/2014 Wednesday 2:31:08 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

12/31/2014 Wednesday 3:58:35 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:13:50 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Early Today

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:39:09 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 SYN Insider, The

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:44:36 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 SYN Insider, The

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:52:19 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 SYN Insider, The

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:57:23 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 SYN Insider, The

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59am the next calendar day
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10/1/2014 Wednesday 10:57:52 PM PSA - NBC HIRING OUR HEROES RICHMOND 10/9 :15 NET F Troop

10/1/2014 Wednesday 3:25:29 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Route 66

10/1/2014 Wednesday 4:33:54 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Naked City

10/1/2014 Wednesday 4:34:54 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Naked City

10/1/2014 Wednesday 4:48:13 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Naked City

10/1/2014 Wednesday 4:48:43 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Naked City

10/3/2014 Friday 2:49:20 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Ironside

10/3/2014 Friday 2:49:50 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Ironside

10/3/2014 Friday 3:16:32 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Route 66

10/3/2014 Friday 3:17:02 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Route 66

10/3/2014 Friday 3:35:35 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Route 66

10/3/2014 Friday 3:36:05 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Route 66

10/3/2014 Friday 4:28:55 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Naked City

10/3/2014 Friday 4:29:25 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Naked City

10/3/2014 Friday 4:46:15 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE :30 NET Naked City

10/3/2014 Friday 4:46:45 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Naked City

10/3/2014 Friday 4:58:33 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Naked City

10/4/2014 Saturday 5:27:39 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET The Rogues

10/4/2014 Saturday 5:28:10 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET The Rogues

10/4/2014 Saturday 5:50:26 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET The Rogues

10/4/2014 Saturday 6:29:42 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET The Rogues

10/4/2014 Saturday 6:49:50 AM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET The Rogues

10/4/2014 Saturday 6:58:38 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Adventures of Superman

10/4/2014 Saturday 1:19:07 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea

10/4/2014 Saturday 3:21:04 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

10/4/2014 Saturday 3:22:04 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

10/4/2014 Saturday 3:47:11 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

10/4/2014 Saturday 4:25:06 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Thriller

10/5/2014 Sunday 11:45:04 AM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Saved By The Bell E/I

10/5/2014 Sunday 3:57:54 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Route 66

10/6/2014 Monday 1:17:02 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Adam 12

10/6/2014 Monday 2:43:27 XM PSA - RIC ALZHEIMER'S WALK 10/18/2014 :30 NET Ironside

10/8/2014 Wednesday 3:28:32 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NET Route 66

10/8/2014 Wednesday 3:49:35 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK - BUZZED DRIVING :30 NET Route 66

10/8/2014 Wednesday 4:28:50 XM PSA-NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION :30 NET Naked City

10/8/2014 Wednesday 4:47:24 XM PSA-NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION :30 NET Naked City

10/25/2014 Saturday 3:44:42 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

10/26/2014 Sunday 5:57:08 AM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET He-Man And The Masters Of The Universe

10/26/2014 Sunday 6:12:56 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

10/26/2014 Sunday 6:13:26 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

10/26/2014 Sunday 6:49:41 AM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Land of the Lost

10/26/2014 Sunday 3:44:25 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Route 66

10/26/2014 Sunday 4:46:04 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Mr. Lucky

10/27/2014 Monday 5:13:07 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET That Girl

10/27/2014 Monday 5:58:20 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

10/27/2014 Monday 6:11:02 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Petticoat Junction

10/27/2014 Monday 6:58:46 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

10/27/2014 Monday 7:58:00 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET M*A*S*H

10/27/2014 Monday 8:12:54 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

10/27/2014 Monday 1:47:47 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Night Gallery

10/27/2014 Monday 12:42:28 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Adam 12

10/27/2014 Monday 3:26:36 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

10/27/2014 Monday 4:28:58 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Naked City

10/29/2014 Wednesday 1:58:36 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Night Gallery

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59 next calendar day.
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10/29/2014 Wednesday 3:20:36 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

11/28/2014 Friday 7:13:30 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

11/28/2014 Friday 3:33:23 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Route 66

11/28/2014 Friday 4:45:49 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Naked City

11/29/2014 Saturday 3:33:23 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30

11/29/2014 Saturday 4:45:49 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30

12/5/2014 Friday 5:45:13 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/5/2014 Friday 6:11:02 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Petticoat Junction

12/5/2014 Friday 6:46:53 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

12/5/2014 Friday 7:15:43 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/5/2014 Friday 7:47:19 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET M*A*S*H

12/5/2014 Friday 8:44:21 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

12/5/2014 Friday 11:18:07 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Cheers

12/5/2014 Friday 12:15:14 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Perry Mason

12/5/2014 Friday 2:26:41 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Ironside

12/5/2014 Friday 4:17:42 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Naked City

12/5/2014 Friday 4:18:12 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Naked City

12/5/2014 Friday 4:58:34 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Naked City

12/6/2014 Saturday 5:18:25 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET The Rogues

12/6/2014 Saturday 6:13:14 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET The Rogues

12/6/2014 Saturday 6:39:20 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET The Rogues

12/6/2014 Saturday 7:41:03 AM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Land of the Lost

12/6/2014 Saturday 7:57:35 PM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Batman

12/6/2014 Saturday 10:57:26 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Svengoolie

12/6/2014 Saturday 1:44:52 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea

12/6/2014 Saturday 1:45:22 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea

12/6/2014 Saturday 3:29:59 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

12/6/2014 Saturday 3:44:22 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30

12/6/2014 Saturday 3:47:26 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

12/6/2014 Saturday 3:57:32 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30

12/6/2014 Saturday 4:44:48 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30

12/6/2014 Saturday 4:47:40 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Thriller

12/7/2014 Sunday 1:47:30 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Saint, The

12/7/2014 Sunday 1:48:30 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Saint, The

12/7/2014 Sunday 12:18:44 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Get Smart

12/7/2014 Sunday 12:19:14 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Get Smart

12/7/2014 Sunday 2:33:29 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Naked City

12/7/2014 Sunday 2:49:05 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Naked City

12/7/2014 Sunday 2:50:05 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Naked City

12/7/2014 Sunday 2:50:35 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Naked City

12/7/2014 Sunday 3:44:22 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Route 66

12/7/2014 Sunday 3:57:32 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

12/7/2014 Sunday 4:44:48 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Mr. Lucky

12/8/2014 Monday 4:51:02 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Naked City

12/9/2014 Tuesday 2:17:21 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Ironside

12/9/2014 Tuesday 3:50:46 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

12/10/2014 Wednesday 6:12:04 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Petticoat Junction

12/10/2014 Wednesday 4:32:27 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Naked City

12/10/2014 Wednesday 4:33:57 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Naked City

12/12/2014 Friday 5:14:03 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET That Girl

12/12/2014 Friday 5:15:03 AM PSA-DIVORCE MEDIATION :30 NET That Girl

12/12/2014 Friday 5:56:53 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/12/2014 Friday 6:41:26 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

12/12/2014 Friday 6:41:56 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59 next calendar day.
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12/12/2014 Friday 7:14:17 AM PSA-DIVORCE MEDIATION :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/12/2014 Friday 3:24:47 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Route 66

12/15/2014 Monday 3:40:02 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Route 66

12/15/2014 Monday 3:40:32 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Route 66

12/22/2014 Monday 1:17:58 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Night Gallery

12/22/2014 Monday 1:18:28 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Night Gallery

12/22/2014 Monday 1:44:43 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Night Gallery

12/22/2014 Monday 12:28:28 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Dragnet

12/22/2014 Monday 2:25:19 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Ironside

12/22/2014 Monday 2:25:49 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Ironside

12/22/2014 Monday 2:44:27 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Ironside

12/22/2014 Monday 2:44:57 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Ironside

12/22/2014 Monday 3:23:51 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Route 66

12/22/2014 Monday 3:24:51 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK NEON SIGNS :30 NET Route 66

12/22/2014 Monday 3:49:30 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Route 66

12/22/2014 Monday 3:50:31 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Route 66

12/24/2014 Wednesday 1:11:20 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/24/2014 Wednesday 1:12:21 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/24/2014 Wednesday 1:47:22 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/24/2014 Wednesday 1:56:39 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/24/2014 Wednesday 12:27:26 XM PSA-DIVORCE MEDIATION :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/24/2014 Wednesday 12:28:26 XM PSA-NAMI PUZZLE PIECES :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/24/2014 Wednesday 2:48:27 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NET Loretta Young Show, The

12/24/2014 Wednesday 2:49:27 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Loretta Young Show, The

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:32:00 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Route 66

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:32:30 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Route 66

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:51:26 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Route 66

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:57:47 XM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Route 66

12/24/2014 Wednesday 3:58:17 XM PSA-NAMI PUZZLE PIECES :30 NET Route 66

12/24/2014 Wednesday 4:28:53 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NET Naked City

12/24/2014 Wednesday 4:29:23 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Naked City

12/24/2014 Wednesday 4:47:31 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Naked City

12/24/2014 Wednesday 4:49:01 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Naked City

12/25/2014 Thursday 5:15:19 AM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET That Girl

12/25/2014 Thursday 5:41:44 AM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/25/2014 Thursday 5:43:14 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/25/2014 Thursday 7:47:25 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/25/2014 Thursday 8:52:45 AM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Me-TV Holiday Special

12/25/2014 Thursday 9:13:13 AM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Daniel Boone

12/25/2014 Thursday 9:38:51 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Daniel Boone

12/25/2014 Thursday 11:45:06 AM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Dragnet

12/25/2014 Thursday 11:46:07 AM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Dragnet

12/25/2014 Thursday 3:14:19 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/25/2014 Thursday 3:15:19 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/25/2014 Thursday 6:28:03 PM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Chips

12/25/2014 Thursday 7:58:03 PM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET M*A*S*H

12/25/2014 Thursday 8:14:08 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

12/25/2014 Thursday 8:15:08 PM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

12/25/2014 Thursday 11:58:08 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Perry Mason

12/25/2014 Thursday 1:47:44 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Night Gallery

12/25/2014 Thursday 1:48:44 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Night Gallery

12/25/2014 Thursday 12:06:51 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Perry Mason

12/25/2014 Thursday 2:46:02 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Ironside

12/25/2014 Thursday 3:49:05 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Route 66

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59 next calendar day.
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12/25/2014 Thursday 3:58:33 XM PSA-HELP SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Route 66

12/25/2014 Thursday 4:21:07 XM PSA - CAT: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Naked City

12/26/2014 Friday 5:58:05 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/26/2014 Friday 6:46:36 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

12/26/2014 Friday 6:47:36 AM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

12/26/2014 Friday 7:16:19 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/26/2014 Friday 7:16:49 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/26/2014 Friday 8:44:52 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Leave It To Beaver

12/26/2014 Friday 9:25:03 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Daniel Boone

12/26/2014 Friday 10:48:58 AM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Perry Mason

12/26/2014 Friday 10:56:36 AM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Perry Mason

12/26/2014 Friday 10:57:06 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Perry Mason

12/26/2014 Friday 11:15:01 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Dragnet

12/26/2014 Friday 11:57:39 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Dragnet

12/26/2014 Friday 1:58:35 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Gunsmoke

12/26/2014 Friday 2:48:34 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Bonanza

12/26/2014 Friday 3:13:28 PM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/26/2014 Friday 3:14:29 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/26/2014 Friday 3:49:17 PM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/26/2014 Friday 6:48:54 PM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Chips

12/26/2014 Friday 7:15:28 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET M*A*S*H

12/26/2014 Friday 7:15:58 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET M*A*S*H

12/26/2014 Friday 8:13:58 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

12/26/2014 Friday 8:42:51 PM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

12/26/2014 Friday 9:17:07 PM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Hogan's Heroes

12/26/2014 Friday 9:45:06 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Gilligan's Island

12/26/2014 Friday 1:18:06 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Night Gallery

12/26/2014 Friday 1:18:36 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #1 :30 NET Night Gallery

12/26/2014 Friday 1:58:29 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Night Gallery

12/26/2014 Friday 2:26:01 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Ironside

12/26/2014 Friday 3:28:35 XM PSA - DOG: ADOPT A SHELTER PET :30 NET Route 66

12/26/2014 Friday 3:47:17 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Route 66

12/26/2014 Friday 4:18:32 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Naked City

12/26/2014 Friday 4:19:32 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Naked City

12/26/2014 Friday 4:39:10 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Naked City

12/27/2014 Saturday 5:15:19 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET The Rogues

12/27/2014 Saturday 6:28:09 AM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET The Rogues

12/27/2014 Saturday 7:10:31 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

12/27/2014 Saturday 7:11:01 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

12/27/2014 Saturday 1:23:29 PM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Gunsmoke

12/27/2014 Saturday 1:48:11 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Gunsmoke

12/27/2014 Saturday 2:30:54 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Bonanza

12/27/2014 Saturday 2:31:24 PM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Bonanza

12/27/2014 Saturday 4:42:28 PM PSA - OPIATE ADDICTION :30 NET Wanted: Dead or Alive

12/27/2014 Saturday 6:15:27 PM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Adventures of Superman

12/27/2014 Saturday 7:42:41 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Batman

12/27/2014 Saturday 1:58:14 XM PSA-LIGHTNING PROTECTION :30 NET Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea

12/27/2014 Saturday 2:41:53 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Night Gallery

12/27/2014 Saturday 3:29:16 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Alfred Hitchcock Hour, The

12/27/2014 Saturday 4:26:13 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Thriller

12/28/2014 Sunday 5:40:42 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Green Hornet,The

12/28/2014 Sunday 5:41:43 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Green Hornet,The

12/28/2014 Sunday 6:12:06 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

12/28/2014 Sunday 6:13:06 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET H.R. Pufnstuf

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59 next calendar day.
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12/28/2014 Sunday 7:15:14 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 7:44:55 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 9:45:59 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Gilligan's Island

12/28/2014 Sunday 10:42:22 AM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Saved By The Bell E/I

12/28/2014 Sunday 11:13:45 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Saved By The Bell E/I

12/28/2014 Sunday 11:14:15 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Saved By The Bell E/I

12/28/2014 Sunday 1:58:09 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Brady Bunch, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 2:26:28 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Love Boat, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 4:41:22 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Streets of San Francisco, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 6:19:22 PM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Hawaii Five-0

12/28/2014 Sunday 8:22:58 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Columbo

12/28/2014 Sunday 1:25:10 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Saint, The

12/28/2014 Sunday 12:58:15 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Get Smart

12/28/2014 Sunday 2:40:03 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAR MATH :30 NET Naked City

12/28/2014 Sunday 2:57:20 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Naked City

12/28/2014 Sunday 3:23:03 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Route 66

12/28/2014 Sunday 3:47:48 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Route 66

12/28/2014 Sunday 4:43:44 XM PSA-RECYCLE YOUR OLD TV - CURT AUTRY :30 NET Mr. Lucky

12/29/2014 Monday 5:15:12 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET That Girl

12/29/2014 Monday 5:38:38 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/29/2014 Monday 6:10:19 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Petticoat Junction

12/29/2014 Monday 6:58:42 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

12/29/2014 Monday 7:46:59 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET I Love Lucy

12/29/2014 Monday 7:58:14 AM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET I Love Lucy

12/29/2014 Monday 9:28:16 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Daniel Boone

12/29/2014 Monday 10:48:45 AM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Perry Mason

12/29/2014 Monday 11:57:52 AM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Dragnet

12/29/2014 Monday 12:25:40 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Rockford Files, The

12/29/2014 Monday 1:46:09 PM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Gunsmoke

12/29/2014 Monday 3:17:31 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/29/2014 Monday 5:19:50 PM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Emergency

12/29/2014 Monday 5:55:47 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Emergency

12/29/2014 Monday 6:27:26 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Chips

12/29/2014 Monday 6:27:56 PM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Chips

12/29/2014 Monday 8:43:40 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

12/29/2014 Monday 9:15:30 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Hogan's Heroes

12/29/2014 Monday 9:16:00 PM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Hogan's Heroes

12/29/2014 Monday 9:43:11 PM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Gilligan's Island

12/29/2014 Monday 11:14:35 PM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Cheers

12/29/2014 Monday 1:20:19 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Night Gallery

12/29/2014 Monday 12:13:35 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Perry Mason

12/29/2014 Monday 12:14:05 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Perry Mason

12/29/2014 Monday 12:27:39 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 NET Dragnet

12/29/2014 Monday 2:27:40 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Ironside

12/29/2014 Monday 2:28:10 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS PTSD 2013 #2 :30 NET Ironside

12/29/2014 Monday 2:48:20 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Ironside

12/29/2014 Monday 4:46:54 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET Naked City

12/30/2014 Tuesday 6:10:20 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Petticoat Junction

12/30/2014 Tuesday 6:45:47 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Beverly Hillbillies, The

12/30/2014 Tuesday 9:19:28 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Daniel Boone

12/30/2014 Tuesday 3:15:38 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/30/2014 Tuesday 3:44:16 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Rifleman, The

12/30/2014 Tuesday 5:56:43 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Emergency

12/30/2014 Tuesday 11:37:40 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Perry Mason

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59 next calendar day.
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12/30/2014 Tuesday 1:47:27 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Night Gallery

12/30/2014 Tuesday 2:26:00 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Ironside

12/30/2014 Tuesday 4:20:18 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Naked City

12/31/2014 Wednesday 5:58:17 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Make Room For Daddy

12/31/2014 Wednesday 7:12:06 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Donna Reed Show, The

12/31/2014 Wednesday 7:58:21 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET I Love Lucy

12/31/2014 Wednesday 2:58:45 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Bonanza

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:45:22 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Adam 12

12/31/2014 Wednesday 6:51:52 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Chips

12/31/2014 Wednesday 8:14:47 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30 NET Andy Griffith Show, The/Mayberry R.F.D.

12/31/2014 Wednesday 9:17:45 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Hogan's Heroes

12/31/2014 Wednesday 3:25:56 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Route 66

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:49:11 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK BAD DATERS :30

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:50:11 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK MONKEY IN MIDDLE :30 NET Naked City

12/31/2014 Wednesday 4:50:41 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK SOLITARY :30 NET Naked City

Times marked XM = 12:00am - 4:59 next calendar day.



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

6:06:51 AM :15 Caregiver Assistance

5:37:33 XM :15 Financial Literacy

0:00:30

10/13/14 

6:07:23 AM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

5:37:39 XM :15 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

0:00:30

10/14/14 

1:57:47 XM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

1:58:17 XM :10 Supporting Minority Education

4:39:01 XM :15 Discovering Nature

0:00:55

10/15/14 

6:08:01 AM :15 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

0:00:15

10/16/14 

6:07:12 AM :15 Pathways to Employment

0:00:15

10/17/14 

4:37:26 XM :15 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

0:00:15

10/18/14 

6:08:19 AM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

10:10:59 AM :30 High Blood Pressure

10:11:30 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:12:00 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

10:17:12 AM :30 American Heart Association

10:17:42 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

10:18:52 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:19:12 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

10:20:16 AM :10 Supporting Minority Education

10:28:06 AM :30 Let Girls Learn

10:28:36 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

10:39:43 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:39:48 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

10:46:31 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

10:47:31 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

10:53:12 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

10:54:12 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

11:11:47 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

11:18:43 AM 1:00 Recycling

11:19:43 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

11:23:31 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

11:24:31 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

11:36:39 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:37:09 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:38:39 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

11:39:39 AM :30 GED Achievement

11:45:26 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:46:27 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

WWBT began airing Escape network on its 12.3 multicast channel on
October 15, 2014.



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:47:27 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

11:55:28 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

11:56:28 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11:57:28 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

12:08:02 PM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

12:09:02 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:10:02 PM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

12:16:39 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:17:39 PM 1:00 Recycling

12:18:39 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

12:24:36 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

12:25:36 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

12:26:36 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:27:06 PM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

12:41:07 PM :30 Discovering Nature

12:41:37 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

12:42:07 PM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

12:47:19 PM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

12:47:49 PM :30 Child Passenger Safety

12:48:19 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:48:59 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:49:59 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:57:59 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:58:59 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

0:40:25

10/19/14 

3:42:13 XM :15 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy 

5:37:39 XM :15 Financial Literacy

0:00:30

10/20/14 

3:07:44 PM :15 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

0:00:15

10/21/14 

9:31:23 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

0:00:05

10/22/14 

3:08:24 PM :15 Hunger Prevention

5:37:37 XM :15 High Blood Pressure

0:00:30

10/23/14 

6:08:17 AM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

3:07:40 PM :15 Food Allergy Research & Education

3:38:15 PM :15 U.S. Navy

0:00:45

10/24/14 

12:58:40 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:59:10 PM :30 Energy Efficiency

12:59:40 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

6:07:38 PM :15 U.S. Navy

6:37:34 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

0:01:50

10/25/14 

10:11:00 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

10:11:30 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

10:17:11 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:17:41 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

10:18:51 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

10:19:51 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:28:01 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:28:31 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

10:39:11 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

10:46:51 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:47:51 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

10:54:22 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

10:55:23 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

11:06:50 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:14:35 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

11:15:35 AM 1:00 Recycling

11:24:06 AM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness 

11:25:06 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

11:37:22 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

11:38:22 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

11:39:22 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:40:22 AM :30 GED Achievement

11:47:06 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

11:48:06 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:49:06 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

11:55:38 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

11:56:38 AM 1:00 Financial Literacy

11:57:38 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

12:06:30 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:07:30 PM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

12:08:30 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

12:14:20 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

12:15:20 PM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

12:16:21 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:22:27 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:23:27 PM 1:00 Community Engagement

12:24:27 PM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

12:24:57 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:40:57 PM :30 Teacher Recruitment

12:41:27 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:47:09 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

12:48:09 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:48:49 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:49:09 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

12:57:59 PM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

12:58:59 PM :30 Discovering Nature

6:08:10 PM :15 Hunger Prevention

6:37:37 PM :15 High Blood Pressure



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

0:40:30

10/26/14 

6:07:50 AM :15 Community Engagement

0:00:15

10/27/14 

6:07:55 AM :15 Discovering Nature

3:07:20 PM :15 GED Achievement

3:37:17 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

6:07:32 PM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

6:37:17 PM :15 Texting & Driving Prevention

0:01:15

10/28/14 

3:07:57 PM :15 Pathways to Employment

0:00:15

10/29/14 

2:58:36 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

2:59:06 PM :30 American Heart Association

2:59:36 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

6:38:01 PM :15 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy 

0:01:45

10/30/14 

5:38:27 XM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

0:00:15

10/31/14 

3:06:54 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

3:37:33 PM :15 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

6:08:30 PM :15 Enrollment in Health Insurance

6:38:08 PM :15 Caregiver Assistance

0:01:00

11/01/14 

10:11:03 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:17:14 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:17:44 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

10:18:55 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:19:15 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

10:28:05 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:28:35 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

10:38:06 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

10:44:15 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:45:15 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

10:53:23 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

10:54:24 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11:11:26 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

11:20:17 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

11:21:17 AM 1:00 Recycling

11:24:52 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:25:52 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

11:38:08 AM :30 Susan G. Komen

11:38:39 AM 1:00 Recycling

11:39:39 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:40:39 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

11:46:26 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:47:56 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:48:56 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

11:55:50 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:56:50 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11:57:50 AM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

12:05:54 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

12:06:54 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:07:54 PM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

12:14:57 PM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

12:15:57 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:16:57 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:22:57 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:23:18 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

12:24:18 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

12:25:18 PM :30 Discovering Nature

12:25:48 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:41:03 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

12:41:33 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:42:03 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:47:14 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:48:54 PM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

12:49:54 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:58:05 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:59:05 PM :30 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:03:48 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:04:49 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

1:11:39 PM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

1:12:39 PM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

1:13:39 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

1:21:02 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

1:22:02 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

1:33:52 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

1:34:53 PM :10 Supporting Minority Education

1:40:11 PM :30 American Heart Association

1:40:41 PM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

1:41:41 PM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

1:50:38 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

1:51:38 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

1:08:02 XM :15 U.S. Navy

2:08:24 XM :10 Wildfire Preparedness

0:51:45

11/03/14 

3:06:47 PM :15 Autism Awareness

3:37:05 PM :15 Let Girls Learn

6:08:45 PM :15 Enrollment in Health Insurance

6:38:27 PM :15 Job Training & Employment

0:01:00

11/04/14 



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

3:07:03 PM :15 Hunger Prevention

3:38:09 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

6:08:19 PM :15 Community Engagement

6:38:37 PM :15 Keep America Beautiful

0:01:00

11/05/14 

3:09:16 PM :15 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

3:37:14 PM :15 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

6:09:56 PM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

6:38:33 PM :15 Autism Awareness

0:01:00

11/06/14 

3:07:29 PM :15 Let Girls Learn

3:37:43 PM :15 Enrollment in Health Insurance

6:07:21 PM :15 Job Training & Employment

6:37:41 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

0:01:00

11/07/14 

3:07:25 PM :15 Financial Literacy

3:37:56 PM :15 Caregiver Assistance

6:06:49 PM :15 Discovering Nature

6:38:13 PM :15 Discovering Nature

0:01:00

11/09/14 

10:11:00 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

10:12:00 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

10:17:11 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

10:18:11 AM :30 High Blood Pressure

10:18:51 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

10:19:51 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:28:02 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

10:29:03 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

10:39:19 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

10:45:28 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

10:46:28 AM 1:00 U.S. Navy

10:51:43 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

10:52:43 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:07:46 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

11:17:33 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

11:18:33 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:26:56 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

11:27:56 AM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:35:57 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

11:36:57 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:37:57 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:38:57 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

11:44:06 AM 1:00 Financial Literacy

11:45:06 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:46:06 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

11:55:47 AM :10 Safe Firearms Storage



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:55:57 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:56:57 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:57:57 AM 1:00 Recycling

0:25:30

11/10/14 

3:08:13 PM :15 Food Allergy Research & Education

3:40:04 PM :15 Pathways to Employment

6:08:30 PM :15 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

6:36:52 PM :15 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy 

0:01:00

11/11/14 

3:07:55 PM :10 Wildfire Preparedness

3:08:05 PM :10 Safe Firearms Storage

3:36:42 PM :15 U.S. Navy

6:36:51 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America

0:00:50

11/12/14 

3:06:32 PM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

3:36:18 PM :15 Food Allergy Research & Education

6:08:43 PM :15 Pathways to Employment

6:37:56 PM :15 U.S. Navy

0:01:00

11/13/14 

3:07:10 PM :15 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

3:38:17 PM :15 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy 

6:08:28 PM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

6:37:00 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America

0:01:00

11/14/14 

3:07:35 PM :15 Hunger Prevention

3:37:45 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

6:07:11 PM :15 Community Engagement

6:37:25 PM :15 Keep America Beautiful

0:01:00

11/15/14 

6:07:40 AM :15 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

10:10:59 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

10:11:59 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

10:17:11 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:18:51 AM 1:00 Recycling

10:19:51 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:27:55 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:28:25 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

10:42:27 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

10:48:46 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

10:49:46 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

10:55:54 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:57:24 AM :30 Discovering Nature

11:06:28 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

11:15:52 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:16:52 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

11:25:57 AM 1:00 Heifer International

11:26:57 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

11:38:03 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:39:33 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

11:40:33 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:47:10 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:48:10 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:49:10 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

11:55:44 AM :30 Pathways to Employment

11:56:14 AM :30 Community Engagement

11:56:44 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

11:57:14 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:06:32 PM 1:00 Financial Literacy

12:07:32 PM 1:00 Recycling

12:08:32 PM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

12:14:39 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

12:15:39 PM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

12:16:39 PM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness 

12:23:04 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

12:24:04 PM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

12:25:04 PM :30 Discovering Nature

12:25:34 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:25:54 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:40:57 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:41:57 PM :30 Energy Efficiency

12:47:08 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

12:48:08 PM :30 Child Passenger Safety

12:48:48 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:49:48 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:57:57 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:58:27 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

1:01:06 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

1:02:06 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

1:03:06 PM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

1:09:17 PM :30 Discovering Nature

1:09:47 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

1:10:17 PM 1:00 Heifer International

1:11:17 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

1:18:23 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:19:23 PM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

1:20:23 PM :30 Discovering Nature

1:20:53 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

1:31:08 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

1:32:08 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

1:33:08 PM :30 Stroke Awareness

1:33:38 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

1:40:52 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

1:41:52 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:42:52 PM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

1:51:15 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:52:15 PM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

1:53:16 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

7:07:51 PM :15 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

9:07:56 PM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

0:58:50

11/22/14 

10:10:59 AM :30 High Blood Pressure

10:11:29 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

10:11:59 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:17:10 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

10:17:40 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

10:18:50 AM :15 Discovering Nature

10:19:06 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:20:06 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:28:00 AM :30 GED Achievement

10:28:30 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:29:00 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:39:59 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

10:46:02 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

10:47:02 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

10:52:21 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

10:53:21 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:06:09 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

11:06:39 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

11:15:43 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:17:13 AM :30 Community Engagement

11:25:31 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

11:26:02 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

11:27:02 AM :30 Child Passenger Safety

11:37:10 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

11:37:40 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:38:40 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:39:40 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

11:40:10 AM :30 Discovering Nature

11:46:31 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

11:47:02 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:48:02 AM :30 Discovering Nature

11:48:32 AM :30 Easter Seals

11:49:02 AM :10 Supporting Minority Education

11:49:12 AM :10 Shelter Pet Adoption

11:49:22 AM :10 Wildfire Preparedness

11:56:01 AM :30 Discovering Nature

11:56:31 AM :10 Supporting Minority Education

11:56:41 AM :10 Safe Firearms Storage

11:56:51 AM :15 Let Girls Learn

11:57:07 AM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

11:57:22 AM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

11:57:37 AM :15 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:57:52 AM :15 U.S. Navy



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:58:07 AM :15 Enrollment in Health Insurance

11:58:22 AM :30 Autism Awareness

11:58:52 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:06:15 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

12:06:30 PM :15 Caregiver Assistance

12:06:45 PM :15 GED Achievement

12:07:00 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

12:07:15 PM :15 Hunger Prevention

12:07:30 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:08:00 PM :15 Autism Awareness

12:08:15 PM :15 Discovering Nature

12:08:30 PM :15 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:08:45 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America

12:09:00 PM :15 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

12:13:45 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:14:16 PM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

12:15:16 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

12:16:16 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:16:36 PM :10 Supporting Minority Education

12:21:52 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:22:52 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:23:52 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

12:41:01 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:42:01 PM :15 Let Girls Learn

12:46:58 PM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

12:47:58 PM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:48:37 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

12:49:37 PM :30 Bullying Prevention

12:50:07 PM :10 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:58:02 PM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

12:58:32 PM :30 National Association of School Nurses

12:59:02 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

1:01:11 PM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

1:02:11 PM :30 Bullying Prevention

1:02:41 PM :15 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy 

1:02:56 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

1:03:26 PM :15 Financial Literacy

1:03:41 PM :15 Food Allergy Research & Education

1:03:56 PM :15 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:10:23 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

1:10:53 PM 1:00 Heifer International

1:11:53 PM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

1:12:23 PM :30 JDRF Type None

1:12:53 PM :15 Job Training & Employment

1:13:08 PM :15 Keep America Beautiful

1:20:45 PM :10 Wildfire Preparedness

1:20:55 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

1:21:25 PM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

1:22:25 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

1:22:56 PM :30 Susan G. Komen



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

1:23:26 PM :30 Children's Oral Health

1:31:08 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

1:32:08 PM :30 Bullying Prevention

1:32:38 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness

1:33:08 PM 1:00 Recycling

1:40:46 PM :30 Children's Oral Health

1:41:16 PM :30 Bullying Prevention

1:41:46 PM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

1:42:16 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

1:42:46 PM 1:00 Financial Literacy

1:52:52 PM :10 Supporting Minority Education

1:53:02 PM :30 Children's Oral Health

1:53:32 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

1:54:02 PM :30 Financial Literacy

1:54:32 PM :30 GED Achievement

1:55:03 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

1:55:18 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

1:55:48 PM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

0:58:30

11/29/14 

10:11:02 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

10:12:02 AM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

10:16:59 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:18:39 AM :30 GED Achievement

10:19:09 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

10:19:39 AM :30 Keep America Beautiful

10:20:09 AM :10 Supporting Minority Education

10:28:03 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:28:33 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

10:41:07 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

10:47:21 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:48:51 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:54:15 AM :30 American Heart Association

10:54:45 AM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:55:45 AM :30 Recycling

11:05:55 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

11:15:43 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:17:13 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

11:26:03 AM 1:00 Heifer International

11:27:03 AM :30 High Blood Pressure

11:27:33 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

11:37:53 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:39:23 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

11:40:23 AM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:47:41 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:48:41 AM :30 Wildfire Prevention

11:49:11 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

11:50:12 AM :30 GED Achievement

11:55:57 AM :10 Supporting Minority Education

11:56:07 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:57:07 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:57:37 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

11:58:37 AM :30 High Blood Pressure

12:05:22 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:06:52 PM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

12:07:52 PM :30 Caregiver Assistance

12:12:17 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:12:47 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:13:47 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

12:14:47 PM :30 Community Engagement

12:21:00 PM :30 Children's Oral Health

12:21:30 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

12:22:30 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

12:23:30 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:23:50 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:40:59 PM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

12:41:59 PM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

12:46:55 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:48:36 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:49:06 PM 1:00 Community Engagement

12:50:06 PM :10 Safe Firearms Storage

12:57:55 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

12:58:55 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

1:00:45 PM :30 Recycling

1:01:15 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:02:15 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

1:03:15 PM :30 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:03:45 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

1:11:09 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:12:39 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

1:13:39 PM :30 Energy Efficiency

1:20:57 PM :10 Shelter Pet Adoption

1:21:07 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:22:37 PM 1:00 Community Engagement

1:23:37 PM :30 Wildfire Prevention

1:30:53 PM :30 Fauna & Flora International

1:31:23 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

1:32:23 PM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

1:33:23 PM :30 Teacher Recruitment

1:40:58 PM 1:00 Community Engagement

1:41:58 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

1:42:28 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

1:43:28 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

1:50:45 PM :10 Safe Firearms Storage

1:50:55 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:52:25 PM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

1:53:25 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

0:58:50

12/01/14 

12:29:15 XM :15 Discovering Nature



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

12:29:31 XM :30 Recycling

4:38:00 XM :15 Community Engagement

0:01:00

12/02/14 

8:59:10 AM :30 Recycling

8:59:41 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

0:00:50

12/06/14 

10:10:59 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

10:11:59 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

10:17:11 AM 1:00 Heifer International

10:18:11 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

10:18:51 AM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:18:56 AM :15 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

10:19:11 AM 1:00 U.S. Navy

10:28:00 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:37:19 AM 1:00 Recycling

10:44:01 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

10:45:01 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

10:53:09 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

10:54:09 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

11:06:30 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:13:40 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11:14:40 AM 1:00 Financial Literacy

11:25:39 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

11:26:39 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

11:37:33 AM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:38:33 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:40:03 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11:45:40 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

11:46:40 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

11:47:40 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:56:00 AM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness 

11:57:00 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:58:00 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

12:06:53 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

12:07:53 PM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

12:08:53 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:15:50 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:17:20 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:18:20 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:23:30 PM :30 Stroke Awareness

12:24:00 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

12:25:00 PM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

12:26:00 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:26:20 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:40:56 PM 1:00 Community Engagement

12:41:56 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:47:08 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:48:51 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

12:49:51 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:50:11 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:58:00 PM 1:00 Community Engagement

12:59:00 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

1:00:54 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:02:24 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

1:03:24 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

1:10:14 PM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

1:11:14 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

1:12:14 PM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

1:22:07 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

1:23:08 PM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

1:24:08 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:30:49 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:32:19 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:33:19 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

1:40:31 PM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

1:41:31 PM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

1:42:31 PM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

1:50:14 PM 1:00 Recycling

1:51:14 PM 1:00 Financial Literacy

1:52:14 PM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

3:57:20 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

3:58:20 PM 1:00 Recycling

3:59:20 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

1:00:40

12/07/14 

5:59:13 XM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

5:59:43 XM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

5:59:58 XM :02 Buzzed Driving Prevention

0:00:47

12/10/14 

8:55:50 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

8:56:50 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

8:57:20 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

8:58:20 AM :30 Discovering Nature

0:03:00

12/13/14 

10:11:02 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:17:13 AM 1:00 U.S. Navy

10:18:13 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:18:52 AM 1:00 Recycling

10:19:52 AM :15 Community Engagement

10:20:07 AM :10 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:28:01 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

10:29:01 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

10:39:59 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

10:46:16 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

10:47:17 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

10:53:52 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

10:54:53 AM 1:00 U.S. Navy

11:06:41 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

11:14:29 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:15:59 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

11:24:57 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:25:57 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

11:37:19 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:38:19 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:39:19 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

11:39:49 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

11:46:27 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:47:27 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

11:48:27 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

11:55:17 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

11:56:17 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:57:17 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

12:06:46 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:08:16 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

12:09:16 PM :30 Community Engagement

12:14:18 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

12:15:18 PM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

12:16:18 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

12:22:03 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:23:04 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:24:04 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:24:34 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:24:54 PM :05 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:41:00 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

12:42:01 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:47:12 PM :30 High Blood Pressure

12:47:42 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:48:12 PM :30 GED Achievement

12:48:52 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:49:53 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

12:50:23 PM :15 Let Girls Learn

12:58:08 PM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

12:58:38 PM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

1:01:26 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

1:02:26 PM 1:00 Heifer International

1:03:26 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

1:09:35 PM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

1:10:34 PM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

1:11:35 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

1:19:32 PM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

1:20:02 PM :30 Bullying Prevention

1:20:32 PM :30 American Heart Association

1:21:02 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

1:21:32 PM :30 Children's Oral Health

1:22:02 PM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

1:31:09 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

1:32:39 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

1:33:39 PM :30 Bullying Prevention

1:40:54 PM :30 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:41:24 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

1:41:54 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

1:42:54 PM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness 

1:49:57 PM 1:00 Caregiver Assistance 

1:50:57 PM 1:00 Volunteer Your Expertise

1:51:58 PM :30 Food Safety Education 

1:52:28 PM :15 Adoption from Foster Care 

1:52:43 PM :10 Safe Firearms Storage

3:57:43 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

3:58:43 PM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

3:59:43 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

1:00:45

12/14/14 

10:28:43 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

10:29:43 PM :15 Food Safety Education 

5:39:02 XM :15 Keep America Beautiful

0:01:30

12/15/14 

3:08:00 PM :15 Food Allergy Research & Education

3:38:16 PM :15 U.S. Navy

6:06:45 PM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

6:37:32 PM :15 Discovering Nature

3:56:11 XM 1:00 Recycling

3:57:11 XM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

3:58:11 XM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

3:58:41 XM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

0:03:50

12/16/14 

3:08:16 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

3:37:48 PM :15 Community Engagement

6:07:06 PM :15 Keep America Beautiful

6:36:56 PM :15 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

4:28:29 XM :30 Adoption from Foster Care 

4:28:59 XM 1:00 Volunteer Your Expertise

4:37:25 XM :15 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

0:02:45

12/17/14 

3:08:01 PM :15 Food Allergy Research & Education

3:38:28 PM :15 Pathways to Employment

6:07:54 PM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

6:37:37 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

3:58:30 XM :30 Fauna & Flora International

3:59:01 XM 1:00 Community Engagement

0:02:30

12/18/14 

3:07:21 PM :15 Food Safety Education 

3:38:32 PM :15 Keep America Beautiful



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

6:08:01 PM :15 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

6:37:31 PM :15 Let Girls Learn

5:38:30 XM :15 Job Training & Employment

0:01:15

12/19/14 

3:08:09 PM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

3:37:08 PM :15 Pathways to Employment

6:08:45 PM :15 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

6:38:27 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America

0:01:00

12/20/14 

10:11:00 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:17:10 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

10:18:10 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

10:18:50 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:19:20 AM :30 High Blood Pressure

10:19:50 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

10:20:20 AM :10 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:28:32 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

10:37:29 AM 1:00 U.S. Navy

10:42:47 AM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

10:43:47 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

10:54:19 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:55:19 AM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

11:07:40 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:15:45 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

11:17:15 AM :30  Volunteer Your Expertise

11:25:54 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:26:55 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

11:36:00 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:36:30 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:37:00 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care 

11:37:30 AM 1:00 Community Engagement

11:38:30 AM 1:00 Heifer International

11:45:19 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

11:46:19 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:47:19 AM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

11:55:47 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness

11:56:47 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:57:47 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

12:06:48 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:08:19 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:09:19 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care 

12:15:48 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

12:16:48 PM 1:00 Heifer International

12:17:48 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:23:39 PM :30 Discovering Nature

12:24:39 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:26:09 PM :15 GED Achievement

12:26:24 PM :10 Shelter Pet Adoption



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

12:40:57 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

12:41:57 PM :30 Child Passenger Safety

12:47:08 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:47:38 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:48:08 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

12:48:47 PM 1:00 Volunteer Your Expertise

12:49:47 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:58:02 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:58:32 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

1:01:07 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:02:37 PM :30 American Heart Association

1:03:07 PM 1:00 Caregiver Assistance 

1:11:43 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:12:43 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

1:13:43 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

1:19:19 PM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

1:20:19 PM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

1:21:19 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:31:12 PM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

1:32:12 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:33:12 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

1:41:12 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

1:42:12 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

1:43:12 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care 

1:43:42 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

1:50:48 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

1:51:49 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:53:19 PM :30 Discovering Nature

5:57:04 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

5:58:04 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

0:59:35

12/22/14 

8:56:20 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

8:57:20 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

8:58:20 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care 

8:58:50 AM 1:00 Volunteer Your Expertise

8:59:50 AM :10 Supporting Minority Education

3:07:53 PM :15 Hunger Prevention

3:37:50 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

6:07:02 PM :15 Adoption from Foster Care 

6:38:08 PM :15 Food Safety Education 

0:04:40

12/23/14 

3:08:18 PM :15 Let Girls Learn

6:08:39 PM :15 Enrollment in Health Insurance

6:39:14 PM :15 Financial Literacy

0:00:45

12/24/14 

3:07:19 PM :15 High Blood Pressure

3:39:57 PM :15 Discovering Nature



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

6:37:26 PM :15 Fatherhood Involvement

5:58:12 XM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

5:58:42 XM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

5:59:13 XM :30 Keep America Beautiful

5:59:43 XM :15 Wildfire Preparedness

0:02:30

12/25/14 

3:07:44 PM :15 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy 

3:37:21 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America

6:07:42 PM :15 Discovering Nature

6:37:25 PM :15 Enrollment in Health Insurance

0:01:00

12/26/14 

6:07:57 AM :15 Let Girls Learn

3:06:49 PM :15 GED Achievement

3:38:23 PM :15 The Pulmonary Hypertension Association

6:08:15 PM :15 Food Safety Education 

6:38:26 PM :15 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

4:38:16 XM :15 Shelter Pet Adoption

0:01:30

12/27/14 

10:11:00 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

10:17:11 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

10:17:41 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

10:18:11 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

10:18:50 AM :30 American Heart Association

10:19:20 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:19:50 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

10:28:01 AM :30 Children's Oral Health

10:28:31 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:29:01 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:37:56 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:38:26 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:44:02 AM :30 Food Safety Education 

10:44:32 AM :30 Adoption from Foster Care 

10:45:03 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of 

10:45:33 AM :30 Community Engagement

10:53:42 AM :30 JDRF Type None

10:54:12 AM :30 High Blood Pressure

10:54:42 AM :30 Texting & Driving Prevention

10:55:12 AM :30 Energy Efficiency

11:05:19 AM :30 Autism Awareness

11:05:49 AM :30 Wildfire Prevention

11:15:21 AM :30 GED Achievement

11:15:51 AM :30 Children's Oral Health

11:16:22 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

11:16:52 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

11:25:36 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

11:26:36 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

11:37:57 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy 



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:39:27 AM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

11:40:27 AM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

11:46:41 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

11:47:11 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

11:47:41 AM :30 Supporting Minority Education

11:48:11 AM :30 Discovering Nature

11:48:41 AM 1:00 U.S. Navy

11:55:40 AM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

11:56:40 AM 1:00 Volunteer Your Expertise

11:57:40 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

12:06:53 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

12:08:23 PM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

12:09:23 PM :30 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:15:15 PM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

12:16:15 PM 1:00 Community Engagement

12:17:15 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

12:23:02 PM 1:00 Caregiver Assistance 

12:24:02 PM 1:00 Heifer International

12:25:02 PM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

12:40:59 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

12:41:59 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:47:10 PM 1:00 Recycling

12:48:11 PM :30 Stroke Awareness

12:48:51 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

12:49:51 PM :30 Adoption from Foster Care

12:59:05 PM 1:00 FEMA Flood Smart

1:00:05 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

1:02:16 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:03:46 PM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

1:04:46 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

1:12:00 PM 1:00 Heifer International

1:13:00 PM 1:00 Child Passenger Safety

1:14:00 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:22:23 PM 1:00 U.S. Navy

1:23:23 PM 1:00 Children's Oral Health

1:24:23 PM 1:00 Volunteer Your Expertise

1:32:15 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

1:33:15 PM 1:00 Pathways to Employment

1:34:16 PM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

1:40:27 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness

1:41:27 PM 1:00 Safe Firearms Storage

1:42:27 PM :30 American Heart Association

1:42:57 PM :30 Energy Efficiency

1:49:32 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy 

1:51:02 PM 1:00 Texting & Driving Prevention

1:52:02 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

0:58:30

12/28/14 

4:40:10 XM :15 Financial Literacy

0:00:15



Aired Time Aired Length Advertiser/Product Traffic Constraints

11:55:17


